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ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES AND PROCEDURRES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
C0VID -19 PROGRAM
ALABAMA
Pursuant to the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (the CARES
ACT) that was passed by Congress and signed into law by President Trump on March 27,
2029, the State of Alabama (the State) was awarded the amounts of $14,011,858 in
CDBG-CV Round 1 funds, $15,068,316 in CDBG-CV Round 2 funds, and $11,379,612 in
CDBG-CV Round 3 funds, for a total award amount of $40,459,786 from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). On August 20, 2020, HUD
issued a Notice of Program Rules, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements Under the
CARES Act for Community Development Block Grant Program Coronavirus Response
Grants, which Notice became effective August 7, 2020. On August 27, 2020, HUD
provided CDBG-CV Notice FAQs (frequently asked questions), which serves as
foundation for Alabama’s CDBG -CV program.
Alabama’s strategy for administration of CDBG Covid funds will be similar to the strategy
the Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs (ADECA) utilized in
previous special purpose grants such as disasters. As before, ADECA will be the primary
entity responsible for carrying out the tasks involving all aspects of the grant cycle
including exercises necessary to secure funds and ensuring award and utilization of
these funds in accordance with State and Federal requirements required by the US
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Office of Management and
Budget (OMB), and other agency rules in effect or promulgated specially to
accommodate COVID-19 funds.
The State of Alabama has administered the CDBG Small Cities Program since PY 1982.
The State has gained valuable experience during these decades of program
administration. During these years, many programmatic experiments have been tried;
many rules, policies, and directives have been written, modified, or eliminated; a large
number of communities assisted and even larger number of citizens with critical needs
served; much public goodwill has been earned, relationships have been created among
state and federal agencies and trust built between the funding and recipient entities.
Interestingly, some members of the State’s CDBG staff have remained in place since
1982 resulting in continuity, progressiveness, and program effectiveness. Due to the
layers of checks and balances, prudent management and effective oversight, the State’s
program has remained devoid of major issues.

The Alabama CDBG-CV program will typically be comprised of four primary components
– Federal award, State distribution of funds, post award activities, and closeout. Each
component can be further can be further broken down into the following
subcomponents:
Federal Fund Awards – The following will be a general guide to developing the State’s
CDBG-COVID program.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Examine and comprehend the law and HUD rule for commonality and specificity
between the regular CDBG program and the COVID grants.
Assemble a team in the Community and Economic Development Division (CED) of
ADECA to implement the program under the supervision of the CED Division
Chief.
Develop options for fund distribution for consideration by the Governor and
ADECA Director.
Request necessary waivers from HUD.
Insure citizen participation.
Hold the hearing and provide time frame for public comments.
Incorporate comments in the Plan and submit the Plan to HUD for approval.

ADECA recognizes the uncertainty underlying the timing of the above tasks and modify
steps, plans, or directions as may be necessary to ensure expediency and effectiveness
of the State’s COVID program.
State Distribution of Funds - In the years past, the State has typically distributed funds
among qualifying communities through a competition based on needs, capacity,
impacts, costs, timing, etc. With CARES ACT funds, ADECA staff considered three
options to use or award COVID funds in Alabama as follows:
1.
2,
3.

Award funds to communities in Alabama based on a statewide competition as
has been practiced for the State’s regular program and disaster grants.
Select a State agency such as the Alabama Department of Public Health or the
Emergency Management Agency to administer funds in Alabama, and
Award funds to the State’s 67 counties and thirteen entitlement cities based on
the formula allocation.

Of the three options, the Alabama Governor and the ADECA Director selected option
number 3 by recognizing that COVID has impacted all communities, competition does
result in a lot of wasted resource by those not lucky enough to be awarded grants, and
lastly and most importantly, local communities already have established Department of

Public Health and emergency responders within their local government structure, and
these elements of local government can quickly provide valuable input on the changing
status of the pandemic needs as well as render the services required to address those
needs.
Based on the decision by the Governor and ADECA Director, ADECA’s CDBG-CV Action
Plan ( APPENDIX ZZ) seeks to provide the widest distribution of funds among the State’s
counties and entitlement cities; seeks participation among the county and incorporated
jurisdictions in those counties; requires consultation with the county health
departments, local emergency management agencies, and local health care providers;
ensures compliance with CARES ACT requirements and HUD Notice; allows for local
flexibilities to undertake joint projects between counties and/or entitlement cities ; and
allows for contingencies to use unobligated balances.
With the decision to distribute CDBG-CV funds made, the State’s application process is
designed to ensure compliance with the CARES ACT and HUD Notice as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Develop application forms to capture appropriate information to ensure the
activities will not only meet the CDBG eligibility requirements but also will help to
prevent, provide for, and respond to COVID-19.
Develop certifications and assurances for the communities to sign agreeing to
follow the necessary citizen participation process and other compliance
requirements related to Environmental, Labor, Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity, Etc.
Hold an application workshop (virtual) to inform and provide application material
to the attending communities, planning commissions, consultants, and interested
persons.
Receive applications by the cut-off-date.
Make staff evaluation of applications to ensure completeness and compliance
with national objective, eligibility of activities, citizen participation, etc.
Provide award letters and agreements to communities with qualifying
applications.

For any unobligated balances due to one or more communities choosing not to apply or
for activities not meeting eligibility requirements, ADECA may distribute those balances
via a statewide competition. In addition, if the balances are not great, the ADECA
Director, at his or her discretion, may use an appropriate amount of unobligated
balances referred to as Recaptured Fund to accomplish the objectives of the CARES ACT,
including provide funds to a community that has shown strong need for additional
funds; provide funds to communities with both good grant program results and good

grant fund expenditure rates; provide funds to another State agency or nonprofit entity
to implement a specific CDBG-CV Program activity or project; and engage
ADECA to directly implement specific CDBG-CV Program activities.
Post Award Activities – Upon award of CDBG-CV grants by the Governor, the actual task
of grant implementation begins. At this stage, the State’s primary concern is to ensure
the recipient communities carry out the grants in accordance with the approved
application in an expedient manner in compliance with all applicable State and Federal
laws, regulations, and policies. Majority of the non- entitlement communities receiving
CDBG-CV funds have been the beneficiary of the regular CDBG funds and possess some
experience and often are assisted by the professional grant administrators to manage
these grants. Likewise, entitlement communities having worked directly with HUD for
many years already possess significant experience managing CDBG projects. The post
award activities will involve the following tasks.
1.

2.

Within a few days of issuance of the Governor’s award letters, ADECA will
provide to each grantee with a grant agreement and a Letter of Conditional
Commitment (LCC). The purpose of LCC is to require grantee to satisfy certain
program startup requirements in order to secure release of funds. The common
items required by the LCCs include a Local Program Implementation Schedule, a
CDBG-CV Budget/Financial Report, a Request for Release of Funds and
Certification, a Designation of Responsible Officials form, a standard Certification
showing signatures to be used in the drawdown forms and DUNS Number, a
signed Subrecipient Self-Certification of No Duplication of Benefit/Subrogation
Agreement form, and a copy of the Active Status page from sam.gov showing the
registration expiration date. The LCC may also contain special conditions unique
to specific grants or those items necessary to fulfill the application requirements.
The grantee is not authorized to draw any funds until the submissions are made,
and the release of funds is accomplished.
Upon release of funds by the State, the grantee will proceed to implement the
grant. Unlike the regular CDBG projects which are primarily comprised of
construction activities, a large number of CDBG-CV activities will be comprised of
purchase of items or services. The grant implementation will typically entail
procurement of professional services such as a grant administrator and
professional engineer if not already procured. The construction activities will
typically involve design of projects, bid preparation and bid awards, construction,
inspections, and final construction notice. For purchase of items and services,
steps will generally involve preparing specifications of items or services to be
acquired, examining the State Purchasing Site for the availability of such items,

3.

4.

compiling a vendor list, soliciting verbal or written quotes or sealed bids,
purchasing items and services, and completing PMI form for items over $5,000.
As the grantee progresses with grant implementation, it will be allowed to draw
funds with CDBG-CV payment request forms. The grantee will be limited to draw
only the amount necessary for immediate needs. The State will use the standard
draw-down checklist to process each draw. The checklist will enable the State to
ensure that the grantee has met the requirements to draw funds and funds are
drawn for the right activity and in the right amount. As with the State’s regular
program, the grantee will not be required submit backup documentation.
Instead, the backup documentation will be reviewed during the State’s
monitoring of the grant.
During the project implementation phase, ADECA staff will schedule a monitoring
visit to the grantee site. With the regular CDBG program, such visits are generally
scheduled at after around 30 percent of the funds have been drawn. Due to the
continuing pandemic infections as well as varying nature of activities some of
which may jump from zero draw to nearly 100 percent draw, 30 percent guide
may not be feasible. Hence, the ADECA staff will use their best judgement to
monitor projects when such monitoring will be most effective to ensure grantee
compliance. The monitoring is an arduous task and involves use of checklists to
ensure and programmatic compliance and a visit to the project site to ensure the
activities are carried out in accordance with the activities in the approved
application. The checklists allow the State to determine the grantee’s compliance
in the area of citizen participation, national objective, eligibility, progress,
professional services, environmental, fair housing and equal opportunity, bidding
and contracting, labor, Uniform Act, financial management, record keeping,
amendments, change orders, and individual case files. Upon completion of
monitoring visits, generally within thirty days, the State will provide a letter to
the grantee outlining findings if any including corrective actions. Monitoring
determinations range from “acceptable” to “concerns” to “finding”. Corrective
measures may include certifications that inadequacies will be resolved,
documentary and corrective actions have been instituted, reimbursement of
disallowed costs, or other sanctions. Upon resolution of corrective actions, the
finding(s) is released.
ADECA’s monitoring strategy for COVID projects will be similar to the regular
programs to the extent the projects are similar in nature and scope. For projects
that are either complex or involve several distinct activities and/or large grant
amounts, the State will adopt a flexible approach tailored to individual grantee.
The approach may consist of several visits, and each visit may involve specific

activities or specific compliance areas. Frequency and depth of the visit will
depend on findings or concerns uncovered during the previous visits.
The post award activities involving project implementation will be guided as much as
possible by the State’s CDBG Management and Implementation Manual. The online
Manual was initially compiled as three paper volumes when the State first undertook
the management of the CDBG Small Cities program in Alabama. The manuals were
continually updated for several years by the distribution of selective hand-outs and fully
updated several years ago at a great cost. Since the advent and wider usage of the
online format, the manuals are now periodically updated and available online at
https://adeca.alabama.gov/cdbg/cdbg-management-and-implementation-manual/
under the Community and Economic Development Programs. The online Manual will be
significantly relevant to the administration of the COVID programs, except where
waivers have been provided by Congress or HUD.
Closeouts – The final stage in the grant implementation will be the closeout of the
grant. The closeout of the grant will first take place at the grantee level and then at the
State level. Each grantee receiving COVID funds from the State will go through a grant
closeout with the State. Once all local grants are closed with the State, the State will
officially close the grant with HUD.
1.

Grantee Closeout: In case of grants that include construction of public
infrastructure or public facilities, upon completion of such activities, the grantee
will require the project engineer/architect to complete a final inspection
certification. In addition, a completion notice will be advertised in the
newspaper. Subsequently, as part of the closeout process, the grantee will
advertise and hold a public hearing. In the absence of any complaints, the
grantee will submit to the State closeout documents that generally will include a
final “as expended” budget, proof of a closeout hearing, final payment request (if
any), final inspection report, wage compliance certification, and performance
assessment report. Since many COVID activities are of a non-construction
nature, certain documents such as inspections and wage reports wouldn’t be
applicable.
The State will follow a standard closeout procedure to close the grantee’s grant.
The procedure generally entails following the items in the closeout checklist. The
closeout checklist is used with all regular CDBG projects will also be used to close
COVID grants. A modified checklist will be used to for COVID projects to ensure
all required information is captured. Upon satisfaction of all closeout
requirements, the State will write to the grantee a closeout letter closing the

project as of the date of the letter subject to the audit and record keeping
requirements.

2.

If there are complaints against the grantee or about the grantee’s program, the
grantee shall guide the person or persons filing the complaint to follow the
grievance procedure in the grantee’s Citizen Participation Plan. The State will not
close the grantee’s grant until such time all complaints are satisfactorily resolved.
State Closeout: After all grants are closed with the State, the State will proceed
to close the grant with HUD. The regular CDBG closeout with HUD happens after
one hundred percent of the funds are expended in the Integrated Disbursement
and Information System (IDIS) and final financial report is submitted to HUD.
Unless modified by HUD, the COVID closeout grant with HUD will follow a similar
path.

Additional Program Guidance – The following guidance is incorporated for ADECA to
address other issues as they relate to ADECA’s role in meeting its responsibility to
provide appropriate level of technical assistance; recognizing and providing steps to
address program changes; grantee’s responsibility in reporting information and
maintaining and assuring access to records; and priding for a tracking system.
1.

2.

Technical Assistance: The backbone of the State COVID program will be the
provision of ample technical assistance to grantees. The CDBG-CV related
technical assistance will entail both formal and informal approaches. The State
will quickly disseminate to all grantees any guidance and instructions originating
from HUD. Likewise, the State will be quick to respond to all grantee questions as
expeditiously as possible when answers are known, and when answers are not
known, to reach out to HUD or HUD Technical assistance providers for answers.
Emails and phone calls are the fastest means of commination and will be used
extensively. While there may be more desirable way of communication, the
timing is of essence with the pandemic and expenditure of COVID funds to
prevent, provide for, and respond to the Coronavirus and other infectious
diseases.
Amendments: From time to time, it will become necessary for grantee to request
an amendment to accommodate a variety of situations including cost under- or
over-runs, changing needs and conditions, timeline, and budgetary changes.
These amendments can be local if changes are of minor nature and not greatly
impacting the original activities, beneficiaries, or costs. For such local
amendments, grantee’s responsibility is to inform the State of the changes it is
proposing to carry out locally. For changes of a significant nature, a formal
amendment process is proposed wherein a grantee is required to conduct a

3.

public hearing of the changes is contemplating and submitting the detailed
information to the State requesting approval of a formal amendment. The
amendment process will be generally guided by the State Policy Letter No. 2;
although, this policy letter may not address all COVID situations. If such is the
case, the State will make the call that will generally favor the expediency for use
of COVID funds provided no rules are violated.
Reporting and Record Keeping: Each grantee will be required to maintain a
reasonable filing system and maintain records that will allow for a thorough
review of grantee’ program for financial and regulatory compliance. These
records must be made available as and when required for review by the State
and Federal monitors, Auditors, Examiners, Inspector General and other
regulatory officials. In addition, the grantee shall provide information and
reports, as and when required, by the State and Federal Officials to allow for
necessary oversight, transparency, or respond to public questions. all records are
to be retained for five years after grant closeout. As a general policy, all records
will be required to be maintained at a grantee level, unless the State finds it
necessary to require the grantee to submit such records, such as detected risk in
the grantee’s performance of the grant implementation. The following is a
comprehensive list of records that grantee will generally be required to maintain
for construction projects. Since many of the COVID grants do not involve
construction, many of the items such as labor standards or Uniform Land
Acquisition may not be relevant to the grantee’s program. A basic rule of thumb
will be for grantee to document all actions related to the grant and ensure all
applicable compliance requirements are adhere to:

General Project Information
Grant Agreement
General Correspondence
Amendments
Citizen Participation
Copy of Executed Citizen Participation Plan
Public Hearing Details
National Objective and Eligibility
Documentation of National Objective
Income Surveys (if applicable)
Progress
Implementation Schedule
Disclosure
Updated Disclosure File
List of Persons/Firms with Reportable Financial Interest

Professional Services
Copies of Newspaper/Other Advertisements (RFQs)
Executed Contracts with Professional Service Providers
RFQ Evaluation Materials
Professional Service Providers Debarred Status
Environmental
Environmental Review Record
Letters from Concurring Agencies
Environmental Assessment
Proofs of Advertisements
Levels of Clearance Finding
Finding of No Significant Impact
Request for Release of Funds
Published Notice if Intent to Seek Release of Funds
Removal of Grant Conditions
Bidding and Contracting
Bid Advertisements
Procurement Documentation
Public Bid Opening Details
Properly Executed Contract Including Proper Clauses
Change Orders
Labor Standards
Designated Labor Standards Officer
Notice of Start of Construction
Wage Decision
Pre-Construction Conference
Payrolls
HUD11s
Final Inspection and Notice of Completion
Civil Rights/Equal Opportunity & Fair Housing
Equal Opportunity File
Letter of Office of Minority Business Enterprise
Form 2516 and Form 60002 Reporting
Solicitation of Small and Minority Firms
Rental/Utility Assistance
Individual Case File
Evidence of Need
Household Status of Low and Moderate Income
Duplication of Benefit Certification
Payments

Demolition
Section 104(D) Compliance Certifications
Uniform Land Acquisition
Inventory of Parcels
Separate Parcel Files
Appraisal Information
Documentation of Fair Offer
Settlement Information
Financial
Budgets
Cash Receipt & Disbursements Journals
General Ledger
Approved Invoices
Evidence of Match Expenditure
Copies of Drawdowns
Bank Statements
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I. Overview and Background
Q: Will the Notice be published in the Federal Register?
A: Yes. The Notice was published in the Federal Register with the Docket Number FR-6218N-01 on August 20, 2020, https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-20/pdf/202018242.pdf.
Q: Is the Notice effective before it is published in the Federal Register?
A: Yes. The Notice was effective August 7, 2020, when it was signed.
Q: What programs are covered by the Notice?
A: Most of the Notice is about Community Development Block Grant coronavirus (CDBGCV) grants, as well as annual FY2019 and FY2020 Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) grants. The HOME, Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) and Housing Opportunities
for Persons With AIDS (HOPWA) programs are addressed in the Consolidated Plan section.
Q: Why have a Federal Register (FR) Notice?
A: The FR Notice puts all the CDBG-CV waivers and alternative requirements in one place so
grantees and stakeholders can more easily find, use, and understand them. Although the Notice
is necessarily technical, HUD did try to use plain language wherever possible to speed
understanding and implementation.
II. Summary of Special Authorities Under the CARES Act
Q: Which requirements apply to CDBG-CV grants?
A: CDBG-CV grants are subject to the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act
(CARES Act), the authorities and conditions imposed on fiscal year 2020 CDBG grants, the
Notice and except as provided in the Notice, the statutory and regulatory provisions governing
the CDBG program. The CDBG regulations, at 24 CFR part 570, implement Title I of the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, as amended. The CARES Act modifies
some CDBG program rules and authorizes the Secretary of HUD to grant waivers and alternative
requirements. Accordingly, the Notice describes how certain requirements of the CDBG
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program are modified for CDBG-CV grants, fiscal year 2020 CDBG grants under the
Department of Housing and Urban Development Appropriations Act, 2020 (Public Law 116-94),
and fiscal year 2019 CDBG grants under the Department of Housing and Urban Development
Appropriations Act, 2019 (Public Law 116-6). Unless the Notice states otherwise, the CARES
Act statutory flexibilities, waivers, and alternative requirements do not apply to other sources of
CDBG funds. A grantee’s CDBG-CV grant agreement has conditions binding the grant to the
program requirements.
Q: I am a citizen who may be affected by CDBG-CV. Where can I get more information and
who should I contact with questions?
A: CDBG-CV grantees make the local project or activity funding decisions. You can find your
grantee’s contact information here: https://www.hudexchange.info/grantees/contacts/ (and click
the “CDBG: Community Development Block Grant Program” box). Also, HUD has field offices
all over the country. You can find your Community Planning and Development (CPD) field
office here: https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/staff#fieldoffices. Finally,
questions regarding the CDBG-CV program may be submitted to
CPDQuestionsAnswered@hud.gov. Interested parties may also visit HUD’s website at
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning for updated information and resources.
Q: How big is CDBG-CV and when was it appropriated?
A: The CARES Act, enacted March 27, 2020, appropriated $5 billion in CDBG-CV funds to be
allocated to about 1,250 States, local governments, and insular areas. HUD anticipates that
grantees will fund tens of thousands of activities to prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus with this funding. To address these challenges, CDBG-CV and CDBG grants are a
flexible source of funding that can be used to pay costs that are not covered by other sources of
assistance, particularly to benefit persons of low and moderate income.
Q: What are the main changes the CARES Act makes to the CDBG requirements?
A: The CARES Act modifications are:
•
•
•
•

Permits a public comment period of no less than 5 days when citizen participation is
required.
Permits grantees to develop expedited citizen participation procedures and to hold virtual
public hearings when necessary for public health reasons.
Eliminates the public services cap for coronavirus-related activities.
Allows states and local governments to reimburse allowable costs of eligible activities
regardless of the date the costs were incurred.

III. CDBG-CV Grants
III.A. Allocations of CDBG-CV Funds
Q: How much did my city or state receive in the first and second CDBG-CV allocations?
A: HUD made the first CDBG-CV allocation on April 2, 2020, 24 days before the 30-day
allocation deadline in the CARES Act, in the amount of $2 billion. HUD made the second round
of CDBG-CV allocations on May 11, 2020, in the amount of $1 billion. The allocations are
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available on HUD’s website at
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/budget/fy20/.
Q: How much is in the third allocation and when is it coming?
A: HUD will publish additional third round allocations and a description of the allocation
formulas on HUD’s website at
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/budget/fy20/ and will provide a link to
this site in any press release announcing an allocation.
III.B. CDBG-CV Grant Rules, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements
Q: Should grantees use their normal CDBG funding distribution procedures for CDBG-CV?
A: Grantees should consider how to expedite use of funds, and not assume that their normal
CDBG funding distribution procedures are adequate to swiftly distribute and use CDBG-CV
grants. For example, if a grantee’s existing policies mandate lengthy processes to select
activities or complete procurements, grantees should try to expedite actions with local waiver
authorities or emergency procedures that may be available without state or local rulemaking.
Q: What transparency and accountability measures is HUD taking for CDBG-CV?
A: In addition to HUD’s normal CDBG monitoring and oversight, measures to increase
transparency and accountability include:
•
•

regular reporting on the use of CDBG-CV funds, including reporting required by the
CARES Act; and
a requirement that grantees prevent the duplication of benefits that is caused when a
person, household, business, or other entity receives financial assistance from multiple
sources for the same purpose, and the total assistance is more than the total need.

Q: My jurisdiction received a CDBG-CV allocation. How can the jurisdiction apply for the
grant?
A: The Chief Elected Official will designate an agency to apply for the grant using a substantial
amendment to an existing FY2019 CDBG Action Plan or by adding information to a new
FY2020 Action Plan. The following procedures apply:
• All grantees may adopt and use expedited procedures to draft, propose, modify, or amend
consolidated plans for CDBG-CV and fiscal year 2019 and 2020 CDBG grants. These
expedited procedures amend the grantee’s citizen participation plan and require it be
published for no less than 5 calendar days to solicit public comment. Expedited
procedures may include virtual public hearings.
• The grantee must publish its application for CDBG-CV funds for no less than 5 calendar
days to solicit public comment. The comment period can run concurrently with the
comment period on changes to add expedited procedures to the citizen participation plan.
The grantee must respond to public comments.
• The grantee must submit its application for CDBG-CV funds to HUD for review. To
receive a CDBG-CV grant, a grantee must also submit certain forms and certifications.
• HUD and the grantee will enter a grant agreement and HUD will establish the grantee’s
line of credit.
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•

The grantee may draw funds from the line of credit after any applicable steps for the
environmental review(s) process are completed.

Q: When may a grantee hold a virtual public hearing rather than an in-person hearing?
A: For as long as national or local health authorities recommend social distancing and limiting
public gatherings for public health reasons, the CARES Act authorizes the grantee to hold virtual
hearings in lieu of in-person public hearings for CDBG-CV grants and for fiscal year 2019 and
2020 CDBG grants. The Notice expands this to include virtual hearings for other consolidated
plan formula programs.
Q: Do grantees have to inform citizens how to join virtual hearings, answer their questions, and
see the hearing records?
A: Virtual hearings shall provide reasonable notification and access for citizens in accordance
with the grantee’s certifications, timely responses from local officials to all citizen questions and
issues, and public access to all questions and responses.
Q: What kind of online platforms or apps can host virtual hearings?
A: Grantees may use online platforms to hold virtual hearings that facilitate public access to all
questions and responses and provide timely responses from local officials. Additionally,
grantees must take appropriate actions to encourage the participation of all residents, including
the elderly, minorities, persons with limited English proficiency, as well as persons with
disabilities, consistent with the jurisdiction’s citizen participation plan. The CARES Act does not
modify nondiscrimination requirements.
Q: Do expedited procedures also apply to non-entitlement units of government funded by States?
A: Yes. HUD and the CARES Act authorized States to use expedited procedures and virtual
public hearings for citizen participation by units of general local government that receive CDBGCV funds from a state through a method of distribution. Expedited procedures must still
describe how units of local governments receiving funds from the state will meet the citizen
participation requirements in 24 CFR 570.486.
Q: Do the expedited procedures also apply to insular areas?
A: Yes. HUD waived the requirement that an insular area must hold a public hearing on a
substantial amendment. Instead, HUD is imposing an alternative requirement to permit the
insular area to adopt expedited requirements by modifying its citizen participation plan to replace
the hearing if it provides community residents with reasonable notice and an opportunity to
comment on substantial amendments to the consolidated plan or annual action plan.
Q: Do expedited amendment and action plan procedures also apply to other programs covered by
the Consolidated Plan?
A: Yes. In the FR Notice, HUD consolidated and extended prior waivers by issuing waivers and
alternative requirements to expedite procedures to modify citizen participation plans for all 2020
fiscal year consolidated plan and annual action plan submissions that pertain to ESG, HOME,
HTF, and HOPWA formula programs. Specifically:
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•

CDBG, HOME, HTF, HOPWA, and ESG grantees may modify their citizen participation
plans to adopt expedited procedures that apply when the grantees prepare, propose,
modify, or amend any consolidated plan submissions that contain uses of CDBG-CV
funds or uses of fiscal year 2019 or 2020 CDBG funds to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus. The expedited procedures must, at a minimum, provide citizens
with notice and a reasonable opportunity to comment of no less than 5 days.

•

For as long as national or local health authorities recommend social distancing and
limiting public gatherings for public health reasons, CDBG, ESG, HOME, HTF, and
HOPWA grantees, and units of general local government receiving CDBG funds from
state or insular area CDBG grantees, may hold virtual hearings in lieu of in-person public
hearings to fulfill public hearing requirements or the grantee’s citizen participation plan.

Q: Can citizen participation be eliminated for CDBG or CDBG-CV?
A: No. HUD cannot modify requirements for CDBG grantees to mirror the elimination of
citizen participation for substantial amendments and new consolidated plan submissions for
ESG-CV funds because HUD cannot waive the minimum requirements the CARES Act imposed
on CDBG grantees. Therefore, the CDBG-CV Notice does not alter or expand the authority for
ESG grantees to omit the citizen participation and consultation requirements for consolidated
plan submissions that only pertain to ESG CARES Act (ESG-CV) funding.
Q: Do housing activities funded with CDBG-CV have to be consistent with the strategic plan
portion of the Consolidated Plan?
A: Temporarily, no. As part of the application submission, HUD is temporarily waiving the
requirements that grantees certify that housing activities to be undertaken with CDBG, HOME,
ESG, and HOPWA funds are consistent with the strategic plan portion of the consolidated plan.
HUD is imposing a related alternative requirement that allows grantees to submit those
certifications when the grantee submits its next full (3-5 year) consolidated plan due after the
2020 program year.
Q: Where are the instructions for applying through a plan amendment?
A: Section III.B.4.(b)(i). of the Notice and
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CPD/documents/Setting-Up-a-Substantial-Amendment-forCARES-Act-Funding.pdf on HUD.gov.
Q: Does a CDBG-CV substantial amendment have to be submitted to HUD for review prior to
receiving a CDBG-CV grant?
A: Yes. HUD created an alternative requirement to require submission of a CDBG-CV
substantial amendment and to provide for expedited HUD review.
Q: What must be included in a substantial amendment to apply for CDBG-CV funds?
A: In general, the substantial amendment must include the CDBG-CV allocation as an available
resource for the year. The amendment must include the proposed use of all funds and how the
funds will be used to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus. (There are some
additional specific requirements for States.) HUD granted a range of waivers in the Notice to
permit grantees to prepare substantial amendments to their most recent annual action plan
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(including their 2019 annual action plan). To receive a CDBG-CV grant, a grantee must also
submit a SF-424, SF-424D, and the certifications at 24 CFR 91.225(a) and (b) (entitlements) or
24 CFR 91.325(a) and (b) (states).
Q: What must an insular area include when it is applying for CDBG-CV?
A: The substantial amendment must include the CDBG-CV allocation as an available resource
for the year. The amendment must include the proposed use of all funds and how the funds will
be used to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus. To receive a CDBG-CV grant, it
must submit a SF-424, SF-424D and the certifications at 24 CFR 570.440(e).
Q: Do existing cooperation agreements between a local government and an urban county cover
CDBG-CV grants?
A: Yes. These cooperation agreements will continue to apply to the use of CDBG-CV funds for
the duration of the CDBG-CV grant.
Q: May a grantee apply for a CDBG-CV grant through a new annual action plan submission?
A: Yes. The action plan submission procedures in 24 CFR part 91 (including consultation and a
public hearing), as modified by the Notice, apply to grantees that choose to submit CDBG-CV
applications by including CDBG-CV funds in a new annual action plan submission.
Q: When did HUD grant the initial action plan waivers for CDBG-CV?
A: The waivers and alternative requirements in the April 9, 2020, memorandum apply to all
allocations of CDBG-CV funds. The CDBG-CV Notice includes and expands on the April 9
memorandum. The April 9 memo can be found here:
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CPD/documents/CARES-Act-Flexibilities-CDBG-Funds-UsedSupport-Coronavirus-Response.pdf.
Q: Should grantees wait to apply until all allocation rounds are announced?
A: No. HUD strongly encourages grantees to apply for allocations of CDBG-CV funds as they
are announced by submitting substantial amendments to their most recent annual action plan.
Grantees are advised that an application for an additional allocation of CDBG-CV funds should
be submitted as a substantial amendment to the annual action plan that describes the first CDBGCV allocation.
Q: May States carry out activities directly, rather than distributing almost all funds to nonentitlement units of general local government?
A: Yes. States may act directly for their CDBG-CV grant.
Q: Must a State distribute any funds to nonentitlement UGLGs?
A: Yes, the FR Notice provides for a set-aside for funds to be distributed to UGLGs for their use.
Q: If a State acts directly, what must it include in its CDBG-CV application?
A: A state shall submit a description of a method of distribution and include a list of the use of
all funds for activities it will carry out directly, and how the use of the funds will prevent,
prepare for, and respond to coronavirus. A state that has already submitted its application for
CDBG-CV funds may amend its annual action plan that describes the use of CDBG-CV funds to
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modify its description of a method of distribution and include a list of the use of all funds for
activities it will carry out directly, and how the use of the funds will prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus.
Q: What is the deadline for a grantee to apply to HUD for CDBG-CV and FY2020 CDBG
grants?
A: Under the CARES Act, the deadline is August 16, 2021, for grantees to submit their CDBGCV action plan and the annual Action Plan for fiscal year (FY) 2020 CDBG funds. (This
deadline supersedes the August 16, 2020 deadline established by 24 CFR 91.15 in accordance
with section 116(b) of the HCD Act.)
Q: What can CDBG-CV funds be used for?
A: The grantee is required to use all CDBG-CV funds for CDBG-eligible activities that are
carried out to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus. CDBG-CV grants cannot be used
for any other purpose.
Q: CDBG funds may not be used to supplant local financial support for community development
activities. What if extra costs of dealing with the pandemic coupled with the economic downturn
have caused a community to shift funding?
A: HUD weighed the purpose of the CARES Act to prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus with the intent of Congress expressed in the HCD Act (42 U.S.C. 5301(c) that
CDBG funds not be used to reduce substantially the amount of local financial support for
community development activities below the level of such support prior to the availability of
such assistance. Given the extreme and unexpected downturn in local and national economic
conditions, local resources are strained. Jurisdictions must provide new and expanded support
with fewer resources. Therefore, HUD has concluded that when CDBG funding is used for
purposes of the CARES Act, it is not considered to substantially replace the amount of local
financial support previously provided to community development activities.
Q: May CDBG-CV funds reimburse any costs prior to grant execution?
A: Yes. The CARES Act provides that CDBG-CV funds may be used to cover or reimburse
allowable costs of activities to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus incurred by a
state or locality regardless of the date on which such costs were incurred. This authority is
broader than the authority to reimburse costs with other CDBG funds.
The FR Notice permits reimbursement of pre-application costs of subrecipients, units of general
local government, and the grantee, in addition to pre-agreement and pre-award costs. However,
an environmental review must be performed and a release of funds must be obtained in
accordance with 24 CFR part 58 prior to committing CDBG-CV funds to reimburse such costs.
After the grantee signs a CDBG-CV agreement it may reimburse a unit of general local
government or subrecipient for costs incurred before the unit of general local government or
subrecipient applies to the grantee for assistance.
Q: For purposes of CDBG-CV reimbursement, what is a “locality”?
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A: The term “locality” is not defined by the CARES Act, the HCD Act, or the CDBG program
regulations. The FR Notice says that for purposes of CDBG-CV grants, a “locality” shall mean
units of general local government, as defined in section 102 of the HCD Act.
Q: For purposes of reimbursement, what CDBG-CV costs are “allowable”?
A: In addition to the normal allowability requirements applicable to grants, grantees shall not
reimburse costs incurred before January 21, 2020, without written approval from HUD. To
safeguard allowable use of funds, HUD imposed a presumption that costs of activities
undertaken before January 21, 2020, the date the CDC confirmed the first case of coronavirus in
the United States in the State of Washington, are highly unlikely to be eligible for reimbursement
because they likely are not costs to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
Q: If a grantee wants to use CDBG-CV funds for costs incurred prior to January 21, 2020, what
should it consider and do?
A: The FR Notice cautions that HUD will only consider granting written approval in
extraordinary cases where the clear link to the purposes of the CARES Act is documented by
substantial evidence provided to HUD by the grantee. Inquiries related to this requirement can
be submitted to the assigned local field office or to the contact provided in the FR Notice.
Q: How will pre-award costs be handled for entitlement communities?
A: For grantees subject to the entitlement CDBG regulation at 24 CFR 570.200(h), in lieu of the
effective date described at 570.200(h), the grantee shall use the date in box 4 of form HUD-7082,
Funding Approval/Agreement. The activity for which costs were incurred must be included in
the grantee’s CDBG-CV application before CDBG-CV funds are used to reimburse those costs.
Or, if the use of CDBG-CV funds for reimbursements is not included in the CDBG-CV
application, this use may be included in a subsequent amendment to the annual action plan that
describes the use of the CDBG-CV funds (following the grantee’s citizen participation plan
procedures for amendments).
The FR Notice waived the time limitation and the monetary limitation on reimbursements in 24
CFR 570.200(h)(1)(v) and (vi) and related provisions at 24 CFR 570.200(h)(2). The Notice did
not waive the requirement at 24 CFR 570.200(h)(1)(iii) to comply with the environmental review
procedures stated in 24 CFR Part 58.
Q: May subrecipients incur pre-award costs?
A: All grantees may authorize subrecipients to incur pre-award costs in accordance with preagreement cost authority under 24 CFR 570.489(b) (states) and pre-award cost authority under
24 CFR 570.200(h) (entitlements) (as modified by the Notice).
Q: Does the waiver to act directly affect how States deal with pre-agreement costs?
A: Yes. The FR Notice authorized a state to charge to the grant pre-agreement costs of its
subrecipients in addition to the pre-agreement costs of units of general local government, in
accordance with procedures established by the state and subject to the requirements that apply to
pre-agreement costs of units of general local government in 24 CFR 570.489(b), and the
requirements that apply to the use of CDBG-CV funds.
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While provisions of 24 CFR 570.489(b) requiring compliance with 24 CFR Part 58 do not apply
prior to an application for CDBG-CV funds, a unit of general local government or state must
document compliance with the environmental review requirements at 24 CFR Part 58 following
the application to the state or unit of general local government for funding and prior to
reimbursement of pre-application costs, per 24 CFR 570.200(h)(1)(iii) and 24 CFR 570.489(b).
If a grantee cannot meet all requirements at 24 CFR Part 58 and cannot demonstrate there was no
environmental harm committed, the pre-application costs cannot be reimbursed with CDBG-CV
or other HUD funds.
Q: Does the CDBG eminent domain limitation apply to CDBG-CV funds?
A: Yes. The CARES Act provides that a grantee shall ensure that no CDBG-CV funds are used
to support any Federal, state, or local projects that seek to use the power of eminent domain,
unless eminent domain is employed only for a public use. For the purposes of this requirement,
public use shall not be construed to include economic development that primarily benefits
private entities. Any use of funds for mass transit, railroad, airport, seaport or highway projects
as well as utility projects which benefit or serve the general public (including energy-related,
communication-related, water-related and wastewater-related infrastructure), other structures
designated for use by the general public or which have other common-carrier or public-utility
functions that serve the general public and are subject to regulation and oversight by the
government, and projects for the removal of an immediate threat to public health and safety or
brownfield as defined in the Small Business Liability Relief and Brownfields Revitalization Act
(Public Law 107-118) shall be considered a public use for purposes of eminent domain.
Q: May a grantee transfer or trade its funds with another grantee? For example, an urban county
and a metro city located within its boundaries?
A: No. The CARES Act includes the same statutory limitation for CDBG-CV as applies to
CDBG. Therefore, a grantee or unit of general local government that directly or indirectly
receives CDBG-CV funds may not sell, trade, or otherwise transfer all or any such portion of
such funds to another such entity in exchange for any other funds, credits or non-Federal
considerations, but must use such funds for activities eligible under title I of the HCD Act or
permitted by waiver and alternative requirements that apply to the use of CDBG-CV funds.
Q: Will HUD waive the underwriting requirements for special economic development assistance
to small businesses affected by the pandemic?
A: HUD cannot waive this CARES Act and HCD Act requirement. CDBG-CV funds may not be
provided to a for-profit entity pursuant to section 105(a)(17) of the HCD Act (as implemented at
24 CFR 570.203(b) for entitlements) unless such activity or project has been evaluated and
selected in accordance with Appendix A to 24 CFR 570 - “Guidelines and Objectives for
Evaluating Project Costs and Financial Requirements.”
Given the likelihood that CDBG-CV funds will be used to assist businesses needing working
capital financing for everyday operations, such as payroll costs, HUD intends to provide advice
or technical assistance on the application of the guidelines and objectives set forth in Appendix
A to such assistance.
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Q: Given the current public health emergency, will HUD please provide guidance on
documenting how an activity that prepares for, prevents, or responds to the coronavirus meets the
Urgent Need national objective?
A: The FR Notice goes into greater detail about the existing certification and recordkeeping
requirements before providing the records HUD will accept to support the required grantee
and/or state grant recipient certification. To demonstrate each criteria of the Urgent Needs
national objective:
Criteria 1. Is the activity designed to alleviate existing conditions?
Use the same records used to show that grant funds were used to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus, as required by the CARES Act.
Criteria 2. Does the condition pose a serious and immediate threat to the health or welfare of the
community that is of recent origin or that recently became urgent? Use one of the below:
•

•

•

Referral to a U.S. Department of Health and Human Services issued press release
declaring a public health emergency for the entire United States found at
https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/01/31/secretary-azar-declares-public-healthemergency-us-2019-novel-coronavirus.html. The declaration was retroactive to January
27, 2020;
Referral to the President’s declaration of the ongoing Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19) pandemic as an emergency of sufficient severity and magnitude to warrant
an emergency declaration for all states, tribes, territories, and the District of Columbia
pursuant to section 501(b) of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency
Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121-5207 (the “Stafford Act”). (The President subsequently
approved additional major disaster declarations for states); or
Referral to the effective dates of a grantee’s own local or state emergency declaration.

Criteria 3. Is the grantee or unit of general local government unable to finance the activity on its
own, and are other sources of funds are not available to carry out the activity? Use the
documentation that the activity will prevent, prepare for, and respond to the coronavirus to
demonstrate that a grantee or unit of general local government is unable to finance the activity on
its own. Use the required records of compliance with mandatory duplication of benefits
requirements to demonstrate that no other funds are available for an activity.
Q: How was the location-based presumption for LMI benefit for job creation/retention changed
by the FR Notice?
A: HUD removed the higher poverty rate (30%) required in some cases for census tracts that
contain at least a portion of a central business district. Instead, the FR Notice applies an
alternative requirement that such a census tract qualifies for the same presumptions available to
other tracts under the criteria established in regulations at 24 CFR 570.208(a)(4)(v) and 24 CFR
570.483(b)(4)(v) if the poverty rate is at least 20 percent and if the area evidences pervasive
poverty and general distress using the criteria described in 24 CFR 570.208(a)(4)(v)(C)
(entitlement) and 24 CFR 570.483(b)(4)(v)(C) (states).
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Q: Why did HUD decrease the percentage associated with the central business district
presumption for LM jobs?
A: HUD has determined that eliminating the 30 percent requirement for tracts that contain
central business districts will standardize the required poverty rate to meet the presumption
regardless of where the persons or the business is located, which facilitates the use of grant funds
to assist desperate businesses. Central business districts are hubs that contain many coronavirusaffected businesses and facilitating assistance to businesses that seek to retain jobs is consistent
with the purposes of the CARES Act. Standardizing the poverty rate for the LMI benefit
presumption may help to avoid wholesale collapse of central business districts at a time when
many businesses have closed or are at risk of closing due to insufficient revenues.
Q: How does the FR Notice simplify recordkeeping requirements for the LM Jobs national
objective?
A: The normal job creation and retention recordkeeping requirements consider family income
when determining whether a beneficiary is a person of low or moderate income, but these
requirements are likely to be burdensome during a time when unemployment has surged and
family income is more difficult to document. Collection of income information directly from
assisted businesses can streamline assistance.
For activities that prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus, grantees and employers may
considers individuals that apply for or hold jobs to be members of one-person families. HUD
has also modified related recordkeeping requirements at 24 CFR 570.506(b)(7) (entitlement) and
the jointly agreed upon requirements referenced in 24 CFR 570.490 (state) by adding the
following additional presumption: the recipient may substitute records showing the type of job
and the annual wages or salary of the job in lieu of maintaining records showing the person’s
family size and income to demonstrate that the person who filled or held/retained the job was a
low- or moderate-income person. HUD will consider the person income-qualified if the annual
wages or salary of the job is equal to or less than the Section 8 low-income limit established by
HUD for a one-person family. Under this alternative requirement, a grantee will have
substantially reduced documentation requirements because they will be working with assisted
businesses rather than each person, and potentially their households, who received a job.
Q: Does the overall benefit requirement apply to CDBG-CV? If yes, how?
A: Yes, the overall LMI benefit requirement applies to each CDBG-CV grant. However, the FR
Notice establishes an alternative requirement to modify the calculation of overall LMI benefit. A
grantee must demonstrate compliance with the overall benefit requirement separately for a
grantee’s total CDBG-CV grant allocation and not in combination with annual formula CDBG
funding or commitments under the Section 108 Loan Guarantee program.
CDBG-CV grants are subject to the requirement that 70 percent of funds are for activities that
benefit LMI persons. The grantee is required to ensure that 70 percent of its CDBG-CV grant is
expended for activities that benefit LMI persons.
There is no option for grantees to select the timeframe for compliance. HUD previously
instructed grantees to submit certifications required by 24 CFR 91.225 (entitlements) or 24 CFR
91.325 (states). The regulations at 24 CFR 91.225(b)(4)(ii) and 24 CFR 91.325(b)(4)(ii) require
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grantees to certify that the aggregate use of CDBG funds will comply with the overall benefit
requirement during a period specified by the jurisdiction, consisting of one, two, or three specific
consecutive program years. As of the effective date of the FR Notice, grantees are not required
to carry out the CDBG-CV grant consistent with the mandatory overall benefit certification
because HUD has changed the requirement related to overall benefit.
Q: What changes does the FR Notice make to the aggregate Public Benefit test for economic
development activities?
A: The FR Notice waives the standard for aggregate public benefit that applies to economic
development activities described in 24 CFR 570.209(b)(1)-(2) (entitlement) and in 24 CFR
570.482(f)(2)-(3) (state). This applies to CDBG-CV grants and to FY2019 and FY2020 CDBG
activities to prevent, prepare for, or response to coronavirus.
Q: What changes does the FR Notice make to the individual Public Benefit standards for
economic development activities?
A: Certain economic development activities described in 24 CFR 570.209 (entitlement) and in 24
CFR 570.482(f)(1) (state) are subject to individual public benefit standards at 24 CFR
570.209(b)(3) (entitlement) and 24 CFR 570.482(f)(4) (state).
The FR Notice provides that for CDBG-CV activities (and for FY2019 or FY2020 activities to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus) subject to the public benefit standards, grantees
must document that:
a. the activity will create or retain at least one full-time equivalent, permanent job per
$85,000 of CDBG funds used;
b. the activity will provide goods or services to residents of an area such that the number of
LMI persons residing in the area served by the assisted businesses amounts to at least one
LMI person per $1,700 of CDBG funds used; OR
c. the assistance was provided due to business disruption related to coronavirus (in which
case, no monetary standard applies because HUD has determined that there is sufficient
public benefit derived from the provision of assistance to stabilize or sustain businesses
in the grantee’s jurisdiction that suffer disruption due to coronavirus, and that facilitation
of business assistance for this purpose may help to avoid complete economic collapse
within the grantee’s jurisdiction).
Q: Will HUD waive the CARES Act requirement that CDBG-CV funds must be used only for
those activities carried out to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus?
A: By law, use of funds for any other purpose is unallowable and HUD is not authorized to grant
a waiver of this provision. To satisfy these purposes, grantees may assist activities that respond
to direct effects, such as the need to rehabilitate a building to add isolation rooms for recovering
coronavirus patients. A grantee may also undertake activities to address indirect effects of the
virus, such as the economic and housing market disruptions caused by social distancing measures
and stay at home orders implemented to prevent the spread of coronavirus. HUD cautions
grantees that the recordkeeping requirements of the Notice require clear documentation that all
uses of funds satisfy the statutory purposes of the CARES Act.
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Q: Are all of the activity types listed as eligible in the HCD Act still eligible for CDBG-CV?
A: Some activities clearly tie back to the purposes of the CARES Act, such as public services,
economic development and microenterprise assistance, public facilities, and the rehabilitation of
private buildings to provide housing. However, HUD is not prohibiting grantees from carrying
out any particular CDBG eligible activity described in the HCD Act and the 24 CFR part 570
regulations, because other CDBG eligible activities, such as acquisition, can justifiably be used
to fulfill the CARES Act purposes depending upon the circumstances.
Q: What if our CDBG program has never included emergency payments or health services? Does
HUD have program models and technical assistance?
A: The current needs to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus may require use of
CDBG-CV funds for uncommon activities. HUD is preparing a series of technical assistance
products that describe opportunities to quickly deploy CDBG-CV funds to address immediate
needs. As this technical assistance is developed, it will be posted on the CDBG-CV page on the
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/cdbg_programs_covid-19.
Q: Will HUD extend the duration allowed for emergency payments beyond three months?
A: The FR Notice extends the period that grantees can make emergency grant payments on
behalf of individuals and families from three consecutive months to six consecutive months.
Q: What are the requirements related to an emergency payments activity in addition to meeting a
national objective?
A: As a public services activity designed to prevent, prepare for, or respond to coronavirus:
• Activity may be assisted with CDBG-CV or FY2019 or FY2020 grant funds.
• Funds may be used to provide emergency payments for individuals or families impacted
by coronavirus for items such as food, clothing, housing (emergency rental assistance or
mortgage assistance) or utilities for up to six consecutive months.
• Emergency payments must be made to the provider of such items or services on behalf of
an individual or family, and not directly to an individual or family in the form of income
payments, debit cards, or similar direct income payments.
• Grantees must ensure that proper documentation is maintained to ensure that all costs
incurred are eligible.
• Grantees using this alternative requirement must document, in their policies and
procedures, how they will determine the amount of assistance to be provided is necessary
and reasonable.
HUD will be providing more technical assistance related to emergency payments, such as
questions regarding payment of arrearages as part of such an activity in the near future.
Q: What is the difference between an “income payment” and an “emergency payment” in the
CDBG regulations?
A: Normally, CDBG funds may not be used for income payments, which are not included among
eligible activities in section 105(a) of the HCD Act for states, and which are expressly prohibited
by 24 CFR 570.207(b)(4) in the Entitlement CDBG regulations. The phrase income payments
means a series of subsistence-type grant payments made to an individual or family for items such
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as food, clothing, housing (rent or mortgage) or utilities, but excludes emergency payments made
over a period of up to three consecutive months to the provider of such items or services on
behalf of an individual or family.
Q: May funds assist an economic development activity by being passed through a for-profit
entity to a financing mechanism?
A: In the FR Notice, HUD provided a clarification about financing mechanisms. Grantees may
provide assistance to an economic development project through a for-profit entity that passes the
funds through a financing mechanism (e.g., Qualified Opportunity Funds and New Markets Tax
Credit (NMTC) investment vehicles). The regulations at 24 CFR 570.203(b) already list forms
of support by which grantees can provide assistance to private, for-profit businesses where the
assistance is appropriate to carry out an economic development project. HUD has previously
interpreted this provision to allow for CDBG assistance to NMTC investment vehicles. This
clarification makes clear that such assistance through any financing mechanism (which is not
limited to NMTC investment vehicles) is eligible under 24 CFR 570.203(b). The regulation also
does not apply to states, but states may consider 24 CFR 570.203(b), as clarified by the
following alternative requirement, as guidance in the same way that they may consider other
Entitlement CDBG regulations.
Q: May funds assist an economic development activity by being passed through a nonprofit
organization to a financing mechanism?
A: The FR Notice establishes an alternative requirement that expands the authority in section
105(a)(15) of the HCD Act and 24 CFR 570.204 to permit grantees subject to entitlement CDBG
regulations to assist nonprofit organizations serving the development needs of their jurisdiction
by carrying out community economic development projects through a financing mechanism.
The qualified nonprofit may pass assistance through a financing mechanism to another entity
based on the language in section 105(a)(15) of the HCD Act. Grantees subject to entitlement
regulations must document that the assisted nonprofit is serving the development needs of the
jurisdiction and that the assistance is used for a community economic development project that is
necessary to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
Q: Does the 15 percent public services limitation apply to CDBG-CV grants?
A: No. The CARES Act provides that there shall be no per centum limitation for the use of funds
for public services activities to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus. The CARES
Act provides this flexibility for all CDBG-CV funds.
Q: Does the 15 percent public services limitation apply to FY2019 and FY2020 CDBG grants?
A: The public services limitation does not apply to CDBG funds appropriated in fiscal years
2019 and 2020, or program income for FY2019 and FY2020, to the extent that grantees use these
funds to carry out public service activities to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
For fiscal years 2019 and 2020, the cap shall still be calculated and shall apply to public service
activities carried out for activities that do NOT prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
Q: Can CDBG-CV assist existing public services?
A: CDBG and CDBG-CV funds may only be used for those public service activities that are new
or that represent a quantifiable increase above the level of an existing service that has been
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provided by or on behalf of the unit of general local government (through funds raised by the
unit or received by the unit from the state in which it is located) in the 12 calendar months before
the submission of the action plan, unless the Secretary finds that the discontinuation of such
services was the result of events not within the control of the unit of general local government.
Q: Is it eligible to use grant funds to purchase personal property or equipment?
A: Purchase of personal property and equipment is generally ineligible. However, the
entitlement CDBG regulation at 24 CFR 570.207(b)(1) (which may be used as guidance by state
grantees), allows grantees to purchase or to pay depreciation in accordance with 2 CFR part 200,
subpart E, for personal property, fixtures, and equipment when necessary when such items
constitute all or part of a public service.
Thus, it is important for the grantee to define the public service activity and the role of the
equipment in providing it. Examples of use of equipment that constitute all or part of a public
service include equipment and supplies owned by the grantee or subrecipient that provides the
public service, e.g., ventilators or other medical equipment and supplies that will be used in
providing health care at a field clinic, or a vehicle outfitted with medical equipment to provide
mobile health care.
Q: How will program income be treated under CDBG-CV?
A: The receipt and expenditure of program income that is generated by the use of CDBG-CV
funds shall be treated as annual formula CDBG program income and recorded as part of the
financial transactions of the annual formula CDBG grant program. Any program income
generated from the use of CDBG-CV funds will be receipted in HUD’s Integrated Disbursement
and Information System (IDIS) as program income to the annual formula CDBG grant program.
This provision paired with the requirement that 80 percent of a CDBG-CV grant be expended
within three years facilitate expeditious use of funds.
Q: May CDBG-CV funds be used for float-funded activities?
A: Grantees shall not use CDBG-CV funds for float-funded activities or guarantees.
Q: May CDBG-CV subrecipients retain program income?
A: A grantee may permit subrecipients (including units of general local government receiving
funds from a state) to retain program income from the use of CDBG-CV funds under this
paragraph if the amount held does not exceed the subrecipient’s projected cash needs for CDBG
activities including activities to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
Q: May States act directly to carry out CDBG-CV activities rather than passing nearly all funds
through to local governments?
A: States are significant coordinators of statewide and regional activities to prevent, prepare for,
and respond to coronavirus. The FR Notice provides waivers and alternative requirements that
permit a state grantee to use a portion of its funds to act directly to carry out activities through
employees, contractors, and subrecipients in all geographic areas within its jurisdiction,
including entitlement areas and tribal populations.
Q: When are the waivers and alternative requirements to act directly available?
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A: They are only available to a state if it complies with the “conforming changes” and with the
following alternative requirements:
•
•

•

Nonentitlement set aside: A state must set aside a portion of its grant for use by
nonentitlement units of general local government.
Inclusion in CDBG-CV Application: A state’s proposal to act directly and to distribute or
use CDBG-CV funds in entitlement areas must be published for public comment in its
application for CDBG-CV funds or in a subsequent substantial amendment to the annual
action plan that includes the CDBG-CV funds.
Activities carried out in tribal areas: A state grantee may carry out activities in tribal
areas. States carrying out projects in tribal areas through employees, contractors, or
subrecipients must obtain the consent of the Indian tribe with jurisdiction over the tribal
area.

Q: What is the amount of the nonentitlement set aside?
A: The nonentitlement set aside must be no less than an amount equal to the state’s first CDBGCV allocation and may be from any portion of the state’s additional CDBG-CV allocation. The
nonentitlement set aside fulfills the intent reflected by the formula to address needs in urban and
rural areas, while giving states the flexibility to determine how to expend each allocation as it is
made based on needs within its jurisdiction.
Q: What are the “conforming changes” and alternative requirements made for States that act
directly?
A: The following are the “conforming changes” and alternative requirements for States that
choose to carry out some or all CDBG-CV activities directly:
•

•

Carry out. A state may carry out eligible activities directly, consistent with the
entitlement program requirement of 24 CFR 570.200(f), through its employees, through
procurement contracts, or through assistance provided under agreements with
subrecipients. Pursuant to section 102(c) of the HCD Act, one or more public agencies
may be designated by the chief executive officer of a state to undertake activities assisted
under this chapter. A state is responsible for ensuring that CDBG-CV funds are used in
accordance with all program requirements. The use of interagency agreements,
subrecipient agreements (including agreements with Indian tribes and designated public
agencies, as described in section III.B.6.(b)(ii)) or contracts does not relieve the state of
this responsibility. States are responsible for determining the adequacy of performance
under subrecipient agreements and procured contracts, and for taking appropriate action
when performance problems arise. State grantees continue to be responsible for civil
rights, labor standards, and environmental protection requirements, for compliance with
all applicable requirements, including conflict of interest provisions in 24 CFR
570.489(g) and (h).
National objective. The national objective criteria in 24 CFR 570.483 are modified by the
following alternative requirement when states carry out activities directly: the state must
fulfill all requirements that 570.483 imposes on units of general local government to
demonstrate compliance with national objective criteria.
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•

•

•

•

•

Recordkeeping. The recordkeeping requirements at 24 CFR 570.490(b) are waived when
states carry out activities directly, and the following alternative requirement shall apply:
the state shall establish and maintain such records as may be necessary to facilitate
review and audit by HUD of the state’s administration of CDBG-CV funds, under 24
CFR 570.493. Consistent with applicable statutes, regulations, waivers and alternative
requirements, and other Federal requirements, the content of records maintained by the
state shall be sufficient to: (1) enable HUD to make the applicable determinations
described at 24 CFR 570.493; (2) make compliance determinations for activities carried
out directly; and (3) show how activities funded are consistent with the descriptions of
activities proposed for funding in the CDBG-CV application. For fair housing and equal
opportunity (FHEO) purposes, as applicable, such records shall include data on the race,
ethnicity, and sex of persons who are applicants for, participants in, or beneficiaries of
the activity.
Change of use. The change of use of real property rule at 24 CFR 570.489(j) is modified
to include instances when a state carries out activities directly. All references to “unit of
general local government” shall be read as “state, unit of general local government
(UGLG) or state subrecipient.”
Reviews and audits. To include instances when a state carries out activities directly, 24
CFR 570.492 is waived and the following alternative requirement applies: the state shall
make reviews and audits, including on-site reviews of any subrecipients and local
governments, as may be necessary or appropriate to meet the requirements of section
104(e)(2) of the HCD Act, as amended. In the case of noncompliance with these
requirements, the state shall take such actions as may be appropriate to prevent a
continuance of the deficiency, mitigate any adverse effects or consequences, and prevent
a recurrence. The state shall establish remedies for noncompliance by any subrecipients
or local governments.
Procurement. To include instances when a state carries out activities directly in
accordance with the waiver in this paragraph, 24 CFR 570.489(g) is modified to revise
the requirement that “[t]he state shall establish requirements for procurement policies and
procedures for units of general local government” so that it applies to “units of general
local government and subrecipients.” To facilitate grant administration by adopting statewide procurement policies, a state agency designated to oversee the use of all its CDBGCV funds pursuant to section 102(c) of the HCD Act may impose its procurement
requirements on all uses of CDBG-CV funds by the state, including by other state
agencies that administer a portion of the CDBG-CV grants, so long as those requirements
comply with 24 CFR 570.489(g).
Subrecipients. States carrying out activities through subrecipients must comply with 24
CFR 570.489(m) relating to monitoring and management of subrecipients. The definition
of subrecipient at 24 CFR 570.500(c) applies when states carry out activities through
subrecipients, and the requirements of 24 CFR 570.489(g) (as modified by section
III.B.6.(b)(i)) shall apply. For purposes of this alternative requirement, the definition of
subrecipients at 24 CFR 570.500(c) is modified to expressly include Indian tribes. Indian
tribes that receive CDBG-CV funding from a state grantee must comply with the Indian
Civil Rights Act (Title II of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, 25 U.S.C. 1301 et seq.). This
conforming requirement is necessary because the state CDBG regulations do not
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•
•

anticipate states distributing funds through means other than a method of distribution to
units of general local government.
Entitlement share not required. States, either directly or through units of general local
government, may use CDBG-CV funding for activities located in entitlement areas
without contribution from the entitlement jurisdiction.
Exception criteria. If the area in which an activity is carried out would benefit from the
“exception criteria” that permit a grantee to use a percentage less than 51 percent to
qualify activities under the LMI area benefit criteria, those exception criteria apply to the
use of CDBG-CV funds by a state the same way that they apply to the use of CDBG
funds by the entitlement grantee in the same area. CDBG-CV grantees are required to
use the most recent data available in implementing the exception criteria. For more
information on the data set, please visit https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/acs-lowmod-summary-data/acs-low-mod-summary-data-exception-grantees/.

Q: Are States required to provide match for State administration for their CDBG-CV grant?
A: The FR Notice waived program requirements to the extent necessary to eliminate the state
match requirement for general administrative costs.
Q: What administrative cap requirements apply to State CDBG-CV grants?
A: A state and its funded units of general local government and subrecipients are, in aggregate,
permitted to expend no more than 20 percent of the CDBG-CV grant for planning, management,
and administrative costs. A state may use up to 7 percent of its CDBG-CV grant combined for
general administration and technical assistance costs; of that 7 percent, a state may use up to 5
percent of CDBG-CV funds for general administration costs and up to 2 percent of the grant for
technical assistance activities. The remainder of the amount may be used by units of general
local government for administrative and technical assistance costs, provided that a state and its
funded units of general local government and subrecipients expend no more than 20 percent of
the CDBG-CV grant for planning, management, and administrative costs. A grantee must meet
this alternative requirement over the life of its grant, as amended to incorporate additional
allocations of CDBG-CV funds.
Q: Are there any circumstances under which a State’s CDBG-CV grant may be used to pay
administrative costs of the annual formula CDBG program?
A: CDBG-CV grant funds shall not be used to pay planning and program administrative costs
allocable to another grant under the CDBG annual formula program; however, CDBG-CV funds
may be used to pay costs that benefit both the CDBG-CV grant and another CDBG award and
can be distributed between the grants in proportions that may be reasonably approximated.
Q: How much can CDBG-CV entitlements and counties of the State of Hawaii use for planning
and program administrative costs and how will the cap be calculated?
A. For grants subject to subpart D (entitlement grants and grants to the nonentitlement counties
of the State of Hawaii): no more than 20 percent of the total CDBG-CV grant shall be expended
for planning and program administrative costs. There is no program year obligation test for
planning and administrative costs of CDBG-CV grants. Additionally, CDBG-CV funds shall not
be included in the compliance determination of the program year obligation test applicable to
annual formula CDBG funds. Additionally, program income, regardless of the source funding of
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the activity that generated the income, shall be included in the compliance determination of the
administrative and planning cost cap applicable to annual formula CDBG grants and program
income, separately from CDBG-CV funds.
Q: Are there any circumstances under which an entitlement’s CDBG-CV grant may be used to
pay administrative costs of the annual formula CDBG program?
A: CDBG-CV grant funds shall not be used to pay planning and program administrative costs
allocable to another grant under the CDBG annual formula program; however, CDBG-CV funds
may be used to pay costs that benefit both the CDBG-CV grant and another CDBG award and
can be distributed between the grants in proportions that may be reasonably approximated.
Q: When a State carries out activities directly, does this change its environmental review
responsibilities?
A: Yes. Usually, a state distributes CDBG funds to local governments and takes on HUD’s role
in receiving environmental certifications from the grant recipients and approving releases of
funds. Because the FR Notice will allow a State CDBG-CV grantee to carry out activities
directly in addition to distributing funds to subrecipients, per 24 CFR 58.4, when a state carries
out activities directly, the state must submit the Certification and Request for Release of Funds to
HUD for approval.
Q: Are there any ways to streamline environmental review for CDBG-CV?
A: The FR Notice clarifies that environmental review regulations in 24 CFR part 58 include two
provisions that may be relevant for activities to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
1. 24 CFR 58.34(a)(10) provides an exemption for certain activities undertaken in response
to a national or locally declared public health emergency. Except for the applicable
requirements of 24 CFR 58.6, a responsible entity does not have to comply with the
requirements of part 58 or undertake any environmental review, consultation or other
action under NEPA and the other provisions of law or authorities cited in 24 CFR 58.5 for
exempt activities or projects consisting solely of exempt activities. Exempt activities
include assistance for temporary or permanent improvements that do not alter
environmental conditions and are limited to protection, repair, or restoration activities
necessary only to control or arrest the effects from imminent threats to public safety.
2. A streamlined public notice and comment period is in the regulation at 24 CFR 58.33,
which may apply in some cases for emergency activities undertaken to prevent, prepare for,
and respond to coronavirus. The application of these two provisions following a
presidentially-declared or locally-declared public health emergency is discussed in the FR
Notice, Guidance on conducting environmental review pursuant to 24 Part 58 for activities
undertaken in response to the public health emergency as a result of COVID-19 (CPD-2007) posted at https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO/documents/2020-07cpdn.pdf.
Q: Can HUD waive Davis-Bacon for CDBG-CV?
A: CDBG-CV grants are subject to the Davis-Bacon prevailing wage requirements imposed by
section 110(a) of the HCD Act. HUD cannot waive this or other labor laws.
Q: Do the Davis-Bacon requirements apply to reimbursements? Is so, how?
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A: Under regulations of the Department of Labor (DOL) at 29 CFR 1.6(g), where Federal
assistance is not approved prior to contract award (or the beginning of construction if there is no
contract award), Davis-Bacon wage rates apply retroactively to the beginning of construction and
must be incorporated retroactively in the contract specifications. However, if there is no
evidence that the owner intended to apply for the CDBG-CV assistance prior to the contract
award or the start of the construction, HUD may request that DOL allow prospective, rather than
retroactive, application of the Davis-Bacon wage rates. DOL may allow prospective application
of Davis-Bacon requirements where it finds that it is necessary and proper in the public interest
to prevent injustice or undue hardship and it finds no intent to apply for the federal assistance
before contract award or the start of construction. The CDBG-CV Grantee should contact a
HUD Labor Relations Specialist if such a situation arises.
Q: Do the CDBG-CV grants affect a grantee’s borrowing authority in the Section 108 Loan
Guarantee Program.
A: No. Under the Section 108 Loan Guarantee Program, CDBG grantees can borrow up to five
times their most recent CDBG grant by issuing federally guaranteed notes. The Notice provides
that CDBG-CV funds shall not be factored into a grantee’s Section 108 borrowing authority.
Q: May a grantee use CDBG-CV funds to make a Section 108 payment?
A: Yes, in some cases. A grantee may use CDBG-CV funds to make a direct payment of
principal, interest, or any fees due under a Section 108 note only if the use of funds is to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to coronavirus. The necessity of such use shall be documented by the
grantee or the subrecipient that provided the assistance (e.g., if Section 108 funds were used by
the grantee to provide assistance to a for-profit business in the form of a loan and the business is
unable to make a payment due to the reduction in revenue caused by coronavirus, any
restructuring of that loan must be supported by modification to loan documents that document
the relationship to coronavirus). When CDBG-CV funds are used to subsidize or replace
principal, interest, or fees due under a loan previously made with guaranteed loan funds as part
of an activity to assist a for-profit or a subrecipient, and the CDBG-CV assistance is necessary to
respond to the impact of coronavirus (e.g., a third-party business borrower whose loan is the
intended source for repayment of a Section 108 loan is not collecting sufficient revenue due to
local public health conditions), the documentation that the original assisted activity satisfies
national objective criteria shall be sufficient to demonstrate that the use of the guaranteed loan
funds and the additional CDBG-CV assistance meet a CDBG national objective.
Q: What is the period of performance of a CDBG-CV grant?
A: A CDBG-CV grantee must expend all CDBG-CV funds (including CDBG-CV funds from
additional allocations that are obligated by HUD through amendments to the grant agreement)
within the 6-year period of performance established by the CDBG-CV grant agreement. Grant
funds are not available for expenditure after the period of performance.
Q: What is the expedited expenditure requirement for a CDBG-CV grant?
A: Each CDBG-CV grantee must expend at least 80 percent of all CDBG-CV funds (including
CDBG-CV funds from additional allocations that are obligated by HUD through amendments to
the grant agreement) no later than the end of the third year of the period of performance
established by the CDBG-CV grant agreement.
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Q: What is the corrective action or sanction for failure to meet the 80 percent expenditure
requirement?
A: If this three-year requirement is not met, and evidence meeting the criteria for extension
described in the FR Notice is not provided, an amount equivalent to the difference between the
total amount expended at the end of the third year and 80 percent of all CDBG-CV funds will be
recaptured from the CDBG-CV grant.
Q: Do the annual formula CDBG timeliness requirements apply to CDBG-CV?
A: No. CDBG-CV grants are available for limited purposes under the CARES Act. They are
subject to a shortened period of performance. CDBG-CV funds will not be included in
determining compliance with the requirements of 24 CFR 570.902 and 570.494. (Note that
income generated from CDBG-CV activities will be included in timely expenditure compliance
determinations for each entitlement grantee’s annual formula CDBG program. Grantees should
consider the potential effects of additional program income to compliance with timeliness
requirements applicable to their annual formula CDBG grant program when they select and
design CDBG-CV assisted activities.)
Q: What are the applicable grant closeout requirements?
A: For grantees subject to entitlement regulations, HUD will close out grants in accordance with
grant closeout requirements of 2 CFR 200.343. This approach is consistent with the state
regulation at 24 CFR 570.489(o). Grantees subject to this alternative requirement must submit
all financial, performance, and other reports as required by 24 CFR 91.520.
Q: What if a grantee cannot meet the expenditure requirement or the period of performance?
A: In general, HUD expects all grantees to comply with all grant requirements and fully close
out a grant at the end of the period of performance. However, HUD recognizes that there are
many things that could disrupt a grantee’s intended timeline for activity completion: litigation,
disasters, limited construction seasons due to weather, or other extenuating circumstances.
Therefore, HUD may authorize an extension of the three-year expenditure requirement or the
overall period of performance if the grantee provides evidence of such extenuating circumstances
that would warrant the extension and that they could demonstrate they would meet all program
requirements within the extended expenditure period or period of performance.
Q: What reporting requirements apply to CDBG-CV?
A: The reporting requirements that apply to the use of annual formula CDBG grants also apply to
CDBG-CV grants. This includes the annual CAPER (for entitlements) or PER (for States). In
addition, the CARES Act requires that recipients of $150,000 or more of CARES Act funding
submit, not later than 10 days after the end of each calendar quarter, a report containing:
information regarding the amount of funds received; the amount of funds obligated or expended
for each project or activity; a detailed list of all such projects or activities, including a description
of the project or activity; and detailed information on any subcontracts or subgrants awarded by
the recipient.
Existing reporting requirements are anticipated to meet the CARES Act requirements, but the
content and format for this reporting is still under development and will need to be reviewed
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against current program practices. The Department will work in coordination with OMB to
ensure that this requirement can be fulfilled by recipients of CARES Act funding in a manner
that utilizes to the greatest extent possible existing reporting streams, providing the necessary
transparency and accountability with minimal additional burden. If additional reporting is
necessary, further advice or technical assistance will be provided by the Department.
Q: Can a grantee combine funds from multiple sources in a single activity?
A: It is possible. However, a grantee is required to develop and maintain adequate procedures to
prevent a duplication of benefits that address (individually or collectively) each activity or
program. A grantee’s policies and procedures are not adequate unless they include, at a
minimum: (1) a requirement that any person or entity receiving CDBG-CV assistance (including
subrecipients and direct beneficiaries) must agree to repay assistance that is determined to be
duplicative; and (2) a method of assessing whether the use of CDBG-CV funds will duplicate
financial assistance that is already received or is likely to be received by acting reasonably to
evaluate need and the resources available to meet that need.
Q: How does CDBG-CV define duplication of benefits?
A: Duplication of benefits occurs when Federal financial assistance is provided to a person or
entity through a program to address losses resulting from a Federally-declared emergency or
disaster, and the person or entity has received (or would receive, by acting reasonably to obtain
available assistance) financial assistance for the same costs from any other source (including
insurance), and the total amount received exceeds the total need for those costs.
Q: What does the FR Notice say about citizenship requirements?
A: Please note that the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services provides that the Immigration Reform and Control Act, 8 U.S.C. 1324a et
seq. prohibits employers from hiring and employing an individual for employment in the U.S.
knowing that the individual is not authorized with respect to such employment. This generally
applicable law also applies to CDBG grantees and their subrecipients and/or
contractors/subcontractors (including relating to employees recruited under Section 3). For more
information, please see https://www.uscis.gov/i-9-central/form-i-9-resources/handbook-foremployers-m-274/10-why-employers-must-verify-employment-authorization-and-identity-ofnew-employees and https://www.uscis.gov/i-9-central/legal-requirements-and-enforcement.
IV. Fiscal Year 2019 and Fiscal Year 2020 CDBG Grants
IV.A. General Requirements
Q: What requirements apply to FY 2019 and FY2020 CDBG annual formula grants other than
the FR Notice?
A: Except as described in the FR Notice or other applicable waivers and alternative requirements
(in memos), the normal statutory and regulatory provisions governing the CDBG program apply
to fiscal year 2019 and 2020 CDBG grants, including regulations at 24 CFR part 570 subpart I
(states), 24 CFR part 570 subparts A, C, D, E, J, K, and O (entitlements), and 24 CFR subpart F
(insular areas and Hawaii counties).
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Q: Is HUD aware that some grantees may struggle with timely expenditures for annual formula
CDBG grants in 2020?
A: Because of the coronavirus many local governments are operating under extenuating
circumstances and may need additional time for certain administrative requirements, so HUD is
suspending for fiscal year 2020 all corrective actions, sanctions, and informal consultations for
timeliness effective January 21, 2020. Grantees are advised that this suspension does not
eliminate the timely expenditure requirements set forth in 24 CFR 570.902 (entitlements). HUD
will continue to run expenditure reports and will continue to notify grantees of deficiencies.
Going forward, HUD will monitor changing conditions. Before the end of the fiscal year, HUD
will determine whether to extend this suspension for all or a portion of fiscal year 2021. HUD
may consider regional and local conditions when determining when to begin scheduling informal
consultations.
IV.B. Flexibilities, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements
Q: What is the deadline set by the CARES Act for grantees to submit FY2019, FY2020, and
CDBG-CV action plans?
A: The deadline for grantees to submit action plans and other updates to their consolidated plans
submissions for fiscal years 2019 and 2020 to include CDBG-CV funds is August 16, 2021.
Q: Has HUD extended the deadline for submitting the annual Consolidated Annual Performance
and Evaluation Report (Performance Report (CAPER)?
A: On May 7, 2020, Acting Assistant Secretary John Gibbs issued a memorandum to all
Community Planning and Development Field Office Directors, Deputy Directors and Program
Managers with the subject “Availability of a Waiver and Alternate Requirement for the
Consolidated Annual Performance and Evaluation Report (Performance Report) for Community
Planning and Development (CPD) Grant Programs in Response to the Spread of Coronavirus.”
This memorandum authorized a waiver of the regulatory requirement at 24 CFR 91.520(a) that
grantees submit a performance report known as the Consolidated Annual Performance and
Evaluation Report (CAPER) within 90 days of the end of a jurisdiction’s program year. Under
this memorandum, for program year 2019 CAPERs, the requirement that grantees submit a
performance report within 90 days after the close of a jurisdiction’s program year is waived,
subject to the condition that within 180 days after the close of a jurisdiction’s program year the
jurisdiction shall submit its performance report.
Q: Do a grantee’s CDBG activities to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus need to be
consistent with its Consolidated Plan?
A: The Notice temporarily waived the requirement for consistency with the consolidated plan
when fiscal year 2019 and 2020 CDBG funds are used to prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus, because grantees may not have considered the needs associated with this special
purpose funding when developing their current consolidated plan strategic plan and needs
assessment. In conjunction, HUD is temporarily waiving 42 U.S.C. 5304(e) to the extent that it
would require HUD to annually review grantee performance under the consistency criteria.
These waivers apply only until the grantee submits its next full (3-5 year) consolidated plan due
after the 2020 program year.
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In addition, the regulations at 24 CFR 91.225(b)(5) (entitlements) and 24 CFR 91.325(b)(5)
(states) require grantees to certify that the housing activities to be undertaken with CDBG,
HOME, ESG, and HOPWA funds are consistent with the strategic plan portion of the
consolidated plan. The Notice provided an alternative requirement that grantees are not required
to carry out the portions of their fiscal year 2019 and 2020 annual formula CDBG grants that are
used to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus in a manner consistent with the
certifications in 24 CFR 91.225(b)(5) and 24 CFR 91.325(b)(5), because HUD has changed the
requirement related to consistency.
Q: Will CDBG-CV grants be included in the base for calculating the annual formula program’s
public service cap compliance?
A: No. CDBG-CV grant funds shall not be included in the public service cap compliance
determination which is applicable to annual formula CDBG funds used for activities not related
to coronavirus.
Q: How will program income generated by the use of CDBG-CV grants affect the public
services cap compliance calculation for the annual formula grants?
A: Program income generated by the use of CDBG-CV grants is considered program income to
the grantee’s annual formula CDBG program. Program income, regardless of the source funding
of the activity that generated the income, shall be included in the compliance determination of
the public service cap applicable to the annual formula CDBG grants and program income,
separately from CDBG-CV funds. For purposes of calculating the public services cap, the
treatment of program income generated by the CDBG-CV grant and received (i.e., documented
in IDIS) by the annual formula CDBG program shall be considered as any other program income
received by the annual formula CDBG program.
Q: Do you have a quick list of the CDBG-CV requirements that ALSO apply to CDBG FY2019
and FY2020 grants?
A: These Section III provisions of the Notice apply to the use of fiscal year 2019 and 2020
CDBG funds for activities to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus; these provisions
shall also apply to the use of Section 108 guaranteed loan funds when they are used together with
fiscal year 2019 and 2020 CDBG funds for activities to prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus. Where these paragraphs refer to CDBG-CV funds, they apply equally to fiscal
years 2019 and 2020 CDBG grants.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

III.B.5.(d)(i) Use of Urgent Need National Objective.
III.B.5.(d)(ii) Modification of Location-Based Presumption of LMI Benefit for Job
Creation and Retention National Objective Criteria.
III.B.5.(d)(iii) LMI Job Creation and Retention Records.
III.B.5.(e)(i) Elimination of Aggregate Public Benefit Test.
III.B.5.(e)(ii) Modification of Individual Public Benefit Standards.
III.B.5.(f)(i) Extension of Emergency Payments.
III.B.5.(f)(ii) Opportunity Zones and Related Flexibilities for Economic Development.
III.B.5.(f)(iii) Public Services Cap.
III.B.5.(f)(iv) Other Public Services Considerations.
III.B.5.(f)(v) Clarification on Application of Cost Principles.
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•
•
•

III.B.6.(d)(iii) Clarifying note on emergency environmental review procedures.
III.B.9. Duplication of Benefits (applies for programs and activities with annual formula
CDBG funds when the grantee uses these funds to carry out programs to respond to
losses caused by disasters and emergencies).
III.B.10. Citizenship Requirements.

Q: Do you have a quick list of the CDBG-CV requirements that do NOT apply to CDBG
FY2019 and FY2020 grants?
A: Waivers and alternative requirements and other provisions in the following paragraphs of
Section III of the Notice do not apply to fiscal year 2019 CDBG Grants and fiscal year 2020
CDBG grants:
• III.A. Allocations of CDBG-CV Funds
• III.B.1. General Grant Requirements
• III.B.2. Responsible Use of CARES Act Funds
• III.B.3. Overview of Process to Receive CDBG-CV Grants
• III.B.4.(b) CDBG-CV Application Content and Submission
• III.B.5.(a) Use of Funds for CARES Act Purposes
• III.B.5.(b) Reimbursements
• III.B.5.(c) Terms and Conditions Made Applicable by the CARES Act
• III.B.5.(d)(iv) Overall Benefit to LMI Persons.
• III.B.6.(a) Program Income
• III.B.6.(b) Rules Applicable to State CDBG-CV Grants
• III.B.6.(c) Rules for Entitlements, Insular Areas, and Nonentitlement Hawaii Counties
• III.B.6.(d)(ii) Clarifying note on the process for environmental release of funds when a
state carries out activities directly.
• III.B.6.(e) Compliance with Labor Laws
• III.B.6.(f) Relationship to Section 108 Loan Guarantees
• III.B.7. Period of Performance, Timeliness, and Closeout
• III.B.8. Reporting

CDBG-CV COVID-19 Fact Sheet
Updated: July 10, 2020
____________________________________________________________________________
This fact sheet provides information to Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) and
CDBG CARES Act (CDBG-CV) grantees on using grant funds and related flexibilities provided
by the CARES Act as communities work to prevent and respond to the spread of COVID-19.
FAQs
Use of CDBG and CDBG-CV Grant Funds for COVID-19 Recovery
CARES Act and CDBG General Information
Q1: Where do I find the CARES Act? When was it enacted?
A: The CARES Act, PL 116-136, was signed by President Trump on March 27, 2020. It
is available online at : https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/748, and
the section dealing with CDBG can be found under the subheading “Community
Development Fund.”
Q2: Where can I find the CDBG regulations?
A: The regulations can be found at the following websites:


For entitlements, States, and insular areas:
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/communitydevelopment



For the Consolidated Plan:
https://www.hudexchange.info/program_offices/comm_planning/consolidatedplan

Q3: How do I explain CDBG to local officials and citizens who do not know much about
it?
A: Resources can be found at the following websites:
 Explore CDBG: https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/cdbg/cdbg-taproducts/#all-products
 Public Services video: https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/cdbg/publicservices/
 Public facilities video: https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/cdbg/publicfacilities-and-improvements/
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Q4: Is there a basic guide to CDBG that isn’t a regulation?
A: Yes, HUD and HUD’s Technical Assistance providers have developed resources for
grantees. These include:







Basically CDBG for Entitlements:
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/19/basically-cdbg-training-guidebookand-slides/
Basically CDBG for States:
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/269/basically-cdbg-for-states/
The Guide to National Objectives and Eligible Activities for Entitlement
Communities:
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/89/community-development-block-grantprogram-cdbg-guide-to-national-objectives-and-eligible-activities-for-entitlementcommunities/
The Guide to National Objectives and Eligible Activities for State CDBG
Programs:
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2179/guide-national-objectives-eligibleactivities-state-cdbg-programs/

Q5: Where can I find contact information for a CDBG grantee?
A: Grantee contact information is available on the HUD Exchange at:
https://www.hudexchange.info/grantees/
Q6: Does HUD have any ideas for how CDBG can help with pandemic response,
prevention, or preparation?
A: HUD issued a Quick Guide to CDBG Eligible Activities to Support Coronavirus and
Other Infectious Disease Response. You can find it on the HUD Exchange here:
https://www.hudexchange.info/news/hud-publishes-a-cdbg-quick-guide-to-supportinfectious-disease-response/
Duplication of Benefits
Q7: What is a duplication of benefits?
A: A duplication of benefits occurs when a person, household, business, government, or
other entity receives financial assistance from multiple sources for the same purpose, and
the total assistance received for that purpose is more than the total need for assistance.
The CARES Act provides that the Secretary shall ensure there are adequate procedures in
place to prevent any duplication of benefits as required by section 312 of the Robert T.
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 5155) and in
accordance with section 1210 of the Disaster Recovery Reform Act of 2018 (division D
of Public Law 115–254; 132 Stat. 3442), which amended section 312 of the Robert T.
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Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 5155). HUD will
require each grantee to have procedures in place to prevent the duplication of benefits
when it provides financial assistance with CDBG-CV funds. Grant funds may not be
used to pay for a particular cost if another source of financial assistance is available to
fully pay for that same cost.
Q8: We are hearing HUD representatives say that HUD stresses that CDBG-CV funds
should not be used in a way that duplicates other resources. Is that an accurate
representation of HUD's guidance? Would it be fair to read that as a caution against
applying these funds to uses supported by the rest of the CARES Act?
A: CDBG-CV grantees must have policies and procedures in place to prevent duplication
of benefits with Stafford Act and other CARES Act programs. This means that grantees
may not use CDBG-CV funds for costs already fully covered by other programs. Many
other programs are providing similar advice. HUD is not cautioning grantees to avoid the
same uses as other CARES Act programs if unmet need exists and the use is CDBG-CV
eligible. Rather, HUD is advising grantees to be strategic in selecting program designs
that best align funding sources with local needs.
Practically, CDBG-CV funds cannot be used to pay for eligible costs that have already
been paid for, or will be paid for, by another Federal program, insurance, or other
sources. If this occurs, the grantee must repay its CDBG-CV grant. (This does not
include the reimbursement of costs previously incurred by the grantee as authorized
under the CARES Act.)
A grantee must check to see that subrecipients, assisted individuals or families,
businesses, and other entities that receive CDBG-CV assistance have not previously
received, or will not receive, duplicative assistance from another source before CDBGCV assistance is provided. This duplication of benefits analysis may be accomplished in
various ways including by requiring these entities or beneficiaries to provide a selfcertification indicating that they have not received a duplicative benefit, requiring them to
fill out a questionnaire listing potentially duplicative assistance that they have already
received, or reasonably anticipate receiving, and through other means. The grantee must
do this duplication of benefits analysis before providing CDBG-CV assistance and should
only pay for unmet needs/needs not met by other sources of assistance. The grantee must
also require that if a subgrantee, individual or family, business, or other entity
subsequently receives a duplicative benefit, it agrees to repay the grantee.
A CDBG-CV grantee may permit payment of a cost that will be or is likely to be paid by
another source in the future if the person or entity receiving the assistance enters an
agreement to repay the CDBG-CV funds when the other source of assistance is received.
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Q9a: What is another option to complete a duplication of benefits analysis at a project or
activity level?
When assistance is provided to entities for CDBG activities, including activities that are
part of a larger project, a grantee may complete a duplication of benefits analysis by
developing an overall budget for COVID-19 preparation, prevention and response that
demonstrates the funding need for the activity and the funding reasonably anticipated.
(HUD has described this on stakeholder webinars as being similar in many ways to a
“sources and uses” analysis for a housing or economic development project.) This budget
should include all Federal and non-Federal funding, including in-kind donations. If the
budget shows that the need is greater than the funding sources, there is no duplication of
benefits.
The recipient must do this duplication of benefits analysis before providing CDBG-CV
assistance and may only pay for unmet needs/needs not met by other sources of
assistance.
When assistance is provided to individuals, the duplication of benefits analysis must
examine other sources the person has or will receive for the same purpose (i.e.cost).
Q9b: How can a grantee prevent a duplication of benefits?
A: A grantee can prevent duplication of benefits by having an awareness of other
assistance that its community may receive for COVID-19 prevention, preparation and
response and designing its CDBG-CV program and activities to target unmet needs.

Q10: What happens if there is a duplication of benefits?
A: HUD will require the grantee to repay the CDBG-CV grant with non-Federal funds.

CARES Act and Program Implementation
Q11: What are the CDBG program flexibilities available under the CARES Act?
A: HUD published guidance on CARES Act Flexibilities for CDBG Funds Used to
Support Coronavirus Response. The document is available here:
https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CARES-Act-Flexibilities-CDBGFunds-Used-Support-Coronavirus-Response.pdf
Q12: The CARES Act suspended the public services limitation for what purpose and
which grants?
A: Pursuant to the CARES Act, the public services cap in section 105(a)(8) (42 U.S.C.
5305(a)(8)) and 24 CFR 570.201(e) does not apply to CDBG-CV grants, or to FY 2019
and 2020 CDBG grant funds used to prevent, prepare for and respond to coronavirus.
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Q13: Is emergency rental assistance eligible under CDBG?
A: Yes, with limits. First, other assistance may be available for this purpose from the
Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) program, or under other Federal or State emergency
programs, so a grantee must be alert for possible duplication of benefits in program
design and execution.
In terms of eligibility, CDBG funds may not be used for income payments, which are not
included among eligible activities in section 105(a) of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1974 for States, and which are expressly prohibited by 24 CFR
570.207(b)(4) in the Entitlement CDBG Regulations. Income payments mean a series of
subsistence-type grant payments made to an individual or family for items such as food,
clothing, housing (rent or mortgage) or utilities. The definition of income payments
excludes emergency payments made over a period of up to three consecutive months to
the provider of such items or services on behalf of an individual or family. Such
emergency payments are eligible as a public service.
Q14: Can I use the Urgent Need national objective?
A: Yes, to some extent. At least 70 percent of CDBG-CV funds must assist activities that
meet the Low- and Moderate-Income national objective. The remaining 30 percent may
be used for activities that meet either the Urgent Need national objective or the Slums
and Blight national objective.
To meet the urgent need national objective criteria at 24 CFR 570.208(c), the Entitlement
CDBG program requires a recipient to certify that the activity is designed to alleviate
existing conditions which pose a serious and immediate threat to the health and welfare
of the community which are of recent origin or recently became urgent, that the recipient
is unable to finance the activity on its own, and that other sources of funds are not
available. In the State CDBG program, the criteria at 24 CFR 570.483(d) require that the
local government provides this certification and the State makes the determination of the
same.
Q15: How do I add CDBG-CV to my Action Plan and submit to HUD?
A: A grantee may amend its FY2019 plan (or its FY2020 plan) to include the CDBGCV, ESG-CV, and HOPWA-CV funding. This means that a grantee that has not yet
submitted its FY 2020 plan does not need to expedite its FY2020 plan submission to
receive its CARES Act funding; instead, the grantee may make a substantial amendment
to the FY 2019 Action Plan. The FY 2020 annual action plan is still required to be
submitted for the FY 2020 formula programs, including CDBG.
A grantee that has submitted a FY 2020 annual action plan to HUD that was marked
“review completed” in IDIS or not disapproved within 45 days, must amend its FY 2020
plan to include CARES Act funding. Other grantees may include CARES Act funding in
either a substantial amendment to the FY2019 plan or an original FY 2020 plan
5

submission. Grantees are encouraged to choose the most expeditious option given
individual circumstances.
HUD has issued waivers to permit grantees to prepare substantial amendments to their
most recent annual action plan, including their 2019 annual action plan. The substantial
amendments must identify the proposed use of all funds and how the funds will be used
to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus. The waivers require grantees to
submit the following to HUD: the substantial amendment describing the use of CDBGCV funds, a SF-424, SF-424D, and the certifications at 24 CFR 91.225(a) and (b) or 24
CFR 91.325(a) and (b).
Q16: Will HUD expedite reviews?
A: Yes, normally, HUD reviews Consolidated Plans and Action Plans within 45 days.
For CDBG-CV, HUD plans to expedite reviews.
Q17: The CARES Act says grantees may reimburse for coronavirus preparation, response,
and prevention costs. How will that work?
A: The CARES Act provides that CDBG-CV funds may be used to cover or reimburse
allowable costs of activities to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus incurred
by a State or locality regardless of the date on which such costs were incurred. Grantees
may also pay costs in accordance with pre-agreement cost authority under 24 CFR
570.489(b) (States) and pre-award cost authority under 24 CFR 570.200(h)
(Entitlements). Reimbursed costs must comply with all grant requirements, must be costs
to prevent, prepare for, or respond to coronavirus, and must not constitute a duplication
of benefits.
Q18: Will HUD publish a Federal Register Notice?
A: HUD intends to issue a notice in the Federal Register to provide additional waivers,
alternative requirements, and the rules implementing CARES Act requirements. This
will facilitate and expedite the use of the funds for preventing, preparing for, and
responding to coronavirus.
Q19: What is a virtual hearing and how do I do one? Do I have to do a public hearing?
A: The CARES Act provides that, for as long as national or local health authorities
recommend social distancing and limiting public gatherings for public health reasons, a
grantee may create virtual public hearings to fulfill applicable public hearing
requirements related to plans for the use of FY2019, FY2020, and CDBG-CV grants. The
CARES Act also provides that any such virtual hearings shall provide: (1) reasonable
notification and access for citizens in accordance with the grantee’s certifications, (2)
timely responses from local officials to all citizen questions and issues; and (3) public
access to all questions and responses. Some platforms for virtual hearings are Facebook,
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Zoom, Skype, email, and conference calls, but the grantee is not limited to these methods.
Additionally, grantees must take appropriate actions to encourage the participation of all
residents, including the elderly, minorities, and non-English speaking persons, as well as
persons with disabilities. For an amendment, a hearing is required if the grantee’s citizen
participation plan requires one. (To take advantage of the CARES Act provisions, a
grantee may amend its citizen participation plan concurrently with its CDBG-CV plan or
amendment publication.) For an action plan or Consolidated Plan, hearing requirements
are contained in 24 CFR 91.105(e) for entitlement communities and 24 CFR 91.115(b)(3)
for states.
Q20: Are the CARES Act flexibilities just for CDBG-CV or may a grantee access them for
the main program as well?
A: Some flexibilities also apply to FY2019 or FY2020 grants as well as CDBG-CV.
HUD posted a guide to the flexibilities here:
https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CARES-Act-Flexibilities-CDBGFunds-Used-Support-Coronavirus-Response.pdf
Q21: Does an Urban County have to consider the needs of all of its participating units of
general local government in designing and implementing its program?
A: Every grantee should consider the needs of all citizens who may reasonably be
expected to participate in or be affected by CDBG or CDBG-CV programs. Urban
Counties that normally distribute CDBG funds on a proportional basis among all
participating jurisdictions should consider whether their normal procedures would result
in funding awards that are too small to be used expeditiously and productively by the
participating jurisdictions.
Q22: Will HUD extend the deadline for CAPERs?
A: HUD has issued a waiver to the 2019 CAPER Submission. The Waiver provides
grantees an additional 90 days to submit their 2019 CAPER. Grantees may now submit
the 2019 CAPER within 180 days of the end of their 2019 program year. The Waiver can
be found at the following link: https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CPD/documents/CPDCOVID-19-CAPER-Waiver-050420-signed-JG.pdf
Q23: Can I have relief from Single Audit requirements and deadlines?
A: The U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) memorandum, M-20-17, dated
March 19, 2020 (available here) discusses the Single Audit submission extension [2 CFR
200.512] and modifies prior guidance found in the M-20-11 memo, dated March 9, 2020.
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Pursuant to the March 19th memo, awarding agencies, in their capacity as cognizant or
oversight agencies for audit, should allow recipients and subrecipients that have not yet
filed their single audits with the Federal Audit Clearinghouse as of March 19, 2020, that
have fiscal year-ends through June 30, 2020, to delay the completion and submission of
the Single Audit reporting package, as required under Subpart F of 2 CFR § 200.501 Audit Requirements, to six (6) months beyond the normal due date.
No further action by awarding agencies is required to enact this extension. This extension
does not require individual recipients and subrecipients to seek approval for the extension
by the cognizant or oversight agency for audit; however, recipients and subrecipients
should maintain documentation of the reason for the delayed filing. Recipients and
subrecipients taking advantage of this extension would still qualify as a "low-risk
auditee" under the criteria of 2 CFR § 200.520 (a) – Criteria for a low-risk auditee.
Q24: How will HUD handle the CDBG timeliness requirements in FY2020?
A: HUD has a statutory responsibility to review a grantee’s performance at least
annually to determine whether the grantee has the continuing capacity to carry out grant
activities in a timely manner. HUD will continue its oversight of grantee progress and
will notify grantees who are not progressing as expected. However, in the normal course
of oversight, if a CDBG grantee does not carry out its activities in a timely manner, HUD
consults with the grantee to determine the causes. If the causes are beyond the grantee’s
control, as coronavirus (COVID-19) is, HUD does not take corrective action or sanction,
but works with the grantee to ensure that the grantee is timely at the next annual
checkpoint.
Q25: How do I do electronic signatures?
A: On March 22, 2020, the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) released a
memorandum providing guidance on the use of technology to support mission continuity
in response to coronavirus. The guidance is in the form of Frequently Asked Questions
and includes OMB guidance for the use of e-signatures. Also included in the Frequently
Asked Questions are resources for implementing technology.
A copy of the memorandum and related Frequently Asked Questions can be found here:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/M-20-19.pdf
Q26: Is assistance to hospitals or clinics a CDBG eligible activity?
A: Please see the Quick Guide to CDBG Eligible Activities to Support Coronavirus and
Other Infectious Disease Response: https://www.hudexchange.info/news/hud-publishesa-cdbg-quick-guide-to-support-infectious-disease-response/.
Note that each such activity must meet a national objective. Additionally, funds can be
used for the allocable costs of operating and maintaining a facility used in providing a
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public service, even if no other costs of providing such a service are assisted with such
funds, but funds cannot be used for operation and maintenance costs that cannot be
allocated to the public service (see the CDBG Entitlement program regulation at 24 CFR
570.207(b)(2), which states may use as guidance).
Further, use for operation and maintenance costs of a public service trigger CDBG
requirements. Particularly for hospitals, a grantee may wish to consult with its field
office in structuring the assisted activity so that the grantee can clearly identify which
public service activities within the hospital are subject to CDBG requirements. In
addition, a grantee assisting a hospital or clinic should be aware of the possibility that
other federal and state funds may be available for this purpose and take this under
consideration in its analysis of duplications of benefit.
Q27: May a CDBG grantee provide housing near the hospital for medical staff and first
responders who are concerned about going home and possibly bringing back infections
that will further spread the disease to those receiving health care at the hospital? And for
such staff who become infected and must self-isolate?
A: It depends. Housing staff may be necessary as part of an eligible public service, if
providing the public service requires the staff to be located in housing that reduces risk of
infection through isolation to prevent the spread of coronavirus.
The activity must also meet a national objective by either benefitting low-and moderateincome (LMI) persons or meeting an urgent need. To benefit LMI persons, the grantee
may demonstrate that at least 51 percent of the public receiving the benefit of the public
service provided by the hospital are low-and moderate-income persons, or that the
hospital provides services to a primarily residential area with a predominantly LMI
population.
Alternatively, the activity may meet an urgent need related to the novel coronavirus if the
grantee has no other funding for the activity. Grantees are reminded that overall benefit
requires that at least 70 percent of the funds be used to benefit LMI persons.
Q28: Can CDBG assist a food bank purchasing and delivering emergency food for current
and new beneficiaries? How can we meet a national objective?
A: Yes. For a food bank located in and serving a primarily residential low/mod area, the
grantee may document compliance with low-and-moderate-income (LMI) area benefit
national objective criteria. For a food bank serving a non-LMI service area, the
regulations provide that the grantee may meet the LMI limited clientele national objective
in one of two ways.
One way is to document how the nature and location of the activity will result in at least
51 percent of the beneficiaries being LMI. Another would be to collect a simple
verifiable income certification from at least 51 percent of the beneficiaries attesting they
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are LMI. Some grantees have provided a pro tip on obtaining this documentation: If the
beneficiary signs a paper certification and the grantee or subrecipient uses a cell phone
document scanning app to collect the image prior to instructing the beneficiary to place
the completed certification in a storage box, collection of such certifications can be
contactless. Either wipe down the pen between signers or provide hand sanitizer.
Q 29: May I use CDBG or CDBG-CV for FEMA cost share?
A: Yes. Under 24 CFR 570.201(g), CDBG funds may be used to pay the non-Federal
share of a Federal grant-in-aid program, provided that the activities funded are otherwise
eligible for CDBG assistance and comply with CDBG requirements. State grantees are
authorized to pay non-Federal cost share under Section 105(a)(9) of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974.
Q30: Can I use CDBG or CDBG-CV to help small businesses?
A: Yes, direct assistance to for-profits is a special economic development activity in the
CDBG program and it is eligible provided it meets a national objective, underwriting, and
public benefit requirements. Because there is a large amount of SBA funding for small
businesses in the CARES Act and other sources of financial assistance to small
businesses may be available, grantees must also have procedures to prevent duplications
of benefits between various programs that provide this type of financial assistance.
Q31: Are staff costs of CDBG program administration and eligible activities allowable if
the staff person is on leave due to the closure of the grantee or subrecipient’s offices in
response to COVID-19?
A: Yes. If staff costs meet the program administration requirements of 24 CFR 570.206
or are related to carrying out activities eligible under § 570.201 through § 570.204, the
cost of fringe benefits, as provided at 2 CFR 200.431(b), in the form of regular
compensation paid to employees during periods of authorized absences from the job,
such as for annual leave, family-related leave, sick leave, holidays, court leave, military
leave, administrative leave, and other similar benefits, are allowable if all of the
following criteria are met:
(1) They are provided under established written leave policies;
(2) The costs are equitably allocated to all related activities, including Federal
awards; and
(3) The accounting basis (cash or accrual) selected for costing each type of leave
is consistently followed by the grantee/subrecipient or specified grouping of
employees.
Please note, however, that such charges are subject to regulatory or statutory limits on
certain categories of costs (e.g., the 20-percent limit on CDBG planning and
administrative costs).
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Q32: What about the costs of unused and partially utilized space, when space used by
grantees/subrecipients in carrying out activities with CDBG funds is no longer used or is no
longer used fully as a result of COVID-19? Are costs such as maintenance, repair, rent, and
other related costs (e.g., insurance, interest, and depreciation,) allowable?
A: Yes, subject to program restrictions and the regulations at 2 CFR 200.446 Idle
facilities and idle capacity. While costs for unused space (idle facilities) are usually
unallowable, §200.446(b)(2) permits exceptions when the space (facilities) are idle for
causes which could not have been reasonably foreseen. Clearly, the COVID-19 situation
falls within that exception. Under this exception, “…costs of idle facilities are allowable
for a reasonable period of time, ordinarily not to exceed one year, depending on the
initiative taken to use, lease, or dispose of such facilities.”
Grantees and subrecipients should note, however, that program regulations may prohibit
certain costs referenced in the question. For example, 24 CFR 570.207(b)(2)(i) prohibits
use of CDBG funds for maintenance and repair of publicly owned facilities and
improvements.
As to partially utilized space (idle capacity), 2 CFR 200.446(c) provides that:
“The costs of idle capacity are normal costs of doing business and are a factor in the
normal fluctuations of usage or indirect cost rates from period to period. Such costs are
allowable, provided that the capacity is reasonably anticipated to be necessary to carry
out the purpose of the Federal award or was originally reasonable and is not subject to
reduction or elimination by use on other Federal awards, subletting, renting, or sale, in
accordance with sound business, economic, or security practices….”
Accordingly, costs of idle capacity are allowable, subject to the provisions in §200.446(c)
and to any program regulatory restrictions noted above.
Q33: May the grantee continue to fund a subrecipient for an activity that will be canceled
or postponed?
A. It depends. The recent OMB memo M-20-17 discusses allowability of costs not
normally chargeable to awards, stating:
“Awarding agencies may allow recipients who incur costs related to the
cancellation of events, travel, or other activities necessary and reasonable for the
performance of the award, or the pausing and restarting of grant funded activities
due to the public health emergency, to charge these costs to their award without
regard to 2 CFR § 200.403, Factors affecting allowability of costs, 2 CFR §
200.404, Reasonable costs, and 2 CFR § 200.405, Allocable costs. Awarding
agencies may allow recipients to charge full cost of cancellation when the event,
travel, or other activities are conducted under the auspices of the grant. Awarding
agencies must advise recipients that they should not assume additional funds will
be available should the charging of cancellation or other fees result in a shortage
of funds to eventually carry out the event or travel. Awarding agencies must
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require recipients to maintain appropriate records and cost documentation as
required by 2 CFR § 200.302 - Financial management and 2 CFR § 200.333 Retention requirement of records, to substantiate the charging of any cancellation
or other fees related to interruption of operations or services. As appropriate,
awarding agencies may list additional guidance on specific types of costs on their
websites and/or provide a point of contact for an agency program official.”
In addition, in the context of subrecipients, CDBG grantees should also consider whether
the subrecipient’s staff costs are administrative (see 2 CFR 570.206) or related to
carrying out activities eligible under § 570.201 through § 570.204. The activity delivery
costs associated with postponed or cancelled activities are limited to those necessary and
reasonable to the pausing and restarting of the grant and may include cancellation fees, as
explained further in OMB memo M-20-17. For subrecipients with an administrative role,
their allowable costs may include fringe benefits, such as authorized leave (see Q31
above for more information); however, planning, administrative and management costs
are limited to 20 percent of the grant, pursuant to Annual Appropriations Acts.
Grantees may be interested in providing assistance to their partners to retain employees
during this crisis; however, HUD strongly recommends that this be done
appropriately. Grantees may wish to direct such partners to apply for assistance available
to small businesses and nonprofits for the retention of employees, such as programs
provided by the Small Business Administration and, possibly, a local CDBG-funded job
retention program, if one has been appropriately established.
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Primary Activities That Can Be Used to Prevent, Prepare for, and Respond to Coronavirus
in the Community Development Block Grant Program
Time Period For Activities: Grantees must complete all activities and expend all funds during the period of performance of the grant.
Grantees may reimburse allowable costs incurred before the period of performance.
Geographic Areas Served: Activities must benefit residents within the jurisdiction of the grantee or as permitted by the CARES Act.
Eligible Grantees: States, Metropolitan Cities, Urban Counties, and Insular Areas. The funding is a block grant. HUD makes
allocations based on a formula and enters into grant agreements. HUD provides funds in a line of credit to the grantee. Recipient
makes funding decisions to decide which activities to assist. Recipient may use its own staff, make a sub-grant, or procure a
contractor. In some cases, a recipient may select a developer to carry out an activity.
Program objectives: 70 percent of all grant funds must benefit persons of low- and moderate-income. All CDBG activities must
meet one of three national objectives of the program.
Form of assistance: Grantees can choose the form of assistance. Assistance for public services is typically provided as a grant. For
other activities, grantees commonly assist activities through grants, loans, loan guarantees, reserve funds, or other mechanisms.
Major Cross-cutting Requirements: Environmental Review, Uniform Relocation Act, Financial Management, Labor Standards, Civil
Rights and Equal Opportunity
Typical National Objectives
Additional Detail
Public Service Activities
Low- and moderate- income
Grantee may provide a new or increased level of a public service.
Operating Costs of
(LMI)
All activities must result in achievement of a CDBG national
Homeless/Aids Patients
persons, families, clientele, or objective, typically by providing services to an LMI clientele or to
Programs
area; prevent or eliminate
LMI persons residing in a qualified area.
Senior Services
blight;
Services for Persons with
meet unfunded, urgent local
Disabilities
need
Legal Services
Youth Services
Substance Abuse Services
Services for victims of domestic
violence, dating violence, sexual
assault or stalking
Employment Training
Crime Awareness/Prevention
Fair Housing Activities
Tenant/Landlord Counseling
Child Care Services
Health Services

5/27/2020
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Abused and Neglected Children
Mental Health Services
Screening for Lead-Based
Paint/Lead Hazards Poisoning
Subsistence Payments
Security Deposits
Food Banks
Housing Information and
Referral Services
Housing Counseling

Housing-Related Activities
(Mostly Housing Preservation)
 Rehabilitation: Single and
Multi-Unit Residential
 Construction of
Housing (limited)
 Direct Homeownership
Assistance
 Housing Counseling
 Public Housing Modernization
 Energy Efficiency
Improvements
 Rehabilitation Administration
 Lead-Based Paint/Lead Hazard
Test/Abatement
 Code Enforcement
Public Improvements and Facilities
 Senior Centers
 Facility for Persons with
Disabilities

5/27/2020

Typical National Objectives
LMI households; prevent or
eliminate blight; meet
unfunded, urgent local need

Additional Detail
Grantee may rehabilitate or reconstruct or convert structures,
provide homeownership assistance, and housing counseling.
Includes all activity costs such as applicant intake, construction
specs and procurement, and construction. All activities must result
in achievement of a CDBG national objective, typically by
providing housing to an LMI household.

Typical National Objectives
LMI households; prevent or
eliminate blight; meet
unfunded, urgent local need

Additional Detail
Grantee may acquire, construct, reconstruct, or rehabilitate a
public facility or improvement. All activities must result in
achievement of a CDBG national objective, typically by providing
access to a facility or improvement to an LMI clientele or to LMI
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persons residing in a qualified area.

Homeless Facilities (not
operating costs)
Youth Centers/Facilities
Neighborhood Facilities
Parks, Recreational Facilities
Parking Facilities
Solid Waste Disposal Facilities
Flood and Drainage Facilities
Water/Sewer Improvements
Sidewalks
Child Care Centers
Fire Stations/Equipment
Health Facilities
Removal of Architectural Barriers

Activities to Acquire Real Property
 Acquisition of Property
 Disposition
 Clearance and Demolition
 Clean-up of Contaminated
Sites/Brownfields
 Relocation
Economic Development Activities
 Rehabilitation: Publicly or
Privately Owned Commercial/
Industrial
 Commercial/Industrial Land
Acquisition/ Disposition
 Commercial/Industrial
Infrastructure Development
 Commercial/Industrial Building
Acquisition, Construction,
Rehabilitation
 ED Direct: Financial Assistance
to For-Profit Businesses

5/27/2020

Duplications: Start by looking for possible federal duplications with:
FEMA Disaster Relief Fund and Public Assistance, Treasury
Coronavirus Relief Fund, USDA programs; local duplications with
previously committed and available financial resources.

Additional Detail
Typical National Objectives
Low- and moderate- income
Grantee may buy, clean up, demolish, dispose of, and relocate
(LMI) persons, families, or area; occupants from a property for a public purpose.
prevent or eliminate blight;
meet unfunded, urgent local
need
Typical National Objectives
Low- and moderate- income
(LMI) persons, families, or area;
businesses providing LMI jobs
or services; prevent or
eliminate blight; meet
unfunded, urgent local need

Additional Detail
Grantee may assist commercial or industrial activities or provide
direct financial or technical assistance to for profit businesses. All
activities must result in achievement of a CDBG national objective,
typically by creating or retaining permanent LMI jobs or serving an
LMI area. Project examples range from working capital loans, to
neighborhood store expansion, to construction of railheads and
seaports.
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ED Direct: Technical Assistance
Micro-Enterprise Assistance

General Administrative and
Planning Activities (20% cap)
 General Program
 Administration
 Indirect Costs
 Public Information and
Consultation
 Planning and Capacity Building

Typical National Objectives
NA for Admin; usually LMI for
planning.

Additional Detail
Grantee may administer CDBG grants and undertake project,
functional, environmental, capacity building, and
neighborhood plans, including plans for pandemic prevention,
preparation, and response in LMI areas.
Up to 20 percent of a grant may be used for Planning and Admin
costs (within the 20%, States are capped at 3% for their own costs
or providing technical assistance). Absent a statutory waiver,
states pass-through funds to non-entitled units of general local
governments.

Background: The Community Development Block Grant Program(CDBG) provides funds to approximately 1250 States, entitlement cities
and urban counties under the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, as amended. State CDBG grantees pass the funds
through to non-entitlement units of general local government. HUD establishes broad guidelines and sets national objectives for CDBG
activities. Grantees determine which activities to fund after consultation with program stakeholders and citizens, set local community
development objectives and submit an Action Plan for HUD review. Grantees may amend their Action plans.
The CDBG program provided $3.4 billion in annual grants by formula in FY2020. CARES Act CDBG-CV funding provides an additional $5
billion, also to be distributed by formula. At least 70 percent of every grant must be expended for activities that benefit low- and
moderate-income persons by providing housing, a permanent job, a public service, or access to new or significantly improved
infrastructure. The remaining 30 percent may be used to eliminate slum or blighted conditions, or to address an urgent need for which
the community certifies it has no other funding.
NOTE ON NON-FEDERAL COST SHARE AND MATCH: CDBG and CDBG-CV funds may, by statute, be the non-federal cost share or match
for FEMA and other federal funding if the assisted activity is also CDBG eligible. When the Stafford Act duplication of benefit provisions
apply, a grantee must use CDBG to address needs not met by other sources.
This is a summary document. It is provided for informational purposes and does not describe all program requirements. For more
information about how CDBG grants can be used to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus, please visit:
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/cdbg_programs_covid-19 . For more information about the CDBG program,
please visit https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/cdbg/
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Rural Coronavirus Response with CDBG-CV

INTRODUCTION
This quick Guide provides resources to help states and rural grantees identify eligible activities and
programs to prevent, prepare for and respond to the disruption and impacts of the coronavirus pandemic
using CDBG-CV and 2019 and 2020 entitlement funds. The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on rural
populations have been severe. A recently published study has shown the COVID-19 pandemic significantly
impacted rural well-being on health-related and economic dimensions, and that these impacts are shared
across sex, age, ethnicity, and education. 1
Rural regions tend to have higher levels of poverty, fewer job opportunities, and heightened vulnerability to
labor market shocks relative to urban areas. Rural areas broadly lack access to healthcare, are seeing an
increased reliance on telehealth without an increase in broadband access, tend to have older and healthcompromised populations, face serious barriers to enrollment in clinical trials and have far more limited
access to COVID-19 testing 2.
Grantee and subrecipient capacity in rural areas is often limited. By its very nature, population in rural areas
are dispersed, making it difficult to offer services or accept applications at a central location. Lack of
broadband and internet access can also make online applications difficult. This guide addresses CDBGCV activities designed to serve rural populations.

HOUSING
EMERGENCY PAYMENTS
CDBG funds can be used to provide emergency payments for past due, current, or future housing costs on
behalf of an individual or family for up to three consecutive months (24 CFR 570.207(b)(4)). By waiver,
HUD has extended the emergency payments to six consecutive months when using CDBG-CV funds
and grant year 2019 and 2020 formula CDBG funds to prevent, prepare for, or respond to coronavirus.

1. WHAT CAN EMERGENCY PAYMENTS COVER?
Grantees can provide rental assistance, mortgage assistance and utility assistance.
Payments must be made directly to the provider (landlord, mortgage servicer, utility company).
Housing assistance can be provided for households that have a contract for deed 3. HUD recommends, but
does not require, that the contract for deed be properly recorded, serviced by a third-party servicer, and

Mueller, et al “Impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on rural America” 01/05/2021, Impacts of the COVID19 pandemic on rural America | PNAS
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The contract for deed instrument is a private real estate contract between a buyer and seller. Unlike other
real property sales, the mortgage payments are paid by the buyer to the property owner/seller. The buyer
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otherwise provide appropriate protections for the buyer. Grantees should consider these assurances and
also balance those with the need to assist people in need who might also be the victims of unscrupulous
developers that have proliferated in certain less-regulated rural areas. Because assistance payments are
made to the provider, grantees must be able to confirm that the payments were properly applied and the
intended benefit was received, especially when less conventional real estate agreements are involved.
As noted above, utility payments on behalf of an individual or family are an eligible CDBG/CDBG-CV public
services activity. Special rules, however, apply when the utility provider is a publicly owned entity. HUD has
published a Q and A on this topic, which is available here.

2. HOW TO APPLY?
CDBG-CV housing assistance programs for rural areas are administered by state grantees. Some states
allocate the money to cities and counties for implementation to be done at the local level. Others implement
it at the state level.
A household would submit an application to program created by the state or local government administrator,
not to HUD. Applications are usually submitted electronically via some type of existing platform or one
created specifically for this program.
Given limits on internet access for many low-income rural households, several states have enlisted the help
of local community action agencies or other nonprofits that accept and submit the application for the internet
challenged applicant. This is an eligible CDBG-CV Activity Delivery cost.
Like all CDBG-CV activities, duplication of benefits must be considered. For housing assistance, a
duplication occurs when two sources pay for the same need – such as two different agencies making the
rent payment for the same month. If two sources provide rental assistance for different months, a duplication
has not occurred.

HOUSING REHABILITATION
In an effort to respond to living conditions (such as mold, lead-based paint, and poor ventilation) associated
with more severe coronavirus disease or poorer post-COVID health outcomes, grantees may use CDBG
and CDBG-CV funds to assist property owners with necessary housing rehabilitation and reconstruction.
This can include providing forgivable loans for rehabilitating homeowner housing as well as renter
occupied housing to comport with standard building codes and public health advice.

For further information see link below for CDBG-CV PPR Tieback Flexibilities Quick Guide.
MOTEL ACQUISITION FOR LONG-TERM HOMELESS NON-CONGREGATE SHELTER
To limit congregate homeless shelters, some grantees have pursued acquisition and rehabilitation of
abandoned or under-used motels. This activity is eligible as either a public facility or housing activity
depending on how the tenancy is structured. Several communities in California and Texas have acquired

lives on the property with all other rights of an owner, but the deed to the property does not transfer to the
buyer until the final payment has been made. HUD is not encouraging the use of contract for deed, as
these agreements have historically not provided adequate protections to low-income buyers, especially
along the U.S. Mexico border. However, HUD will consider this type of housing cost payment to be eligible.
[
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existing motels or entered into long term leases with existing owners for the properties to use as noncongregate shelter.
Results from a University of Washington study of a King County initiative that moved people out of homeless
shelters and into hotel rooms indicated that the program helped slow the transmission of coronavirus. The
results also showed that individuals who moved to area hotels reported improved physical and mental
health, and the ability to focus on long-term goals such as obtaining housing, employment and education,
rather than simply focusing on day-to-day survival. 4
Davis-Bacon requirements must be considered when rehab is needed. As a reminder, support services are
an important component of this type of activity.

FOOD
Many grantees have provided CDBG-CV assistance to food banks in response to the increased demand
for assistance.
Food banks that serve a primarily residential low/mod area, may meet the low-and-moderate area benefit
(LMA) national objective.
For food banks that do not have a low-mod service area, grantees may use the low-mod clientele national
objective. Grantees should use their best judgment in funding agencies providing these services and should
at least ensure that they have a written policy on self-certifications.
CDBG-CV funds have been used by grantees to increase the number of meals that can be delivered by
Meals on Wheels programs. While programs have typically focused on funding the cost for additional meals,
some grantees have used funds to expand the kitchens utilized by Meals on Wheels programs.
Meals on Wheels programs are designed to serve elderly residents who live homebound and without
regular access to food. The pandemic has resulted in a surge of seniors who may have otherwise been
living independent lives but became isolated and homebound due to quarantine or social distancing due to
medical vulnerabilities.
Generally, based on the program design, Meals on Wheels programs meet the Low-Mod Clientele (LMC)
Presumed Benefit national objective because they serve the elderly.
Several school districts in rural Kentucky created grab-and-go sites for families to pick up meals, and some
districts designated vehicles to drive to different communities and neighborhoods to drop off food.
•
•
•

The programs are designed for families that qualify for free or reduced-price lunches.
This activity could meet the Low-Mod Area (LMA) national objective if the population of the service
area is 51% or more low-mod.
The LMC national objective can also be used. Grantees could use self-certification to reduce the
administrative burden of collecting income verification from every assisted household. More info on
self-certification is available at CDBG Self-Certification of Annual Income Form - HUD Exchange

Vermont Everyone Eats! is a program that pays restaurants in rural Vermont to provide free meals to people
in need. The program is administered by a Community Action Agency. The program requires an application

Colburn, et al. “Impact of Hotels as Non-Congregate Emergency Shelters” November 2020, Impact of
Hotels as Non-Congregate Emergency Shelters (regionalhomelesssystem.org)
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process for eligible applicants. More information can be found at Vermont Everyone Eats!
(vteveryoneeats.org).
Under its existing “Lakewood Engage” program, Lakewood Health Systems, located in rural Minnesota,
provides fresh-frozen microwave meals to older adult patients recovering from surgery. This program has
been expanded to include patients who have tested positive for the COVID-19 virus.
•
•
•

•
•

Each meal was designed by a licensed dietician and prepared at a local facility that also prepares
food for the Meals on Wheels program.
All meals are made with fresh ingredients and frozen right after their preparation, which gives them
higher nutritional value and requires less food processing than typical frozen dinners.
The program allows patients access to nutritious food that takes very little preparation as they
recover from the effects of the virus, while reducing the need for patients to leave home while
infected.
While possible challenging to start from scratch, CDBG-CV funds could be used to expand an
existing program, especially in conjunction with a federally qualified health center.
The most likely national objective would be LMC but could also meet a LMA national objective, if
geography or logistics dictates that the meals are only delivered to a specific service area.

BROADBAND
Broadband access refers to an always-on, high-speed Internet connection. Broadband connectivity
provides access to a wide variety of resources, services, and products and closes the gap in education,
services and employment opportunities that exists in many low-and-moderate income communities.
CDBG-CV funds may be used to install wiring, fiber optic cables, and permanently affixed equipment such
as receivers for areas to receive broadband access. The acquisition, construction, reconstruction,
rehabilitation, or installation of public facilities and improvements, including infrastructure improvements,
are also eligible.

USING BUSES TO BRING WI-FI TO STUDENTS
Thirty-five percent of the students in the rural areas of Jackson County, MI do not have access to internet.
To help address this during the days of virtual learning, the school district deployed a fleet of 13 school
buses equipped with WIFI to certain parts of the district. Each bus has explanations of how to connect to
its WIFI and provide WIFI at a range of 150 to 300 feet from the buses. Depending on where the buses are
parked, this would likely meet a LMA national objective. The activity could meet a LMC national objective if
the grantee documented that the nature and location of the activity were such that at least 51% of the users
would reasonably be expected to be income qualified, or if the grantee only provided passwords to
households that provided an income self-certification.

INSTALLING WI-FI AT PUBLIC FACILITIES
Escambia County Florida is installing WIFI at all county parks and community centers. Initially, the county
planned on just installing the service at community centers, primarily to provide virtual learners with access
to WIFI. The decision was made to expand the program parks to provide access for people in rural areas
of the county, who don't have nearby community centers.
[
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While the county is using CARES Act funds, this CDBG-CV eligible activity would meet a LMA national
objective provided the population of public facility’s service area is at least 51% low-mod. Since it is the
expansion of a public service, it would be a CDBG-CV eligible expense.
For additional information please see the CDGG-CV for Broadband Quick Guide linked below.
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/6329/cdbg-cv-broadband-quick-guide/

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND RECOVERY
CDBG-CV funds can be used for special economic development activities, including direct assistance to
businesses and microenterprises, to help local businesses respond to the impacts of the coronavirus
pandemic as well as to prevent the further spread of COVID-19. The assistance can be for working capital
and facility safety improvements, as well as operating costs such as payroll, rent and utilities.
For additional information on Economic Development and Recovery programs please see the CDBG-CV
Program Economic Development Quick Guide and the Microenterprise Assistance Tool Kit linked below.

ASSISTING FOR-PROFIT BUSINESS RECOVERING FROM THE IMPACTS OF COVID-19
The State of Nebraska Department of Economic Development is currently offering loans and grants to
businesses under two eligible activity types: 1) funding assistance for new businesses or business
expansion to create Low/Mod Jobs (LMJ) and manufacture medical supplies necessary to respond to
infectious disease, and 2) funding assistance to avoid job loss caused by business closures related to social
distancing by providing short-term working capital assistance to small businesses, to enable retention of
jobs held by low and moderate income persons (LMJ).
The State of Vermont’s Sole Proprietor Stabilization Program provides CDBG-CV funds to sole
proprietorships that have been impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Grants range from as little as $1,500
to $10,000 which may be used for eligible business expenses including rent, utilities, supplies and inventory.

ASSISTING RETAIL ORIENTED BUSINESSES AND RESTAURANTS
CDBG-CV funds may be provided to assist for-profit retail and restaurant businesses providing economic
opportunities for the residents (LMJ) or serving the area (LMA). The City of St. Cloud, FL is providing funding
to retail and restaurant-oriented businesses, located in the city’s Downtown Entertainment District, for the
acquisition and installation of outdoor dining furniture. Outdoor dining facilities will allow restaurants and
businesses to re-open at greater capacity while still maintaining social distancing protocols.

[
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USEFUL RESOURCES
CDBG-CV Federal Register Notice

https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/6113/fr-6218-n-01-notice-of-program-rules-waivers-altrequirements-under-cares-act-cdbg/
CDBG-CV Resources
https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/cdbg-cv/
CDBG CARES Act Webinar Series
https://www.hudexchange.info/news/cdbg-cares-act-webinar-series/
CDBG-CV FAQs
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/6090/cdbgcv-covid19-faqs/
Quick Guides
CDBG-CV PPR Flexibilités Quick Guide
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/6309/cdbg-cv-ppr-tieback-flexibilities-quick-guide/
CDBG-CV Financial Management quick Guide
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/6308/cdbg-cv-financial-management-quick-guide/
CDBG-CV Economic Development Tool-Kit
https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/Economic-Development-Toolkit-Manual.pdf
CDBG-CV Economic Development Quick Guide
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/6303/cdbg-cv-economic-development-quick-guide/
Microenterprise Assistance Tool Kit
https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CDBG-Microenterprise-Assistance-Toolkit.pdf
CDGG-CV for Broadband Quick Guide
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/6329/cdbg-cv-broadband-quick-guide/
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CDBG-CV Ask-A-Question
https://www.hudexchange.info/program-support/my-question/
CDBG-CV On-Call TA
https://www.hudexchange.info/program-support/technical-assistance/
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• N–SUMHSS, an annual census of
substance use and mental health
treatment facilities which collects
descriptive data on the location, scope
of services provided, and operational
characteristics of all known substance
use and mental health treatment
facilities in the United States and
jurisdictions, and on utilization of
services by means of a single-day count
of clients in treatment; and
• I–BHS data collection activities
associated with updating the inventory
Type of respondent
and activity

Number of
respondents

States:
I–BHS Online 1 .............

of both mental health treatment
facilities and substance use treatment
facilities.
The information in N–SUMHSS and
I–BHS is needed to assess the nature
and extent of these resources, to identify
gaps in services, and to provide a
database for treatment referrals.
The request for OMB approval will
include a request to conduct the N–
SUMHSS survey which includes facility
characteristics and services and one-day
client counts and to update the I–BHS
Responses
per
respondent

Total
responses

Hours per
response

facility listing on a continuous basis in
2021, 2022 and 2023. Also included in
this request is the Between Cycle N–
SUMHSS data collection (N–SUMHSS
BC), to be conducted between annual
surveys to collect information on new
facilities for inclusion in the Treatment
Locator. N–SUMHSS BC use is an
abbreviated N–SUMHSS survey
questionnaire.
The estimated annual burden for the
I–BHS and BHSIS activities is as
follows:
Total burden
hours

Wage rate

Total hour
cost

56

75

4,200

0.08

336

$23

$7,728

56

........................

4,200

........................

336

........................

7,728

800
1,300

1
1

800
1,300

0.08
0.08

64
104

19.40
19.40

1,242
2,018

32,000

1

32,000

0.67

21,333

47.95

1,022,917

5,000
1,000

1
1

5,000
1,000

1.17
0.58

5,833
580

47.95
47.95

279,692
27,811

Facility Subtotal ....

40,100

........................

40,100

........................

27,914

........................

1,333,680

Total ...............

40,156

........................

44,300

........................

28,250

........................

1,341,408

State Subtotal .......
Facilities:
I–BHS application 2 ......
Augmentation screener
N–SUMHSS questionnaire (either SU or
MH) ...........................
N–SUMHSS (both SU
and MH) ....................
N–SUMHSS BC ...........

1 States

use the I–BHS Online system to submit information on newly licensed/approved facilities and on changes in facility name, address,
status, etc.
2 New facilities complete and submit the online I–BHS application form in order to get listed on the Inventory.

Written comments and
recommendations for the proposed
information collection should be sent
within 30 days of publication of this
notice to www.reginfo.gov/public/do/
PRAMain. Find this particular
information collection by selecting
‘‘Currently under 30-day Review—Open
for Public Comments’’ or by using the
search function.
Carlos Graham,
Social Science Analyst.
[FR Doc. 2020–18220 Filed 8–19–20; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4162–20–P

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
[Docket No. FR–6218–N–01]

Notice of Program Rules, Waivers, and
Alternative Requirements Under the
CARES Act for Community
Development Block Grant Program
Coronavirus Response Grants, Fiscal
Year 2019 and 2020 Community
Development Block Grants, and for
Other Formula Programs
Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Community Planning and
Development, HUD.
ACTION: Notice.
AGENCY:

This notice describes the
program rules, statutory and regulatory
waivers, and alternative requirements
applicable to supplemental Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds
made available to prevent, prepare for,
and respond to coronavirus (CDBG–CV
funds) and to annual formula CDBG
grants awarded in fiscal years 2019 and
2020. Except as otherwise described in
this notice and the CARES Act, the
statutory and regulatory provisions
governing the CDBG program apply to
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CDBG–CV and CDBG grants. This notice
also describes conforming waivers and
alternative requirements for other
formula programs included in the
consolidated planning regulations in 24
CFR part 91.
DATES: Applicable: August 7, 2020.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Jessie Handforth Kome, Director, Office
of Block Grant Assistance, Office of
Community Planning and Development,
Department of Housing and Urban
Development, 451 7th Street SW, Room
7282, Washington, DC 20410, telephone
number 202–708–3587. Persons with
hearing or speech impairments may
access this number via TTY by calling
the Federal Relay Service at 800–877–
8339. Facsimile inquiries may be sent to
Ms. Kome at 202–708–0033. Except for
the ‘‘800’’ number, these telephone
numbers are not toll-free. Questions
regarding the CDBG–CV program may
be submitted to
CPDQuestionsAnswered@hud.gov.
Interested parties may also visit HUD’s
website at https://www.hud.gov/
program_offices/comm_planning for
updated information and resources.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
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IV.B.2. Consolidated Plan, Citizen
Participation, and CAPER
IV.B.3. Flexibilities that Apply to
Coronavirus-Related Activities.
IV.B.4. Provisions That Do Not Apply to
FY 19 and FY 20 Grants.

I. Overview and Background
On January 21, 2020, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
confirmed the first case in the United
States of a coronavirus known by
several names, including novel
coronavirus, and SARS–CoV–2, and
which causes the disease commonly
referred to as COVID–19. On March 27,
2020, President Trump signed the
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security Act (Pub. L. 116–136) (CARES
Act). The CARES Act makes available
$5 billion in CDBG coronavirus
response (CDBG–CV) funds to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
In the CARES Act and this notice, the
term ‘‘coronavirus’’ means SARS–CoV–
2 or another coronavirus with pandemic
potential.
The nation faces significant public
health and economic challenges related
to this respiratory disease. To address
these challenges, CDBG–CV and CDBG
grants are a flexible source of funding
that can be used to pay costs that are not
covered by other sources of assistance,
particularly to benefit persons of low
and moderate income.
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This notice is broken into sections.
Section II provides a general overview
of the CDBG–CV and CDBG program
flexibilities provided by the CARES Act.
Section III describes the allocations,
grant procedures, program flexibilities,
waivers, and alternative requirements
applicable to CDBG–CV grants. Section
IV describes the program flexibilities,
waivers, and alternative requirements
that apply to fiscal years 2019 and 2020
CDBG grants used to prevent, prepare
for, and respond to coronavirus or that
affect other aspects of program
administration. Other sections contain
administrative information related to
this notice.
II. Summary of Special Authorities
Under the CARES Act
The CARES Act modifies some CDBG
program rules and authorizes the
Secretary of HUD to grant waivers and
alternative requirements. Accordingly,
this notice describes how requirements
of the CDBG program are modified for
CDBG–CV grants, fiscal year 2020 CDBG
grants under the Department of Housing
and Urban Development Appropriations
Act, 2020 (Pub. L. 116–94), and fiscal
year 2019 CDBG grants under the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development Appropriations Act, 2019
(Pub. L. 116–6). For ease of reference,
citations in this notice include
parentheticals indicating whether a
CDBG program statute or regulation
applies to entitlement grants, state
grants, insular area grants, or grants to
nonentitlement counties in Hawaii.
Where citations do not include Hawaii
counties or insular areas, the additional
citation is not necessary because the
cited entitlement CDBG regulation
applies to insular areas and Hawaii
counties in addition to entitlement
grantees.
II.A. Program Modifications in the
CARES Act
The Community Development Fund
heading in title XII of Division B of the
CARES Act modifies some CDBG
program requirements to provide
immediate support for coronavirus
efforts. The modifications are described
in more detail in Section III, and are the
following:
• Permits a public comment period of
no less than 5 days when citizen
participation is required.
• Permits grantees to develop
expedited citizen participation
procedures and to hold virtual public
hearings when necessary for public
health reasons.
• Eliminates the public services cap
for coronavirus-related activities.
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• Allows states and local
governments to reimburse allowable
costs of eligible activities regardless of
the date the costs were incurred.
II.B. Authority To Grant Waivers and
Alternative Requirements
The CARES Act authorizes the
Secretary to waive, or specify alternative
requirements for, any provision of any
statute or regulation that the Secretary
administers in connection with the use
of CDBG–CV grants, fiscal year 2020
CDBG grants, and fiscal year 2019 CDBG
grants to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus or that affect
other aspects of program administration
for the fiscal year 2019 and 2020 CDBG
grants, except for requirements related
to fair housing, nondiscrimination, labor
standards, and the environment, upon a
finding by the Secretary that any such
waivers or alternative requirements are
necessary to expedite or facilitate the
use of such amounts to prevent, prepare
for, and respond to coronavirus.
Additional waiver authority is provided
in 24 CFR 5.110 and 91.600. In
accordance with these provisions, HUD
may waive regulatory provisions
(subject to statutory limitations) for
good cause.
As required by the CARES Act, the
Secretary has considered the waivers
and alternative requirements in this
notice and finds that there is good cause
for each and that each is necessary to
expedite or facilitate the use of grant
funds to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus.
III. CDBG–CV Grants
This section describes the CDBG–CV
allocations to states and units of general
local government (including insular
areas), the process to access grant funds,
and the rules, waivers, and alternative
requirements that apply to CDBG–CV
grants.
III.A. Allocations of CDBG–CV Funds
Of the $5 billion made available by
the CARES Act, HUD will use
$10,000,000 to make technical
assistance awards to provide an
immediate increase in capacity building
and technical assistance to support the
use of CDBG–CV grants and CDBG
grants to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus.
The remaining funds will be allocated
as described in sections III.A.1. and
III.A.2.
III.A.1. First Allocation
The CARES Act requires HUD to
allocate up to $2 billion in CDBG–CV
funds using the same formula that it
used to allocate fiscal year 2020 CDBG
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grants pursuant to section 106 of the
Housing and Community Development
Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5306). HUD made
this first CDBG–CV allocation on April
2, 2020, 24 days before the 30-day
allocation deadline in the CARES Act,
in the amount of $2 billion. The
allocations are available on HUD’s
website at https://www.hud.gov/
program_offices/comm_planning/
budget/fy20/.
III.A.2. Additional Allocations
The CARES Act requires HUD to
make a second round of CDBG–CV
allocations within 45 days of enactment
of the CARES Act. HUD is required to
make this allocation in the amount of $1
billion directly to states and insular
areas to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus within the state
or insular area. HUD made this second
round of CDBG–CV allocations on May
11, 2020, in the amount of $1 billion.
The allocations and methodology are
available on HUD’s website at: https://
www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_
planning/budget/fy20/. The second
CDBG–CV allocations were based on
factors identified in the CARES Act:
Public health needs, risk of transmission
of coronavirus, number of coronavirus
cases compared to the national average,
economic and housing market
disruptions, and other factors, as
determined by the Secretary, using best
available data.
The CARES Act authorized HUD to
allocate the remaining $2 billion in
CDBG–CV funds, minus the $10 million
set aside for technical assistance, on a
rolling basis. The CARES Act provides
that the remaining $2 billion shall be
distributed directly to states or units of
general local government, at the
discretion of the Secretary, according to
a formula based on factors to be
determined by the Secretary,
prioritizing risk of transmission of
coronavirus, number of coronavirus
cases compared to the national average,
and economic and housing market
disruptions resulting from coronavirus.
The District of Columbia is defined as
a metropolitan city under the Housing
and Community Development Act of
1974 and not as a state or insular area.
As such, it was not eligible for funding
under the Round 2 $1 billion allocation.
To ensure national geographic coverage
in Round 2, HUD made an allocation
from the third round of funding to the
District of Columbia simultaneously
with the second round because the
District met the geographic criteria for
the third round of allocations and was
the only geographic area in the nation
that was not covered by the second
round of allocations.
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HUD will publish additional third
round allocations and a description of
the allocation formulas on HUD’s
website at https://www.hud.gov/
program_offices/comm_planning/
budget/fy20/ and will provide a link to
this site in any press release announcing
an allocation.
III.A.3. Reallocation
Under Section 106 of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974
(HCD Act) (42 U.S.C. 5306), HUD
reallocates annual formula CDBG funds
that cannot be distributed to grantees
when it allocates the next fiscal year’s
appropriation of annual formula CDBG
funding. Given the immediate need for
coronavirus assistance, the Department
is specifying the following alternative
requirement to sections 106I and (d)(3)I
(42 U.S.C. 5306I and 5306(d)(3)I), and
the reallocation provisions of 24 CFR
570.4(a), 570.420I, 570.429(d)(2), and
570.442(b), to expedite the use of any
funds that may become available for
reallocation.
If a jurisdiction receiving an
allocation of CDBG–CV funds fails to
apply for funding in accordance with
the requirements of this notice by
August 16, 2021 (the deadline
established by the CARES Act) or HUD
is unable to distribute funds to a grantee
for another reason, HUD may notify the
jurisdiction of the cancellation of all or
part of its allocation amount. Funds that
are not awarded to jurisdictions under
the formulas described in paragraphs
III.A.1. and III.A.2. may be reallocated
based on factors identified in the
CARES Act, as determined by the
Secretary. If made, reallocations will be
published on HUD’s website.
III.B. CDBG–CV Grant Rules, Waivers,
and Alternative Requirements
This section describes program
flexibilities in the CARES Act and
provides waivers and alternative
requirements to expedite or facilitate the
use of CDBG–CV funds. The rules,
waivers, and alternative requirements
described in this section only apply to
CDBG–CV grants (as specified in this
section) and in some cases to fiscal year
2019 and fiscal year 2020 CDBG grants
(as specified in section IV) and program
income (as specified in sections
III.B.5.(f)(iv) and III.B.6.(a)). The CARES
Act statutory flexibilities, waivers, and
alternative requirements do not apply to
other sources of CDBG funds (even if
used in conjunction with CDBG–CV
funds, fiscal year 2019 CDBG funds, or
fiscal year 2020 CDBG funds) except as
otherwise described in section
IV.B.3.(b).
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III.B.1. General Grant Requirements
CDBG–CV grants are subject to the
requirements of the CARES Act, the
authorities and conditions imposed on
fiscal year 2020 CDBG grants, and the
mandatory provisions of this notice and
waivers and alternative requirements.
Except as otherwise described, grantees
must comply with statutory and
regulatory provisions governing the
CDBG program. These include
regulations at: 24 CFR part 570 subpart
I (states); 24 CFR part 570 subparts A,
C, D, E, F, J, K, and O for CDBG
(entitlements, nonentitlement Hawaii
counties and insular areas).
To facilitate the use of CDBG–CV
funds in accordance with the grant
requirements, HUD is imposing an
alternative requirement that the
definitions of CDBG funds in 24 CFR
570.3 (entitlements) and 24 CFR
570.481(a)(2) (states) include CDBG–CV
funds. This alternative requirement
applies the requirements in 24 CFR part
570 to the use of CDBG–CV funds,
except as modified by rules, waivers,
and alternative requirements applicable
to CDBG–CV grants.
CDBG–CV grant agreements will
impose requirements by incorporating
program rules, waivers, and alternative
requirements (including those
published in memoranda, in this and
any future notices).
Grantees should not assume that their
normal CDBG funding distribution
procedures are adequate to swiftly
distribute and use CDBG–CV grants. For
example, if a grantee’s existing policies
mandate lengthy processes to select
activities or complete procurements,
grantees should try to expedite actions
with local waiver authorities or
emergency procedures that may be
available without state or local
rulemaking. In addition, urban counties
that normally distribute CDBG funds on
a proportional basis among all
participating jurisdictions should
consider whether their normal
procedures would result in funding
awards that are too small to be used
expeditiously and productively by the
participating jurisdictions.
III.B.2. Responsible Use of CARES Act
Funds
CDBG–CV funds are subject to
additional measures designed to prevent
fraud, waste, and abuse. HUD will
conduct regular oversight and
monitoring activities to determine that
use of CDBG–CV funds is consistent
with grant requirements and limited to
the necessary and reasonable costs of
activities to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus. Measures to
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increase transparency and
accountability include:
• Regular reporting on the use of
CDBG–CV funds, including reporting
that may be required by the CARES Act
to conduct audits and reviews of
programs, operations, and expenditures
relating to funds under the CARES Act
and the Coronavirus response (see
section III.B.8. for information on
reporting requirements); and
• a requirement that grantees prevent
the duplication of benefits that is caused
when a person, household, business, or
other entity receives financial assistance
from multiple sources for the same
purpose, and the total assistance is more
than the total need (see section III.B.9.
for information on duplication of
benefits).
III.B.3. Overview of Process To Receive
CDBG–CV Grants
On April 2, 2020, HUD published the
first round of CDBG–CV allocations on
the hud.gov website and notified
jurisdictions of their allocation
amounts. On April 9, 2020, John Gibbs,
Acting Assistant Secretary for
Community Planning and Development,
issued a memorandum with the subject,
‘‘CARES Act Flexibilities for CDBG
Funds Used to Support Coronavirus
Response and plan amendment waiver’’
(‘‘April 9 memorandum’’), available at
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CPD/
documents/CARES-Act-FlexibilitiesCDBG-Funds-Used-SupportCoronavirus-Response.pdf. The
memorandum advised grantees to
amend or prepare consolidated plan
submissions for CDBG–CV grants as
soon as possible. Grantees may have
partially or fully completed the
application process before HUD
publishes this notice.
The April 9 memorandum also
granted waivers to expedite this process
of applying for CDBG–CV funds by
permitting application for a grantee’s
share of the first $2 billion through a
substantial amendment to a grantee’s
most recent annual action plan (the
most recent year may be the 2019
annual action plan). These waivers and
alternative requirements describing the
content of a substantial amendment to
add CDBG–CV allocations to the most
recent annual action plan are in section
III.B.4.(b)(i).
Submitting a substantial amendment
may speed access to grant funds because
consultation and public hearings are not
required (although 24 CFR 570.441I(2)
requires insular areas to hold a public
hearing for amendments, section
III.B.4.(a)(iii) waives this requirement
for CDBG–CV substantial amendments).
However, the April 9 memorandum
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does not preclude grantees from
applying by submitting a FY 2020
Action Plan that includes the CDBG–CV
funds. If the grantee chooses to include
CDBG–CV grant funds in its annual
action plan for FY 2020 funds, the
grantee must comply with action plan
submission procedures in 24 CFR part
91 (including consultation and a public
hearing), as modified by the waiver and
alternative requirements in paragraph
III.B.4.(a)(iv), which apply the CARES
Act citizen participation flexibilities to
all consolidated plan formula grant
programs.
The following procedures apply
regardless of whether the grantee
applies for CDBG–CV funds through an
action plan or action plan substantial
amendment:
• Rather than wait to apply until
HUD allocates all available CDBG–CV
funds, HUD recommends that grantees
apply as soon as possible for CDBG–CV
funds that HUD has allocated. Grantees
receiving subsequent allocations can
make substantial amendments to apply
for subsequent allocation amounts after
they are announced.
• All grantees may adopt and use
expedited procedures to draft, propose,
modify, or amend consolidated plans for
CDBG–CV and fiscal year 2019 and 2020
CDBG grants as described in section
III.B.4. These expedited procedures
amend the grantee’s citizen
participation plan and require it be
published for no less than 5 calendar
days to solicit public comment.
Expedited procedures may include
virtual hearings, as described in section
III.B.4.(a)(ii).
• The grantee must publish its
application for CDBG–CV funds
(whether through a new action plan or
action plan substantial amendment) for
no less than 5 calendar days to solicit
public comment. The comment period
can run concurrently with the comment
period on changes to add expedited
procedures to the citizen participation
plan. The grantee must respond to
public comments.
• The grantee must submit its
application for CDBG–CV funds to HUD
for review in accordance with 24 CFR
91.500. To receive a CDBG–CV grant, a
grantee must also submit a SF–424, SF–
424D and the certifications at 24 CFR
91.225(a) and (b) or 24 CFR 91.325(a)
and (b) and 24 CFR 91.425.
• HUD and the grantee will enter a
grant agreement and HUD will establish
the grantee’s line of credit.
• The grantee may draw funds from
the line of credit after the Responsible
Entity completes applicable
environmental review(s) pursuant to 24
CFR part 58 and, as applicable, receives
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from HUD the Authority to Use Grant
Funds (AUGF) form and certification.
III.B.4. Application for Grant Funds and
Citizen Participation
This section III.B.4. describes the
CDBG program flexibilities in the
CARES Act and additional waivers and
alternative requirements that HUD
granted to facilitate or expedite the
process to amend consolidated plans
and apply for CDBG–CV grants.
III.B.4.(a) Expedited Citizen
Participation and Virtual Hearings
The CARES Act permits grantees to
adopt expedited citizen participation
procedures and hold virtual hearings for
consolidated plan submissions for
CDBG–CV funds and for CDBG grants
for fiscal years 2019 and 2020. Section
III.B.4.(a)(iii) includes a corollary waiver
and alternative requirement to permit
states to extend these flexibilities to
units of general local government and
insular areas. Section III.B.4.(a)(iv)
includes a corollary waiver and
alternative requirement extending these
flexibilities to other consolidated plan
formula programs.
III.B.4.(a)(i) Citizen Participation,
Public Notice and Comment Period. The
CARES Act authorizes a CDBG–CV
grantee to adopt and utilize expedited
procedures to prepare, propose, modify,
or amend its consolidated plan,
notwithstanding sections 104(a)(2),
(a)(3), and (c) of the HCD Act (42 U.S.C.
5304(a)(2), (a)(3), and (c)) and section
105 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National
Affordable Housing Act (NAHA, at 42
U.S.C. 12705). The expedited
procedures may permit virtual hearings,
as described in section III.B.4.(a)(ii),
whenever a public hearing is required
by 24 CFR 91.105 (entitlements), 91.115
(states), 570.431 (Hawaii counties),
570.441 (insular areas), or by the
grantee’s citizen participation plan.
Expedited procedures adopted by the
grantee shall provide citizens with
notice and a reasonable opportunity to
comment of no less than 5 days.
Expedited procedures must be
published for no less than 5 calendar
days to solicit public comment, and
once adopted, become part of the
grantee’s citizen participation plan. The
public comment period for
incorporating expedited procedures into
the citizen participation plan may run
concurrently with the public comment
period on a proposed CDBG–CV
substantial amendment or other
proposed consolidated plan
submissions for CDBG–CV funds and
fiscal year 2019 and 2020 CDBG grants.
Consolidated plan submissions for other
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programs are addressed in section
III.B.4.(a)(iv).
The CARES Act modifies the annual
formula CDBG program requirement
that a grantee must solicit comments
from its citizens for a period of at least
30 days before it submits a substantial
amendment or an annual action plan to
HUD.
III.B.4.(a)(ii) Virtual Hearings. For as
long as national or local health
authorities recommend social distancing
and limiting public gatherings for public
health reasons, the CARES Act
authorizes the grantee to hold virtual
hearings in lieu of in-person public
hearings for CDBG–CV grants and for
fiscal year 2019 and 2020 CDBG grants
(virtual hearings for other consolidated
plan formula programs are addressed in
section III.B.4.(a)(iv)). All virtual
hearings held under the authority
provided by the CARES Act shall
provide reasonable notification and
access for citizens in accordance with
the grantee’s certifications, timely
responses from local officials to all
citizen questions and issues, and public
access to all questions and responses.
Therefore, grantees may use online
platforms to hold virtual hearings that
facilitate public access to all questions
and responses and provide timely
responses from local officials.
Additionally, grantees must take
appropriate actions to encourage the
participation of all residents, including
the elderly, minorities, persons with
limited English proficiency, as well as
persons with disabilities, consistent
with the jurisdiction’s citizen
participation plan.
The CARES Act does not modify
nondiscrimination requirements.
Consistent with 24 CFR 91.105
(entitlements) and 91.115 (states), and
24 CFR 570.431 (Hawaii counties) and
570.441 (insular areas), a jurisdiction is
expected to take whatever actions are
appropriate to encourage the
participation of all its citizens in virtual
and in-person hearings, including
minorities and persons with limited
English proficiency, as well as persons
with disabilities. Whether hearings are
in-person or virtual, grantees must take
appropriate steps to ensure effective
communication with persons with
disabilities consistent with the
requirements of accessibility laws, such
as Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
and the Americans with Disabilities Act.
The grantee must provide appropriate
auxiliary aides and services where
necessary to afford individuals with
hearing and vision impairments an
equal opportunity to access and
participate in such hearings. These may
include effective methods that make
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aurally delivered information available
to individuals who are deaf or hard or
hearing, and visually delivered
materials available to individuals who
are blind or have low vision. The type
of auxiliary aid or service necessary to
ensure effective communication will
vary in accordance with the method of
communication used by the individual;
the nature, length, and complexity of
the communication involved; and the
context in which the communication is
taking place. In determining what types
of auxiliary aids and services are
necessary, a grantee shall give primary
consideration to the requests of
individuals with disabilities. In order to
be effective, auxiliary aids and services
should be provided in accessible
formats, in a timely manner, and in such
a way as to protect the privacy and
independence of the individual with a
disability. For virtual hearings, such
steps should include ensuring that
information is provided on an accessible
website, that emails and other digital
notifications are accessible, and that the
application or platform used to host the
hearing is also accessible. Additional
services such as audio description or
captioning may also be needed to
provide effective communication in a
digital context. Helpful guidelines for
ensuring the accessibility of web-based
and digital materials are available
through the World Wide Web
Consortium’s Web Accessibility
Initiative at https://www.w3.org/WAI/.
Examples of auxiliary aids and services
that may be necessary when conducting
hearings online can be found at 28 CFR
35.104.
Grantees must also take reasonable
steps to provide meaningful access to
persons with limited English
proficiency consistent with Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act. To ascertain their
obligations, grantees should conduct the
four-factor analysis set forth in HUD’s
limited English proficiency guidance
found at https://www.hud.gov/sites/
documents/FINALLEP2007.PDF, which
may be covered by grantees’ Language
Assistance Plan, recognizing that the
use of the internet to conduct such a
hearing may change the analysis. For
virtual or online hearings, such services
may also include translation of
documents and captioning or
interpretation in the appropriate
language(s). More information on the
four-factor analysis and other
requirements can be found at https://
www.hud.gov/sites/documents/
FINALLEP2007.PDF.
III.B.4.(a)(iii) Modifications to citizen
participation requirements for local
governments that receive funds from
States and for insular areas. HUD is
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clarifying that by authorizing states to
adopt expedited citizen participation
procedures, the CARES Act authorized
expedited procedures and virtual public
hearings for citizen participation by
units of general local government that
receive CDBG–CV funds from a state
through a method of distribution. This
is because 24 CFR 91.115I requires
states to include citizen participation
requirements for units of general local
government in its own citizen
participation plan. Expedited
procedures must still describe how
units of local governments receiving
funds from the state will meet the
citizen participation requirements in 24
CFR 570.486.
Additionally, HUD is waiving the
requirement in 570.441I(2) that an
insular area must hold a public hearing
on a substantial amendment. Instead,
HUD is imposing an alternative
requirement to permit the insular area to
adopt expedited requirements by
modifying its citizen participation plan
to replace the hearing if it provides
community residents with reasonable
notice and an opportunity to comment
on substantial amendments to the
consolidated plan or annual action plan.
III.B.4.(a)(iv) Extension of CARES Act
Flexibilities to All Consolidated Plan
Formula Programs (CDBG, CDBG–CV,
HOME, HOPWA, HTF, ESG) and Section
108 Loan Guarantees. The CARES Act
altered consolidated plan citizen
participation requirements for some
CDBG–CV grants, fiscal year 2019 and
2020 annual formula CDBG grants, and
Emergency Solutions Grant
supplemental CARES Act (ESG–CV)
grants. It did not modify citizen
participation for other annual formula
CDBG and ESG grants, Section 108 Loan
Guarantees, or for HOME Investment
Partnerships (HOME), Housing Trust
Fund (HTF), and Housing Opportunities
for Persons With AIDS (HOPWA)
formula programs before fiscal year
2019.
On April 1, 2020, HUD issued two
waivers to modify citizen participation
requirements for consolidated plan
substantial amendments for CDBG, ESG,
HOME, HTF, and HOPWA. The first
eliminated the 30-day minimum for the
required public comment period for
substantial amendments, provided that
no less than 5 days are provided for
public comments on each substantial
amendment concerning the proposed
uses of CDBG, HOME, HTF, HOPWA, or
ESG funds. The second allowed grantees
to determine what constitutes
reasonable notice and opportunity to
comment, given their circumstances, for
the 2020 program year. The waivers
were published in a memorandum
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signed by Acting Assistant Secretary
John Gibbs on March 31, 2020. It is
available at: https://www.hud.gov/sites/
dfiles/CPD/documents/Availability-ofWaivers-of-CPD-Grant-Program-andConsolidated-Plan-Requirements-toPrevent-the-Spread-of-COVID-19-andMitigate-Economic-Impacts-Caused-byCOVID-19.pdf.
HUD is now issuing waivers and
alternative requirements to expedite
procedures to modify citizen
participation plans for all 2020 fiscal
year consolidated plan and annual
action plan submissions that pertain to
ESG, HOME, HTF, and HOPWA formula
programs. The waivers are necessary to
effectively implement the CARES Act
flexibilities offered to CDBG grantees
because planning and annual action
plan consolidated plan submissions for
CDBG–CV and CDBG grants are
inextricably linked with the
consolidated plan submissions for ESG,
HOME, HTF, and HOPWA.
In 1995, HUD published the
consolidated plan regulation at 24 CFR
part 91. The consolidated plan replaced
the following separate application and
planning submissions: The
Comprehensive Housing Affordability
Strategy (CHAS), enacted by NAHA at
42 U.S.C. 12701, the Community
Development Plan requirements, added
to the CDBG program by NAHA (42
U.S.C. 5304), the CDBG final statement,
the HOME program description, and the
ESG and HOPWA applications. In 2015,
HUD published an interim rule that
added HTF to the consolidated planning
regulations. States and units of general
local government (including insular
areas) that apply for Section 108 loan
guarantees pursuant to 24 CFR 570.704
may also be required to include the use
of guaranteed loan funds in their
consolidated plans.
Grantees that apply for CDBG–CV or
CDBG funds as part of their 3–5 year
consolidated plan or annual action plan
submissions cannot reasonably take
advantage of the expedited CARES Act
citizen participation requirements
unless the other programs included in
these submissions are subject to the
same expedited requirements. Creating a
separate application process for CDBG–
CV and CDBG funds would add time
and complications that are likely to
delay the availability of funds and
undermine the purpose of the CARES
Act provisions to expedite assistance.
Further, separating CDBG planning and
applications would thwart several of the
reasons cited for the consolidated
planning rule, e.g., providing
comprehensive information on the
jurisdiction that is easy to understand
and reducing paperwork and
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simplifying the process of requesting
and obtaining federal funds available to
the jurisdictions (60 FR 1878, published
January 5, 1995).
Therefore, HUD is waiving provisions
at 24 CFR 91.105(b)(4), (c)(2) and (k), 24
CFR 91.115(b)(4), (c)(2) and (i), 24 CFR
91.401, 24 CFR 570.431, 24 CFR
570.441, and 24 CFR 570.704 to the
extent necessary to permit the following
alternative requirement: CDBG, HOME,
HTF, HOPWA, and ESG grantees may
modify their citizen participation plans
to adopt expedited procedures that
apply when the grantees prepare,
propose, modify, or amend any
consolidated plan submissions that
contain uses of CDBG–CV funds or uses
of fiscal year 2019 or 2020 CDBG funds
to prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus. The expedited procedures
must, at a minimum, provide citizens
with notice and a reasonable
opportunity to comment of no less than
5 days.
Additionally, HUD is waiving
provisions at 24 CFR 91.105(b) and I, 24
CFR 91.115(b) and I, 24 CFR 91.401, and
24 CFR 570.431, 570.441, and
570.486(a) to the extent necessary to
establish the following alternative
requirement. For as long as national or
local health authorities recommend
social distancing and limiting public
gatherings for public health reasons,
CDBG, ESG, HOME, HTF, and HOPWA
grantees, and units of general local
government receiving CDBG funds from
state or insular area CDBG grantees, may
hold virtual hearings in lieu of inperson public hearings to fulfill public
hearing requirements imposed by 42
U.S.C. 12707(a)(3) and the regulations at
24 CFR part 91 and 24 CFR part 570, or
by the grantee’s citizen participation
plan.
For each virtual hearing, a grantee
shall provide reasonable notification
and access for citizens in accordance
with the grantee’s certifications, timely
responses from local officials to all
citizen questions and issues, and public
access to all questions and responses.
Therefore, grantees may use online
platforms to hold virtual hearings that
provide public access to questions and
responses and provide timely responses
from local officials. This alternative
requirement is only applicable to
consolidated planning submissions
describing the use of fiscal year 2019 or
2020 annual formula funds for CDBG,
ESG, HOME, HTF, and HOPWA, or for
CDBG–CV or ESG–CV funds provided
under the CARES Act.
HUD cannot modify requirements for
CDBG grantees to mirror the elimination
of citizen participation for substantial
amendments and new consolidated plan
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submissions for ESG–CV funds because
HUD cannot waive the minimum
requirements the CARES Act imposed
on CDBG grantees. Therefore, this
waiver and alternative requirement does
not alter or expand the authority for
ESG grantees to omit the citizen
participation and consultation
requirements for consolidated plan
submissions that only pertain to ESG
CARES Act (ESG–CV) funding.
III.B.4.(b) CDBG–CV Application
Content and Submission
III.B.4.(b)(i). CDBG–CV Application
Content, Submission, Consistency with
Other Portions of Consolidated Plan. In
the April 9 memorandum, HUD issued
a waiver and alternative requirement
that permits a grantee to apply for
CDBG–CV funds by submitting a
substantial amendment to its most
recently approved annual action plan.
Grantees may also apply for CDBG–CV
funds in a future annual action plan
submission.
As part of the application submission,
HUD is temporarily waiving the
requirements (found at 42 U.S.C. 12706
and 24 CFR 91.325(a)(5) and
91.225(a)(5)) that grantees certify that
the housing activities to be undertaken
with CDBG, HOME, ESG, and HOPWA
funds are consistent with the strategic
plan portion of the consolidated plan.
HUD is imposing a related alternative
requirement that allows grantees to
submit those certifications when the
grantee submits its next full (3–5 year)
consolidated plan due after the 2020
program year. Grantees may not have
considered the needs associated with
CDBG–CV funds when developing their
current consolidated plan strategic plan
and needs assessment.
In conjunction, HUD is temporarily
waiving 42 U.S.C. 5304I to the extent
that it requires HUD to annually review
grantee performance under the
consistency criteria. This waiver also
only applies until the grantee submits
its next full (3–5 year) consolidated plan
due after the 2020 program year.
Applying through a substantial
amendment to the most recent action
plan. If the CDBG–CV application is
submitted as a substantial amendment
to the most recent annual action plan,
the substantial amendment must
include the CDBG–CV allocation as an
available resource for the year. The
amendment must include the proposed
use of all funds and how the funds will
be used to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus. To permit this
expedited application process, in the
April 9 memorandum HUD waived
statutory provisions at 42 U.S.C.
12705(a)(2) to the extent they require
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updates to the housing and homeless
needs assessment, (24 CFR 91.205 and
91.405), housing market analysis (24
CFR 91.210 and 91.410), and strategic
plan (24 CFR 91.215 and 91.415. HUD
also waived 24 CFR 91.220
(entitlements) and 91.320 (states), to the
extent those regulations limit the action
plan to a specific program year, to
permit grantees to prepare substantial
amendments to their most recent annual
action plan (including their 2019 annual
action plan).
In the April 9 memorandum, HUD
also issued a waiver and alternative
requirement to 24 CFR 91.505 to
facilitate the use of the CDBG–CV funds
to the extent necessary to require
submission of the substantial
amendment to HUD for review in
accordance with 24 CFR 91.500, and
required that, to receive a CDBG–CV
grant, a grantee must also submit a SF–
424, SF–424D, and the certifications at
24 CFR 91.225(a) and (b) (entitlements)
or 24 CFR 91.325(a) and (b) (states).
HUD is now adding to the waivers in
the April 9 memorandum as follows.
The abbreviated consolidated plan
regulations for insular areas at 24 CFR
570.440(i) are waived to the extent
necessary to impose the same
alternative requirements in the April 9,
2020 waiver, so that if an insular area
applies for CDBG–CV funds by
submitting a substantial amendment to
an abbreviated consolidated plan, the
following requirements apply. The
substantial amendment must include
the CDBG–CV allocation as an available
resource for the year. The amendment
must include the proposed use of all
funds and how the funds will be used
to prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus. The grantee must submit
the substantial amendment to HUD for
review in accordance with 24 CFR
91.500, and to receive a CDBG–CV
grant, it must submit a SF–424, SF–
424D and the certifications at 24 CFR
570.440I.
If CDBG–CV funds are included in a
substantial amendment to the most
recently submitted annual action plan,
existing cooperation agreements
between a local government and an
urban county governing other CDBG
funds in the most recently submitted
annual action plan (for purposes of
either an urban county or a joint
program) will automatically cover
CDBG–CV funding as well. These
cooperation agreements will continue to
apply to the use of CDBG–CV funds for
the duration of the CDBG–CV grant.
Applying through a new annual
action plan submission. The action plan
submission procedures in 24 CFR part
91 (including consultation and a public
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hearing) apply to grantees that choose to
submit CDBG–CV applications by
including CDBG–CV funds in a new
annual action plan submission. Content
of action plans is described at 24 CFR
91.220 (entitlements), 91.320 (states),
and 24 CFR 570.440 (insular areas).
Applying for additional CDBG–CV
allocations. The waivers and alternative
requirements in the April 9
memorandum apply to all allocations of
CDBG–CV funds. HUD encourages
grantees to apply for additional
allocations of CDBG–CV funds as they
are announced by submitting substantial
amendments to their most recent annual
action plan. Grantees are advised that an
application for an additional allocation
of CDBG–CV funds should be submitted
as a substantial amendment to the
annual action plan that describes the
first CDBG–CV allocation.
An application submitted as a
substantial amendment must include
the CDBG–CV allocation as an available
resource for the year and include the
proposed use of all funds and how the
funds will be used to prevent, prepare
for, and respond to coronavirus.
HUD strongly encourages grantees to
apply for allocations through substantial
amendments as they are announced.
However, grantees that have not
submitted applications for CDBG–CV
funds when additional allocations are
announced may submit a single
application for all allocations as a
substantial amendment to the most
recent annual action plan, or as part of
a new annual action plan.
III.B.4.(b)(ii). Content of CDBG–CV
application for States Acting Directly.
The waiver and alternative requirement
in paragraph III.B.6.(b)(i) permit states
to carry out activities directly.
Therefore, HUD is granting the
following waiver and alternative
requirement to amend 24 CFR 91.320(d)
and 24 CFR 91.320(k)(1)(i) to the extent
necessary to require a state to submit a
description of a method of distribution
and include a list of the use of all funds
for activities it will carry out directly,
and how the use of the funds will
prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus. A state that has already
submitted its application for CDBG–CV
funds may amend its annual action plan
that describes the use of CDBG–CV
funds to modify its description of a
method of distribution and include a list
of the use of all funds for activities it
will carry out directly, and how the use
of the funds will prevent, prepare for,
and respond to coronavirus.
III.B.4.(b)(iii). Deadline to Apply for
Assistance. Under the CARES Act, the
deadline is August 16, 2021, for grantees
to submit their CDBG–CV action plan
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and the annual Action Plan for fiscal
year 2019 and 2020 CDBG funds. This
deadline supersedes the August 16,
2020 deadline established by 24 CFR
91.15 in accordance with section 116(b)
of the HCD Act.
III.B.5. Allowable Costs, Eligible
Activities and National Objectives
This section describes modifications
to the CDBG program requirements that
address allowability of costs that can be
charged to CDBG–CV grants.
III.B.5.(a) Use of Funds for CARES Act
Purposes
The grantee is required to use all
CDBG–CV funds for CDBG-eligible
activities that are carried out to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
CDBG–CV grants cannot be used for any
other purpose. This requirement is
discussed more fully in section
III.B.5.(f), which discusses eligible
activities.
Additionally, HUD weighed the
purpose of the CARES Act to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to coronavirus
with the intent of Congress expressed in
section 101I of the HCD Act (42 U.S.C.
5301I) that CDBG funds not be utilized
to reduce substantially the amount of
local financial support for community
development activities below the level
of such support prior to the availability
of such assistance. Given the extreme
and unexpected downturn in local and
national economic conditions, local
resources are strained. Jurisdictions
must provide new and expanded
support with fewer resources. Therefore,
HUD has concluded that when CDBG
funding is used for purposes of the
CARES Act, it is not considered to
substantially replace the amount of local
financial support previously provided to
community development activities.
III.B.5.(b) Reimbursements
The CARES Act provides that CDBG–
CV funds may be used to cover or
reimburse allowable costs of activities to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus incurred by a state or
locality regardless of the date on which
such costs were incurred. This authority
is broader than the authority to
reimburse costs with other CDBG funds.
The term ‘‘locality’’ is not defined by
the CARES Act, the HCD Act, or the
CDBG program regulations. For
purposes of CDBG–CV grants, a
‘‘locality’’ shall mean units of general
local government, as defined in section
102 of the HCD Act.
The CARES Act also requires that all
costs reimbursed with CDBG–CV funds
be allowable costs, meaning they
comply with all grant requirements.
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Therefore, HUD is adopting the
following waivers and alternative
requirements to 24 CFR 570.200(h) and
570.489(b) to facilitate the use of CDBG–
CV funds to reimburse allowable costs
by modifying current regulations that
are inconsistent with CARES Act
reimbursement authority and imposing
safeguards to help ensure the
allowability of all costs charged to the
CDBG–CV grant:
Grantees shall not reimburse costs
incurred before January 21, 2020,
without written approval from HUD’s
Office of Block Grant Assistance
(OBGA), by emailing the contact person
listed at the beginning of this notice.
HUD is imposing a presumption that
costs of activities undertaken before
January 21, 2020, the date the CDC
confirmed the first case of coronavirus
in the United States in the State of
Washington,1 are highly unlikely to be
eligible for reimbursement because they
likely are not costs to prevent, prepare
for, and respond to coronavirus. The
need to pay for coronavirus-related costs
incurred after this date far exceeds the
amount of CDBG–CV funds available.
HUD cautions that it will only consider
granting written approval in
extraordinary cases where the clear link
to the purposes of the CARES Act is
documented by substantial evidence
provided to HUD by the grantee.
Inquiries related to this requirement can
be submitted to the contact identified
above for this notice.
HUD is waiving the requirements of
570.200(h) and 570.489(b) to the extent
necessary to authorize a grantee to
permit reimbursement of preapplication costs of subrecipients, units
of general local government, and itself,
in addition to pre-agreement and preaward costs. However, an
environmental review must be
performed and a release of funds must
be obtained in accordance with 24 CFR
part 58 prior to committing CDBG–CV
funds to reimburse such costs. After the
grantee signs a CDBG–CV agreement it
may reimburse a unit of general local
government or subrecipient for costs
incurred before the unit of general local
government or subrecipient applies to
the grantee for assistance.
For grantees subject to the entitlement
CDBG regulation at 24 CFR 570.200(h),
the following waivers and alternative
requirements apply: In lieu of the
effective date described at 570.200(h),
the grantee shall use the date in box 4
of form HUD–7082, Funding Approval/
Agreement. HUD is waiving the
1 See CDC Press Release at: https://www.cdc.gov/
media/releases/2020/p0121-novel-coronavirustravel-case.html.
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requirement at 570.200(h)(1)(i) and (ii)
that the activity for which costs are
incurred must be included in a
consolidated plan action plan or
amended consolidated plan action plan
before incurring the costs. Instead, the
activity for which costs were incurred
must be included in the grantee’s
CDBG–CV application before CDBG–CV
funds are used to reimburse those costs.
Or, if the use of CDBG–CV funds for
reimbursements is not included in the
CDBG–CV application, this use may be
included in a subsequent amendment to
the annual action plan that describes the
use of the CDBG–CV funds (following
the grantee’s citizen participation plan
procedures for amendments). To
facilitate the use of funds provided
under a one-time grant rather than an
annual appropriation, HUD is waiving
the time limitation and the monetary
limitation on reimbursements in
570.200(h)(1)(v) and (vi) and related
provisions at 570.200(h)(2). HUD is not
waiving the requirement at
570.200(h)(1)(iii) to comply with the
environmental review procedures stated
in 24 CFR part 58.
All grantees may authorize
subrecipients to incur pre-award costs
in accordance with pre-agreement cost
authority under 24 CFR 570.489(b)
(states) and pre-award cost authority
under 24 CFR 570.200(h) (entitlements),
as modified above. Consistent with the
waiver and alternative requirement in
paragraph III.B.6.(b)(i) that authorizes
states to act directly, the provisions of
24 CFR 570.489(b) are waived to the
extent necessary to authorize a state to
charge to the grant pre-agreement costs
of its subrecipients in addition to the
pre-agreement costs of units of general
local government, in accordance with
procedures established by the state and
subject to the requirements that apply to
pre-agreement costs of units of general
local government in 24 CFR 570.489(b),
and the requirements that apply to the
use of CDBG–CV funds.
While provisions of 24 CFR
570.489(b) requiring compliance with
24 CFR part 58 do not apply prior to an
application for CDBG–CV funds, a unit
of general local government or state
must document compliance with the
environmental review requirements at
24 CFR part 58 following the
application to the state or unit of general
local government for funding and prior
to reimbursement of pre-application
costs, per 24 CFR 570.200(h)(1)(iii) and
24 CFR 570.489(b). If a grantee cannot
meet all requirements at 24 CFR part 58
and cannot demonstrate there was no
environmental harm committed, the
pre-application costs cannot be
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reimbursed with CDBG–CV or other
HUD funds.
III.B.5.(c) Terms and Conditions Made
Applicable by the CARES Act
The CARES Act subjects CDBG–CV
funds to the authorities and conditions
applicable to annual CDBG grants for
fiscal year 2020. Therefore, the
following requirements apply to CDBG–
CV grants:
III.B.5.(c)(i). Limitations on Use of
Funds for Eminent Domain. The grantee
shall ensure that no CDBG–CV funds are
used to support any Federal, state, or
local projects that seek to use the power
of eminent domain, unless eminent
domain is employed only for a public
use. For the purposes of this
requirement, public use shall not be
construed to include economic
development that primarily benefits
private entities. Any use of funds for
mass transit, railroad, airport, seaport or
highway projects as well as utility
projects which benefit or serve the
general public (including energyrelated, communication-related, waterrelated and wastewater-related
infrastructure), other structures
designated for use by the general public
or which have other common-carrier or
public-utility functions that serve the
general public and are subject to
regulation and oversight by the
government, and projects for the
removal of an immediate threat to
public health and safety or brownfield
as defined in the Small Business
Liability Relief and Brownfields
Revitalization Act (Pub. L. 107–118)
shall be considered a public use for
purposes of eminent domain.
III.B.5.(c)(ii). Prohibition on Certain
Funds Transfers. The Grantee or unit of
general local government that directly or
indirectly receives CDBG–CV funds may
not sell, trade, or otherwise transfer all
or any such portion of such funds to
another such entity in exchange for any
other funds, credits or non-Federal
considerations, but must use such funds
for activities eligible under title I of the
HCD Act or permitted by waiver and
alternative requirements that apply to
the use of CDBG–CV funds.
III.B.5.(c)(iii). E.O. 12372—Special
Contract Condition. Notwithstanding
any other provision governing CDBG–
CV funds, no funds may be obligated or
expended for the planning or
construction of water or sewer facilities
until receipt of written notification from
HUD of the release of funds on
completion of the review procedures
required under Executive Order (E.O.)
12372, Intergovernmental Review of
Federal Programs, and HUD’s
implementing regulations at 24 CFR part
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52. The recipient shall also complete the
review procedures required under E.O.
12372 and 24 CFR part 52 and receive
written notification from HUD of the
release of funds before obligating or
expending any funds for any new or
revised activity for the planning or
construction of water or sewer facilities
not previously reviewed under E.O.
12372 and implementing regulations.
III.B.5.(c)(iv). Mandatory Evaluation
of Special Economic Development
Activities. CDBG–CV funds may not be
provided to a for-profit entity pursuant
to section 105(a)(17) of the Act unless
such activity or project has been
evaluated and selected in accordance
with Appendix A to 24 CFR 570—
‘‘Guidelines and Objectives for
Evaluating Project Costs and Financial
Requirements.’’ Given the likelihood
that CDBG–CV funds will be used to
assist businesses needing working
capital financing for everyday
operations, such as payroll costs, HUD
intends to provide advice or technical
assistance on the application of the
guidelines and objectives set forth in
Appendix A to such assistance. HUD
will consider providing advice or
technical assistance in recognition of
the differences in underwriting
assistance for the wide range of
economic development projects
permitted under section 105(a)(17) (as
implemented at 24 CFR 570.203(b)).
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III.B.5.(d) National Objectives
III.B.5.(d)(i) Use of Urgent Need
National Objective. HUD has received
questions regarding the records
necessary to document that a grantee’s
activities to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus satisfy the
urgent need national objective. To meet
the urgent need national objective
criteria at 24 CFR 570.208I
(entitlements) and 570.483(d) (states), a
grantee (or in the case of the State CDBG
program, a unit of general local
government or a state, if the state is
carrying out activities directly as
authorized by section III.B.6.(b)(i)) must
certify that: (1) The activity is designed
to alleviate existing conditions; (2) those
existing conditions pose a serious and
immediate threat to the health or
welfare of the community and are of
recent origin or recently became urgent;
and (3) that the grantee, state, or unit of
general local government is unable to
finance the activity on its own, and that
other sources of funds are not available.
The State CDBG regulation at 24 CFR
570.483(d) requires the state’s
determination of these elements in
addition to the unit of general local
government’s certification.
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Entitlement grantees must maintain
records required by 24 CFR
570.506(b)(12) to document: (1) The
nature and degree of seriousness of the
condition requiring assistance and the
timing of its development; (2) evidence
that the recipient certified that the
CDBG activity was designed to address
the urgent need; and (3) evidence
confirming that other financial
resources to alleviate the need were not
available. The State CDBG
recordkeeping requirements at 24 CFR
570.490 require states and state
recipients to maintain records to
demonstrate compliance with the urgent
need criteria.
The following information provides
guidance on how a grantee may satisfy
existing recordkeeping requirements for
the urgent need national objective
criteria in addition to a grantee’s or unit
of general local government’s
certification and a state’s determination
(or state’s certification, if the state is
acting directly):
Criteria 1: Is the activity designed to
alleviate existing conditions? For
CDBG–CV grants, the records the
grantee maintains to demonstrate that
the activity was designed to alleviate
existing conditions can be the same
records used to show that grant funds
were used to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus, as required by
the CARES Act.
Criteria 2: Does the condition pose a
serious and immediate threat to the
health or welfare of the community that
is of recent origin or that recently
became urgent? In light of the severity
of coronavirus and the urgency of the
nation in addressing its impacts,
pursuant to 24 CFR 570.208I
(entitlements) or 24 CFR 570.483(d)
(states), a grantee may certify that the
activity is designed to alleviate existing
conditions which pose a serious and
immediate threat to the health or
welfare of the community within 18
months following a date determined by
one of the following three methods:
• Referral to a U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services issued
press release declaring a public health
emergency for the entire United States
found at https://www.hhs.gov/about/
news/2020/01/31/secretary-azardeclares-public-health-emergency-us2019-novel-coronavirus.html. The
declaration was retroactive to January
27, 2020;
• Referral to the President’s
declaration of the ongoing Coronavirus
Disease 2019 (COVID–19) pandemic as
an emergency of sufficient severity and
magnitude to warrant an emergency
declaration for all states, tribes,
territories, and the District of Columbia
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pursuant to section 501(b) of the Robert
T. Stafford Disaster Relief and
Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C.
5121–5207 (the ‘‘Stafford Act’’). (The
President subsequently approved
additional major disaster declarations
for states); or
• Referral to the effective date of a
grantee’s own local or state emergency
declaration.
Criteria 3: Is the grantee or unit of
general local government unable to
finance the activity on its own, and are
other sources of funds are not available
to carry out the activity? The extreme
needs of local governments resulting
from coronavirus in the United States
outweigh available resources, despite
the extraordinary level of assistance
provided to states and units of general
local government under the CARES Act.
Therefore, documentation that the
activity will prevent, prepare for, and
respond to the coronavirus may be used
to demonstrate that a grantee or unit of
general local government is unable to
finance the activity on its own.
All CDBG–CV grantees are required to
establish and maintain adequate
procedures to prevent any duplication
of benefits for assisted activities (as
discussed in section III.B.9. of this
notice). To demonstrate that no
financial assistance has been received or
is available to pay costs charged to a
CDBG–CV grant, a grantee may
demonstrate that no other funds are
available for an activity by maintaining
records of compliance with mandatory
duplication of benefits requirements
described in section III.B.9.
All grantees are reminded to consider
how the use of the urgent need national
objective will affect their compliance
with the CDBG ‘‘overall benefit’’
requirements discussed in paragraph
III.B.5.(d)(iv).
III.B.5.(d)(ii) Modification of LocationBased Presumption of LMI Benefit for
Job Creation and Retention National
Objective Criteria. To facilitate the use
of funds for economic development,
HUD is removing the higher poverty rate
required in some cases for central
business districts, which is not required
by statute. HUD is instituting an
alternative requirement to modify the
regulations at 24 CFR 570.208(a)(4)(v)
(entitlement) and 24 CFR
570.483(b)(4)(v) (state) by deleting the
criteria at 24 CFR 570.208(a)(4)(v)(B)
(entitlement) and 24 CFR
570.483(b)(4)(v)(B) (state). Under this
alternative requirement, for purposes of
the LMI job creation/retention national
objective at 24 CFR 570.208(a)(4) and 24
CFR 570.483(b)(4), a census tract
qualifies for the presumptions under the
criteria established in regulations at 24
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CFR 570.208(a)(4)(v) and 24 CFR
570.483(b)(4)(v) if the poverty rate is at
least 20 percent and if it evidences
pervasive poverty and general distress
using the criteria described in 24 CFR
570.208(a)(4)(v)(C) (entitlement) and 24
CFR 570.483(b)(4)(v)(C) (states).
This alternative requirement
eliminates a requirement that census
tracts that contain at least a portion of
a central business district must have a
poverty rate of at least 30 percent before
residents and businesses in the tract are
entitled to a presumption of low- and
moderate-income (LMI) benefit. HUD
has determined that eliminating the 30
percent requirement for tracts that
contain central business districts will
standardize the required poverty rate to
meet the presumption regardless of
where the persons or the business is
located, which facilitates the use of
grant funds to assist desperate
businesses. Central business districts are
hubs that contain many coronavirusaffected businesses and facilitating
assistance to businesses that seek to
retain jobs is consistent with the
purposes of the CARES Act.
Standardizing the poverty rate for the
LMI benefit presumption may help to
avoid wholesale collapse of central
business districts at a when many
businesses have closed or at risk of
closing due to insufficient revenues.
III.B.5.(d)(iii) LMI Job Creation and
Retention Records. HUD is establishing
the following waiver and alternative
requirement to facilitate and expedite
assistance to coronavirus-affected
businesses by streamlining national
objective criteria and recordkeeping
requirements for activities that benefit
LMI persons by retaining or creating
jobs. The normal job creation and
retention recordkeeping requirements
consider family income when
determining whether a beneficiary is a
person of low or moderate income, but
these requirements are likely to be
burdensome during a time when
unemployment has surged and family
income is more difficult to document.
Collection of income information
directly from assisted businesses can
streamline assistance. Therefore,
notwithstanding that the definitions of
low-income person and moderateincome person in 24 CFR 570.3 are
based on family income, for purposes of
meeting the national objective criteria
for job creation or retention at 24 CFR
570.208(a)(4) and 24 CFR 570.483(b)(4),
HUD is imposing the following waiver
and alternative requirement: Grantees
and employers may consider
individuals that apply for or hold jobs
to be members of one-person families
for activities that prevent, prepare for,
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and respond to coronavirus. HUD is also
modifying related recordkeeping
requirements at 24 CFR 570.506(b)(7)
(entitlement) and the jointly agreed
upon requirements referenced in 24 CFR
570.490 (state) by adding the following
additional presumption: The recipient
may substitute records showing the type
of job and the annual wages or salary of
the job in lieu of maintaining records
showing the person’s family size and
income to demonstrate that the person
who filled or held/retained the job was
a low- or moderate-income person,
when required by paragraph 24 CFR
570.506(b)(5)(i)(B), (b)(5)(ii)(C),
(b)(6)(iii) or (b)(6)(v) (entitlement) or the
requirements referenced in 24 CFR
570.490 (state). HUD will consider the
person income-qualified if the annual
wages or salary of the job is equal to or
less than the Section 8 low-income limit
established by HUD for a one-person
family. Under this alternative
requirement, a grantee will have
substantially reduced documentation
requirements because they will be
working with assisted businesses rather
than each person, and potentially their
households, who received a job.
III.B.5.(d)(iv) Overall Benefit to LMI
Persons. HUD is establishing an
alternative requirement to modify the
calculation of overall LMI benefit, so
that compliance with the requirement is
separated from the annual formula
CDBG program calculation of overall
benefit. Overall LMI benefit for CDBG–
CV grants will be calculated based on
the percentage of the CDBG–CV grant
that benefits LMI persons. This
alternative requirement is consistent
with the idea that one-time,
supplemental funding should not skew
the calculation of overall benefit for use
of annual formula CDBG grants and
guaranteed loan funds. This
modification expedites and facilitates
the use of funds in part by enabling
grantees to best plan which activities
will benefit LMI persons.
Section 101I of the HCD Act (42
U.S.C. 5301I) establishes the primary
objective of the HCD Act: the
‘‘development of viable urban
communities, by providing decent
housing and a suitable living
environment and expanding economic
opportunities, principally for persons of
low and moderate income.’’ CDBG–CV
grants are subject to the requirement
that 70 percent of funds are for activities
that benefit LMI persons. The
requirements at 42 U.S.C. 5301I, 42
U.S.C. 5304(b)(3)(A), 24 CFR
570.200(a)(3) (entitlements and
nonentitlement counties in Hawaii), 24
CFR 570.420(d)(2)–(3) (insular areas),
and 24 CFR 570.484 (states) shall
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remain in place to the extent that they
require the grantee to ensure that 70
percent of its CDBG–CV grant be
expended for activities that benefit LMI
persons. As an alternative requirement,
however, HUD is requiring that grantees
must demonstrate compliance with the
overall benefit requirement separately
for a grantee’s total CDBG–CV grant
allocation and not in combination with
annual formula CDBG funding or
commitments under the Section 108
Loan Guarantee program.
Under this alternative requirement,
there is no option for grantees to select
the timeframe for compliance. HUD
previously instructed grantees to submit
certifications required by 24 CFR 91.225
(entitlements) or 24 CFR 91.325 (states).
The regulations at 24 CFR
91.225(b)(4)(ii) and 24 CFR
91.325(b)(4)(ii) require grantees to
certify that the aggregate use of CDBG
funds will comply with the overall
benefit requirement during a period
specified by the jurisdiction, consisting
of one, two, or three specific
consecutive program years. Under this
alternative requirement, grantees are not
required to carry out the grant
consistent with the mandatory overall
benefit certification because HUD has
changed the requirement related to
overall benefit.
III.B.5.(e) Public Benefit
III.B.5.(e)(i) Elimination of Aggregate
Public Benefit Test. HUD is waiving the
standard for aggregate public benefit
that applies to economic development
activities described in 24 CFR
570.209(b)(1)–(2) (entitlement) and in 24
CFR 570.482(f)(2)–(3) (state). The public
benefit standards were designed to
require that economic development
activities, in the aggregate, provide an
appropriate amount of public benefit
based on the amount of CDBG funds
used. Given the clear benefit derived
from addressing economic disruptions
due to coronavirus, CDBG–CV grantees
can adequately demonstrate public
benefit based on the individual public
benefit standards, as modified by
waivers and alternative requirements in
section III.B.5.(e)(ii).
Therefore, to facilitate and expedite
the use of CDBG–CV funds for
coronavirus-related economic
development activities, HUD is waiving
the aggregate public benefit standards at
24 CFR 570.209(b)(1)–(2) (entitlement)
and 24 CFR 570.482(f)(2)–(3) (state). In
granting this waiver, HUD notes that
based on the growing number of urgent
requests for economic development
assistance, particularly from small
business, grantees are likely to have
difficulty determining the appropriate
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amount of CDBG assistance, in the
aggregate, for their current and next
program years.
III.B.5.(e)(ii) Modification of
Individual Public Benefit Standards. To
facilitate the use of grant funds by
providing greater leeway to grantees to
identify the most advantageous means
of providing economic development
assistance, HUD is modifying the
individual public benefit standards.
HUD is imposing a waiver and
alternative requirement to establish an
alternative means by which grantees can
demonstrate public benefit from the use
of CDBG–CV funds for individual
special economic development
activities.
Certain economic development
activities described in 24 CFR 570.209
(entitlement) and in 24 CFR
570.482(f)(1) (state) are subject to
individual public benefit standards at
24 CFR 570.209(b)(3) (entitlement) and
24 CFR 570.482(f)(4) (state). Grantees
must satisfy these public benefit
standards to show that the amount of
CDBG funds used for individual
economic development activities is
appropriate relative to the benefit to the
public from those activities.
HUD is waiving the individual
standards at 24 CFR 570.209(b)(3) and
24 CFR 570.482(f)(4) and imposing the
following alternative requirement. For
activities subject to the public benefit
standards, grantees must document that:
(a) The activity will create or retain at
least one full-time equivalent,
permanent job per $85,000 of CDBG
funds used; (b) the activity will provide
goods or services to residents of an area
such that the number of LMI persons
residing in the area served by the
assisted businesses amounts to at least
one LMI person per $1,700 of CDBG
funds used; or (c) the assistance was
provided due to business disruption
related to coronavirus (in which case,
no monetary standard applies because
HUD has determined that there is
sufficient public benefit derived from
the provision of assistance to stabilize or
sustain businesses in the grantee’s
jurisdiction that suffer disruption due to
coronavirus, and that facilitation of
business assistance for this purpose may
help to avoid complete economic
collapse within the grantee’s
jurisdiction). This alternative
requirement does not modify the
requirements related to eligible
activities and national objectives
criteria.
III.B.5.(f) Eligible Activities
Grantees may use CDBG–CV funds
only for those activities carried out to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to
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coronavirus. By law, use of funds for
any other purpose is unallowable. To
satisfy these purposes, grantees may
assist activities that respond to direct
effects, such as the need to rehabilitate
a building to add isolation rooms for
recovering coronavirus patients. A
grantee may also undertake activities to
address indirect effects of the virus,
such as the economic and housing
market disruptions caused by social
distancing measures and stay at home
orders implemented to prevent the
spread of coronavirus.
Some activities clearly tie back to the
purposes of the CARES Act, such as
public services, economic development
and microenterprise assistance, public
facilities, and the rehabilitation of
private buildings to provide housing.
However, HUD is not prohibiting
grantees from carrying out any
particular CDBG eligible activity
described in the HCD Act and the part
570 regulations, because other CDBG
eligible activities, such as acquisition,
can justifiably be used to fulfill the
CARES Act purposes depending upon
the circumstances.
To remain consistent with the
structure of a block grant program and
the flexibility of CDBG to provide
multiple avenues to achieve the
purposes of the CARES Act, HUD is
implementing the limitation that funds
be used for the coronavirus-related
purposes of the CARES Act by requiring
grantees to document the use of funds
to prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus, rather than by expressly
prohibiting grantees from undertaking
any of the eligible activities described in
the HCD Act. HUD cautions grantees
that the recordkeeping requirements of
this notice require clear documentation
that all uses of funds satisfy the
statutory purposes of the CARES Act.
The current needs to prevent, prepare
for, and respond to coronavirus may
require use of CDBG–CV funds for
uncommon activities. HUD is preparing
a series of technical assistance products
that describe opportunities to quickly
deploy CDBG–CV funds to address
immediate needs. As this technical
assistance is developed, it will be
posted on the CDBG–CV page on the
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/
comm_planning/cdbg_programs_covid19.
When identifying eligible activities to
be carried out with CDBG–CV funds,
grantees can reduce the potential for
duplication of benefits by designing
activities that address needs not covered
by other sources of financial assistance.
More information on requirements to
prevent the duplication of benefits is
described in section III.B.9.
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III.B.5.(f)(i) Extension of Emergency
Payments. HUD is providing an
alternative requirement to extend the
period that grantees can make
emergency grant payments on behalf of
individuals and families. Normally,
CDBG funds may not be used for income
payments, which are not included
among eligible activities in section
105(a) of the HCD Act for states, and
which are expressly prohibited by 24
CFR 570.207(b)(4) in the Entitlement
CDBG regulations. The phrase income
payments means a series of subsistencetype grant payments made to an
individual or family for items such as
food, clothing, housing (rent or
mortgage) or utilities, but excludes
emergency payments made over a
period of up to three consecutive
months to the provider of such items or
services on behalf of an individual or
family.
Coronavirus has had a massive impact
on families’ ability to work for pay,
make rent or mortgage payments, access
or pay for food, clothing, and basic
utilities, and access many other
essential items and services. To help
individuals and families address these
challenges, HUD is waiving section
105(a)(8) of the HCD Act and 24 CFR
570.207(b)(4) only to the extent
necessary to establish the following
alternative requirement: CDBG–CV
funds may be used to provide
emergency payments for individuals or
families impacted by coronavirus for
items such as food, clothing, housing
(emergency rental assistance or
mortgage assistance) or utilities for up to
six consecutive months.
Emergency payments must be made to
the provider of such items or services on
behalf of an individual or family, and
not directly to an individual or family
in the form of income payments, debit
cards, or similar direct income
payments. CDBG–CV grantees must
ensure that proper documentation is
maintained to ensure that all costs
incurred are eligible. Grantees using this
alternative requirement must document,
in their policies and procedures, how
they will determine the amount of
assistance to be provided is necessary
and reasonable.
III.B.5.(f)(ii) Opportunity Zones and
Related Flexibilities for Economic
Development. To facilitate and expedite
the use of grant funds for economic
development during this time of
extraordinary need, HUD is clarifying
the existing requirements and adopting
an alternative requirement that expands
economic development activities that
can be carried out with CDBG–CV
funds. HUD is adopting this alternative
requirement because the entitlement
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regulations at 24 CFR 570.203(b)
describe some financing mechanisms for
economic development, but do not
provide an exhaustive list of the forms
of support grantees can provide to
private, for-profit businesses and to
nonprofits for special economic
development activities. Many economic
development activities are carried out in
conjunction with other forms of
assistance and Federal tax-based
programs that help provide additional
sources of financing for economic
development, particularly in LMI areas.
HUD wants to facilitate the ability for
grantees to use CDBG–CV funds to fill
financing gaps that cannot be met by
other sources and quickly launch
critical economic development projects,
particularly in Opportunity Zones and
other target areas, without taking the
time to seek additional clarification
from HUD on activity eligibility for
individual projects.
First, this notice clarifies an existing
requirement of economic development
activities that grantees may carry out
pursuant to 24 CFR 570.203(b)
(entitlement) or section 105(a)(17) of the
HCD Act (state). Grantees may provide
assistance to an economic development
project through a for-profit entity that
passes the funds through a financing
mechanism (e.g., Qualified Opportunity
Funds and New Markets Tax Credit
(NMTC) investment vehicles). The
regulations at 24 CFR 570.203(b) already
list forms of support by which grantees
can provide assistance to private, forprofit businesses where the assistance is
appropriate to carry out an economic
development project. HUD has
previously interpreted this provision to
allow for CDBG assistance to NMTC
investment vehicles. This clarification
makes clear that such assistance through
any financing mechanism (which is not
limited to NMTC investment vehicles) is
eligible under 24 CFR 570.203(b). The
regulation also does not apply to states,
but states may consider 24 CFR
570.203(b), as clarified by the following
alternative requirement, as guidance in
the same way that they may consider
other Entitlement CDBG regulations.
HUD is not waiving 24 CFR
570.203(b) (entitlement) or section
105(a)(17) (state), and other statutory
and regulatory requirements remain in
place.
Second, this notice establishes an
alternative requirement that expands the
authority in section 105(a)(15) of the
HCD Act and 24 CFR 570.204 to permit
grantees subject to entitlement CDBG
regulations to assist nonprofit
organizations serving the development
needs of their jurisdiction by carrying
out community economic development
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projects through a financing
mechanism. The nonprofit may pass
assistance through a financing
mechanism to another entity based on
the language in section 105(a)(15) of the
HCD Act. Grantees subject to
entitlement regulations must document
that the assisted nonprofit is serving the
development needs of the jurisdiction
and that the assistance is used for a
community economic development
project that is necessary to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
III.B.5.(f)(iii) Public Services Cap. The
CARES Act provides that
notwithstanding section 105(a)(8) of the
HCD Act (42 U.S.C. 5305(a)(8)), there
shall be no per centum limitation for the
use of funds for public services
activities to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus. The CARES Act
provides this flexibility for all CDBG–
CV funds and CDBG funds appropriated
in fiscal years 2019 and 2020 to the
extent that grantees use these funds to
carry out public service activities to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus.
Following enactment of the CARES
Act, the public services cap described in
section 105(a)(8) of the HCD Act and 24
CFR 570.201I has no effect on CDBG–CV
grants. Program income generated by the
use of CDBG–CV funds is given special
treatment, as discussed in III.B.6.(a).
Therefore, notwithstanding the
provisions of section 105(a)(8) of the
HCD Act, program income is not a
consideration for purposes of
determining the amount of CDBG–CV
funds that can be expended on public
services. The calculation of the public
services cap for fiscal year 2020 and
2019 annual formula CDBG grants is
discussed in section IV.B.4.(a).
III.B.5.(f)(iv) Other Public Services
Considerations. HUD reminds grantees
to comply with other requirements in
section 105(a)(8) of the HCD Act, and for
grantees subject to entitlement CDBG
regulations, 24 CFR 570.201I. Namely,
CDBG–CV funds may only be used for
those public service activities that are
new or that represent a quantifiable
increase above the level of an existing
service that has been provided by or on
behalf of the unit of general local
government (through funds raised by
the unit or received by the unit from the
state in which it is located) in the 12
calendar months before the submission
of the action plan, unless the Secretary
finds that the discontinuation of such
services was the result of events not
within the control of the unit of general
local government.
Additionally, grantees are reminded
that the purchase of personal property
and equipment is generally ineligible.
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However, the entitlement CDBG
regulation at 24 CFR 570.207(b)(1)
(which may be used as guidance by state
grantees), allows grantees to purchase or
to pay depreciation in accordance with
2 CFR part 200, subpart E, for personal
property, fixtures, and equipment when
necessary when such items constitute
all or part of a public service. Examples
of use of equipment that constitute all
or part of a public service include
equipment and supplies owned by the
grantee or subrecipient that provides the
public service, e.g., ventilators or other
medical equipment and supplies that
will be used in providing health care at
a field clinic, or a vehicle outfitted with
medical equipment to provide mobile
health care.
III.B.5.(f)(v). Clarification on
Application of Requirements in 2 CFR
part 200. In response to the coronavirus
pandemic, the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) released two
memoranda that allow Federal agencies
to grant exceptions to some
requirements under 2 CFR part 200, the
Uniform Administrative Requirements,
Cost Principles and Audit Requirements
for Federal Awards. HUD reminds
grantees that the flexibilities in these
memoranda do not automatically apply
to grantees. HUD has not approved class
exceptions to 2 CFR part 200 for CDBG–
CV grants or CDBG grants, so the
requirements in 2 CFR part 200
continue to apply.
The OMB memoranda were for
limited purposes and were not intended
to cover all grantees and activities. The
March 9, 2020 memorandum, M–20–11,
Administrative Relief for Recipients and
Applicants of Federal Financial
Assistance Directly Impacted by the
Novel Coronavirus (COVID–19)
(available at https://
www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/
uploads/2020/03/M-20-11.pdf), allows
Federal agencies to grant class
exceptions in instances where the
agency has determined that the purpose
of the Federal awards is to support the
continued research and services
necessary to carry out the emergency
response related to COVID–19. The
March 19, 2020 memorandum, M–20–
17, Administrative Relief for Recipients
and Applicants of Federal Financial
Assistance Directly Impacted by the
Novel Coronavirus (COVID–19) due to
Loss of Operations (available at https://
www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/
uploads/2020/03/M-20-17.pdf) allows
HUD to make class exceptions for an
expanded scope of recipients affected by
the loss of operational capacity and
increased costs due to the COVID–19
crisis. OMB indicated that it would
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memoranda within 90 days.
III.B.6. Other Program Requirements
III.B.6.(a) Program Income
To expedite use of grant funds, HUD
is clarifying the requirements for CDBG–
CV grants on the treatment of program
income at 24 CFR 570.504 (entitlement)
and 24 CFR 570.489I–(f) (state) that is
generated by the use of CDBG–CV
funds. The receipt and expenditure of
program income that is generated by the
use of CDBG–CV funds shall be treated
as annual formula CDBG program
income and recorded as part of the
financial transactions of the annual
formula CDBG grant program. This
clarification will facilitate expenditures
of CDBG–CV grant funds for their
intended purpose, while continuing to
maintain appropriate controls on the
use of program income.
III.B.6(a)(i) Use of program income
before annual formula CDBG grant
funds. Any program income generated
from the use of CDBG–CV funds will be
receipted in HUD’s Integrated
Disbursement and Information System
(IDIS) as program income to the annual
formula CDBG grant program.
III.B.6(a)(ii) Inapplicability of floatfunded activities. Based on the
treatment of income generated from the
use of CDBG–CV funds as annual
formula CDBG program income, HUD is
waiving 24 CFR 570.301(b) and section
104(h) of the HCD Act for CDBG–CV
grants. HUD is imposing the following
alternative requirement: Grantees shall
not use CDBG–CV funds for floatfunded activities or guarantees.
III.B.6(a)(iii) Retention of program
income by subrecipients. A grantee may
permit subrecipients (including units of
general local government receiving
funds from a state) to retain program
income from the use of CDBG–CV funds
under this paragraph if the amount held
does not exceed the subrecipient’s
projected cash needs for CDBG activities
including activities to prevent, prepare
for, and respond to coronavirus.
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III.B.6.(b) Rules Applicable to State
CDBG–CV Grants
The paragraphs in this section apply
only to State CDBG–CV grantees.
III.B.6.(b)(i) Direct Action by States.
The waivers and alternative
requirements in this section and in
sections III.B.6.(b)(ii)–(iv) permit a state
grantee to use a portion of its funds to
act directly to carry out activities
through employees, contractors, and
subrecipients in all geographic areas
within its jurisdiction, including
entitlement areas and tribal populations.
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HUD is issuing the waivers and
alternative requirements in this section
based in part on information in requests
from states and in part to implement
provisions of the CARES Act that permit
grant funds allocated to states to be used
in entitlement areas.
HUD has determined that this waiver
and alternative requirement will
facilitate and expedite the use of CDBG–
CV funds by supporting states in their
roles as significant coordinators of
statewide and regional activities to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus. Additionally, these waivers
and alternative requirements are
designed to reduce administrative costs
and streamline the delivery of assistance
by maintaining a single set of grant
requirements for all CDBG–CV
allocations.
These waivers and alternative
requirements are only available to a
state if it complies with the following
alternative requirements in this
paragraph and in III.B.6.(b)(ii)–(iv):
Nonentitlement set aside: A state
must set aside a portion of its grant for
use by nonentitlement units of general
local government. The nonentitlement
set aside must be no less than an
amount equal to the state’s first CDBG–
CV allocation and may be from any
portion of the state’s additional CDBG–
CV allocation. This limitation is
imposed for consistency with the
CDBG–CV formulas, which include a
direct allocation to entitlement areas
and to states on behalf of
nonentitlement areas to prevent, prepare
for, and respond to coronavirus. The
nonentitlement set aside fulfills the
intent reflected by the formula to
address needs in urban and rural areas,
while giving states the flexibility to
determine how to expend each
allocation as it is made based on needs
within its jurisdiction.
Inclusion in CDBG–CV Application: A
state’s proposal to act directly and to
distribute or use CDBG–CV funds in
entitlement areas must be published for
public comment in its application for
CDBG–CV funds or in a subsequent
substantial amendment to the annual
action plan that includes the CDBG–CV
funds.
Activities carried out in tribal areas:
A state grantee may carry out activities
in tribal areas. States carrying out
projects in tribal areas through
employees, contractors, or subrecipients
must obtain the consent of the Indian
tribe with jurisdiction over the tribal
area.
Other conforming changes:
Requirements at section 106(d) of the
HCD Act (42 U.S.C. 5306(d)) and 24 CFR
570.480(g) are waived to the extent
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necessary to allow a state to use its
CDBG–CV funds for eligible activities
that the state carries out directly. The
standard at 24 CFR 570.480I and the
provisions at section 104I(2) of the HCD
Act (42 U.S.C. 5304I(2)) are modified to
also include activities that the state
carries out directly. Section 106(d) of
the HCD Act is not otherwise waived,
except as provided in this notice.
A state may carry out eligible
activities directly, consistent with the
entitlement program requirement of 24
CFR 570.200(f), through its employees,
through procurement contracts, or
through assistance provided under
agreements with subrecipients. Pursuant
to section 102I of the HCD Act, one or
more public agencies may be designated
by the chief executive officer of a state
to undertake activities assisted under
this chapter. A state is responsible for
ensuring that CDBG–CV funds are used
in accordance with all program
requirements. The use of interagency
agreements, subrecipient agreements
(including agreements with Indian
tribes and designated public agencies, as
described in section III.B.6.(b)(ii)) or
contracts does not relieve the state of
this responsibility. States are
responsible for determining the
adequacy of performance under
subrecipient agreements and procured
contracts, and for taking appropriate
action when performance problems
arise. State grantees continue to be
responsible for civil rights, labor
standards, and environmental
protection requirements, for compliance
with all applicable requirements,
including conflict of interest provisions
in 24 CFR 570.489(g) and (h).
The national objective criteria in 24
CFR 570.483 are modified by the
following alternative requirement when
states carry out activities directly: The
state must fulfill all requirements that
570.483 imposes on units of general
local government to demonstrate
compliance with national objective
criteria.
The recordkeeping requirements at 24
CFR 570.490(b) are waived when states
carry out activities directly, and the
following alternative requirement shall
apply: The state shall establish and
maintain such records as may be
necessary to facilitate review and audit
by HUD of the state’s administration of
CDBG–CV funds, under 24 CFR 570.493.
Consistent with applicable statutes,
regulations, waivers and alternative
requirements, and other Federal
requirements, the content of records
maintained by the state shall be
sufficient to: (1) Enable HUD to make
the applicable determinations described
at 24 CFR 570.493; (2) make compliance
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determinations for activities carried out
directly; and (3) show how activities
funded are consistent with the
descriptions of activities proposed for
funding in the CDBG–CV application.
For fair housing and equal opportunity
(FHEO) purposes, as applicable, such
records shall include data on the race,
ethnicity, and sex of persons who are
applicants for, participants in, or
beneficiaries of the activity.
The change of use of real property
rule at 24 CFR 570.489(j) is modified to
include instances when a state carries
out activities directly. All references to
‘‘unit of general local government’’ shall
be read as ‘‘state, unit of general local
government (UGLG) or state
subrecipient.’’
To include instances when a state
carries out activities directly, 24 CFR
570.492 is waived and the following
alternative requirement applies: The
state shall make reviews and audits,
including on-site reviews of any
subrecipients and local governments, as
may be necessary or appropriate to meet
the requirements of section 104I(2) of
the HCD Act, as amended. In the case
of noncompliance with these
requirements, the state shall take such
actions as may be appropriate to prevent
a continuance of the deficiency, mitigate
any adverse effects or consequences,
and prevent a recurrence. The state shall
establish remedies for noncompliance
by any subrecipients or local
governments.
To include instances when a state
carries out activities directly in
accordance with the waiver in this
paragraph, 24 CFR 570.489(g) is
modified to revise the requirement that
‘‘[t]he state shall establish requirements
for procurement policies and
procedures for units of general local
government’’ so that it applies to ‘‘units
of general local government and
subrecipients.’’ To facilitate grant
administration by adopting state-wide
procurement policies, a state agency
designated to oversee the use of all its
CDBG–CV funds pursuant to section
102I of the HCD Act may impose its
procurement requirements on all uses of
CDBG–CV funds by the state, including
by other state agencies that administer
a portion of the CDBG–CV grants, so
long as those requirements comply with
24 CFR 570.489(g).
III.B.6.(b)(ii) Use of Subrecipients by
States (Including Nonprofits and
Tribes). HUD is adopting the following
alternative requirement that shall apply
when states carry out activities directly:
States carrying out activities through
subrecipients must comply with 24 CFR
570.489(m) relating to monitoring and
management of subrecipients. The
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definition of subrecipient at 24 CFR
570.500(c) applies when states carry out
activities through subrecipients, and the
requirements of 24 CFR 570.489(g) (as
modified by section III.B.6.(b)(i)) shall
apply.
For purposes of this alternative
requirement, the definition of
subrecipients at 24 CFR 570.500I is
modified to expressly include Indian
tribes. Indian tribes that receive CDBG–
CV funding from a state grantee must
comply with the Indian Civil Rights Act
(Title II of the Civil Rights Act of 1968,
25 U.S.C. 1301 et seq.). This conforming
requirement is necessary because the
state CDBG regulations do not anticipate
states distributing funds through means
other than a method of distribution to
units of general local government.
III.B.6.(b)(iii) Activities Carried Out by
States in Entitlement Areas. The
provisions of 24 CFR 570.486(c) are
waived to the extent that they allow
States, either directly or through units of
general local government, to use CDBG–
CV funding for activities located in
entitlement areas without contribution
from the entitlement jurisdiction,
consistent with the waiver and
alternative requirements in sections
III.B.6.(b)(i) and (ii). HUD is granting
this waiver to facilitate and expedite the
use of grant funds for consistency and
ease of administration by granting the
same geographic flexibilities to all
allocations of CDBG–CV funds, since
they will be administered under a single
grant.
III.B.6.(b)(iv) Use of the ‘‘upper
quartile’’ or ‘‘exception criteria’’ for LMI
area benefit activities. Section
105(c)(2)(A) of the HCD Act authorizes
HUD to permit an exception to the LMI
area benefit national objective criteria
that are normally satisfied when at least
51 percent of the population of an area
are persons of low and moderate
income. HUD is clarifying how this
‘‘exception criteria’’ applies when State
CDBG–CV grantees carry out activities
in entitlement jurisdictions as
authorized by section III.B.6.(b)(iii). If
the area in which the activity is carried
out would benefit from the ‘‘exception
criteria’’ that permit a grantee to use a
percentage less than 51 percent to
qualify activities under the LMI area
benefit criteria, those exception criteria
apply to the use of CDBG–CV funds by
a state the same way that they apply to
the use of CDBG funds by the
entitlement grantee in the same area.
CDBG–CV grantees are required to use
the most recent data available in
implementing the exception criteria. For
more information on the data set, please
visit https://www.hudexchange.info/
programs/acs-low-mod-summary-data/
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acs-low-mod-summary-data-exceptiongrantees/.
III.B.6.(b)(v) Elimination of State
Administrative Match. To expedite the
use of CDBG–CV funds, HUD is waiving
the requirement for matching state
administrative funds, subject to the
requirements of section III.B.6.(b)(vi)
below. Requiring states to match
administrative funds may considerably
slow down the expenditure of CDBG–
CV funds in states struggling to
accurately project and adjust their
budgets given the challenges caused by
coronavirus. The requirements at 42
U.S.C. 5306(d)(3)(A) and 24 CFR
570.489(a) are waived to the extent
necessary to eliminate the state match
requirement for general administrative
costs.
III.B.6.(b)(vi) Cap on State
Administrative Costs and Technical
Assistance. Pursuant to 24 CFR
570.489(a)(3)(iii), a state and its funded
units of general local government and
subrecipients are, in aggregate,
permitted to expend no more than 20
percent of the CDBG–CV grant for
planning, management, and
administrative costs. Under 42 U.S.C.
5306(d)(5) and (6) and 24 CFR
570.489(a)(1) a state may not directly
use more than $100,000 plus 3 percent
of its annual grant for administrative
and technical assistance costs
combined. HUD is waiving 42 U.S.C.
5306(d)(5) and (6) and 24 CFR
570.489(a)(1) and establishing an
alternative requirement that a state may
use up to 7 percent of its CDBG–CV
grant combined for general
administration and technical assistance
costs; of that 7 percent, a state may use
up to 5 percent of CDBG–CV funds for
general administration costs and up to
2 percent of the grant for technical
assistance activities. The remainder of
the amount may be used by units of
general local government for
administrative and technical assistance
costs, provided that a state and its
funded units of general local
government and subrecipients expend
no more than 20 percent of the CDBG–
CV grant for planning, management, and
administrative costs. A grantee must
meet this alternative requirement over
the life of its grant, as amended to
incorporate additional allocations of
CDBG–CV funds.
CDBG–CV grant funds shall not be
used to pay planning and program
administrative costs allocable to another
grant under the CDBG annual formula
program; however, CDBG–CV funds
may be used to pay costs that benefit
both the CDBG–CV grant and another
CDBG award and can be distributed
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between the grants in proportions that
may be reasonably approximated.
III.B.6.(b)(vii) Procurement. Except as
described in section III.B.6. to
accommodate states acting directly, this
notice does not modify procurement
requirements at 24 CFR 570.489(g) for
state grantees. As discussed above, the
local procurement policies and
procedures that apply to the use of
annual formula CDBG grant funds may
not be nimble enough to accommodate
this urgent need to quickly procure
goods and services necessary to carry
out eligible activities. HUD recommends
that CDBG–CV grantees review their
existing procurement policies to explore
the potential use of state or local waiver
authority and emergency procedures
that may expedite procurement
processes.
Additionally, if the grantee plans to
use CDBG–CV grants to carry out
eligible activities that satisfy nonFederal cost share requirements under
section 105(a)(9) of the HCD Act, the
grantee should consider modifying
procurement policies to authorize
grantees to use procurement policies
and procedures of the agencies paying
the Federal cost share of the activity, to
the extent that those policies and
procedures are consistent with the
procurement requirements on the use of
CDBG–CV funds. Modifying
procurement policies to allow the use of
procurement requirements imposed by
other Federal grants is easier for state
grantees, but entitlement grantees that
anticipate use of a substantial amount of
CDBG–CV funds to satisfy non-Federal
cost share may also be able to adopt a
similar provision where the other
Federal granting agency imposes the
procurement requirements in 2 CFR part
200.
III.B.6.(c) Rules for Entitlements, Insular
Areas, and Nonentitlement Hawaii
Counties
III.B.6.(c)(i) Administrative and
Planning Cost Caps. To expedite the use
of grant funds, HUD is waiving
requirements of 24 CFR 570.200(g) that
are inconsistent with the treatment of
program income in section III.B.6.(a)
and the treatment of CDBG–CV funds as
a standalone grant. The following
alternative requirement applies to grants
subject to subpart D (entitlement grants
and grants to the nonentitlement
counties of the State of Hawaii): No
more than 20 percent of the total CDBG–
CV grant shall be expended for planning
and program administrative costs, as
defined in 24 CFR 570.205 and 24 CFR
570.206, respectively. There is no
program year obligation test for
planning and administrative costs of
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CDBG–CV grants. Additionally, CDBG–
CV funds shall not be included in the
compliance determination of the
program year obligation test applicable
to annual formula CDBG funds.
Additionally, program income,
regardless of the source funding of the
activity that generated the income, shall
be included in the compliance
determination of the administrative and
planning cost cap applicable to annual
formula CDBG grants and program
income, separately from CDBG–CV
funds.
CDBG–CV grant funds shall not be
used to pay planning and program
administrative costs allocable to another
grant under the CDBG annual formula
program; however, CDBG–CV funds
may be used to pay costs that benefit
both the CDBG–CV grant and another
CDBG award and can be distributed
between the grants in proportions that
may be reasonably approximated.
III.B.6.(d) Compliance With
Environmental Review Requirements
III.B.6.(d)(i) Overview of
Environmental Review Requirements.
Environmental regulations at 24 CFR
58.22 prohibit CDBG grantees, a
recipient, and any other participant in
the development process from
committing HUD or non-HUD funds to
a project until the environmental
compliance review process has been
successfully completed or until receipt
of the Authority to Use Grant Funds, if
applicable. In addition, neither a
recipient nor any participant in the
development process may commit nonHUD funds on or undertake an activity
or project if the activity or project would
have an adverse environmental impact
or limit the choice of reasonable
alternatives. Therefore, it is very
important for grantees to begin and
complete any required environmental
compliance review as soon as possible.
Grantees are urged to contact their Field
Environmental Officer for more
information about environmental review
requirements.
III.B.6.(d)(ii) Clarifying note on the
process for environmental release of
funds when a State carries out activities
directly. Usually, a state distributes
CDBG funds to local governments and
takes on HUD’s role in receiving
environmental certifications from the
grant recipients and approving releases
of funds. Under the waiver and
alternative requirement in paragraph
III.B.6.(b), HUD will allow a State
CDBG–CV grantee to carry out activities
directly in addition to distributing funds
to subrecipients. Thus, per 24 CFR 58.4,
when a state carries out activities
directly, the state must submit the
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Certification and Request for Release of
Funds to HUD for approval.
III.B.6.(d)(iii) Clarifying note on
emergency environmental review
procedures. HUD’s environmental
review regulations in 24 CFR part 58
include two provisions that may be
relevant to environmental review
procedures for activities to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
The first is 24 CFR 58.34(a)(10), which
provides an exemption for certain
activities undertaken in response to a
national or locally declared public
health emergency. Except for the
applicable requirements of 24 CFR 58.6,
a responsible entity does not have to
comply with the requirements of part 58
or undertake any environmental review,
consultation or other action under
NEPA and the other provisions of law
or authorities cited in 24 CFR 58.5 for
exempt activities or projects consisting
solely of exempt activities. Exempt
activities include assistance for
temporary or permanent improvements
that do not alter environmental
conditions and are limited to protection,
repair, or restoration activities necessary
only to control or arrest the effects from
imminent threats to public safety.
The second is a streamlined public
notice and comment period in the
regulation at 24 CFR 58.33, which may
apply in some cases for emergency
activities undertaken to prevent, prepare
for, and respond to coronavirus. The
application of these two provisions
following a presidentially-declared or
locally-declared public health
emergency is discussed in the Notice,
Guidance on conducting environmental
review pursuant to 24 Part 58 for
activities undertaken in response to the
public health emergency as a result of
COVID–19 posted at https://
www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO/
documents/2020-07cpdn.pdf.
III.B.6.(e) Compliance With Labor Laws
CDBG–CV grants are subject to the
Davis-Bacon prevailing wage
requirements imposed by section 110(a)
of the HCD Act. HUD cannot waive this
or other labor laws. Under regulations of
the Department of Labor (DOL) at 29
CFR 1.6(g), where Federal assistance is
not approved prior to contract award (or
the beginning of construction if there is
no contract award), Davis-Bacon wage
rates apply retroactively to the
beginning of construction and must be
incorporated retroactively in the
contract specifications. However, if
there is no evidence that the owner
intended to apply for the CDBG–CV
assistance prior to the contract award or
the start of the construction, HUD may
request that DOL allow prospective,
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rather than retroactive, application of
the Davis-Bacon wage rates. DOL may
allow prospective application of DavisBacon requirements where it finds that
it is necessary and proper in the public
interest to prevent injustice or undue
hardship and it finds no intent to apply
for the federal assistance before contract
award or the start of construction. The
CDBG–CV Grantee should contact a
HUD Labor Relations Specialist if such
a situation arises.
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III.B.6.(f) Relationship to Section 108
Loan Guarantees
Under the Section 108 Loan
Guarantee Program, CDBG grantees can
borrow up to five times their most
recent CDBG grant by issuing federally
guaranteed notes. To ensure that CDBG–
CV funds are used for the purposes
authorized by the CARES Act, HUD is
issuing the following alternative
requirement to sections 108(b) and (c) of
the HCD Act (42 U.S.C. 5308(c)): CDBG–
CV funds shall not be factored into a
grantee’s Section 108 borrowing
authority.
A grantee may use CDBG–CV funds to
make a direct payment of principal,
interest, or any fees due under a Section
108 note only if the use of funds is to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus. The necessity of such use
shall be documented by the grantee or
the subrecipient that provided the
assistance (e.g., if Section 108 funds
were used by the grantee to provide
assistance to a for-profit business in the
form of a loan and the business is
unable to make a payment due to the
reduction in revenue caused by
coronavirus, any restructuring of that
loan must be supported by modification
to loan documents that document the
relationship to coronavirus). When
CDBG–CV funds are used to subsidize
or replace principal, interest, or fees due
under a loan previously made with
guaranteed loan funds as part of an
activity to assist a for-profit or a
subrecipient, and the CDBG–CV
assistance is necessary to respond to the
impact of coronavirus (e.g., a third-party
business borrower whose loan is the
intended source for repayment of a
Section 108 loan is not collecting
sufficient revenue due to local public
health conditions), the documentation
that the original assisted activity
satisfies national objective criteria shall
be sufficient to demonstrate that the use
of the guaranteed loan funds and the
additional CDBG–CV assistance meet a
CDBG national objective.
This alternative requirement does not
limit the Secretary’s authority under
section 108I of the HCD Act.
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III.B.7. Period of Performance,
Timeliness, and Closeout
III.B.7.(a) Period of Performance
CDBG–CV grantees must expend all
CDBG–CV funds (including CDBG–CV
funds from additional allocations that
are obligated by HUD through
amendments to the grant agreement)
within the 6-year period of performance
established by the CDBG–CV grant
agreement. HUD is imposing this period
of performance to ensure the use of
CDBG–CV funds to prevent, prepare for,
and respond to coronavirus. The CDBG
regulations at 24 CFR 570.200(k) and 24
CFR 570.480(h) permit HUD to establish
a period for expenditure and
performance in a grant agreement that is
shorter than the normal 8-year period.
HUD is exercising its authority to
establish a 6-year period of performance
and expenditure deadline in the CDBG–
CV grant agreement. Grant funds are not
available for expenditure after the
period of performance. In addition, to
further ensure the expedited use of the
funds, HUD is imposing an alternative
requirement that each grantee must
expend at least 80 percent of all CDBG–
CV funds (including CDBG–CV funds
from additional allocations that are
obligated by HUD through amendments
to the grant agreement) no later than the
end of the third year of the period of
performance established by the CDBG–
CV grant agreement. If this three-year
requirement is not met, and evidence
meeting the criteria for extension
described in section III.B.7.(c) below is
not provided, an amount equivalent to
the difference between the total amount
expended at the end of the third year
and 80 percent of all CDBG–CV funds
will be recaptured from the CDBG–CV
grant.
III.B.7.(b) Timeliness
CDBG–CV grants are available for
limited purposes under the CARES Act.
They are subject to a shortened period
of performance. Under section
III.B.6.(a), program income generated by
the use of CDBG–CV funds is treated as
program income to a grantee’s annual
formula CDBG program. For these
reasons, HUD is waiving to the extent
necessary to allow HUD to determine
that every grantee has circumstances
beyond its reasonable control the timely
performance enforcement actions found
at 24 CFR 570.902 (entitlement timely
expenditure), and 24 CFR 570.494 (state
timely distribution). CDBG–CV funds
will not be included in determining
compliance with the requirements of 24
CFR 570.902 and 570.494. However, as
program income to the grantees’ annual
formula CDBG programs, income
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generated from CDBG–CV activities will
be included in timely expenditure
compliance determinations for each
entitlement grantee’s annual formula
CDBG program. Grantees should
consider the potential effects of
additional program income to
compliance with timeliness
requirements applicable to their annual
formula CDBG grant program when they
select and design CDBG–CV assisted
activities.
III.B.7.(c) Closeout
To facilitate the use of grant funds in
a timely manner, HUD is waiving the
CDBG closeout regulations at 24 CFR
570.509 for grantees subject to
entitlement regulations and imposing an
alternative requirement that HUD will
close out grants in accordance with
grant closeout requirements of 2 CFR
200.343. This approach is consistent
with the state regulation at 24 CFR
570.489(o). This will help all grantees to
expend grant funds within a short
timeframe designed to maximize the
ability of CDBG–CV funds to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
Grantees subject to this alternative
requirement must submit all financial,
performance, and other reports as
required by 24 CFR 91.520.
In general, HUD expects all grantees
to comply with all grant requirements
and fully close out a grant at the end of
the period of performance. However,
HUD recognizes that there are many
things that could disrupt a grantee’s
intended timeline for activity
completion: Litigation, disasters, limited
construction seasons due to weather, or
other extenuating circumstances.
Therefore, HUD may authorize an
extension of the three-year expenditure
requirement or the overall period of
performance if the grantee provides
evidence of such extenuating
circumstances that would warrant the
extension and that they could
demonstrate they would meet all
program requirements within the
extended expenditure period or period
of performance.
HUD may consider, in closing out
CDBG–CV grants, any requirements that
remain applicable after closeout. These
may include authority for HUD to
monitor the recipient’s compliance and
performance after the closeout of the
award with respect to requirements that
are applicable after closeout, and HUD
may take findings of noncompliance
into account, with the closeout process,
as unsatisfactory performance of the
recipient, in the consideration of any
future grant made under title I of the
HCD Act. Examples of requirements that
may survive closeout include: (i)
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Closeout costs (e.g., audit costs) and
costs resulting from contingent
liabilities described in the closeout
agreement; (ii) use of real property
assisted with CDBG funds in accordance
with program regulations; (iii) taking
measures that are adequate to enforce
and implement mandatory flood
insurance coverage requirements; and
(iv) other provisions included in the
grant closeout agreement.
III.B.8. Reporting
The reporting requirements that apply
to the use of annual formula CDBG
grants also apply to CDBG–CV grants.
Section 104I of the HCD Act requires
that the Secretary shall, at least on an
annual basis, make such reviews and
audits as may be necessary or
appropriate to determine whether the
grantee has carried out its activities in
a timely manner, whether the grantee’s
activities and certifications are carried
out in accordance with the requirements
and the primary objectives of the HCD
Act and other applicable laws, and
whether the grantee has the continuing
capacity to carry out those activities in
a timely manner.
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III.B.8.(a) General Reporting
Requirements
Reporting requirements for CDBG–CV
grantees can be found at 42 U.S.C.
12708(a), 24 CFR 91.520, 24 CFR
570.507 (entitlement), 24 CFR 570.440(j)
(insular areas), and 24 CFR 570.491
(state).
III.B.8.(b) Additional CARES Act
Reporting
Section 15011 of the CARES Act
requires that recipients of $150,000 or
more of CARES Act funding submit, not
later than 10 days after the end of each
calendar quarter, a report containing:
Information regarding the amount of
funds received; the amount of funds
obligated or expended for each project
or activity; a detailed list of all such
projects or activities, including a
description of the project or activity;
and detailed information on any
subcontracts or subgrants awarded by
the recipient. As outlined in OMB
memorandum M–20–21,
Implementation Guidance for
Supplement Funding in Response to the
Coronavirus Disease (COVID–19)
(available at https://
www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/
uploads/2020/04/ImplementationGuidance-for-Supplemental-FundingProvided-in-Response.pdf), existing
reporting requirements are anticipated
to meet the requirements of Section
15011, but the content and format for
this reporting is still under development
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and will need to be reviewed against
current program practices. The
Department will work in coordination
with OMB to ensure that this
requirement can be fulfilled by
recipients of CARES Act funding in a
manner that utilizes to the greatest
extent possible existing reporting
streams, providing the necessary
transparency and accountability with
minimal additional burden. If additional
reporting is necessary, further advice or
technical assistance will be provided by
the Department.
III.B.9. Duplication of Benefits
The CARES Act requires HUD to
ensure that there are adequate
procedures in place to prevent any
duplication of benefits as required by
section 312 of the Stafford Act, as
amended by section 1210 of the Disaster
Recovery Reform Act of 2018 (division
D of Public Law 115–254; 42 U.S.C.
5121 et seq.).
Duplication of benefits occurs when
Federal financial assistance is provided
to a person or entity through a program
to address losses resulting from a
Federally-declared emergency or
disaster, and the person or entity has
received (or would receive, by acting
reasonably to obtain available
assistance) financial assistance for the
same costs from any other source
(including insurance), and the total
amount received exceeds the total need
for those costs.
A grantee is required to develop and
maintain adequate procedures to
prevent a duplication of benefits that
address (individually or collectively)
each activity or program. A grantee’s
policies and procedures are not
adequate unless they include, at a
minimum: (1) A requirement that any
person or entity receiving CDBG–CV
assistance (including subrecipients and
direct beneficiaries) must agree to repay
assistance that is determined to be
duplicative; and (2) a method of
assessing whether the use of CDBG–CV
funds will duplicate financial assistance
that is already received or is likely to be
received by acting reasonably to
evaluate need and the resources
available to meet that need.
Most CARES Act assistance programs
have more limited durations for
availability of assistance or a more
limited scope of eligible activities or
entities than does CDBG–CV. HUD
strongly encourages each CDBG–CV
grantee to become familiar with the
range of available assistance and uses
and apply its more flexible CDBG–CV
assistance to unmet needs or to gaps,
with special attention to the coronavirus
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response, prevention, or preparation
needs of LMI persons.
HUD will provide advice and
technical assistance to grantees to
facilitate compliance with this
requirement.
III.B.10 Citizenship Requirements
Please note that the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services provides that
the Immigration Reform and Control
Act, 8 U.S.C. 1324a et seq. prohibits
employers from hiring and employing
an individual for employment in the
U.S. knowing that the individual is not
authorized with respect to such
employment. This generally applicable
law also applies to CDBG grantees and
their subrecipients and/or contractors/
subcontractors (including relating to
employees recruited under Section 3).
For more information, please see
https://www.uscis.gov/i-9-central/formi-9-resources/handbook-for-employersm-274/10-why-employers-must-verifyemployment-authorization-and-identityof-new-employees and https://
www.uscis.gov/i-9-central/legalrequirements-and-enforcement.
IV. Fiscal Year 2019 and Fiscal Year
2020 CDBG Grants
IV.A. General Requirements
Except as described in this notice or
other applicable waivers and alternative
requirements, the statutory and
regulatory provisions governing the
CDBG program apply to fiscal year 2019
and 2020 CDBG grants, including
regulations at 24 CFR part 570 subpart
I (states), 24 CFR part 570 subparts A,
C, D, E, J, K, and O (entitlements), and
24 CFR subpart F (insular areas and
Hawaii counties).
IV.B. Flexibilities, Waivers, and
Alternative Requirements
The following rules, waivers, and
alternative requirements apply to fiscal
year 2019 and 2020 CDBG grants. These
include statutory authorities included in
the CARES Act and other waivers and
alternative requirements or
clarifications that HUD is making for
fiscal year 2019 and 2020 grants.
IV.B.1. Timeliness
Because of the coronavirus many local
governments are operating under
extenuating circumstances and may
need additional time for certain
administrative requirements, HUD is
suspending for fiscal year 2020 all
corrective actions, sanctions, and
informal consultations for timeliness
effective January 21, 2020. Grantees are
advised that this suspension does not
eliminate the timely expenditure
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requirements set forth in 24 CFR
570.902 (entitlements). HUD will
continue to run expenditure reports and
will continue to notify grantees of
deficiencies.
Based on government restrictions,
closures, shelter-in-place orders, and
social distancing guidance related to
coronavirus, HUD has determined that
all entitlement grantees have factors
beyond their reasonable control that, to
HUD’s satisfaction, impact the carrying
out of CDBG-assisted activities in a
timely manner. As a result, HUD has
determined that corrective actions
related to timeliness are not appropriate
at this time. HUD will monitor changing
conditions. Before the end of the fiscal
year, HUD will determine whether to
extend this suspension for all or a
portion of fiscal year 2021. HUD may
consider regional and local conditions
when determining when to begin
scheduling informal consultations.
IV.B.2. Consolidated Plan, Citizen
Participation, and CAPER
IV.B.2.(a) Expedited Citizen
Participation and Virtual Hearings
Section III.B.4.(a) of section III apply
to all fiscal year 2019 and 2020 annual
formula CDBG grants, regardless of the
use of funds. This section describes the
program flexibilities provided by the
CARES Act related to Expedited Citizen
Participation and Virtual Hearings.
Where this section refers to CDBG–CV
funds, it shall apply equally to fiscal
years 2019 and 2020 CDBG grants.
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IV.B.2.(b). Deadline To Submit
Consolidated Plans and FY 2020 Annual
Action Plans
The deadline for grantees to submit
action plans and other updates to their
consolidated plans submissions for
fiscal years 2019 and 2020 to include
CDBG–CV funds is August 16, 2021.
IV.B.2.(c) CAPER Extension
On May 7, 2020, Acting Assistant
Secretary John Gibbs issued a
memorandum to all Community
Planning and Development Field Office
Directors, Deputy Directors and Program
Managers with the subject ‘‘Availability
of a Waiver and Alternate Requirement
for the Consolidated Annual
Performance and Evaluation Report
(Performance Report) for Community
Planning and Development (CPD) Grant
Programs in Response to the Spread of
Coronavirus.’’ This memorandum
authorized a waiver of the regulatory
requirement at 24 CFR 91.520(a) that
grantees submit a performance report
known as the Consolidated Annual
Performance and Evaluation Report
(CAPER) within 90 days of the end of
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a jurisdiction’s program year. The
waiver was granted under HUD’s
regulatory waiver authority at 24 CFR
5.110 and 24 CFR 91.600. Under this
memorandum, for program year 2019
CAPERs, the requirement that grantees
submit a performance report within 90
days after the close of a jurisdiction’s
program year is waived, subject to the
condition that within 180 days after the
close of a jurisdiction’s program year the
jurisdiction shall submit its
performance report.
IV.B.2.(d) Other Consolidated Planning
Waivers
HUD is temporarily waiving the
requirement for consistency with the
consolidated plan (requirements at 42
U.S.C. 12706 and 24 CFR 91.325(a)(5)
and 91.225(a)(5)) when fiscal year 2019
and 2020 CDBG funds are used to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus, because grantees may not
have considered the needs associated
with this special purpose funding when
developing their current consolidated
plan strategic plan and needs
assessment. In conjunction, HUD is
temporarily waiving 42 U.S.C. 5304(e)
to the extent that it would require HUD
to annually review grantee performance
under the consistency criteria. These
waivers apply only until the grantee
submits its next full (3–5 year)
consolidated plan due after the 2020
program year.
HUD is imposing a related alternative
requirement. The regulations at 24 CFR
91.225(b)(5) (entitlements) and 24 CFR
91.325(b)(5) (states) require grantees to
certify that the housing activities to be
undertaken with CDBG, HOME, ESG,
and HOPWA funds are consistent with
the strategic plan portion of the
consolidated plan. Under this
alternative requirement, grantees are not
required to carry out the portions of
their fiscal year 2019 and 2020 annual
formula CDBG grants that are used to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus in a manner consistent with
the certifications in 24 CFR 91.225(b)(5)
and 24 CFR 91.325(b)(5), because HUD
has changed the requirement related to
consistency.
IV.B.3. Flexibilities That Apply to
Coronavirus-Related Activities
The following flexibilities apply to all
fiscal year 2019 and 2020 CDBG grants
when those grants are used for activities
to prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus.
IV.B.3.(a) Calculation of the Public
Services Cap. As described in paragraph
III.B.5.(f)(iii), following enactment of the
CARES Act, the public services cap
described in section 105(a)(8) of the
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HCD Act and 24 CFR 570.201(e) has no
effect on assistance available to the
grantee for fiscal years 2019 and 2020,
including the program income that
would normally be included in the
grantee’s calculation of the program
income cap for fiscal years 2019 or
2020, when the grantee uses CDBG grant
funds to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus. For fiscal years
2019 and 2020, the cap shall still be
calculated and shall apply to public
service activities carried out for
activities that do not prevent, prepare
for, and respond to coronavirus.
Additionally, CDBG–CV grant funds
shall not be included in the public
service cap compliance determination
which is applicable to annual formula
CDBG funds used for activities not
related to coronavirus.
Program income generated by the use
of CDBG–CV grants is considered
program income to the grantee’s annual
formula CDBG program, as discussed in
section III.B.6.(a).
The public services cap imposed by
section 105(a)(8) of the HCD Act applies
to ‘‘the amount of any assistance to a
unit of general local government (or in
the case of nonentitled communities not
more than 15 per centum statewide)
under this title including program
income’’ (emphasis added). The CARES
Act provision that removes the public
services cap applies to all ‘‘activities to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus’’ for the CDBG–CV grants
and fiscal year 2019 and 2020 annual
formula CDBG grants. The activities for
grants are described in each grantee’s
annual action plan required by 24 CFR
91.220 (entitlements), 24 CFR 91.320
(states), or 24 CFR 570.440 and 24 CFR
91.235 (insular areas). In these
regulations, the activities for grants
include activities carried out with grant
funds and program income expected to
be made available. Therefore, removing
the cap in section 105(a)(8) of the HCD
Act for activities to prevent, prepare for,
and respond to coronavirus also
removes the public services cap on the
use of the program income, and removes
the corresponding regulatory cap in 24
CFR 570.201(e) (entitlements) for
CDBG–CV funds and fiscal year 2019
and 2020 funds used to prevent, prepare
for, and respond to coronavirus.
Program income generated by the use
of CDBG–CV grants is considered
program income to the grantee’s annual
formula CDBG program, as discussed in
section III.B.6.(a). Additionally, program
income, regardless of the source funding
of the activity that generated the
income, shall be included in the
compliance determination of the public
service cap applicable to the annual
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formula CDBG grants and program
income, separately from CDBG–CV
funds. For purposes of calculating the
public services cap, the treatment of
program income generated by the
CDBG–CV grant and received (i.e.,
documented in IDIS) by the annual
formula CDBG program shall be
considered as any other program income
received by the annual formula CDBG
program.
IV.B.3.(b) Provisions in Section III that
apply to Coronavirus-Related Activities.
The following provisions in Section III
apply to the use of fiscal year 2019 and
2020 CDBG funds for activities to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus; these provisions shall also
apply to the use of Section 108
guaranteed loan funds when they are
used together with fiscal year 2019 and
2020 CDBG funds for activities to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus. Where these paragraphs
refer to CDBG–CV funds, they shall
apply equally to fiscal years 2019 and
2020 CDBG grants.
• III.B.5.(d)(i) Use of Urgent Need
National Objective.
• III.B.5.(d)(ii) Modification of
Location-Based Presumption of LMI
Benefit for Job Creation and Retention
National Objective Criteria.
• III.B.5.(d)(iii) LMI Job Creation and
Retention Records.
• III.B.5.(e)(i) Elimination of
Aggregate Public Benefit Test.
• III.B.5.(e)(ii) Modification of
Individual Public Benefit Standards.
• III.B.5.(f)(i) Extension of Emergency
Payments.
• III.B.5.(f)(ii) Opportunity Zones and
Related Flexibilities for Economic
Development.
• III.B.5.(f)(iii) Public Services Cap.
• III.B.5.(f)(iv) Other Public Services
Considerations.
• III.B.5.(f)(v) Clarification on
Application of Cost Principles.
• III.B.6.(d)(iii) Clarifying note on
emergency environmental review
procedures.
• III.B.9. Duplication of Benefits
(applies for programs and activities with
annual formula CDBG funds when the
grantee uses these funds to carry out
programs to respond to losses caused by
disasters and emergencies).
• III.B.10. Citizenship Requirements.
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IV.B.4. Provisions That Do Not Apply to
FY 19 and FY 20 Grants
Waivers and alternative requirements
and other provisions in the following
paragraphs of Section III do not apply to
fiscal year 2019 CDBG Grants and fiscal
year 2020 CDBG grants:
• III.A. Allocations of CDBG–CV
Funds
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• III.B.1. General Grant Requirements
• III.B.2. Responsible Use of CARES
Act Funds
• III.B.3. Overview of Process to
Receive CDBG–CV Grants
• III.B.4.(b) CDBG–CV Application
Content and Submission
• III.B.5.(a) Use of Funds for CARES
Act Purposes
• III.B.5.(b) Reimbursements
• III.B.5.(c) Terms and Conditions
Made Applicable by the CARES Act
• III.B.5.(d)(iv) Overall Benefit to LMI
Persons.
• III.B.6.(a) Program Income
• III.B.6.(b) Rules Applicable to State
CDBG–CV Grants
• III.B.6.(c) Rules for Entitlements,
Insular Areas, and Nonentitlement
Hawaii Counties
• III.B.6.(d)(ii) Clarifying note on the
process for environmental release of
funds when a state carries out activities
directly.
• III.B.6.(e) Compliance with Labor
Laws
• III.B.6.(f) Relationship to Section
108 Loan Guarantees
• III.B.7. Period of Performance,
Timeliness, and Closeout
• III.B.8. Reporting
Paperwork Reduction Act: The
information collection requirements in
this notice have been approved by the
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) under the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501–3520) and
assigned OMB Control Number 2506–
0085. In accordance with the Paperwork
Reduction Act, HUD may not conduct or
sponsor, and a person is not required to
respond to, a collection of information
unless the collection displays a
currently valid OMB control number.
Catalog of Federal Domestic
Assistance: The Catalog of Federal
Domestic Assistance numbers for the
CDBG–CV grants under the CARES Act
are: 14.218 (Community Development
Block Grants/Entitlement Grants);
14.225 (Community Development Block
Grants/Special Purpose Grants/Insular
Areas); and 14.228 (Community
Development Block Grants/State’s
Program and Non-Entitlement Grants in
Hawaii) (formerly CDBG Grant/Small
Cities Program).
Environmental Impact: A Finding of
No Significant Impact (FONSI) with
respect to the environment has been
made in accordance with HUD
regulations at 24 CFR part 50, which
implement section 102(2)(C) of the
National Environmental Policy Act of
1969 (42 U.S.C. 4332(2)(C)). The FONSI
is available for inspection at HUD’s
Funding Opportunities web page at:
https://www.hud.gov/grants/. The
FONSI is available for public inspection
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between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays in
the Regulations Division, Office of
General Counsel, Department of
Housing and Urban Development, 451
7th Street SW, Room 10276,
Washington, DC 20410–0500. Due to
security measures at the HUD
Headquarters building, an advance
appointment to review the docket file
must be scheduled by calling the
Regulations Division at 202–708–3055
(this is not a toll-free number). Hearingor speech-impaired individuals may
access this number through TTY by
calling the Federal Relay Service at 800–
877–8339 (this is a toll-free number).
John Gibbs,
Assistant Secretary for Community Planning
and Development.
[FR Doc. 2020–18242 Filed 8–19–20; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4210–67–P

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
[FWS–R4–ES–2020–N106;
FVHC98220410150–XXX–FF04H00000]

Louisiana Trustee Implementation
Group Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
Draft Restoration Plan and
Environmental Assessment #7:
Wetlands, Coastal, and Nearshore
Habitats; and Birds
Department of the Interior.
Notice of availability; request
for public comments.

AGENCY:
ACTION:

In accordance with the Oil
Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA); the
National Environmental Policy Act of
1969 (NEPA); the Final Programmatic
Damage Assessment Restoration Plan
and Final Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (Final PDARP/PEIS)
and Record of Decision; and the Consent
Decree, the federal and state natural
resource trustee agencies for the
Louisiana Trustee Implementation
Group (LA TIG) have prepared the
Louisiana Trustee Implementation
Group Draft Restoration Plan #7 and
Environmental Assessment: Wetlands,
Coastal and Nearshore Habitats; and
Birds (RP/EA #7). In the Draft RP/EA #7,
the LA TIG proposes projects to help
restore bird habitat and marshes injured
as a result of the Deepwater Horizon
(DWH) oil spill in the Louisiana
Restoration Area under the ‘‘Wetlands,
Coastal and Nearshore Habitats’’ and
‘‘Birds’’ restoration types described in
the Final PDARP/PEIS. The
approximate cost to implement the LA
TIG’s proposed project with five
preferred alternatives is $234,100,000.
We invite public comments on the Draft
RP/EA #7.
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STATE OF ALABAMA
PY2020 ACTION PLAN FOR CARES ACT
CDBG-CV GRANT PROGRAM FUNDS
INTRODUCTION
Pursuant to the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (the CARES Act) that was
passed by Congress and signed into law by President Trump on March 27, 2020, the State of
Alabama (the State) has been awarded the amounts of (1) $14,011,858 in Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) Round 1 funds (CDBG CV-1), (2) $15,068,316 in CDBG
Round 2 funds (CDBG CV-2), and (3) $11,379,612 in CDBG Round 3 funds (CDBG CV-3), for
a total award amount of $40,459,786 from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD). These CDBG CV-1, CDBG CV-2, and CDBG CV-3 funds are treated as
one CDBG-CV Program fund (CDBG-CV) in this Plan. On August 10, 2020, a 70-page Notice
issued by HUD was published in the Federal Register as FR-6218-N-01: Notice of Program
Rules, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements Under the CARES Act for Community
Development Block Grant Program Coronavirus Response Grants, Fiscal Year 2019 and 2020
Community Development Block Grants, and for Other Formula Programs (the HUD Notice).
The HUD Notice provides guidance pertaining to the State’s planning for and expenditure of
these CDBG-CV Program funds. The State’s Plan is as follows.
REQUIREMENTS
1.
The CDBG-CV Program funds will be subject to (i) the requirements of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974, as amended, unless provided otherwise in the CARES
Act and the HUD Notice, and (ii) approval by HUD of waivers to the Program that are allowed
under the CARES Act and that have been requested by the State, as they are identified in
Appendix B.
2.
The activities must address at least one of the required CDBG Program’s three national
objectives, which are:
a.
To benefit low-income and moderate-income persons, of which at least 51% must
be from low-income and moderate-income households, except for single family housing
activities which must benefit 100% low-income and moderate-income households;
b.
Aid in the prevention or elimination of slums and blight; or,
c.
Meet other urgent community needs posing a serious and immediate threat to the
health or welfare of the community where other financial resources are not available.
3.
In addition to meeting at least one of the three National Objectives listed above, the
CDBG-CV Program activities must meet the performance goals of preventing, preparing for, and
responding to the spread of infectious diseases such as COVID-19.
4.
Both entitlement and non-entitlement communities are eligible for the State’s CDBG-CV
Program funds, provided that the State’s non-entitlement communities receive no less than the
CDBG CV-1 allocation amount. The CDBG-CV Program’s 15 qualifying entitlement

communities (cities and counties) are comprised of Anniston, Auburn, Bessemer, Birmingham,
Decatur, Dothan, Florence, Gadsden, Huntsville, Mobile, Montgomery, Opelika, Tuscaloosa,
Jefferson County, and Mobile County.
METHOD OF ALLOCATION
The State’s plan for allocating the CDBG-CV Program funds is comprised of providing a block
of funds to each of the 15 qualifying entitlement communities (cities and counties) and the 65
remaining counties that do not include Jefferson County and Mobile County. Each of these 65
counties’ and the 15 qualifying entitlement communities’ allocations are based on the population
group under which each community falls. The county population is adjusted by subtracting the
population of any entitlement city within the county. These population groups and
corresponding CDBG-CV Program fund amounts are as follows:
Entitlement City Population Groups:
Population Range
20,000 to 45,000
45,001 to 100,000
100,001 to 225,000

Dollar Allocation
$500,000
$750,000
$1,500,000

Entitlement County Population Lump Sum Amounts (adjusted by deducting their
entitlement city population):
Population Range
Dollar Allocation
225,000 or less
$700,000
225,001 and over
$1,036,800 (available balance)
Non-entitlement County Population Groups:
Population Range
5,000 to 15,000
15,001 to 30,000
30,001 to 50,000
50,001 to 75,000
75,001 to 110,000
110,001 and over

Dollar Allocation
$200,000
$300,000
$400,000
$500,000
$600,000
$700,000

The proposed amount for each of the 15 qualifying entitlement communities (cities and counties)
and the 65 remaining counties are presented at Appendix A.
Allocations:
The total CDBG-CV Program allocations for the State are as follows:
CDBG CV-1
$14,011,858
CDBG CV-2
$15,068,316
CDBG CV-3
$11,379,612
Total
$40,459,786

As shown in Appendix A, the distribution of total CDBG-CV Program fund allocations among
the State’s 15 qualifying entitlement communities (cities and counties) and the 65 remaining
counties, and the State’s allowed allocation for Administration is as follows:
Entitlement Communities Total:
Non-entitlement Counties Total:
Subtotal:

$13,236,800
$25,200,000
$38,436,800

State Administration:

$2,022,986
$40,459,786

Total:

Note: The amounts shown in Appendix A are subject to change in order to correct any
inaccuracies as well as to address other reasons. The final distribution of funds among the
State’s 15 qualifying entitlement communities (cities and counties) and the 65 remaining
counties may change due to the recapture of funds and the redistribution of those funds as
addressed below under the Section entitled “Recaptured Funds.”
CDBG-CV PROGRAM CRITERIA
The award of the State’s CDBG-CV Program funds will be governed by the following criteria:
1.
Each county (including Jefferson and Mobile) must work with the non-entitlement cities
located within that respective county to agree on the CDBG-CV Program project activities which
the county is proposing to implement. As a minimum, the proposed activities must have the
support from at least two-thirds (2/3) of the local governing bodies representing two-thirds (2/3)
of the population within the county (exclusive of the county’s entitlement cities and their
populations). If a county fails to achieve this two-thirds (2/3) ratio of support for its proposed
project activities, that county will forfeit its CDBG-CV Program grant funds.
2.
Each county and entitlement community must consult with, and involve input from, the
local emergency management agency (EMA), the county public health department, and other
local health care providers in the planning process for their CDBG-CV Program project
activities.
3.
Each county and entitlement community must address how each proposed activity relates
to supporting local responses to infectious diseases such as the coronavirus disease 2019.
4.
Each proposed activity must identify the CDBG Program’s National Objective that the
activity will address.
5.
Within the respective county, the benefit for each proposed activity should, as much as
possible, extend to the entirety of all areas within the county.
6.
Each qualifying community to receive CDBG-CV Program funds may enter into a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with its contiguous/neighboring counties, and with the

entitlement communities located within the respective county, so as to create joint programs
designed to support local responses to infectious diseases, including the COVID-19 pandemic.
For such joint projects, the participating jurisdictions must designate only one community among
them that will serve as the lead community to submit the grant application and maintain
responsibility for implementing the funded grant.
7.
Any county, via an MOU, may allow a designated city that is located within that county
to take the lead in applying for and implementing the CDBG-CV Program grant funded
project(s) on behalf of that county if the designated city has the administrative capacity to
administer said project(s).
8.
A local government recipient of the CDBG-CV Program funds may spend a total of up to
ten percent (10%) of the allocated grant amount to administer the grant program. However, if a
funded project does not generate the required beneficiaries and/or does not otherwise meet one of
the CDBG Program’s National Objectives as is specified in the local government’s approved
CDBG-CV plan, that local government will be required to reimburse to ADECA all of the
CDBG-CV grant funds that have been drawn-down and expended on the funded project.
THRESHOLDS
The following thresholds will apply to communities seeking to apply for the CDBG-CV Program
grant funds:
1.
An entitlement community or a county may not apply for these funds if it has an
unresolved audit finding involving disallowed costs as the result of a determination made by a
private audit, an ADECA financial review, or an ADECA CDBG staff monitoring review. A
waiver may be provided in cases where the ADECA Director has reviewed the affected
entitlement community’s or county’s proposed response and has determined that repayments due
to the State are secured by an appropriate security instrument, stream of income, or other
adequate measures.
2.
An entitlement community or a county may not apply for these funds if it owes money to
the State or Federal government as the result of determinations made by a private audit, an
ADECA financial review, or an ADECA CDBG staff monitoring review. A waiver may be
provided in cases where the ADECA Director has determined that repayments due to the State
are secured by an appropriate security instrument, stream of income, or other adequate measures.
3.
An entitlement community’s or a county’s proposed CDBG-CV Program grant project
must stand alone to serve the proposed beneficiaries without the need for additional funds that
are not shown in the entitlement community’s or county’s grant application, unless the other
necessary funds are known of and verifiable by the State.
4.
An entitlement community or a county grant applicant must demonstrate to ADECA the
ability to maintain and operate facilities that are to be funded from the CDBG-CV Program grant
funds.

5.
An entitlement community or a county grant applicant must not have been deemed by the
State to lack the capacity to implement a grant project that is to be funded from the CDBG-CV
Program grant funds.
6.
For any issue or subject not addressed in this Plan, or in the case of conflicting issues, the
ADECA Director will make a final ruling based on the precedents, established practices, or other
information determined to be in the best interests of the State. The ADECA Director may
provide a waiver from these Thresholds or other requirements if specific situations merit
granting such a waiver.
RECAPTURED FUNDS
All CDBG-CV Program unobligated, de-obligated, unexpended, or disallowed expenditures will
become recaptured funds. Identified below are circumstances wherein these funds may become
recaptured funds to the State.
1.
During the allotted time period announced by the State, any entitlement community or
county that fails to submit to ADECA a grant application/plan that details the use of that local
government’s CDBG-CV Program grant funds will forfeit its allocation of those funds.
2.
If an entitlement community’s or county’s submitted plan is deemed by ADECA as
requiring modifications and/or corrections, that community will be granted a set amount of time
to make such modifications/corrections and to resubmit the plan to ADECA. If the community
fails to accomplish such changes, the community will forfeit its allocation of the CDBG-CV
Program funds.
3.
The ADECA Director, at his or her discretion, may use an appropriate amount of funds
from the Recaptured Fund to accomplish the objectives of the CARES Act, including the
following:
a.
Provide funds to a community that has shown strong need for additional funds;
b.
Provide funds to a community that has shown both good grant program results
and good grant fund expenditure rates;
c.
Provide funds to another State agency or a nonprofit entity in order to implement
a specific CDBG-CV Program activity or project; and
d.
Engage ADECA to directly implement specific CDBG-CV Program activities.
APPLICATIONS FOR CDBG-CV PROGRAM FUNDS
The CDBG-CV Program’s grant funds will be distributed by ADECA to the entitlement
community and county grant applicants through a noncompetitive allocation process. These
communities may submit to ADECA one (1) grant application which may contain one (1) or
more eligible activities that are designed to prevent, prepare for, and/or respond to the COVID19 pandemic and other infectious diseases in order to meet a single need or multiple needs.
ADECA will provide guidance, a format, and a timeline for the submission of grant applications
for these funds via a virtual workshop and/or additional digital means.

The submitted grant applications will be reviewed by ADECA staff to ensure that each proposed
program activity will, at the least:
1.
Be eligible and will address a CDBG Program National Objective;
2.
Meet the CDBG-CV Program’s performance goals of preventing, preparing for,
and responding to the COVID-19 pandemic and other infectious diseases; and
3.
Be financially and operationally feasible.
Each submitted grant application must contain required certifications, assurances, and other
documentation that show that the general public was provided an opportunity to review and
comment on the local government grant applicant’s plan for expenditure of the CDBG-CV
Program funds. For the counties, each submitted grant application must show that at least
two-thirds (2/3) of the non-entitlement local governing bodies representing two-thirds (2/3) of
the non-entitlement population within that county are supportive of the grant applicant’s said
plan. In addition, the documentation must show that each entitlement community or county
grant applicant has consulted with, and has included input from, the local emergency
management agency (EMA), the county public health department, and other local health care
officials and providers during the planning process for the CDBG-CV grant funded project(s).
An entitlement community or a county whose grant application (i) does not contain all of the
required documentation, or (ii) is not clear about compliance with the CDBG Program’s National
Objectives, or (iii) is not clear about the eligibility of a program activity, will be given an
opportunity to make modifications/corrections and changes to its grant application within an
allotted time period so as to render said grant application acceptable to ADECA. Upon
ADECA’s approval of the grant application and award of the grant funds, the entitlement
community or county shall begin to implement its plan strictly in adherence with its approved
grant application. Should it become necessary for a grant recipient to amend its approved grant
application’s planned program activities, that local government shall be required to follow
ADECA’s CDBG Policy Letter No. 2 (Revision 6) governing program changes and amendments
in requesting approval from the State.
ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES
All CDBG Program activities eligible under the Housing and Community Development Act of
1974, as amended, are eligible under the State’s CDBG-CV Program. However, as a practical
matter, not all eligible activities will serve to meet the performance goals of the CARES Act
designed to prevent, prepare for, and respond to the COVID-19 pandemic and other infectious
diseases. Appendix C provides a list of potential program activities that could serve to further
the performance goals of the CARES Act.

APPENDIX A
CDBG-CV Program Fund Allocations
Among Alabama’s Entitlement Communities and Counties
Name of
Entitlement
Community

Population of
Entitlement
Community

Birmingham
212,021
Montgomery
200,156
Huntsville
193,663
Mobile
191,485
Tuscaloosa
98,881
Dothan
67,872
Auburn
62,996
Decatur
54,617
Florence
40,104
Gadsden
35,624
Opelika
29,798
Bessemer
26,759
Anniston
21,924
Jefferson County 659,892
Mobile County
414,659
Total for Entitlement Communities
Name of
County
Shelby County
Baldwin County
Madison County
Tuscaloosa
County
Marshall County
Calhoun County
Limestone
County
St. Clair County
Cullman County
Elmore County
Talladega
County
DeKalb County

Population of
County

Adjusted
Population of
Entitlement
County

423,232
223,174

CDBG-CV Amount

$1,500,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$750,000.00
$750,000.00
$750,000.00
$750,000.00
$500,000.00
$500,000.00
$500,000.00
$500,000.00
$500,000.00
$1,036,800.00
$700,000.00
$13,236,800.00

211,261
208,107
357,560
206,213

Adjusted
Population of
County
211,261
208,107
165,834
107,332

CDBG-CV Amount
$700,000.00
$700,000.00
$700,000.00
$600,000.00

95,145
115,098
93,052

95,145
93,174
91,028

$600,000.00
$600,000.00
$600,000.00

87,306
82,313
81,212
80,565

87,306
82,313
81,212
80,565

$600,000.00
$600,000.00
$600,000.00
$600,000.00

71,200

71,200

$500,000.00

Etowah County
Lee County
Morgan County
Walker County
Russell County
Blount County
Autauga County
Colbert County
Lauderdale
County
Jackson County
Coffee County
Dale County
Chilton County
Tallapoosa
County
Dallas County
Houston County
Covington
County
Escambia
County
Chambers
County
Pike County
Lawrence
County
Franklin County
Marion County
Montgomery
County
Geneva County
Cherokee
County
Barbour County
Clarke County
Winston County
Randolph
County
Bibb County
Monroe County
Pickens County
Butler County
Marengo County
Macon County

102,939
159,287
119,122
64,493
58,213
57,645
55,200
54,495
92,585

67,315
66,493
64,592
64,493
58,213
57,645
55,200
54,495
52,481

$500,000.00
$500,000.00
$500,000.00
$500,000.00
$500,000.00
$500,000.00
$500,000.00
$500,000.00
$500,000.00

52,094
51,288
49,255
43,930
40,636

52,094
51,288
47,999
43,930
40,636

$500,000.00
$500,000.00
$400,000.00
$400,000.00
$400,000.00

40,029
104,352
37,351

40,029
37,743
37,351

$400,000.00
$400,000.00
$400,000.00

37,328

37,328

$400,000.00

33,826

33,826

$400,000.00

33,403
33,171

33,403
33,171

$400,000.00
$400,000.00

31,542
29,965
226,941

31,542
29,965
26,785

$400,000.00
$300,000.00
$300,000.00

26,491
25,853

26,491
25,853

$300,000.00
$300,000.00

25,782
24,387
23,875
22,574

25,782
24,387
23,875
22,574

$300,000.00
$300,000.00
$300,000.00
$300,000.00

22,527
21,512
20,298
20,025
19,538
19,054

22,527
21,512
20,298
20,025
19,538
19,054

$300,000.00
$300,000.00
$300,000.00
$300,000.00
$300,000.00
$300,000.00

Henry County
17,124
Washington
16,643
County
Fayette County
16,585
Cleburne County 14,938
Hale County
14,887
Lamar County
13,933
Crenshaw
13,865
County
Clay County
13,378
Choctaw County 13,075
Sumter County
12,985
Conecuh County 12,514
Coosa County
10,855
Wilcox County
10,809
Bullock County 10,352
Lowndes County 10,236
Perry County
9,486
Greene County
8,426
Total for Counties

17,117
16,643

$300,000.00
$300,000.00

16,585
14,938
14,887
13,933
13,865

$300,000.00
$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$200,000.00

13,378
13,075
12,985
12,514
10,855
10,809
10,352
10,236
9,486
8,426

$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$200,000.00
$25,200,000.00

APPENDIX B
HUD Waivers To CDBG-CV Program Allowed Under The CARES Act
As Requested By The State Of Alabama
According to (i) the text within the CARES Act that was passed by Congress and signed into law
by President Trump on March 27, 2020 in response to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention’s January 21, 2020 confirmation of the first coronavirus case in the United States,
(ii) the subsequent HUD-issued April 9, 2020 Memorandum entitled “CARES Act Flexibilities
for CDBG Funds Used to Support Coronavirus Response and Plan Amendment Waiver,” and
(iii) the subsequent HUD-issued August 10, 2020 FR-6218-N-01: Notice of Program Rules,
Waivers, and Alternative Requirements Under the CARES Act for Community Development
Block Grant Program Coronavirus Response Grants, Fiscal Year 2019 and 2020 Community
Development Block Grants, and for Other Formula Programs that was published in the Federal
Register, along with HUD’s telephonic discussions and webinars with the States conducted on
August 14, 2020 and September 9, 2020, HUD was provided explicit authorization to allow
waivers within the CDBG-CV Program to the States in any program areas that do not pertain to
“fair housing, nondiscrimination, labor standards, and the environment.” ADECA has submitted
to HUD the following request for specific waivers which will enable the most effective and
efficient allocation and timely expenditure of CDBG-CV Program funds within the State of
Alabama, while ensuring that the overarching objectives of the CDBG Program are maintained.
ADECA has given consideration to information contained within the CARES Act and the
subsequent guidance issued by HUD. Stated herein this Appendix B are waivers that the State of
Alabama/ADECA intends to exercise with its CDBG-CV Program allocations. Specifically, the
State of Alabama/ADECA will utilize the waivers that are numbered 1 through 4 below – which
waivers are already included in HUD’s August 10, 2020 Federal Register Notice. Additionally,
the State of Alabama/ADECA has requested to utilize the waivers that are numbered 5 through 8
below – which waivers will allow the State of Alabama/ADECA to optimize the use of the
CDBG-CV Program funds to prevent, prepare for, and respond to the COVID-19 pandemic and
other infectious diseases.
1. Citizen Participation Public Comment Period for a Consolidated Plan Amendment.
Requirement: 30-day Public Comment Period.
Citation: 24 CFR §91.105(c)(2) and (k), 24 CFR §91.115(c)(2) and (i), 24 CFR §91.401,
and HUD’s August 10, 2020 Federal Register Notice FR-6218-N-01: Notice of Program Rules,
Waivers, and Alternative Requirements Under the CARES Act for Community Development
Block Grant Program Coronavirus Response Grants, Fiscal Year 2019 and 2020 Community
Development Block Grants, and for Other Formula Programs.
Explanation: A HUD Community Planning and Development (CPD) grant recipient may
amend an approved Consolidated Plan in accordance with 24 CFR §91.505. Substantial
amendments to the Consolidated Plan are subject to the citizen participation process contained in
the grant recipient’s Citizen Participation Plan (CPP). The CPP must provide citizens with 30
days to comment on substantial amendments to plans.
Justification: Given the need to expedite actions to respond to COVID-19, HUD waives
24 CFR §91.105(c)(2) and (k), and 24 CFR §91.115(c)(2) and (i), as specified below, in order to

balance the need to respond quickly to the growing spread and effects of COVID-19 with the
statutory requirement to provide reasonable notice and opportunity for citizens to comment on a
plan’s substantial amendment(s) concerning the proposed uses of CDBG, ESG, HOME,
HOPWA, or HTF funds.
Applicability: This 30-day minimum for the required public comment period is waived
for substantial amendments to plans, provided that no less than 5 days are provided for public
comments on each substantial amendment to a plan. The waiver is available through the end of
the recipient’s 2020 program year. The State of Alabama/ADECA intends to utilize this option.
Additionally, any grant recipient desiring to undertake further amendments to prior years’ plans
following PY2020 can do so during the development of its PY2021 Annual Action Plan.
2. Citizen Participation Reasonable Notice and Opportunity to Comment.
Requirement: Reasonable Notice and Opportunity to Comment.
Citation: 24 CFR §91.105(c)(2) and (k), 24 CFR §91.115(c)(2) and (i), 24 CFR §91.401,
and HUD’s August 10, 2020 Federal Register Notice FR-6218-N-01: Notice of Program Rules,
Waivers, and Alternative Requirements Under the CARES Act for Community Development
Block Grant Program Coronavirus Response Grants, Fiscal Year 2019 and 2020 Community
Development Block Grants, and for Other Formula Programs.
Explanation: As indicated above, the regulations at 24 CFR §91.105 (for local
governments) and 24 CFR §91.115 (for State governments) set forth the CPP requirements for
grant recipients. For substantial amendments to the Consolidated Plan, the regulations require
the grant recipient to follow its CPP to provide citizens with reasonable notice and opportunity to
comment. The CPP must state how reasonable notice and opportunity to comment will be given.
Justification: HUD recognizes that the efforts to contain the COVID-19 pandemic
require limiting public gatherings of large groups of people – such as those often used to obtain
citizen participation, and that there is a need to respond quickly to the growing spread and effects
of COVID-19. Therefore, HUD waives 24 CFR §91.105(c)(2) and (k), 24 CFR §91.115(c)(2)
and (i), and 24 CFR §91.401 as specified below to allow these grant recipients to determine what
constitutes “reasonable notice” and “opportunity to comment” given their circumstances.
Applicability: This authority is in effect through the end of the recipient’s 2020 program
year. The State of Alabama/ADECA intends to utilize this option. Additionally, the State of
Alabama/ADECA intends to utilize virtual public hearing methods and mechanisms (such as
WebEx calls) through which ADECA will conduct the required public hearing(s) and five (5)
day public comment period(s) for its CDBG-CV substantial amendment(s) to the State’s Plan.
3. Eligible Entities.
Requirement: Only the units of local government – including both the entitlement and
non-entitlement communities – are eligible for CDBG-CV funds.
Citation: 24 CFR §570.4(a), and HUD’s August 10, 2020 Federal Register Notice FR6218-N-01: Notice of Program Rules, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements Under the
CARES Act for Community Development Block Grant Program Coronavirus Response
Grants, Fiscal Year 2019 and 2020 Community Development Block Grants, and for Other
Formula Programs.
Explanation: CDBG program regulations prohibit State governments or non-profit
entities from being the recipient of CDBG funding. Similarly, CDBG-CV funding would be so
limited in availability.

Justification: Within the State of Alabama, the COVID-19 response has been originated
and coordinated primarily by Alabama’s Governor and the State government agencies. To
ensure that effective and efficient coordination is maintained and furthered by ADECA, the State
of Alabama/ADECA intends to utilize this option of a waiver to the provisions contained in 24
CFR §570.480(a) and HUD’s August 10, 2020, Federal Register Notice FR-6218-N-01 requiring
that local governments are the only eligible recipients of the CDBG grant funds. Specifically,
the State of Alabama/ADECA intends to utilize this option that State government agencies who
are leading the State’s COVID-19 response and recovery efforts, as well as the non-profit and/or
for-profit hospitals and non-profit entities that are specifically involved in the COVID-19
response, may be grant recipients of CDBG-CV funding through the State of Alabama’s CDBGCV allocation.
4. Pre-Agreement Cost Approval.
Requirement: The State may permit a unit of local government to incur costs for CDBG
activities before the establishment of a formal grant relationship between the State and that unit
of local government, and these pre-agreement costs may be charged to the grant if the activities
are eligible. Also, the State may incur costs prior to entering into a grant agreement with HUD,
and the State may charge those pre-agreement costs to the grant, provided that the activities are
eligible.
Citation: 24 CFR §570.489(b), 24 CFR Part 58, the citizen participation requirements of
24 CFR Part 91, and HUD’s August 10, 2020 Federal Register Notice FR-6218-N-01: Notice of
Program Rules, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements Under the CARES Act for Community
Development Block Grant Program Coronavirus Response Grants, Fiscal Year 2019 and 2020
Community Development Block Grants, and for Other Formula Programs.
Explanation: States and local governments may incur pre-agreement costs prior to
entering into a grant agreement, provided that the requirements of environmental review and
citizen participation are met.
Justification: Given that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention confirmed the
first coronavirus case in the United States on January 21, 2020, the State of Alabama/ADECA
intends to utilize this option of a waiver effective January 21, 2020 as the date triggering the preagreement cost approval.
5. Low-Income and Moderate-Income Persons.
Requirement: The terms “persons of low and moderate income” and “low- and
moderate-income persons” is defined as meaning “families and individuals whose incomes do
not exceed 80 percent of the median income of the area involved, as determined by the [HUD]
Secretary with adjustments for smaller and larger families”.
Citation: The Housing and Community Development Act at §102(a)(20), 42 USC
§5302(a)(20)(A), and HUD’s August 10, 2020 Federal Register Notice FR-6218-N-01: Notice
of Program Rules, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements Under the CARES Act for
Community Development Block Grant Program Coronavirus Response Grants, Fiscal Year
2019 and 2020 Community Development Block Grants, and for Other Formula Programs.
Explanation: ADECA requests a waiver to permit the State of Alabama to use income
limits of 120 percent of the median income of the area involved.
Justification: The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted all communities across the State of
Alabama. ADECA respects and supports the intent of CDBG funds being expended to assist

low-income and moderate-income persons through the State’s COVID-19 response efforts. For
that reason, the State of Alabama/ADECA requests a waiver to allow the State of Alabama’s
CDBG-CV Program to reflect the 120 percent income limits.
6. National Objective of Urgent Need.
Requirement: Currently, activities that qualify under the CDBG Program’s National
Objective of “Urgent Need” must meet several criteria – as follows: (i) the existing conditions
must pose a serious and immediate threat to the health or welfare of the community; (ii) the
existing conditions must be of recent origin or recently became urgent (generally, within the past
18 months); (iii) the grantee is unable to finance the activity on its own; and (iv) other sources of
funding are not available.
Citation: 24 CFR §570.483(d) or 24 CFR §570.208(c), and HUD’s August 10, 2020
Federal Register Notice FR-6218-N-01: Notice of Program Rules, Waivers, and Alternative
Requirements Under the CARES Act for Community Development Block Grant Program
Coronavirus Response Grants, Fiscal Year 2019 and 2020 Community Development Block
Grants, and for Other Formula Programs.
Explanation: This waiver request is to expand the definition of “urgent need” as was
done for the CDBG-DR Program. Under the CDBG-DR Program, a new “Urgent Need
Mitigation” (UNM) National Objective requires activities funded with the CDBG-MIT grant to
result in
(i) measurable and verifiable reductions in the risk of loss of life and property from future
disasters, and (ii) yielding community development benefits.
Justification: The State of Alabama/ADECA’s waiver request is that an expanded
definition be allowed for activities related to COVID-19 to “prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus”. Throughout Alabama, many areas have experienced very serious health issues,
and in some areas a high number of deaths have resulted from COVID-19. Because the purpose
of the CARES Act is to provide health care resources to fight COVID-19, an expanded definition
of “urgent need” to address these health issues will allow the State to respond to needs being
experienced throughout Alabama.
7. Limited Clientele.
Requirement: The term “limited clientele” is defined as a benefit to a group of persons
who are generally presumed to be principally of low- and moderate-income (LMI). This
presumption covers abused children, battered spouses, elderly persons, severely disabled adults,
homeless persons, illiterate adults, persons living with AIDS, and migrant farm workers. Use of
this term may also require documentation on family size and income level in order to show that
at least 51 percent of the clientele are LMI persons, or have income eligibility requirements
limiting the activity to LMI persons only, or be of such a nature and in such a location that it can
be concluded that clients are primarily LMI persons.
Citation: 24 CFR §570.208(a)(2)(i), and HUD’s August 10, 2020 Federal Register
Notice FR-6218-N-01: Notice of Program Rules, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements
Under the CARES Act for Community Development Block Grant Program Coronavirus
Response Grants, Fiscal Year 2019 and 2020 Community Development Block Grants, and for
Other Formula Programs.
Explanation: The State of Alabama/ADECA’s waiver request is to expand the definition
of “limited clientele” to include a health care provision. Some examples of activities that qualify

under the “limited clientele” category already include (i) acquisition of a building to be
converted into a shelter for the homeless, (ii) rehabilitation of a center for training severely
disabled persons to enable them to live independently, (iii) clearance of a structure from the
future site of a neighborhood center that will exclusively serve the elderly, and (iv) public
services activities such as the provision of health services.
Justification: This waiver request is twofold. First, the State of Alabama/ADECA seeks
to expand the definition of “limited clientele” so as to include the provision of health care as an
eligible category for serving “limited clientele” beneficiaries for the purpose of enabling the
CDBG-CV funds to be used to allow for the delivery of services to the citizens of Alabama who
are being impacted by COVID-19. Second, the expansion of the definition of “limited clientele”
will allow public facility activities (such as construction of broadband) to qualify as an allowable
activity to address citizens’ COVID-19 health needs.
8. National Objective of Low-Income and Moderate-Income Beneficiaries.
Requirement: At least 70 percent of CDBG funds must assist activities that meet the
Low-Income and Moderate-Income National Objective.
Citation: The Housing and Community Development Act at §101(c), 42 USC §5301(c),
24 CFR §570.200(a)(3), and HUD’s August 10, 2020 Federal Register Notice FR-6218-N-01:
Notice of Program Rules, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements Under the CARES Act for
Community Development Block Grant Program Coronavirus Response Grants, Fiscal Year
2019 and 2020 Community Development Block Grants, and for Other Formula Programs.
Explanation: The State of Alabama/ADECA’s waiver request is to allow a program
activity to qualify under any of the three National Objectives without a specific percentage target
for low-income and moderate-income persons. There is a need to assist all of the citizens of
Alabama during this COVID-19 pandemic, not just those citizens who are of at least 51% lowincome and moderate-income.
Justification: Many COVID-19 eligible activities that are included in the Quick Guide
issued by HUD to support infectious disease response are not possible, if not challenging.
Activities such as (i) the construction of a testing and diagnosis or treatment facility, or
(ii) acquiring and rehabilitating a commercial or closed school building to provide a group living
facility for patients undergoing treatment or to accommodate the isolation of patients during their
recovery, cannot be appropriately or wisely targeted towards the low-income and moderateincome persons at the exclusion of those other persons who are impacted by the COVID-19 virus
but who would not qualify as low-income and moderate-income beneficiaries. The containment
of the COVID-19 virus dictates that as widely as possible, all persons who are impacted by the
virus be qualified to participate under the National Objective of Urgent Need.

APPENDIX C
CDBG-CV PROGRAM ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES
All proposed activities under the CDBG-CV Program must assist towards preventing, preparing
for, or responding to the COVID-19 pandemic and other infectious diseases. Examples of such
activities include:
1.

Acquire, rehabilitate, or construct a testing, diagnosis, or treatment facility/clinic.

2.
Acquire, rehabilitate, or construct a group living facility that may be used to centralize
patients undergoing treatment.
3.
Acquire or rehabilitate a hotel, motel, or large open facility that can be converted into a
facility to accommodate isolation of patients during recovery, or hospital workers from infecting
family members.
4.
Provide grants or loans to support new businesses or business expansion to create jobs
due to a rise in unemployment caused by a pandemic, including jobs to manufacture medical
supplies necessary to respond to infectious disease.
5.
Avoid and/or restore job loss caused by business closures related to public order or social
distancing by providing short-term working capital assistance to small businesses to enable
retention of jobs held by low-income and moderate-income persons.
6.

Provide testing, diagnosis, or other services at a fixed or mobile location.

7.
Increase the capacity and availability of targeted health services for infectious disease
response within existing health facilities.
8.
Provide equipment, supplies, and materials necessary to carry-out a public service to
cause testing, diagnosis, treatment, and/or prevention of the spread of the virus.
9.
Provide grants for expansion of broadband services and/or to create fixed or mobile hot
spots for distance learning, telemedicine, or teleworking.
10.
Provide grants for extension of public water and sewer services in areas lacking such
services in efforts to promote good hygiene to prevent the spread of infectious virus.
11.
Provide rental and utility assistance to prevent dislocation and eviction of families due to
the loss of income caused by business shutdown or other valid reasons.
12.
Extend assistance to nonprofits, such as food banks, in efforts to facilitate distribution of
foods to low-income and moderate-income persons or other limited clientele groups impacted by
the spread of infectious virus.

13.
Provide a public service to prevent, prepare for, assist with, and respond to infectious
diseases.
_____________________End of PY2020 CDBG-CV Action Plan_____________________

The State of Alabama/ADECA will review any activities not listed above to determine
whether the activity is eligible for CDBG-CV funds.

STATE OF ALABAMA
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT – CV PROGRAM
FY 2020 APPLICATION

Please Mail the Original Application to:
Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs
401 Adams Avenue, Suite 592
Montgomery, Alabama 36104
ATTN: CDBG-CV Application
Telephone: (334) 242-5370
www.adeca.alabama.gov

Applications are due April 1, 2021, by 4:00 pm.

FOR ADECA USE ONLY

Grant Number:

ALABAMA CDBG-CV APPLICATION SUMMARY FORM
Applicant Name:
If this application represents collaboration between two or more Approved Communities, Applicant
listed above must be the same as designated in the Local Government Collaborative Agreement.
Please name all collaborators and attach a copy of the Agreement: _____________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Chief Elected Official:

AL

Mailing Address:

STREET
CITY

ST

Phone Number:

AL

ZIP

E-mail Address:

COUNTY:

FEIN:

DUNS No.:

SAM.gov Expiration Date:

Amount Requested:

$

If the amount requested is less than the allocated amount, does the Applicant intend to apply for the
balance?
Yes
No
Other Funds:

$

Source:

Federal Congressional District: __________ / __________
State District:

(Senate) ______ / ______ / ______

Total Beneficiaries:
Type of Beneficiaries:
National Objective:

(House) ______ / ______ / ______

No. of LMI Bnf: __________________
Area Wide

Direct
LMI

Urgent Need

% of LMI Bnf:

Limited Clientele
Slum and Blight

Contact Person/Grant Writer:
Firm or Organization:
Mailing Address:
City, State & Zip:
Phone / E-mail Address:
List Activities:
Project Location:

CITY

STATE

ZIP

/

___________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

CERTIFICATIONS
(a)

A resolution passed by the Approved Non-Entitlement County or Entitlement
Community on ______________ has authorized the filing of this application by the Chief
Elected Official.

(b)

The public was informed about the local community development program
including the proposed filing of this application in a public hearing held on
_______________ at _____________________________________________________.

(c)

The information presented in this application is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge.

(d)

I certify that:
1.

The Applicant will minimize displacement of persons as a result of activities with
CDBG-CV funds and will assist persons actually displaced as a result of such
activities.

2.

The Applicant’s program will be conducted and administered in conformance with
Public Law 88-352 and Public Law 90-284, and the Applicant will affirmatively
further fair housing.

3.

The Applicant has conducted a Four-Factor Analysis to identify any limited English
proficiency persons and if required is conducting all citizen participation activities
in compliance with a locally adopted Language Access Plan.

4.

The Applicant has held a public participation hearing to obtain the views of citizens
on needs to prevent, prepare for, or respond to COVID-19 or other infectious
diseases.

5.

The Applicant has furnished citizens information concerning the amount of funds
available for proposed CDBG-CV activities that may be undertaken including the
estimated amount of funds proposed to be used for activities.

6.

The Applicant has made available to the public a summary of the proposed project
to afford affected citizens an opportunity to comment.

7.

The Applicant will provide citizens with reasonable notice of, and opportunity to
comment on, any substantial change proposed to be made in the use of CDBG-CV
funds.

8.

The Applicant will not attempt to recover any capital costs of public improvements
assisted in whole or in part with CDBG-CV funds by assessing any amount against
properties owned and occupied by persons of very low, low- and moderate-income.
If a fee or assessment is required, the Applicant will use CDBG-CV funds to pay
the proportion of such fee or assessment that relates to the capital costs of such
public improvements that are financed from revenue sources other than CDBG-CV
funds. The Applicant through proper certification to the State may assess any
amounts against properties owned and occupied by persons of moderate income
who are not persons of very low or low income if the Applicant lacks sufficient
funds received under the CDBG-CV program to pay those costs.

9.
(e)

The Applicant is
is not
(please check one) delinquent on any State/Federal
debt (If answered "is", attach explanation).

I further certify that the Applicant is following a detailed Citizen Participation
Plan which:
1.

provides for and encourages citizen participation, with particular emphasis on
participation by persons of low- and moderate-income who are residents of slum
and blight areas and of areas in which Section 106 funds are proposed to be used,
and in the case of a grantee described in Section 106(a), provides for participation
of residents in low- and moderate-income neighborhoods as defined by the local
jurisdiction;

2.

provides citizens with reasonable and timely access to local meetings, information,
and records relating to the grantee's proposed use of funds, as required by
regulations of the Secretary, and relating to the actual use of funds under this title;

3.

provides for technical assistance to groups representative of persons of low- and
moderate-income that request such assistance in developing proposals with the level
and type of assistance to be determined by the grantee;

4.

provides for public hearings to obtain citizen views and to respond to proposals and
questions at all stages of the community development program, including at least
the development of needs, the review of proposed activities and review of program
performance, which hearings shall be held after adequate notice, at times and
locations convenient to potential or actual beneficiaries, and with accommodation
for the handicapped;

5.

provides for a timely written answer to written complaints and grievances, within
15 working days where practicable;

6.

identifies how the needs of non-English speaking residents will be met in the case
of public hearings where a significant number of non-English speaking residents
can be reasonably expected to participate; and

7.

provides citizens with reasonable advance notice of, and opportunity to comment
on, proposed activities not previously described in the community development-CV
application, and for activities which are proposed to be deleted or substantially
changed in terms of purpose, scope, location, or beneficiaries.

___________________________
Mayor/Chairman

_____________________
Date

CDBG-CV GRANT APPLICATION
1.

Impact Assessment
Provide an assessment of the impact that the COVID-19 pandemic has had on the
community in terms of healthcare crisis, loss of jobs, loss of income, housing,
homelessness, reduced tax base, food insecurity, business closures, and other factors.

2.

Proposed Actions
Describe the measures which the community proposes to undertake to address and
minimize the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and other infectious diseases.

3.

Local Officials Involvement
Explain the process by which the community incorporated input from the public health
officials, local emergency management agency, medical community, and the public.

4.

Activity Description
Provide a description of specific activities which the community proposes to implement
to prevent, prepare for, and respond to the COVID-19 pandemic and other infectious
diseases. Include detailed cost estimates, maps, drawings, photos, and other relevant
information to fully explain the proposed project activity(ies). For any additional funds
required for the completion of the activity(ies), document and confirm the availability of
the funds. Complete the “CDBG-CV Budget Report” in its entirety. (If the budget is less
than the allocated amount, please indicate if the Applicant intends to apply for the
balance. The balance must be applied for in the following six months after this
application is submitted.)

5.

Beneficiary Information
Complete the "Project Beneficiary Table" identifying the proposed beneficiaries
associated with each activity. Explain the methodology used to determine the
beneficiaries. ADECA may grant approval of project activities on a case-by-case basis
for activities that address a national objective other than benefit to 51% LMI persons.

6.

Community Support (FOR COUNTY OR COLLABORATIVE APPLICATIONS ONLY)
Provide verification that at least two-thirds (2/3) of the local governing bodies
representing two-thirds (2/3) of the population within the County (exclusive of the
County’s entitlement cities and their populations) support the CDBG-CV Program
Application. (Attach agreement)

7.

Additional Activities
Identify inclusive costs of other programs, activities, and services or the expansion of
such items proposed here in this application if additional funds were to be made available
outside the allocated amount.

CDBG-CV Budget
(fillable form)

Activity

CDBG-CV Funds

Other Funds

(identify below)

Total Activity Cost

Acquisition

$ 0.00

Rehabilitation

$ 0.00

Construction

$ 0.00

Engineering/Architecture

$ 0.00

Business Grant/Loan

$ 0.00

Equipment

$ 0.00

Health Services

$ 0.00

Broadband Services

$ 0.00

Water Infrastructure

$ 0.00

Sewer Infrastructure

$ 0.00

Rental Assistance

$ 0.00

Utility Assistance

$ 0.00

Food Distribution

$ 0.00

Public Services

$ 0.00
$ 0.00

$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00

$ 0.00
$ 0.00
Subtotal

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

General Program Admin.

Total
Identify Source of Other Funds:

$ 0.00

$ 0.00
$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

PROJECT BENEFICIARY TABLE
For each proposed activity listed below, quantify the direct beneficiaries and indicate (by number, household, and
percent) their respective income level, race, ethnicity, etc., in the appropriate classifications.

Activity

Total
People

Race, Ethnicity, Etc.

Total
People

Total
HH

Very Low Income
(A)
% of
People
HH
Total
People

Activity 1
Total
Total
HH
Hispanic
People

Total
Hispanic
HH

Low Income
(B)
% of
Total
People

People

HH

Total
People

Activity 2
Total
Total
HH
Hispanic
People

Moderate Income
(C)
% of
People
HH
Total
People

Total
Hispanic
HH

Total
People

Total LMI
(A+B+C)
People

% of
Total
People

HH

Activity 3
Total
Total
HH
Hispanic
People

Total
Hispanic
HH

White
Black / African Am
Asian
American Indian /
Alaskan Native
Native Hawaiian /
Other Pacific Is
Am Indian / Alaskan
Native & White
Asian & White
Black / African
American & White
Am Indian / Alaskan
& Black / African Am
Other Multi-Racial
Disabled
Female-Headed HH

Note: 1. Applicants proposing projects with more than three activities should use additional copies of this table.

ALABAMA COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM
CERTIFIED ASSURANCES
General Assurances
As the duly authorized representative of the applicant, I certify that the applicant:
1.

Has the legal authority to apply for Federal assistance, and the institutional, managerial
and financial capability (including funds sufficient to pay the non-Federal share of project
costs) to ensure proper planning, management and completion of the project described in
this application.

2.

Will give the awarding agency, the Comptroller General of the United States, and the
State, through any authorized representative, access to and the right to examine all
records, books, papers, or documents related to the assistance; and will establish a proper
accounting system in accordance with generally accepted accounting standards or agency
directives.

3.

Will not dispose of, modify the use of, or change the terms of the real property title, or
other interest in the site and facilities without permission and instructions from the
awarding agency. Will record the Federal interest in the title of real property in
accordance with awarding agency directives and will include a covenant in the title of
real property in whole or in part with Federal assistance funds to assure
nondiscrimination during the useful life of the project.

4.

Will comply with the requirements of the assistance awarding agency with regard to the
drafting, review, and approval of construction plans and specifications.

5.

Will provide and maintain competent and adequate engineering supervision at the
construction site to ensure that the complete work conforms with the approved plans and
specifications and will furnish progress reports and such other information as may be
required by the assistance awarding agency or State.

6.

Will initiate and complete the work within the applicable time frame after receipt of
approval by the awarding agency.

7.

Will establish safeguards to prohibit employees from using their positions for a purpose
that constitutes or presents the appearance of personal or organizational conflict of
interest, or personal gain.

8.

Will comply with the Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970 (42 U.S.C. 4728-4763)
relating the prescribed standards for merit systems for programs funded under one of the
nineteen statutes or regulations specified in Appendix A of OPM's Standards for a Merit
System of Personnel Administration (5 C.F.R. 900, Subpart F).

9.

Will comply with the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, as amended;
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (the CARES Act) of March 27,
2020; Federal Register Notice FR-6218-N-01: Notice of Program Rules, Waivers, and
Alternative Requirements Under the CARES Act for Community Development Block
Grant Program Coronavirus Response Grants, Fiscal Year 2019 and 2020 Community
Development Block Grants, and for Other Formula Programs (the HUD Notice) of
August 10, 2020; and other applicable Federal and State laws, rules and policies.

10.

Will comply with the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act (42 U.S.C. 4801 et
seq.) which prohibits the use of lead-based paint in the construction or rehabilitation of
residential structures.

11.

Will comply with all Federal statutes relating to nondiscrimination. These include but are
not limited to: (a) Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (P.L. 88-352) which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin; (b) Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972, as amended (20 U.S.C. 1681-1683, and 1685-1686) which
prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex; (c) Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, as amended (29 U.S.C. 794) which prohibits discrimination on the basis of
handicaps; (d) the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, as amended (42 U.S.C. 6101-6107)
which prohibits discrimination on the basis of age; (e) the Drug Abuse Office and
Treatment Act of 1972 (P.L 93-255), as amended, relating to nondiscrimination on the
basis of drug abuse; (f) the Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention,
Treatment and Rehabilitation Act of 1970 (P.L. 91-616), as amended, relating to
nondiscrimination on the basis of alcohol abuse or alcoholism; (g) 523 and 527 of the
Public Health Service Act of 1912 (42 U.S.C. 290 dd-3 and 290 ee-3), as amended,
relating to confidentiality of alcohol and drug abuse patient records; (h) Title VIII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. 3601 et seq.), as amended, relating to
nondiscrimination in the sale, rental or financing of housing;
(i) any other
nondiscrimination provisions in the specific statute(s) under which application for
Federal assistance is being made; and (j) the requirements of any other nondiscrimination
Statute(s) which may apply to the application.

12.

Will comply, or has already complied, with the requirements of Titles II and III of the
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 (P.L.
91-646), as amended (P.L. 100-17) which provides for fair and equitable treatment of
persons displaced or whose property is acquired as a result of Federal and federally
assisted programs. These requirements apply to all interests in real property acquired for
project purposes regardless of Federal participation in purchases.

13.

Will comply with the provisions of the Hatch Act (5 U.S.C. 1501-1508 and 7324-7328)
which limit the potential activities of employees whose principal employment activities
are funded in whole or in part with Federal funds.

14.

Will comply, as applicable, with the provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act (40 U.S.C. 276a
to 276a-7), The Copeland Act (40 U.S.C. 276c and 18 U.S.C. 874), and the Contract
Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 327-333) regarding labor standards for
federally assisted construction contracts.

15.

Will comply with the flood insurance purchase requirements of Section 102 (a) of the
Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-234) which requires recipients in a special
flood hazard area to participate in the program and to purchase flood insurance if the total
cost of insurable construction and acquisition is $10,000 or more.

16.

Will comply with environmental standards which may be prescribed pursuant to the
following: (a) institution of environmental quality control measures under the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (P.L. 91-190) and Executive Order (EO) 11514; (b)
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (P.L. 91-190) and Executive Order (EO) 11514; (c)

notification of violating facilities pursuant to EO 11738; (d) protection of wetlands
pursuant to EO 11990; (e) evaluation of flood hazards in flood plains in accordance with
EO 11988; (f) assurance of project consistency with the approved State management
program developed under the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (16 U.S.C. 1451 et
seq.); (g) conformity of Federal actions to State (Clean Air) Implementation Plans under
Section 176(c) of the Clean Air Act of 1955, as amended, (42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.); (h)
protection of underground sources of drinking water under the Safe Drinking Water Act
of 1974, as amended, (P.L. 93-523); and (i) protection of endangered species under the
Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended, (P.L. 93-205).
17.

Will comply with the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 (16 U.S.C. 1271 et seq.)
related to protecting components or potential components of the national wild and scenic
rivers system.

18.

Will assist the awarding agency in assuring compliance with Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (16 U.S.C. 470), EO 11593 (identification
and preservation of historic properties), and the Archaeological and Historic Preservation
Act of 1974 (16 U.S.C. 469a-1 et seq.)

19.

Will cause to be performed the required financial and compliance audits in accordance
with Single Audit Act of 1984, as amended, and OMB Circular A-128.

20.

Will comply with all applicable requirements of all other Federal laws, Executive Orders,
regulations and policies governing this program.

Anti-Displacement Assurance
As the duly authorized representative of the applicant, I certify that the applicant will
comply with:
1.

Section 104(d) of Title I of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, as
amended. This provision, authorized by Section 509(a) of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1987, contains requirements for a residential anti-displacement and
relocation assistance plan. Each State recipient must adopt, make public, and certify to
the State that it is following a "residential anti-displacement and relocation assistance
plan."

2.

Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as
amended through 1987, (Public Law 100-17, 101 Stat. 246-256). This provision extends
Uniform Relocation Assistance coverage to any person (family individual, business,
nonprofit organization or farms) displaced as a direct result of rehabilitation, demolition,
or privately undertaken acquisition carried out for a federally assisted project or program.

Certification For Contracts, Grants, Loans, And Cooperative Agreements
The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that:
1.

No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf of the
undersigned, to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or
employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or
an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with the awarding of any Federal

contract, the making of any Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan, the entering
into of any cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment,
or modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement.
2.

If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any
person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a
Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member
of Congress in connection with this Federal contract, grant, loan or cooperative
agreement, the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure
Form to Report Lobbying," in accordance with its instructions.

3.

The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in the
award documents for all subawards at all tiers (including subcontracts, subgrants, and
contracts under grants, loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all subrecipients shall
certify and disclose accordingly.

Certification Regarding Survey
If a survey to determine project beneficiaries was undertaken for the proposed project,
such survey was conducted with full regard to obtaining accurate information. The City/County
agrees that any evidence to the contrary could result in adverse consequences, including the
repayment of grant funds.
Certification Regarding Excessive Force
In accordance with Section 519 of Public Law 101-140, (the 1990 HUD Appropriations Act),
________________________________________________ certifies that it has adopted and is
enforcing a policy prohibiting the use of excessive force by law enforcement agencies within its
jurisdiction against any individuals engaged in nonviolent civil rights demonstrations.

__________________________
Mayor/Chairman

_________________
Date

Applicant/Recipient
Disclosure/Update Report

U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

OMB Approval No. 2510-0011 (exp. 11/30/2014)

Instructions. (See Public Reporting Statement and Privacy Act Statement and detailed instructions on page 2.)
Applicant/Recipient Information

Indicate whether this is an Initial Report

1. Applicant/Recipient Name, Address, and Phone (include area code):

or an Update Report
2. Social Security Number or
Employer ID Number:

4. Amount of HUD Assistance
Requested/Received

3. HUD Program Name

5. State the name and location (street address, City and State) of the project or activity:

Part I Threshold Determinations
1. Are you applying for assistance for a specific project or activity? These
terms do not include formula grants, such as public housing operating
subsidy or CDBG block grants. (For further information see 24 CFR Sec.
4.3).
Yes

2. Have you received or do you expect to receive assistance within the
jurisdiction of the Department (HUD) , involving the project or activity in
this application, in excess of $200,000 during this fiscal year (Oct. 1 Sep. 30)? For further information, see 24 CFR Sec. 4.9

No

Yes

No.

If you answered “No” to either question 1 or 2, Stop! You do not need to complete the remainder of this form.
However, you must sign the certification at the end of the report.

Part II Other Government Assistance Provided or Requested / Expected Sources and Use of Funds.
Such assistance includes, but is not limited to, any grant, loan, subsidy, guarantee, insurance, payment, credit, or tax benefit.
Department/State/Local Agency Name and Address

Type of Assistance

Amount
Requested/Provided

Expected Uses of the Funds

(Note: Use Additional pages if necessary.)

Part III Interested Parties. You must disclose:
1. All developers, contractors, or consultants involved in the application for the assistance or in the planning, development, or implementation of the
project or activity and
2. any other person who has a financial interest in the project or activity for which the assistance is sought that exceeds $50,000 or 10 percent of the
assistance (whichever is lower).
Alphabetical list of all persons with a reportable financial interest
Social Security No.
Type of Participation in
Financial Interest in
in the project or activity (For individuals, give the last name first)
or Employee ID No.
Project/Activity
Project/Activity ($ and %)

(Note: Use Additional pages if necessary.)

Certification
Warning: If you knowingly make a false statement on this form, you may be subject to civil or criminal penalties under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the
United States Code. In addition, any person who knowingly and materially violates any required disclosures of information, including intentional nondisclosure, is subject to civil money penalty not to exceed $10,000 for each violation.
I certify that this information is true and complete.
Date: (mm/dd/yyyy)
Signature:
X
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Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 2.0 hours per response, including the time for reviewing instructions,
searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. This agency
may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a collection information unless that collection displays a valid OMB control
number.
Privacy Act Statement. Except for Social Security Numbers (SSNs) and Employer Identification Numbers (EINs), the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) is authorized to collect all the information required by this form under section 102 of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development Reform Act of 1989, 42 U.S.C. 3531. Disclosure of SSNs and EINs is voluntary. HUD is authorized to collect this information under the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1987 42 U.S.C.3543 (a). The SSN or EIN is used as a unique identifier. The information you provide will
enable HUD to carry out its responsibilities under Sections 102(b), (c), and (d) of the Department of Housing and Urban Development Reform Act of 1989,
Pub. L. 101-235, approved December 15, 1989. These provisions will help ensure greater accountability and integrity in the provision of certain types of
assistance administered by HUD. They will also help ensure that HUD assistance for a specific housing project under Section 102(d) is not more than is
necessary to make the project feasible after taking account of other government assistance. HUD will make available to the public all applicant disclosure
reports for five years in the case of applications for competitive assistance, and for generally three years in the case of other applications. Update reports
will be made available along with the disclosure reports, but in no case for a period generally less than three years. All reports, both initial reports and update
reports, will be made available in accordance with the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. §552) and HUD's implementing regulations at 24 CFR Part 15.
HUD will use the information in evaluating individual assistance applications and in performing internal administrative analyses to assist in the management
of specific HUD programs. The information will also be used in making the determination under Section 102(d) whether HUD assistance for a specific housing
project is more than is necessary to make the project feasible after taking account of other government assistance. You must provide all the required
information. Failure to provide any required information may delay the processing of your application, and may result in sanctions and penalties, including
imposition of the administrative and civil money penalties specified under 24 CFR §4.38.
Note: This form only covers assistance made available by the Department. States and units of general local government that carry out responsibilities
under Sections 102(b) and (c) of the Reform Act must develop their own procedures for complying with the Act.

Instructions
Overview.
A. Coverage. You must complete this report if:
(1) You are applying for assistance from HUD for a specific project or
activity and you have received, or expect to receive, assistance
from HUD in excess of $200,000 during the during the fiscal year;
(2) You are updating a prior report as discussed below; or
(3) You are submitting an application for assistance to an entity other
than HUD, a State or local government if the application is required
by statute or regulation to be submitted to HUD for approval or for
any other purpose.
B. Update reports (filed by “Recipients” of HUD Assistance):
General. All recipients of covered assistance must submit update
reports to the Department to reflect substantial changes to the initial
applicant disclosure reports.

Line-by-Line Instructions.
Applicant/Recipient Information.
All applicants for HUD competitive assistance, must complete the
information required in blocks 1-5 of form HUD-2880:
1. Enter the full name, address, city, State, zip code, and telephone
number (including area code) of the applicant/recipient. Where the
applicant/recipient is an individual, the last name, first name, and
middle initial must be entered.
2. Entry of the applicant/recipient's SSN or EIN, as appropriate, is
optional.
3. Applicants enter the HUD program name under which the assistance is
being requested.
4. Applicants enter the amount of HUD assistance that is being
requested. Recipients enter the amount of HUD assistance that has
been provided and to which the update report relates. The amounts
are those stated in the application or award documentation. NOTE: In
the case of assistance that is provided pursuant to contract over a
period of time (such as project-based assistance under section 8 of the
United States Housing Act of 1937), the amount of assistance to be
reported includes all amounts that are to be provided over the term of
the contract, irrespective of when they are to be received.
5. Applicants enter the name and full address of the project or activity for
which the HUD assistance is sought. Recipients enter the name and
full address of the HUD-assisted project or activity to which the update
report relates. The most appropriate government identifying number
must be used (e.g., RFP No.; IFB No.; grant announcement No.; or
contract, grant, or loan No.) Include prefixes.
Part I. Threshold Determinations - Applicants Only

Part I contains information to help the applicant determine whether the
remainder of the form must be completed. Recipients filing Update
Reports should not complete this Part.
If the answer to either questions 1 or 2 is No, the applicant need not
complete Parts II and III of the report, but must sign the certification at the
end of the form.
Part II. Other Government Assistance and Expected Sources and
Uses of Funds.
A. Other Government Assistance. This Part is to be completed by both
applicants and recipients for assistance and recipients filing update
reports. Applicants and recipients must report any other government
assistance involved in the project or activity for which assistance is
sought. Applicants and recipients must report any other government
assistance involved in the project or activity. Other government
assistance is defined in note 4 on the last page. For purposes of this
definition, other government assistance is expected to be made
available if, based on an assessment of all the circumstances involved,
there are reasonable grounds to anticipate that the assistance will be
forthcoming.
Both applicant and recipient disclosures must include all other
government assistance involved with the HUD assistance, as well as
any other government assistance that was made available before the
request, but that has continuing vitality at the time of the request.
Examples of this latter category include tax credits that provide for a
number of years of tax benefits, and grant assistance that continues to
benefit the project at the time of the assistance request.
The following information must be provided:
1. Enter the name and address, city, State, and zip code of the
government agency making the assistance available.
2. State the type of other government assistance (e.g., loan, grant,
loan insurance).
3. Enter the dollar amount of the other government assistance that is,
or is expected to be, made available with respect to the project or
activities for which the HUD assistance is sought (applicants) or
has been provided (recipients).
4. Uses of funds. Each reportable use of funds must clearly identify
the purpose to which they are to be put. Reasonable aggregations
may be used, such as "total structure" to include a number of
structural costs, such as roof, elevators, exterior masonry, etc.
B. Non-Government Assistance. Note that the applicant and recipient
disclosure report must specify all expected sources and uses of funds both from HUD and any other source - that have been or are to be,
made available for the project or activity. Non-government sources of
Form HUD-2880 (3/99)

funds typically include (but are not limited to) foundations and private
contributors.
Part III. Interested Parties.
This Part is to be completed by both applicants and recipients filing update
reports. Applicants must provide information on:
1. All developers, contractors, or consultants involved in the application
for the assistance or in the planning, development, or implementation
of the project or activity and
2. any other person who has a financial interest in the project or activity
for which the assistance is sought that exceeds $50,000 or 10 percent
of the assistance (whichever is lower).
Note: A financial interest means any financial involvement in the
project or activity, including (but not limited to) situations in which an
individual or entity has an equity interest in the project or activity,
shares in any profit on resale or any distribution of surplus cash or
other assets of the project or activity, or receives compensation for any
goods or services provided in connection with the project or activity.
Residency of an individual in housing for which assistance is being
sought is not, by itself, considered a covered financial interest.
The information required below must be provided.
1. Enter the full names and addresses. If the person is an entity, the
listing must include the full name and address of the entity as well as
the CEO. Please list all names alphabetically.
2. Entry of the Social Security Number (SSN) or Employee Identification
Number (EIN), as appropriate, for each person listed is optional.
3. Enter the type of participation in the project or activity for each person
listed: i.e., the person's specific role in the project (e.g., contractor,
consultant, planner, investor).
4. Enter the financial interest in the project or activity for each person
listed. The interest must be expressed both as a dollar amount and as
a percentage of the amount of the HUD assistance involved.
Note that if any of the source/use information required by this report has
been provided elsewhere in this application package, the applicant need

not repeat the information, but need only refer to the form and location to
incorporate it into this report. (It is likely that some of the information
required by this report has been provided on SF 424A, and on various
budget forms accompanying the application.) If this report requires
information beyond that provided elsewhere in the application package,
the applicant must include in this report all the additional information
required.
Recipients must submit an update report for any change in previously
disclosed sources and uses of funds as provided in Section I.D.5., above.
Notes:
1. All citations are to 24 CFR Part 4, which was published in the Federal
Register. [April 1, 1996, at 63 Fed. Reg. 14448.]
2. Assistance means any contract, grant, loan, cooperative agreement, or
other form of assistance, including the insurance or guarantee of a loan
or mortgage, that is provided with respect to a specific project or
activity under a program administered by the Department. The term
does not include contracts, such as procurements contracts, that are
subject to the Fed. Acquisition Regulation (FAR) (48 CFR Chapter 1).
3. See 24 CFR §4.9 for detailed guidance on how the threshold is
calculated.
4. "Other government assistance" is defined to include any loan, grant,
guarantee, insurance, payment, rebate, subsidy, credit, tax benefit, or
any other form of direct or indirect assistance from the Federal
government (other than that requested from HUD in the application), a
State, or a unit of general local government, or any agency or
instrumentality thereof, that is, or is expected to be made, available
with respect to the project or activities for which the assistance is
sought.
5. For the purpose of this form and 24 CFR Part 4, “person” means an
individual (including a consultant, lobbyist, or lawyer); corporation;
company; association; authority; firm; partnership; society; State, unit
of general local government, or other government entity, or agency
thereof (including a public housing agency); Indian tribe; and any other
organization or group of people.
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SAMPLE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGREEMENT
(ple ase modify as ne ce ssary)
The S tate of Alabama’s CDBG-CV program re quire s that at le ast two-thirds (2/3) of the
communitie s locate d within the county, including the county and re pre se nting at le ast
two-thirds (2/3) of the population within that county, sign an agre e me nt showing support
for the county’s CDBG-CV program application submitte d to the Alabama De partme nt of
Economic Community Affairs. The signatories be low, re prese nting spe cific communitie s
and spe cific populations within and including the county of _________________________,
confirm that the y have participate d in the de ve lopme nt of the county’s CDBG-CV
program application and agre e that the program, whe n imple me nte d, will have be ne ficial
impact on the ir populations to pre ve nt, pre pare for, and respond to the COVID-19
pande mic and othe r infe ctious dise ases. It is the re fore agre e d by the signatorie s be low
that the y fully support ________________________ County’s CDBG-CV grant application
be ing submitte d to the Alabama De partme nt of Economic and Community Affairs to
re que st CDBG-CV program funds. It is furthe r agre e d that this Agre e me nt authorize s
the Chairman of the ________________________ County Commission to sign all
ce rtifications, agre e ments, assurance s, and othe r grant re late d docume nts re quire d to
comple te and submit the grant application, and imple me nt all ne cessary functions
re lating the re to, including the contracting and hiring of a grant administrator, proje ct
e ngine e r, and othe r assistance re quire d to succe ssfully imple me nt and close the grant
in a time ly manne r consiste nt with the S tate ’s close out proce dure s.
_____________________________________________________________________

Chairman Signature

Name

County

Date

Mayor Signature

Name

City/Town

Date

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

SAMPLE

LOCAL GOVERNMENT COLLABORATIVE AGREEMENT
(please modify as necessary)

The State of Alabama’s CDBG-CV Program allows for the collaboration among those
communities which are qualified to receive the State’s CDBG-CV grant funds in efforts
to develop a regional approach that will achieve the goals of preventing, preparing for,
and responding to the spread of Coronavirus (COVID-19) and other infectious diseases
within that respective geographic region. The State, by and through the Alabama
Department of Economic and Community Affairs (ADECA), has authorized that one
community – among collaborative communities – may serve as the applicant
government entity to submit the CDBG-CV grant application to ADECA. In that
capacity, such applicant community shall also ensure that two-thirds of the communities
among the collaborative partners, and two-third of their populations exclusive of the
Entitlement Cities and their populations, have agreed to the proposed CDBG-CV grant
application containing the plan for addressing the COVID-19 pandemic. That applicant
community will also undertake and be responsible for performing all duties and activities
pertaining to the CDBG-CV grant implementation for and on behalf of all of the
participating communities in that region.
Therefore, we the undersigned, comprising the communities of ___________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________,
agree that we recognize and approve of the benefits of joining together to develop a
collaborative regional approach designed to combat the COVID-19 pandemic and other
infectious diseases, as we believe that such virus does not conform to any geographic
boundaries and does not target any specific persons. We agree that bringing efficiency
to implementing the CDBG-CV Program’s allowable grant activities within the
geographic jurisdiction of this Agreement is beneficial to the recipient communities and
their populations. As such, we do hereby appoint the City/County of _______________
as the government entity to serve as the grant applicant that will submit a CDBG-CV
Program grant application to ADECA for and on behalf of the communities identified
herein above. As our appointee, the City/County of _______________ will perform all
actions necessary and proper to fulfill the CDBG-CV grant requirements. Such actions
are to include, but shall not be limited to, developing and signing all required grant
documents; conducting required citizen participation activities; seeking input from local
emergency management agencies, local public health officials, and officials from the
local medical community; procuring all professional, engineering, environmental,
construction, and other services required to develop and implement the CDBG-CV
Program’s allowable grant activities; complying with all applicable federal, state, and
local laws, rules, and regulations governing the CDBG-CV Program; requesting,

receiving, and expending the grant funds from ADECA and managing the grant’s
financial responsibilities; maintaining required records of the grant’s activities; and
closing the grant in a timely manner consistent with the State’s closeout procedures.
This Agreement is entered into by the communities listed herein above, and bears the
signature of each respective community’s Chief Elected Official identified herein below.
__________________________________

______________________________

__________________________________

______________________________

__________________________________

______________________________

__________________________________

______________________________

__________________________________

______________________________

__________________________________

______________________________

__________________________________

______________________________

__________________________________

______________________________

__________________________________

______________________________

City/County

Signature/Date

Chairman/Mayor

City/County

Signature/Date

Chairman/Mayor

City/County

Signature/Date

Chairman/Mayor

City/County

Signature/Date

Chairman/Mayor

City/County

Signature/Date

Chairman/Mayor

City/County

Signature/Date

Chairman/Mayor

SAMPLE
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

(ple ase modify as ne ce ssary)

On this the _____ day of _____________, 20___, the _______________ County
Commission (County) and the City of _______________ (City) do hereby enter into this
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for the purpose of the City assisting the County in
the implementation of a Community Development Block Grant COVID-19 Program (CDBGCV) grant awarded from the Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs
(ADECA) to the County. This MOU sets forth the terms and understandings between the
County and the City for the City’s role in the implementation of the County’s CDBG-CV grant
for and on behalf of the County.
The County has been approved by ADECA to apply for a federal CDBG-CV grant award in
the amount of $______________ for the purpose of preventing, preparing for, and
responding to the COVID-19 pandemic and other infectious diseases within the County.
ADECA’s award of these grant funds to the County is subject to the County’s submittal to
ADECA of an acceptable grant application on or before ADECA’s designated grant
application submission deadline. Because the County is authorized to assign its CDBG-CV
grant implementation duties and responsibilities to the City, and because the City desires to
perform the County’s CDBG-CV grant implementation duties and accepts those
responsibilities for and on behalf of the County, and because the City is deemed by the
County to have the necessary capacity to implement such grant duties and responsibilities,
the County and the City do hereby consent for the County to authorize the City to assist the
County in implementing the County’s CDBG-CV grant for and on behalf of the County and
the municipalities located therein.
Therefore, it is agreed by and between the County and the City that, as is provided in this
MOU, the City will accept and be responsible for performing the County’s specific CDBG-CV
grant program implementation duties and activities listed below:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
It is agreed by and between the County and the City that to assist the City to carry out above
listed responsibilities, the County will perform the following services:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

It is agreed by and between the County and the City that the County shall ultimately remain
the responsible entity to the State for ensuring the overall proper administration of the
CDBG-CV grant, to include accounting for all grant funds; maintaining compliance with all
federal, state, and local laws, rules and regulations that are applicable to the grant; and
closing the grant in a timely manner consistent with the State’s closeout procedures.
This MOU is agreed to on the date first written above by:

__________________________________
County Commission

_________________________________
City

__________________________________
Chairman Signature

_________________________________
Mayor Signature

__________________________________
Date

_________________________________
Date

__________________________________
Contact Person

_________________________________
Contact Person

__________________________________
Phone/Email

_________________________________
Phone/Email

DUPLICATION OF BENEFITS
A duplication of benefits (DOB) occurs when a person, household, business,
government, or other entity receives financial assistance from multiple sources for the
same purpose, and the total assistance received for that purpose is more than the total
need for assistance.
As part of the CARES Act and described in FR-6218-N-01 (CDBG-CV Federal Register
Notice), all CDBG-CV Program grantees are bound by Section 312 of the Robert T.
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act), as amended by
section 1210 of the Disaster Recovery Reform Act (DRRA) of 2018, and the OMB Cost
Principles within 2 CFR § 200 that requires all costs to be “necessary and reasonable
for the performance of the Federal award.”
To comply with DOB requirements and prevent the duplication of benefits, all grantees
must:
1.

Assess whether the use of these funds will duplicate financial assistance that is
already received or is likely to be received acting reasonably to evaluate the
need and the resources available to meet that need.

2.

Require that any person or entity receiving CDBG-CV assistance sign a “Self
Certification of No Benefit” attesting that no other assistance have been received
that will create a duplication of benefits.

3.

Require that any person or entity receiving CDBG-CV assistance agree to repay
assistance that is determined to be duplicative as documented through a
“Subrogation Agreement”.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON, DC 20410-7000

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM FOR:

All Fiscal Year 2019 and 2020 CDBG and CDBG-CV Grantees
and All CPD Field Office Directors

FROM:

John Gibbs, Acting Assistant Secretary, D

SUBJECT:

Community Development Block Grant Coronavirus Response
Grantee Resources Related to Preventing Duplication
of Benefits

This memorandum and attachments provide grantees and HUD field offices with initial
technical assistance resources to support the use of $5 billion in Community Development Block
Grant Coronavirus Response (CDBG-CV) funds. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security Act (Public Law 116-136) (CARES Act) authorized this funding for grants to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to coronavirus. Please note that this document is the first in a series of
guidance and technical assistance resources the Department intends to make available to assist
grantees in preventing Duplication of Benefits (DOB).
Based on the Department’s previous experiences launching large-scale programs in response
to economic emergencies and major disasters, HUD anticipates that this memorandum and the
attached resources will assist grantees as they partner with nonprofits, public agencies, and other
entities. When choosing which activities to carry out with CDBG-CV funds, grantees should
consult with other entities working on coronavirus-related efforts to avoid DOB and to develop
innovative solutions to this complex national emergency.
Background:
The CARES Act provides that the Secretary shall ensure there are adequate procedures in
place to prevent any DOB as required by section 312 of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and
Emergency Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 5155), as amended by section 1210 of the Disaster Recovery
Reform Act of 2018 (division D of Public Law 115–254; 132 Stat. 3442). HUD is requiring that
each grantee have procedures to prevent the duplication of benefits when it provides financial
assistance with CDBG-CV funds.
Federal disaster law prohibits the provision of federal assistance in excess of need. Before
paying a cost with federal disaster assistance, a Federal agency must check to see that the assistance
will not cause a duplication of benefits, meaning that the cost has not or will not be paid by another
source. HUD grantees are required to prevent the duplication of benefits when carrying out HUDfunded programs to provide disaster assistance.
Knowing the other sources of assistance that may be available to pay for coronavirus-related
needs can help grantees prevent duplication of benefits in two ways. First, it helps grantees design
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programs that target needs that are unlikely to be addressed by other sources. Second, it helps
grantees know which sources of assistance it needs to look for when completing a duplication of
benefits check before providing assistance to individuals, households, and entities.
Several communities have asked whether they can assist an activity using more than one
funding source because a grantee may need more than one funding source for an activity to meet all
local needs. In response, HUD advises that providing CDBG-CV assistance is not prohibited to
meet needs that remain after considering other financial assistance for an activity. Not only the
amounts of assistance, but also timing of funding availability from various sources may also be a
consideration. HUD urges grantees to strategically consider the appropriate uses of available
funding sources for the same or similar purposes.
Communities have also asked about the treatment of private, unsubsidized loans in
considering DOB. Note that, generally, private unsubsidized loans are not considered a DOB for
this purpose.
Resources:
CDBG Primary Activities Table. This resource is for a grantee’s stakeholders and partners.
It is a summary table designed primarily for entities and individuals who are unfamiliar with the
CDBG program. The table will help CDBG-CV grantees explain the range of possible uses of
CDBG-CV funds when working with other funders and leaders seeking to identify possible DOB
and to design procedures to avoid them. This document summarizes eligible grantees, HUD’s
allocation of funds, and key program requirements. It lists the most likely types of activities
grantees will carry out with CDBG-CV and highlights the primary objective to benefit low- and
moderate-income persons.
Federal Coronavirus Resources Table. This resource is also for grantee decision-makers and
staff. The table summarizes other Federal coronavirus-related resources (primarily those funded
under the CARES Act). Increased awareness of other sources of assistance that may be available to
pay for coronavirus-related needs can help grantees prevent DOB in two ways. First, it helps
grantees design programs to target needs that are unlikely to be addressed by other sources. Second,
it helps a grantee consider sources of assistance it may need to look for when completing a DOB
check before providing assistance to individuals, households, and entities. Building grantee
awareness of other sources of assistance available for coronavirus-related needs will encourage the
design of CDBG-CV funded activities that strategically target unmet needs and funding gaps.
Webinars and additional technical assistance planned. In addition to the attached initial
resources, HUD will provide more specific information about how to comply with this CARES Act
requirement, beginning with a DOB webinar for all CDBG-CV grantees covering the attached
resources, followed by additional technical assistance in the form of Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQs), follow-up webinars, and other resources covering the process of preventing DOB.
One key planned resource will be for grantee decision-makers and staff. It will summarize
principles guiding consideration of DOB under CDBG-CV. This will help grantees understand the
basic DOB framework and give grantees a better understanding of how to align their local policies
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and procedures to prevent DOB.
Grantees may direct questions to their assigned field office. Email inquiries to
CPDQuestionsAnswered@hud.gov will continue to receive individual replies and guidance. HUD
will also batch questions and responses and periodically make them available as FAQs. Additional
resources will continue to be posted to https://www.hud.gov/coronavirus/grantees and to
www.hudexchange.info/programs/cdbg/disease/.
Thank you for the work you and your staff do with our communities in the fight against the
coronavirus.

Attachment(s)

DUPLICATION OF BENEFITS
As part of the CARES Act and described in FR-6218-N-01 (CDBG-CV Federal Register
Notice), HUD must ensure that there are adequate procedures in place to prevent any
duplication of benefits as required by Section 312 of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief
and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act), as amended by section 1210 of the
Disaster Recovery Reform Act (DRRA) of 2018. To ensure HUD complies with this
requirement, this responsibility is passed on to all CDBG-CV grantees. This Quick Guide
provides a brief explanation of the duplication of benefits requirement, how it applies to
grantees and beneficiaries, and examples of how to calculate and evaluate the risk of
duplication of benefits.
BACKGROUND
A duplication of benefits (DOB) occurs when a person, household, business, government, or other entity
receives financial assistance from multiple sources for the same purpose, and the total assistance received
for that purpose is more than the total need for assistance. Within the CDBG-CV program, all grantees are
bound by Section 312 of the Stafford Act, as amended by the DRRA, and the OMB Cost Principles within
2 CFR § 200 that requires all costs to be “necessary and reasonable for the performance of the Federal
award.”
To comply with DOB requirements, grantees are required by the CARES Act to establish and follow
procedures to ensure that DOB does not occur. Establishing a process to effectively identify and prevent
duplication of benefits is critical for CDBG-CV grantees to effectively manage the multiple active funding
streams related to coronavirus response and efficiently target CDBG-CV resources to meet unmet needs
within the community.
Note to grantees with experience administering CDBG-DR: Unlike other disaster funds, CDBG-CV grantees
do not need to follow a statutory “Order of Assistance” for delivery of different federal and non-federal
programs. This means that grantees do not need to validate whether other funding sources are available
or will be available before allocating CDBG-CV assistance (as opposed to CDBG-DR, where the grantee
generally must check to see whether FEMA assistance was provided before making an award). The grantee
is solely responsible for ensuring that an actual duplication of benefits does not occur.

APPLICABILITY
Duplication of benefits requirements apply to all CDBG-CV allocations as well as to FY2019 and FY2020
formula CDBG allocations used to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.

REQUIRED POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
To prevent the duplication of benefits, all grantees must establish policies and procedures that include the
following components:
[ 1 ]

1. Requirement that any person or entity receiving CDBG-CV assistance (including subrecipients and
direct beneficiaries) must agree to repay assistance that is determined to be duplicative. This
may be documented through a subrogation agreement or similar clause included in the
agreement with the person or entity. The grantee should establish a protocol to monitor compliance
based on risk of duplication of benefits for each activity.
2. Method of assessing whether the use of these funds will duplicate financial assistance that is
already received or is likely to be received (such as insurance proceeds) by acting reasonably to
evaluate the need and the resources available to meet that need. Grantees should evaluate
current programs available at the local, county, state, and federal level as well as current and
anticipated non-governmental assistance from nonprofits or faith-based groups and establish lines
of communication for preventing duplication of benefits. HUD has prepared a list of active Federal
CARES Act and coronavirus response programs and funding sources to help grantees evaluate
potential risk for duplication for each activity and applicant. HUD encourages grantees to target
CDBG-CV activities to address unmet needs and gaps to reduce the risk of duplication of benefits.
To ensure that policies and procedures accurately reflect the specific components of each program,
grantees should consider designing DOB policies and procedures that are specific to each CDBG-CV
program and activity. Policies and procedures should be specific for each program supported with CARES
Act funding and should be commensurate with risk of duplication of benefits.

DETERMINING DUPLICATION OF BENEFITS
To analyze duplication of benefits a grantee should complete the following steps:
1. Assess Need: Determine the amount of need (total cost)
2. Determine Assistance: Determine the amount of assistance that has or will be provided from all
sources to pay for the cost
3. Calculate Unmet Need: Determine the amount of assistance already provided compared to the
need to determine the maximum CDBG-CV award (unmet need)
4. Document analysis: Document calculation and maintain adequate documentation justifying
determination of maximum award

DUPLICATION OF BENEFITS EXAMPLES
Rental Assistance
A family that has suffered job loss due to the economic impact of the coronavirus seeks rental assistance
under a CDBG-CV Emergency Payment program for 3 months of arrears payments and 2 months of
current/ future rent.
Step 1: Assess Need
Monthly Rent = $1,000
Potential Total Need: $1,000 * 5 months = $5,000
Step 2: Determine Assistance

[ 2 ]

In the application, the applicant was asked to report if they are receiving or expecting to receive any
additional or similar assistance. The applicant reported that a local faith-based organization provided $250/
month for the past three months, but that aid is no longer available. The family certified that it has not
applied for assistance from any other source.
Step 3: Calculate Unmet Need
Total Need = $5,000
Other Assistance = $750 ($250/ month for three months)
Actual Unmet Need (Maximum Award) = $4,250 ($5,000- $750)
Step 4: Document the Analysis
Maintain documentation of calculation and justification to confirm amount of unmet need.

Small Business Assistance
A small business requests a grant for working capital funds to retain employees that would otherwise be
laid off due to the economic impact of the coronavirus. The small business requests three months of
assistance.
Step 1: Assess Need
Capital funds needed via underwriting = $10,000
Potential Total Need: $10,000 * 3 months = $30,000
Step 2: Determine Assistance
In the application, the applicant was asked to report if it was receiving any additional or similar assistance
or had made any claims on existing business insurance. The business reported that it previously received
a PPP forgivable loan under the CARES Act to cover payroll, but that the assistance has run out. The
business certified that it made a claim on its business interruption insurance but was declined because the
insurer said the economic impacts of the coronavirus are outside the scope of the policy.
Step 3: Calculate Unmet Need
Total Need = $30,000
Other Assistance = $0
Actual Unmet Need (Maximum Award) = $30,000
Step 4: Document the Analysis
Maintain documentation of calculation and justification to confirm amount of unmet need.

[ 3 ]

SUBSIDIZED LOANS
In DOB calculations, private loans are not considered a form of assistance and should not be considered
when calculating duplication of benefits. However, subsidized loans from SBA or FEMA should be included
in the duplication of benefits analysis unless one of the three exceptions is met:
1. Short-term subsidized loans (e.g. bridge loans) for costs later reimbursed with CDBG-CV funds
2. Declined or cancelled subsidized loans
3. Loan assistance is used toward a loss suffered as a result of a major disaster or emergency
An example of a subsidized loan is the SBA Economic Injury Disaster Loans (EIDL). This type of loan is
summarized in more detail in FR-6169-N-01.

RESOURCES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

CDBG-CV Federal Register Notice (FR-6218-N-01) (8/7/2020)
Duplication of Benefits Memo (7/13/2020)
Federal Funding Priority Order for NCS (6/23/2020)
Summary of CDBG Activity Categories (6/23/2020)
CARES Act Programs (7/10/2020)
Federal Register Notice Webinar (8/20/2020 and 9/1/2020)
CDBG CARES Act Launch Kit (forthcoming)
Duplication of Benefits Webinar (forthcoming)
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CARES Act Programs through SBA, FEMA, IRS, Treasury, USDA, and HHS for CDBG Grantees’ Awareness for Duplication of Benefits
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Agency

Program Name

Populations Served

Services Provided

Program Rollout and Duration

Size & Additional Notes on Eligibility

SBA

Paycheck
Protection
Program Loans

All small businesses,
including non-profits,
Veterans organizations,
Tribal concerns, sole
proprietorships, selfemployed individuals, and
independent contractors,
with 500 or fewer
employees, or no greater
than the number of
employees set by the SBA
as the size standard for
certain industries.1

The new loan program will
help small businesses with
their payroll and other
business operating expenses.
It will provide critical capital
to businesses without
collateral requirements,
personal guarantees, or SBA
fees – all with a 100%
guarantee from SBA. All loan
payments will be deferred for
six months. Most importantly,
the SBA will forgive the
portion of the loan proceeds
that are used to cover the
first eight weeks of payroll
costs, rent, utilities, and
mortgage interest.

Treasury and the Small Business
Administration launched this program
on April 3, allowing businesses to go
to a participating SBA 7(a) lender,
bank, or credit union, to apply for a
loan, and be approved on the same
day. As of April 7, the program had
reached the funding limit set in the
CARES Act. The Paycheck Protection
Program resumed accepting
applications July 6, 2020. The new
deadline to apply for a Paycheck
Protection Program loan is August 8,
2020.

Maximum loan amounts up to $10
million. Small Business owners in all
U.S. states and territories

SBA

Economic Injury
Disaster Loans

Qualified small business
owners, including
agricultural businesses and
private non-profits in all
U.S. States and territories

In response to the
Coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic, small business
owners in all U.S. states,
Washington D.C., and
territories are eligible to
apply for an Economic Injury
Disaster Loan advance of up
to $10,000.2

Funds will be made available within
three days of a successful application,
and this loan advance will not have to
be repaid. All available funds for the
EIDL Advance Loan program have
been allocated, but SBA resumed
taking applications for the EIDL loan
program on June 15. CDBG grantees
may check data on loans and
advances made at
https://www.sba.gov/funding-

Loans up to $10,000. Small Business
owners in all U.S. states and
territories

https://www.sba.gov/about-sba/sba-newsroom/press-releases-media-advisories/349-billion-emergency-small-business-capital-cleared-sba-and-treasury-begin-unprecedented-public
https://www.sba.gov/disaster-assistance/coronavirus-covid-19

Funding and operating
mechanisms
$669 billion of loans available.
Loan forgiveness if proceeds
used for payroll costs and other
designated business operating
expenses in the 8 weeks
following the date of loan
origination (due to likely high
subscription, it is anticipated
that not more than 25% of the
forgiven amount may be for
non-payroll costs). All loans
under this program will have the
following identical features:
Interest rate of 0.5%, maturity
of 2 years, first payment
deferred for six months, 100%
guarantee by SBA, no collateral,
no personal guarantees, no
borrower or lender fees payable
to SBA
An additional appropriation of
$10 billion. This advance will
provide economic relief to
businesses that are currently
experiencing a temporary loss of
revenue. Funds will be made
available within three days of a
successful application. This loan
advance will not have to be
repaid.

7/10/2020
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Agency

3

Program Name

Populations Served

Services Provided

Program Rollout and Duration
programs/loans/coronavirus-reliefoptions/economic-injury-disasterloans
These loans can provide vital
economic support to small businesses
to help overcome the temporary loss
of revenue they are experiencing and
can be a term loans or used to bridge
the gap while applying for a direct
SBA Economic Injury Disaster loan.

SBA

Express Bridge
Loans

Small Business owners in
all U.S. States and
territories

Express Bridge Loan Pilot
Program allows small
businesses who currently
have a business relationship
with an SBA Express Lender
to access up to $25,000
quickly.

SBA

Debt Relief
Program

Small Business owners in
all U.S. States and
territories

FEMA

Disaster Relief
Fund

State and local
governments attempting to
mitigate against the spread
of COVID-19 and protect
public health.

As part of its debt relief
efforts, SBA will automatically
pay the principal, interest,
and fees for:
- current 7(a), 504, and
microloans for a period of six
months, and
- new 7(a), 504, and
microloans issued prior to
September 27, 2020.
FEMA can direct, coordinate,
manage, and fund eligible
response and recovery efforts
associated with COVID-19
that overwhelm State
resources pursuant to the
Robert T. Stafford Disaster
Relief and Emergency
Assistance Act.3

https://www.fema.gov/disasters/stafford-act

Size & Additional Notes on Eligibility

Funding and operating
mechanisms

Access up to $25,000 quickly.

If a small business has an urgent
need for cash while waiting for
decision and disbursement on
an Economic Injury Disaster
Loan, they may qualify for an
SBA Express Disaster Bridge
Loan.

For current SBA Serviced Disaster
(Home and Business) Loans: If your
disaster loan was in “regular
servicing” status on March 1, 2020,
the SBA is providing automatic
deferments through December 31,
2020.

Every 30 days the Administrator shall
provide the Committees on
Appropriations of the Senate and the
House both projected and actual costs
for funds provided.

Payment of applicable principal,
interest, and fees, or of loan
deferment, is automatic.

$25 billion set aside for major
disasters declared pursuant to the
Stafford Act. The other $15 billion
may be used for all purposes
authorized by FEMA under the
CARES Act. (The other $5 billion
seems to be unmentioned)

$45 billion to remain available
until expended. Through the
DRF, FEMA can fund authorized
Federal disaster support
activities as well as eligible
State, territorial, tribal, and local
actions, such as: (1) the repair
and restoration of qualifying
disaster-damaged public
infrastructure; (2) hazard
mitigation initiatives; (3)
financial assistance to eligible
disaster survivors.

7/10/2020
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Agency

Program Name

Populations Served

Services Provided

Program Rollout and Duration

Size & Additional Notes on Eligibility

FEMA

Public
Assistance
Program

State, territorial, tribal, and
local government entities
and certain private nonprofit organizations are
eligible to apply for Public
Assistance.

Under the COVID-19
Emergency Declaration
described above, FEMA may
provide assistance for
emergency protective
measures including, but not
limited to: Management,
control and reduction of
immediate threats to public
health and safety, Emergency
medical care, Medical
sheltering, and Purchase and
distribution of food, provided
they are not funded by the
HHS/CDC or other federal
agency. Final reimbursement
determinations will be
coordinated by HHS and
FEMA.

Consistent with the President’s
national emergency declaration for
the coronavirus (COVID19) pandemic on March 13, 2020,
FEMA urges officials to, without delay,
take appropriate actions that are
necessary to protect public health and
safety pursuant to public health
guidance and conditions and
capabilities in their jurisdictions.
FEMA provides the following guidance
on the types of emergency protective
measures that may be eligible under
FEMA’s Public Assistance Program in
accordance with the COVID-19
Emergency Declaration in order to
ensure that resource constraints do
not inhibit efforts to respond to this
unprecedented disaster.

President Trump declared a national
emergency under Section 501(b) of
the Stafford Act on March 13 in wake
of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
State, territorial, tribal, and local
government entities and certain
private non-profit organizations are
eligible to apply for Public
Assistance. FEMA will not duplicate
any assistance provided by HHS/CDC.

FEMA

Emergency Food
and Shelter
Program (EFSP)

American families in
sudden economic crisis.

Shelter, food and supportive
services to individuals and
families in sudden economic
crisis.

EFSP was established to supplement
and expand the ongoing work of local
social service organizations, both
nonprofit and governmental.
Accordingly, EFSP funding is open to
all organizations helping hungry and
homeless people, as well as
organizations that support those at
risk of becoming hungry or homeless
due to economic hardships4

$200 million allocation to program
account. Nonprofit and
governmental service organizations
in U.S. states and territories

https://www.fema.gov/news-release/20200726/fema-announces-supplemental-funding-through-cares-act

Funding and operating
mechanisms
FEMA assistance will be
provided at a 75 percent federal
cost share. This assistance will
require execution of a FEMAState/Tribal/Territory
Agreement, as appropriate, and
execution of an applicable
emergency plan. Local
governments and other eligible
PA applicants will apply through
their respective state, tribal or
territorial jurisdictions.

Unlike FEMA’s disaster
assistance programs authorized
under the Stafford Act, EFSP is
authorized by the McKinneyVento Homeless Assistance Act
of 1987 (PL 100-77).

7/10/2020
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Agency

Populations Served

Services Provided

Program Rollout and Duration

Size & Additional Notes on Eligibility

Treasury Unemployment
Insurance
Provisions

Temporary expansion of
unemployment. Covers
self-employed, gig workers,
independent contractors;
partially offsets
unemployment costs for
employees of governments
and nonprofits.

Makes benefits more
generous by adding a
$600/week across-the-board
payment increase through
the end of July.

For those who need extra assistance
the bill provides an additional 13
weeks of benefits beyond what states
typically allow.

$250 billion to expand
unemployment benefits. Individuals
in U.S. states and territories.

Treasury The Coronavirus
Relief Fund

States, Tribal governments,
and units of local
governments with a
population above 500,000

The CARES Act requires that
the payments from the
Coronavirus Relief Fund only
be used to cover expenses
that— (1) are necessary
expenditures incurred due to
the public health emergency
created by COVID-19. (2)
were not accounted for in the
budget most recently
approved as of March 27,
2020 (the date of enactment
of the CARES Act) for the
State or government; and
(3) were incurred during the
period that begins on March
1, 2020, and ends on
December 30, 2020.

The legislation specifies that within 30
days of passage the funds will be
released to states based on their
relative populations, with each state
receiving at least $1.25 billion.

$150 billion fund. U.S. states and
territories.

Tax filers with adjusted
gross income up to $75,000
for individuals and up to
$150,000 for married
couples filing joint returns
will receive the full
payment. For filers with
income above those
amounts, the payment

Direct payment.

One-time payment for eligible
citizens.

Up to $1,200 for single filers. Up to
$2,400 for joint filers. Individuals in
U.S. states and territories.

IRS

Program Name

Economic
Impact
Payments

Additional information on eligible
uses of Fund disbursements by
governments will be posted as it
becomes available.

Funding and operating
mechanisms
The expansion in unemployment
benefits expires at the end of
2020 in recognition of the
temporary nature of this
challenge.

Funds will be released to states
based on their relative
populations, with each state
receiving at least $1.25 billion.
A local government must have a
population above 500,000 to
qualify.
$3 billion for making payment to
the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
the United States Virgin Islands,
Guam, the Commonwealth of
the Northern Mariana Islands,
and American Samoa.
$8 billion for making payments
to Tribal governments.

The payments will be
administered by the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) and
function as a federally
refundable tax credit. The
payment is not includible in
gross income. A payment also
will not affect a household’s or
individual’s income for purposes
7/10/2020
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Agency

Program Name

USDA

Commodity
Supplemental
Food Program

USDA

Child Nutrition
Programs

Populations Served
amount is reduced by $5
for each $100 above the
$75,000/$150,000
thresholds. Single filers
with income exceeding
$99,000 and $198,000 for
joint filers with no children
are not eligible. Social
Security recipients and
railroad retirees who are
otherwise not required to
file a tax return are also
eligible and will not be
required to file a return.
Through CSFP, USDA
distributes both food and
administrative funds to
participating states and
Indian Tribal Organizations
(ITOs).

Children from low-income
families (at or below 130%
of the Federal Poverty
Level (FPL), or $31,590 for
a family of four in school
year 2016 - 2017) are
eligible for free meals.
Those with incomes up to
185% of the FPL are eligible
for reduced price meals.

Services Provided

Program Rollout and Duration

Size & Additional Notes on Eligibility

Funding and operating
mechanisms
of determining eligibility for
federal government assistance
or benefit programs

The Commodity
Supplemental Food Program
(CSFP) works to improve the
health of low-income elderly
persons at least 60 years of
age by supplementing their
diets with nutritious USDA
Foods.

Sec 1101. (g) AVAILABILITY OF
COMMODITIES.—During fiscal year
2020, the Secretary of Agriculture
may purchase commodities for
emergency distribution in any area of
the United States during a public
health emergency designation. (i)
FUNDING.—There are hereby
appropriated to the Secretary of
Agriculture such amounts as are
necessary to carry out this section.
Waiver authority for existing program.

Through CSFP, USDA distributes both
food and administrative funds to
participating states and Indian Tribal
Organizations (ITOs).

$450 million to Commodity
Assistance Program, $150
million of which may be used for
distribution.

For Congregate Meal Waivers, FNS
has approved waivers from all 50
states, DC, Guam, Puerto Rico, and
the Virgin Islands, enabling Summer
Food Service Program (SFSP) and
National School Lunch Program
Seamless Summer Option (SSO)
sponsors to serve meals in a noncongregate setting and at school
sites during school closures related
to the coronavirus.

$8.8 billion. Pandemic EBT –
Supplemental EBT allotments in
FY2020 for the value of school
meals for each eligible child in
the household.

Child nutrition programs help
to ensure that children have
access to nutrition meals and
snacks in schools, summer
programs, childcare centers
and homes, and afterschool
programs. FNS also issued
guidance on meal delivery
using existing authorities in
summer meal programs.

7/10/2020
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Agency

Program Name

Populations Served

Services Provided

Program Rollout and Duration

Size & Additional Notes on Eligibility

Funding and operating
mechanisms
The Families First Coronavirus
Response Act provided the WIC
Program with $500 million to
remain available through Sept.
30, 2021 for increases in
program participation. FNS will
work with state to ensure
funding is available to state
agencies that require additional
funds based on enrollment.

USDA

Supplemental
Nutrition for
Women, Infants
and Children
(WIC)

The WIC target population
are low-income,
nutritionally at risk:
- Pregnant women
(through pregnancy and up
to 6 weeks after birth or
after pregnancy ends).
- Breastfeeding women (up
to infant’s 1st birthday)
- Non breastfeeding
postpartum women (up to
6 months after the birth of
an infant or after
pregnancy ends)
- Infants (up to 1st
birthday).
- Children up to their 5th
birthday.

The Special Supplemental
Nutrition Program for
Women, Infants, and Children
(WIC) provides federal grants
to states for supplemental
foods, health care referrals,
and nutrition education for
low-income pregnant,
breastfeeding, and nonbreastfeeding postpartum
women, and to infants and
children up to age five who
are found to be at nutritional
risk.

WIC is not an entitlement program as
Congress does not set aside funds to
allow every eligible individual to
participate in the program. WIC is a
Federal grant program for which
Congress authorizes a specific amount
of funds each year for the program.
WIC is administered at the Federal
level by FNS, and by 90 WIC state
agencies, through approximately
47,000 authorized retailers.

WIC operates through 1,900 local
agencies in 10,000 clinic sites, in 50
State health departments, 34 Indian
Tribal Organizations, the District of
Columbia, and five territories
(Northern Mariana, American
Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the
Virgin Islands).

USDA

Nutrition
Assistance Block
Grant to
Territories

Low-income individuals
and families are eligible for
benefits as determined by
each Territory.

With the authority granted them via
the block grants, the U.S. territories
establish eligibility and benefit levels
for their nutrition assistance
programs.

$200 million U.S. Territories of the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
American Samoa, and the
Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands

$200 million for PR, CNMI, AS.

USDA

Disaster
Household
Distribution

USDA has approved
targeted DHD programs for
the following states and
Indian Tribal Organizations
(ITOs).

The NABG Provides food
assistance to low-income
households in the U.S.
Territories of the
Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, American Samoa, and
the Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands, in
lieu of operating a
Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP).
States and Tribes may apply
for the DHD program to meet
specific needs when
traditional channels of food
are unavailable and not being
replenished on a regular
basis.

Please check with the specific state or
ITO for details on the DHD operation

USDA has approved targeted DHD
programs for the following states
and Indian Tribal Organizations
(ITOs).

Please check with the specific
state or ITO for details on the
DHD operation

7/10/2020
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Agency

Program Name

Populations Served

Services Provided

Program Rollout and Duration

Size & Additional Notes on Eligibility

USDA

Summer Food
Service Program

Summer Food Service
Program (SFSP) and
National School Lunch
Program Seamless Summer
Option (SSO) to serve
meals in non-congregate
setting and at school sites
during COVID-related
school closures.

The U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s (USDA) Summer
Food Service Program (SFSP),
also known as the Summer
Meals Program, provides kids
and teens in low-income
areas free meals when school
is out.

The SFSP reimburses providers who
serve free healthy meals to children
and teens in low-income areas during
the summer months when school is
not in session.

The SFSP serves children and teens
age 18 and younger. Serve meals in
non-congregate setting and at school
sites during COVID-related school
closures.

USDA

The Emergency
Food Assistance
Program

The Emergency Food
Assistance Program
(TEFAP) is a federal
program that helps
supplement the diets of
low-income Americans,
including elderly people, by
providing them with

Through TEFAP, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) purchases a variety of
nutritious, high-quality USDA
Foods, and makes those
foods available to State
Distributing Agencies.

States provide the food to local
agencies that they have selected,
usually food banks, which in turn
distribute the food to
local organizations, such as soup
kitchens and food pantries that
directly serve the public.

The amount of food each state
receives out of the total amount of
food provided is based on the
number of unemployed persons and
the number of people with incomes
below the poverty level in the state.

Funding and operating
mechanisms
There are three main players
involved: State agencies,
sponsors, and sites.
- State agencies administer the
program and communicate with
USDA.
- Sponsors enter into
agreements with State agencies
to run the program. Schools,
local government agencies,
camps, faith-based and other
non-profit community
organizations that can manage a
food service program may be
SFSP sponsors. Sponsors get
reimbursed by the Program and
may manage multiple sites.
- Sites are places in the
community where children
receive meals in a safe and
supervised environment. Sites
may be in a variety of settings,
including schools, parks,
community centers, health
clinics, hospitals, apartment
complexes, churches, and
migrant centers. Sites work
directly with sponsors.
State agencies may adjust The
Emergency Food Assistance
Program (TEFAP) income
eligibility guidelines to expand
participation at any time; can
consider categorical income
eligibility (e.g. all SNAP and WIC
participants).
7/10/2020
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Agency

Program Name

USDA

Pandemic EBT

USDA

Supplemental
Nutrition
Assistance
Program
Emergency
Allotments

Populations Served
emergency food assistance
at no cost.
As a result of the Families
First Coronavirus Response
Act of 2020, children who
would receive free or
reduced-price meals if not
for school closures are
eligible to receive
assistance under this
provision. USDA is
providing guidance to state
agencies on plan
requirements in order to
receive approval.
USDA has granted waivers
to all states, allowing for
the issuance of emergency
allotments (supplements)
based on a public health
emergency declaration by
the Secretary of Health and
Human Services under
section 319 of the Public
Health Service Act related
to an outbreak of COVID-19
when a state has also
issued an emergency or
disaster declaration.

Services Provided

Program Rollout and Duration

Size & Additional Notes on Eligibility

Funding and operating
mechanisms

Temporary emergency
standards of eligibility and
levels of benefits for free or
reduced-price meals.

Waiver of existing requirements is
provided upon request.

State agencies may submit plans in
any case in which a school is closed
for at least 5 consecutive days during
a public health emergency
designation during which the school
would otherwise be in session.

Secretary has authority to
approve state agency plans for
temporary emergency standards
of eligibility and levels of
benefits under the Food and
Nutrition Act of 2008. Children
eligible for free or reduced-price
meals if not for the school
closure are eligible under this
provision.

SNAP provides nutrition
benefits to supplement the
food budget of needy families
so they can purchase healthy
food and move towards selfsufficiency.

Waiver of existing program
requirements is provided upon
request.

Options for plan adjustments include
a number of approaches to easing
states’ workload to facilitate
processing the large number of new
applications expected. For example,
USDA has already allowed states to
extend certification periods and take
other measures to keep current
participants from having their cases
closed when they cannot conduct
business online or remotely. USDA
also has allowed states to modify
their application processes to
streamline operations, for example
by reducing interview requirements
and adapting telephone signature
procedures.

The Act allows USDA to approve
state plans to adjust their SNAP
operations and procedures to
help states manage their
workload under current
conditions.

7/10/2020
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Program Name

Populations Served

Services Provided

Program Rollout and Duration

Size & Additional Notes on Eligibility

Funding and operating
mechanisms
$250 million in grants from the
Administration for Community
Living (ACL) to help communities
provide meals for older adults.

HHS

Community
Living Allocation

Older adults in need of
meals.

These programs provide
meals to more than 2.4
million older adults each year,
both through home delivery
and in places like community
centers. The need for these
services, particularly homedelivered and packaged
meals, has increased as
community measures to slow
transmission of COVID-19
have closed meal sites and
have left many family
caregivers unable to assist
their older loved ones.

Funding has been provided to states,
territories, and tribes for subsequent
allocation to local meal
providers. Grant amounts are
determined based on the populationbased formulas defined in the Older
Americans Act.

Labor

Dislocated
Worker Grants

Workers laid off because of
impact from COVID-19.

EDA

Supplemental
Economic
Adjustment
Assistance (EAA)

Government entities that
need coordinated, longterm, regional, and
strategic responses to
economic recovery,
particularly due to budget
shortfalls as a result of the
coronavirus because of
declining revenues and
increased demand for
services.

Grants for temporary
employment and training
services, including
humanitarian assistance,
clean-up and mitigation
associated with the virus, and
job training for industries still
hiring during the health
emergency.
Assistance supports the
ability to return economic
and business activities to a
healthy state. Assisted
activities can enhance a
community or region’s ability
to anticipate, withstand and
recover from future
disruptions to its economic
base.

Grants will be made in installments to
state and local workforce programs,
with the first 26 grants totaling $131
million awarded on April 15, 2020.

States and other eligible entities may
also apply for Employment Recovery
DWGs to provide reemployment
services to eligible individuals

$345 million made available
through state and local
workforce programs.

Eligible applicants include EDAdesignated Economic Development
Districts (EDDs); Indian tribes or a
consortium of Indian tribes; states
and local governments; institutions of
higher education or a consortium of
institutions; and nonprofit
organizations acting in cooperation
with officials of a political subdivision
of a state (42 U.S.C. §3122(4)(a)).

Provides funding in in regions
experiencing severe economic
dislocations. Non-Federal cost share
in the non-disaster EAA program can
be 20-50% (42 U.S.C. §3144). EAA
grants for disaster may require lower
or no non-Federal cost share. (42
U.S.C. §3233).

The CARES Act provides $1.5
billion in disaster economic
recovery funding for the EAA
program. Eligible activities
include construction and nonconstruction activities (e.g.,
infrastructure, design and
engineering, technical
assistance, economic recovery
strategies, and capitalization or
re-capitalization of Revolving
Loan Funds).
7/10/2020
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*Note on Duplication of Benefits
Federal disaster law prohibits the provision of federal assistance in excess of need. Before paying a cost with federal disaster assistance, a Federal agency must check to see that the assistance will not cause a
duplication of benefits, meaning that the cost has not or will not be paid by another source. HUD grantees are required to prevent the duplication of benefits when carrying out HUD-funded programs to
provide disaster assistance.
Knowing the other sources of assistance that may be available to pay for coronavirus-related needs can help grantees prevent duplication of benefits in two ways. First, it helps grantees design programs that
target needs that are unlikely to be addressed by other sources. Second, it helps grantees know which sources of assistance it needs to look for when completing a duplication of benefits check before
providing assistance to individuals, households, and entities.
Assistance is not prohibited to meet needs that remain after considering other federal, state, local or philanthropic financial assistance. Private, unsubsidized loans generally are not considered a duplication of
benefits. In some cases, subsidized loans do not cause a duplication, if all assistance is used for disaster-related needs. More specific information about how to comply with this requirement is available from
HUD.

This guidance was developed by a HUD TA provider. Guidance documents, except when based on statutory or regulatory authority or law, do not have the force and effect of law and are not meant to bind the
public in any way. Guidance documents are intended only to provide clarity to the public regarding existing requirements under the law or agency policies.

7/10/2020
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Grantee Name
Project No.
Preparer
Date Prepared
Follow-up Review Indicated
Duplication of Benefits
I.
A.

B.

C.

D.
E.

F.

Records and Reports

Yes

No

N/A

Notes

Does the grantee have an executed
Subrogation Agreement on file for
CDBG-CV Funds?
Does the grantee keep a record of all
grants, insurance claims, private
donations, etc. for CARES Act funds?
Is there a Self Certification of No
Duplication of Benefits on file for
Subrecipients and Individuals, if
applicable?
Does a review of these records indicate
a duplication of benefits has occurred?
If yes, which CDBG-CV activities are
affected?
What is the duplicated amount to be
returned to ADECA for each activity
affected?

04/14

Monitoring Plan
During the project implementation phase, ADECA staff will schedule a monitoring
visit to the grantee site. With the regular CDBG program, such visits are generally
scheduled at after around 30 percent of the funds have been drawn. Due to the
continuing pandemic infections as well as varying nature of activities some of
which may jump from zero draw to nearly 100 percent draw, 30 percent guide
may not be feasible. Hence, the ADECA staff will use their best judgement to
monitor projects when such monitoring will be most effective to ensure grantee
compliance. The monitoring is an arduous task and involves use of checklists to
ensure and programmatic compliance and a visit to the project site to ensure the
activities are carried out in accordance with the activities in the approved
application. The checklists allow the State to determine the grantee’s compliance
in the area of citizen participation, national objective, eligibility, progress,
professional services, environmental, fair housing and equal opportunity, bidding
and contracting, labor, Uniform Act, financial management, record keeping,
amendments, change orders, and individual case files. Upon completion of
monitoring visits, generally within thirty days, the State will provide a letter to
the grantee outlining findings if any including corrective actions. Monitoring
determinations range from “acceptable” to “concerns” to “finding”. Corrective
measures may include certifications that inadequacies will be resolved,
documentary and corrective actions have been instituted, reimbursement of
disallowed costs, or other sanctions. Upon resolution of corrective actions, the
finding(s) is released.
ADECA’s monitoring strategy for COVID projects will be similar to the regular
programs to the extent the projects are similar in nature and scope. For projects
that are either complex or involve several distinct activities and/or large grant
amounts, the State will adopt a flexible approach tailored to individual grantee.
The approach may consist of several visits, and each visit may involve specific
activities or specific compliance areas. Frequency and depth of the visit will
depend on findings or concerns uncovered during the previous visits.
The post award activities involving project implementation will be guided as much as
possible by the State’s CDBG Management and Implementation Manual. The online
Manual was initially compiled as three paper volumes when the State first undertook
the management of the CDBG Small Cities program in Alabama. The manuals were
continually updated for several years by the distribution of selective hand-outs and fully
updated several years ago at a great cost. Since the advent and wider usage of the
online format, the manuals are now periodically updated and available online at
https://adeca.alabama.gov/cdbg/cdbg-management-and-implementation-manual/ under
the Community and Economic Development Programs. The online Manual will be
significantly relevant to the administration of the COVID programs, except where
waivers have been provided by Congress or HUD.
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Environmental Review Guide
ADECA’s CED Grants

This document contains information and links to information that can assist in conducting and preparing an
Environmental Review Record (ERR) and the required documentation. The information provided here is not
intended to be all inclusive and only serves as a possible form of documentation.
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INTRODUCTION
All grants funded by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) are subject to the provisions
of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended (NEPA). Grants funded under the Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program as subject to additional regulations found at 40 CFR Parts 1500
through 1508. The primary purpose of the laws and authorities governing the environmental process is to
establish national policy, goals and procedures to protect, restore and enhance environmental quality. Programs
funded or assisted by the State with Federal money (HUD) must consider impacts on the environment and be
consistent with Federal programs and policies. An Environmental Review Record (ERR) is required to be
established for each project. An ERR is a concise public record containing original documentation related to
the environmental review, decision-making, and activities undertaken in a project. The ERR must be available
to the public upon request at the Responsible Entity’s location; County Courthouse or City/Town offices. It is a
legal document and the best, and often only, defense to prove compliance with applicable laws and regulations.
I.

LEVELS OF REVIEW
There are five (5) possible Levels of Review and they are all subject to the laws, regulations and authorities
located in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 24, Part 58.
Those levels are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Exempt
Categorically Excluded Subject to §58.5
Categorically Excluded Not Subject to §58.5
Environmental Assessment
Environmental Impact Statement

[§58.34]
[§58.35(a)]
[§58.35(b)]
[§58.36]
[§58.37]

The Level of Review a project is subject to is determined by the activities that are planned for the project.
To properly determine what Level of Review the project requires, consult 24 CFR Part 58. The regulation
containing the list of activities included in that Level of Review are contained in the brackets listed above.
An online version of these regulations can be found here.
The section below contains a sample of the types of activities that generally apply to the given Level of
Review (please refer to the regulations listed above for the complete list of activities) and a list of the forms
that are required to be completed to complete an environmental review.
1. EXEMPT
A complete list of Exempt activities can be found in regulation §58.34. Some of those activities
include Environmental Studies, Plan/Strategy Development, Tool Purchases and Engineering Costs. If
it has been determined that a project requires an Exempt Level of Review, complete the following
forms and ensure that the Signature Dates (if required) follow the requirements as given below.
1. Finding of Exemption form (ENV-FOE)
2. Other Requirements Checklist form (ENV-ORC)
3. Level of Review Determination form (ENV-LRD) *
*- Required to be submitted to ADECA

Date when completed
Date SAME AS or AFTER the ENV-ORC
Submittal Date SAME AS or AFTER ENV-LRD

2
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2. CATEGORICALLY EXCLUDED SUBJECT TO §58.5
A complete list of Categorically Excluded Subject to §58.5 (CEST) activities can be found in
regulation §58.35(a). Some of those activities include Infrastructure Rehabilitation, ADA Barrier
Removal, Structure Rehabilitation and Structure Demolition. When a project requires a CEST Level of
Review the reviewer must complete the Categorically Excluded Subject to §58.5 form (ENV-CEST)
first. It cannot be determined if a project converts to Exempt without first completing the ENV-CEST
form. The two (2) most common outcomes are that: the Review requires public notification through
the “Notice of Intent to Request Release of Funds” OR it converts to Exempt status due to checking
“NO” for all laws, regulations and authorities found in the Statutory Checklist. If it is determined that
public notification is required, complete the requirements listed under 2A below. If it is determined
that the project can convert to Exempt, complete the requirements listed under 2B below.
2A. CATEGORICALLY EXCLUDED SUBJECT TO §58.5
If you answered “YES” to ANY of the laws, regulations or authorities found on the Statutory Checklist
then complete the following forms and ensure that the Signature Dates (if required) follow the
requirements as given below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Date when completed
Categorically Excluded Subject to from (ENV-CEST)
Floodplain Notices (if required) *
Other Requirements Checklist form (ENV-ORC)
Date SAME AS or AFTER the ENV-CEST
Notice of Intent (ENV-NOI) and affidavits of publication or posting * Date SAME AS or AFTER the ENV-ORC

Request for Release of Funds and Certification form (ENV-RROF) * Date SAME AS or AFTER what’s in ENV-NOI

Level of Review Determination form (ENV-LRD) *
*- Required to be submitted to ADECA

Date SAME AS or AFTER the ENV-RROFC
Submittal Date SAME AS or AFTER ENV-LRD

2B. CATEGORICALLY EXCLUDED SUBJECT TO §58.5 CONVERTS TO EXEMPT
If you answered “NO” to ALL the laws, regulations or authorities found on the Statutory Checklist then
complete the following forms and ensure that the Signature Dates (if required) follow the requirements
as given below.
1. Categorically Excluded Subject to from (ENV-CEST)
2. Other Requirements Checklist form (ENV-ORC)
3. Level of Review Determination form (ENV-LRD) *
*- Required to be submitted to ADECA
3.

Date when completed
Date SAME AS or AFTER the ENV-CEST
Date SAME AS or AFTER the ENV-CEST
Submittal Date SAME AS or AFTER ENV-LRD

CATEGORICALLY EXCLUDED NOT SUBJECT TO §58.5

A complete list of Categorically Excluded Not Subject to §58.5 (CENST) activities can be found in
regulation §58.35(b). Some of those activities include Supportive Services, Operating Costs, and
Equipment Purchases. If it has been determined that the project requires a CENST Level of Review,
complete the following forms and ensure that the Signature Dates (if required) follow the requirements
as given below.
1. Categorically Excluded Not Subject to form (ENV-CENST)
2. Other Requirements Checklist form (ENV-ORC)
3
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Date SAME AS or AFTER the ENV-CENST
Submittal Date SAME AS or AFTER ENV-LRD

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

If it has been determined that the project is not “Exempt” or “Categorically Excluded” under §58.34
and §58.35, prepare an Environmental Assessment (EA). Complete the following forms and ensure
that the Signature Dates (if required) follow the requirements as given below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

5.

Environmental Assessment form (ENV-EA)
Date when completed
Floodplain Notices (if required) *
Other Requirements Checklist form (ENV-ORC)
Date SAME AS or AFTER the ENV-EA
Combined Notice (ENV-CN) and affidavits of publication/posting * Date SAME AS or AFTER the ENV-ORC
Request for Release of Funds and Certification form (ENV-RROF) * Date SAME AS or AFTER what’s in ENV-CN

Level of Review Determination form (ENV-LRD) *

Date SAME AS or AFTER the ENV-RROFC

*- Required to be submitted to ADECA

Submittal Date SAME AS or AFTER ENV-LRD

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is required when the project is determined to have a
potentially significant impact on the human environment. An EIS is required under any of the
following circumstances:
1. The project would provide a site or sites for, or result in the construction of, hospitals or nursing
homes containing a total of 2,500 or more beds.
2. The project would remove, demolish, convert or substantially rehabilitate 2,500 or more existing
housing units (but not including rehabilitation projects categorically excluded under §58.35), or
would result in the construction or installation of 2,500 or more housing units, or would provide
sites for 2,500 or more housing units.
3. The project would provide enough additional water and sewer capacity to support 2,500 or more
additional housing units. The project does not have to be specifically intended for residential use
nor does it have to be totally new construction. If the project is designed to provide upgraded
service to existing development as well as to serve new development, only that portion of the
increased capacity which is intended to serve new development should be counted.
Since the vast majority of CDBG, ESG and HOPWA projects either do not meet these thresholds or use
previously conducted EIS’s from other entities, this level of review is rarely needed. See 24 CFR 58.37 for
more information on how and when to conduct an EIS or contact the ADECA Environmental Officer.
II.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS @ 58.6

Form ENV-ORC

All projects funded through CDBG, ESG and HOME funds are subject to the laws and authorities listed at
24 CFR 58.6. Every project, regardless of complexity, must comply with the regulations. These laws and
authorities can be cleared by completing the Other Requirements Checklist form (ENV-ORC). Below, the
Other Requirements have been detailed along with guidelines on the simplest method of documentation
showing that each item on the list has been cleared environmentally. HUD has provided guidance on the
HUD Exchange that gives a detailed introduction to the regulation or authority as well as their method of
clearing that regulation or authority and what is considered as proper compliance and documentation.
4
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Flood Insurance
Section 202 of the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 (42 U.S.C. 4106) requires that projects receiving
federal assistance and located in an area identified by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
as being within a Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHA) be covered by flood insurance under the National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). Steps on how to clear this regulation are provided below.
These regulations do not apply to HUD financial assistance in the form of formula grants to states, including
financial assistance under the State-administered CDBG Program and Emergency Shelter Grant amounts
allocated to States and HOME funds provided to a state under Title II of the Cranston-Gonzalez National
Affordable Housing Act per 24 CFR §55.1(b)(1), §58.6(a)(3) and 42 USC 4003(a)(3) and formula based
Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) programs. The required forms should already have this field
prepopulated with this information. If not, contact the ADECA Environmental Officer.
Coastal Barrier Resources
The Coastal Barrier Resources Act (CBRA) of 1982 designated relatively undeveloped coastal barriers
along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts as part of Coastal Barrier Resources System (CBRS) and made these
areas ineligible for most new Federal expenditures and financial assistance. Steps on how to clear this
regulation are provided below.
1. Use the map below (or use the website below to create your own map) to determine if the project area is
located within a CBRS unit.
2. If the project IS NOT located in a CBRS unit, MARK & LABLE your project’s location on the map and
place a copy in the ERR. Documentation is complete.
3. If the project IS located in a CBRS unit, contact the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service for approval. Place all
correspondence and concurrence in the ERR. Documentation is complete.
•
•

CBRS Unit Proximity Map
CBRS website

Airport Hazards
It is HUD’s policy to apply standards to prevent incompatible development around civil airports and
military airfields. The policy can be found at 24 CFR 51, Subpart D. Applicable airports are designated in
the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems. A list of these civilian airports and military airfields can be
found below as well as a Google Earth file that contains the locations of both types of airports. Steps on
how to clear this regulation are provided below.
1. Determine if the project activities involve the major rehabilitation of, the new construction of, or
significantly prolonging the life of, an existing building.
2. If the project DOES NOT involve any of the activities listed above, document the determination (Memo
to File method is preferred) and place in the ERR. Documentation is complete.
3. If the project DOES involve any of the activities listed above, use the information provided below to
determine if the project is within 15,000 feet of a military airport or 2,500 feet of a civilian airport. You
can download the .kmz file into Google Earth and create a proximity map to use as documentation.
5
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4. If the project IS NOT within the proximity of an airport, document the determination and place in the
ERR. Documentation is complete.
5. If the project IS within the proximity of an airport, contact the airport operator to determine if the
project is located in the Runway Protection Zone (civilian) or Accident Potential Zone (military).
6. If the project IS NOT located in the RPZ/APZ, document the correspondence and concurrence in the
ERR. Documentation is complete.
7. If the project IS located in the RPZ/APZ, get approval from the airport operator. Place all
correspondence and concurrence in the ERR. Documentation is complete.
If the project consists of down-payment assistance or minor structure rehabilitation, or the sale or purchase
of land, the Airport Clear Zone Waiver form must be completed and placed in the ERR.
•
•
•

Airport Proximity Map – Example
Airport CZ Waiver Form
GoogleEarth Airport KMZ

Once the ENV-ORC form has been completed it must be signed and dated by the Certifying Officer of the
Responsible Entity. Ensure that the Signature Date complies with the requirements listed in Chapter I for
the Level of Review as indicated.
III.

STATUTORY CHECKLIST
In the process of completing the “Categorically Excluded Subject to” form (ENV-CEST) and the
“Environmental Assessment” form (ENV-EA) one must complete the Statutory Checklist. There are a total
of fourteen Statutes, Executive Orders and Regulations that must be considered and cleared in order to
complete the environmental review. A detailed list can be found at 24 CFR 58.5. Below the Statutory
Checklist has been detailed along with guidelines on the simplest method of documentation showing that
each item on the list has been cleared environmentally. HUD has provided guidance on the HUD Exchange
that gives a detailed introduction to the regulation or authority as well as their method of clearing that
regulation or authority and what is considered as proper compliance and documentation.
Historic Preservation
All projects are required to complete a Section 106 review. The Alabama Historical Commission (AHC)
and ADECA have entered into a Programmatic Agreement (PA) that allows for an automatic compliance of
the regulation when the project activities are those listed in the PA. Steps on how to clear this regulation are
provided below.
1. Compare the project activities to those listed in the Programmatic Agreement (PA).
2. If the project’s activities ARE found in the PA, indicate which exemption activity applies and place a
copy of the PA in the ERR. Documentation is complete.
3. If the project’s activities ARE NOT found in the PA, submit a Project Review Consultation Form (found
on the AHC website https://ahc.alabama.gov/section106.aspx) electronically only to AHC along with a
letter of explanation. (30 Day comment period)
6
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4. Complete any mitigation that AHC may require and document all correspondence. Once concurrence
from AHC has been given place all correspondence in the ERR. Documentation is complete.
•
•
•

ADECA-AHC PA
AHC Review Consultation Form
NAE Concurrence Letter - Template

Tribal Historic Preservation
Tribal consultation must be considered with all projects. Steps on how to clear this regulation are provided
below.
1. Determine if Tribal consultation is required by completing the “When to Consult with Tribes under
Section 106 Checklist”.
2. If it is indicated that consultation with Tribes SHOULD NOT be initiated, place the completed checklist
in the ERR. Documentation is complete.
3. If it is indicated that consultation with Tribes SHOULD be initiated then use the Tribal Directory
Assessment Tool (TDAT) to determine which, if any, Tribes have interests in the project area.
4. A request for consultation with the specified Tribe(s) should be sent from the Responsible Entity (RE)
and await concurrence. If no response has been received after a thirty (30) day comment period (if
emailed) or a thirty-five (35) day comment period (if mailed), consider the concurrence given. If a
response letter is received, then comply with any reasonable mitigation requirements that may have been
stipulated. In cases where a Tribe has asked for a Cultural Resource Assessment (CRA) be conducted,
reference the “Responding to Cultural Resource Assessments” document for assistance in making that
determination. Place all correspondence and concurrence in the ERR. Documentation is complete.
A much more detailed process for complying with Tribal consultation is available in notice CPD 12-006
from HUD.
•
•
•
•
•

Tribal Directory Assessment Tool (TDAT)
Section 106 Checklist
Tribes Consultation Letter – Template
HUD Notice CPD 12-006
Responding to CRA Requests

Floodplain Management
Executive Order (EO) 11988 requires that projects avoid impacts to floodplains and to avoid direct and
indirect support of floodplain development to the extent practicable. Steps on how to clear this regulation
are provided below. Exceptions to this regulation found at 24 CFR 55.12(b)(2) and 55.12(c) allow for
automatic compliance of this regulation. If any of those exemptions apply, cite the exemption number on
the review form and documentation is complete. Additional exceptions can be found at 24 CFR 55.12(a)(1)
that allow for the completion of the 5-Step Process instead of the 8-Step Process provided that the locality
participates in the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). Review the “5-Step Process Determination
Assistance” document below for assistance in making this determination.
1. Create a FIRMette by using a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) from the FEMA website and outline
the project area. Determine if the project is located in a floodplain.
7
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2. If the project IS NOT located in a floodplain put a copy of the map in the ERR. Documentation is
complete.
3. If the project IS located in a floodplain and no exceptions apply (see above for assistance) complete the
8-Step Process. Place the completed 8-Step Process in the ERR. Documentation is complete.
•
•
•
•
•

FEMA website
Creating a Floodplain Proximity Map
Floodplain Proximity Map - Example
8-Step Process - Example
5-Step Process Determination Assistance

Wetlands Protection
Executive Order (EO) 11990 requires that projects avoid adverse impacts to wetlands where practicable.
Steps on how to clear this regulation are provided below. Exceptions to this regulation found at 24 CFR
55.12(a)(3), 55.12(a)(4), 55.12(c)(3), 55.12(c)(7), 55.12(c)(10) allow for automatic compliance of this
regulation. If any of those exemptions apply, cite the exemption number on the review form and
documentation is complete. Additional exceptions can be found at 24 CFR 55.12(a)(1) that allow for the
completion of the 5-Step Process instead of the 8-Step Process provided that the locality participates in the
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). Review the “5-Step Process Determination Assistance”
document for assistance in making this determination.
1. Create a wetland map by using the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Wetlands Mapper and outline the project
area. Determine if the project is located in a wetland.
2. If the project IS NOT located in a wetland put a copy of the map in the ERR. Documentation is
complete.
3. If the project IS located in a wetland and no exceptions apply (see above for assistance), complete the 8Step Process and request concurrence from U.S. Army Corps of Engineers if, and only if, your project
disturbs more than ¼ acre of wetland area. Complete any mitigation requirements. Place the
completed 8-Step Process and all correspondence with the Corps in the ERR. Documentation is
complete.
•
•
•

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Wetland Mapper website
Creating a Wetland Proximity Map
Wetland Proximity Map – Example

Coastal Zone Management
Projects that can affect the coastal zone must be carried out in a manner consistent with the state Coastal
Zone Management Program (CZMP) under Section 307(c) and (d) of the Coastal Zone Management Act
(CZMA) of 1972 (16 U.S.C. 1451 et seq). Steps on how to clear this regulation are provided below.
1. Use the Coastal Zone Management (CZM) Map (below) to determine if the project is located in the
Coastal Zone Management Area (CZMA).
2. If the project IS NOT located in the CZMA, mark the project location on the CZM Map and place it in
the ERR. Documentation is complete.
8
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3. If the project IS located in the CZMA, contact the State CZM Agency to ensure the project is consistent
with the CZM plan. Place all correspondence and concurrences in the ERR. Documentation is
complete.
The Google Earth file below can be used to create a map showing that the project is not within the CZMA
for projects located along the coast in Alabama.
•
•

CZM Proximity Map
GoogleEarth CZM KMZ

Sole Source Aquifers
The Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 requires the protection of drinking water systems that are the sole or
principle drinking water source for an area and which, if contaminated, would create a significant hazard to
public health. Steps on how to clear this regulation are provided below.
1. No Sole Source Aquifers in Alabama. Place a copy of the Sole Source Aquifer map in the ERR.
Documentation is complete.
•

SSA Proximity Map

Endangered Species
The Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, as amended, and its implementing regulations were designed
to protect and recover species in danger of extinction and the ecosystems that they depend on. Steps on how
to clear this regulation are provided below.
1. Determine if the project will consist of any of the following types of activities: ground disturbance,
vegetation removal, an increase in impervious area, or generation of atypical noise levels (postconstruction).
2. If the project DOES NOT consist of one of the listed activities, document this determination and place it
in the ERR. Documentation is complete. (Example – minor rehabilitation of an existing structure)
3. If the project DOES consist of one of the listed activities, consult with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
(FWS) and ask for their concurrence on the project. Use the sample letter below as a guide. Place all
correspondence and concurrence in the ERR. Documentation is complete.
•
•

FWS Office List
FWS Consultation Letter - Template

Wild and Scenic Rivers
The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act provides federal protection for the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System
(NWSRS). There are three (3) types of rivers that have to be cleared. Steps on how to clear this regulation
are provided below.

9
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Wild & Scenic: Use the Wild & Scenic River map below to determine if the project is located within ¼
mile of a Wild & Scenic River. Place the documentation in the ERR.

1. If the project IS NOT located within ¼ mile of a Wild & Scenic River, mark the project area on the
map and put a copy in the ERR.
2. If the project IS located within ¼ mile of a Wild & Scenic River, mark the project area on the map
and contact the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Services to get concurrence on the project. Place all
correspondence and concurrences in the ERR.
AND
• Study Rivers: Use the Study River map below to determine if the project is located within ¼ mile of
any Study Rivers. (Currently there is only one Study River, the Escatawpa River in Washington and
Mobile Counties) Place the documentation in the ERR.
1. If the project IS NOT located within ¼ mile of a Study River, mark the project area on the map and
put a copy in the ERR.
2. If the project location IS within a ¼ mile radius of a Study River, mark the project area on the map
and then contact the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Services to get concurrence on the project. Place all
correspondence and concurrences in the ERR.
AND
• Nationwide Rivers Inventory (NRI): Use the NRI Proximity Map to determine if the project is located
within ¼ mile of a river on the NRI list. Place the documentation in the ERR.
1. If the project IS NOT located within ¼ mile of an NRI River, then mark the project area on the map
and put a copy in the ERR.
2. If the project location IS within a ¼ mile radius of a NRI River, mark the project area on the map
and contact the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Services to get concurrence on the project. Place all
correspondence and concurrences in the ERR.
Documentation is only completed when all three (3) types of rivers have been cleared and the appropriate
documentation is in the ERR. Use the provided GoogleEarth files (kmz) below if a better scale is needed.
•
•
•
•

Wild & Scenic River Proximity Map
Study River Proximity Map
NRI Proximity Map
GoogleEarth NRI KMZ

Air Quality
The Clean Air Act was implemented to remedy the damaging effects that bad air quality can have on human
health and the environment. Steps on how to clear this regulation are provided below.
1. Determine if the project is located in a nonattainment area. Check the EPA Green Book on
Nonattainment Areas for Criteria Pollutants for those locations.
2. If the project area IS NOT in a nonattainment area, document the determination and place it in the ERR.
Documentation is complete. (Air Quality Documentation - Example)
10
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3. If the project area IS in a nonattainment area, determine if project will generate more than the de
Minimis level of emissions. (Contact ADECA if for assistance in making the determination)
a. If the project WILL NOT generate more than the de Minimis level of emissions, document the
determination and place it in the ERR. Documentation is complete.
b. If the project WILL generate more than the de Minimis level of emissions, contact the State
Implementation Plan (SIP) agency (Alabama Department of Environmental Management [ADEM]).
Place all correspondence and concurrence in the ERR. Documentation is complete.
Farmlands Protection
The purpose of the Farmland Protection Policy Act (7 U.S.C. 4201 et seq, implementing regulations 7 CFR
Part 658, of the Agriculture and Food Act of 1981, as amended) is to minimize the effect of Federal
programs on the unnecessary and irreversible conversion of farmland to nonagricultural uses. Steps on how
to clear this regulation are provided below.
1. Determine if the project will result in the conversion (farmland to non-agricultural use) of prime, unique
or state/locally important farmland.
2. If the project DOES NOT result in land conversion, document the determination and place it in the
ERR. Documentation is complete.
3. If the project DOES result in land conversion, complete Form AD-1006 and submit it to the proper
USDA office found on the website. Place all correspondence and concurrence in the ERR.
Documentation is complete.
•
•
•

USDA NRCS website
Form AD-1006
7 CFR Part 658 link

Noise Abatement and Control
HUD’s noise standards may be found in 24 CFR Part 51, Subpart B and apply to “noise sensitive activities”,
including projects that generate noise (other than during construction). Steps on how to clear this regulation
are provided below.
1. Determine if the project involves a “noise sensitive activity”. (i.e. senior/community centers, residential
structures…)
2. If the project DOES NOT involve a noise sensitive activity, document the determination and place it in
the ERR. Documentation is complete.
3. If the project DOES involve a noise sensitive activity, mark the project area on a map and determine
if the project is located within 1,000 feet of a major roadway, 3,000 feet of a railroad, 15 miles of a
military or FAA-regulated airport.
4. If the project IS NOT located within the vicinities given above, document the determination with a
proximity map, mark the project area on the map and place it in the ERR. Documentation is
complete.
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5. If the project IS located within the vicinities give above, contact the Environmental Officer for
assistance as well as refer to the HUD website to complete a noise assessment. Place all documents
used to conduct the noise assessment along with the determination in the ERR. Documentation is
complete.
•

HUD Noise Assessment Guidance

Explosive and Flammable Facilities
HUD requires that projects located near hazardous facilities which store, handle or process hazardous
substances of a flammable or explosive nature include measures to reduce if not eliminate potential risk of
injury in the event of an explosion to occupants or end-users of the project. Steps on how to clear this
regulation are provided below. You must complete the documentation for both items below.
Aboveground Stationary Storage Tanks (AST)
1. Determine if the project activities include development, construction or rehabilitation that will increase
residential densities, or conversion.
2. If the project DOES NOT include the activities above, document the determination and place it in the
ERR. Documentation is complete.
3. If the project DOES include the activities above provide:
a. evidence that there are no current or planned aboveground storage containers with a 100+ gallon
capacity within 1 mile of the project location or
b. that the Acceptable Separation Distance (ASD) is sufficient for the containers found or
c. that existing or planned barriers would serve as sufficient mitigation, including correspondence with
a licensed Engineer.
Place all documentation used to make the determination in the ERR. Compliance is complete.
Hazardous Facilities
1. Determine if the project includes a hazardous facility (one that mainly stores, handles or processes
flammable or combustible chemicals such as bulk fuel storage facilities or refineries).
2. If the project DOES NOT involve a hazardous facility, document the determination and place it in the
ERR. Documentation is complete.
3. If the project DOES involve a hazardous facility show that:
a. the Acceptable Separation Distance (ASD) is sufficient with respect to residences and other facilities
where people may congregate or be present or
b. that existing or planned barriers would serve as sufficient mitigation, including correspondence with
a licensed Engineer.
Place all documentation used to make the determination in the ERR. Compliance is complete.
•
•
•
•

ASD Guidebook
ASD Assessment Tool
Barrier Design Guide
HUD Explosive & Hazardous Facilities Guidance
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Site Contamination
Guidance on HUD’s policy concerning Site Contamination can be found at 24 CFR Part 50.3(i) and 24 CFR
58.5(i)(2). A basic summation of the policy is that project sites that are funded by HUD must be free from
hazardous materials, contamination, toxic chemicals and gases, and radioactive substances. Steps on how to
clear this regulation are provided below.
1. Use the Site Contamination Checklist to assist you in conducting your required “due diligence”. At a
minimum, the following steps should be taken:
a. Conduct a Field Inspection
b. Investigate project area for Historic uses
c. Conduct a Records search (Use the How-to Guide to determine if the project is located within a
3,000 feet radius of a site listed on the Superfund (CERCLIS), Brownfields (ACRES) and Hazardous
Waste (RCRAInfo) databases.
Multifamily housing with five (5) or more dwelling units and sites to be used as gathering places
(community/senior centers, etc.) should have a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment conducted to search
for possible contaminates.
•
•
•
•

NEPAssist website
Site Contamination Checklist
Creating Site Contamination Proximity Maps
Site Contamination Proximity Map - Example

Environmental Justice
Environmental justice means ensuring that the environment and human health are protected fairly for all
people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income. Since CDBG only funds projects that assist
those residents in low to moderate income areas, it could be said that all projects fall under this provision
and therefore are exempt from this regulation. The required forms should already have this field
prepopulated with this information. If not, contact the ADECA Environmental Officer.
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NOTICES
After completing the forms ENV-CEST and ENV-EA a “Notice to the Public” is required to be made
(except in the case of the ENV-CEST converting to “Exempt”). Below you will find the required notices as
well as the distribution lists for those notices. Using the incorrect type of notice, not adhering to the correct
time frame for the notice and not distributing the notice to the required agencies are all infractions that will
result in a Finding at the time of the Environmental Monitoring. The forms are listed in order of
publication/posting. Note – not all notices are required. Affidavits of Publishing/Posting are required for all
Notices. When a Notice is Posted, regulations require that the Notice be prominently displayed in public
buildings (3 minimum) as well as the project area.
Categorically Excluded Subject to (Form ENV-CEST):
• Early Notice and Public Review of a Proposed Activity in a Floodplain/Wetland (Early
Floodplain/Wetland Notice) (if required)
o Must be PUBLISHED (needs to be published for 1 day only)
o Must have a 15-day minimum Public Comment period
•

Final Notice and Public Explanation of a Proposed Activity in a Floodplain/Wetland (Final
Floodplain/Wetland Notice) (if required)
o Must be PUBLISHED (needs to be published for 1 day only)
o Must have a 7-day minimum Public Comment period

•

Notice of Intent to Request Release of Funds (NOI/RROF)
o Can be published or posted (remains posted throughout comment period)
o Must have a 7-day minimum Public Comment period if published
o Must have a 10-day minimum Public Comment period if posted

The NOI/RROF and the Final Floodplain/Wetland Notice may be disseminated simultaneously.
Environmental Assessment (Form ENV-EA):
• Early Notice and Public Review of a Proposed Activity in a Floodplain/Wetland (Early
Floodplain/Wetland Notice) (if required)
o Must be PUBLISHED (needs to be published for 1 day only)
o Must have a 15-day minimum Public Comment period
•

Final Notice and Public Explanation of a Proposed Activity in a Floodplain/Wetland (Final
Floodplain/Wetland Notice) (if required)
o Must be PUBLISHED (needs to be published for 1 day only)
o Must have a 7-day minimum Public Comment period

•

Finding of No Significant Impact and Notice of Intent to Request Release of Funds (Combined Notice)
o Can be published or posted (remains posted throughout comment period)
o Must have a 15-day minimum Public Comment period if published
o Must have an 18-day minimum Public Comment period if posted

The Combined Notice and the Final Floodplain/Wetland Notice may be disseminated simultaneously.
In addition to notifying the public through the methods listed above, appropriate Federal and State agencies
must also be notified. Consult the Distribution Lists below to determine which Notices must be sent to
Federal and State agencies and when they are required to be sent. Use the included form letters as a guide
for notifying the agencies.
• Public Notice Distribution Lists
14
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MONITORING
All projects are subject to monitoring. After submitting the required information to ADECA, a “desk
review” will be conducted in order to determine if the submittal meets the minimum requirements. A copy
of the form that is used for this review can be found below. Once it has been determined that the submittal
has been made successfully a “Notice of Removal of Grant Conditions” will be issued. A copy will be
forwarded along in the Grant Agreement Package.
At some point beyond the 30% fund expenditure point an “onsite review” will be conducted. This review is
conducted during the monitoring visit. A copy of the form that is used for this review can be found below.
A successful review is conducted when all appropriate fields of the form have been completely filled in and
proper documentation has been included in the ERR.
•
•

Desk Environmental Review Monitoring Checklist
On-site Environmental Review Monitoring Checklist
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Environmental On-Site Review Checklist
Grantee Name: _______________________________

Project No: ________________________________________

Preparer: ____________________________________

Date Prepared: _____________________________________

Follow-Up Review Indicated: ☐ YES

☐ NO

Environmental Review Summary of Dates
1.

2.

If the Grantee mailed letters to organizations seeking concurrence with the project, record below the dates those letters were
sent and the dates that any concurrence was received:
Date Sent
Date Received
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) (Min 30 Days): __________

____________

Tribal Historic Preservation Office (THPO) (Min 30 Days): __________

____________

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS): __________

____________

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACE): __________

____________

(Other) ____________________________: __________

____________

(Other) ____________________________: __________

____________

Did any of the concurrences require any mitigation measures?
a.

3.

☐ Yes

☐ No

If “Yes”, list the date that the mitigation measures were completed or cleared: ________________________

Were any comments received by the Grantee during the Public Comment Period?
a.

If “Yes”, were they addressed by the Grantee in writing? ☐ Yes

☐ No

☐ Yes

☐ No
☐ N/A

4.

List the date that the Notice was published/posted: ____________________
CEST
- Notice of Intent to Request Release of Funds (NOI/RROF)
EA & EIS
- Finding of No Significant Impact AND Notice of Intent to Request Release of Funds (Combined Notice)
-No Notices required for the following categories: 1, 2B, and 3.

5.

Record the date that the Level of Review Determination Form (ENV-LRD) was signed by the Certifying Officer and which
level of review is indicated:
☐

1. Exempt

Date Signed: _______________

☐

2A. Categorically Excluded Subject to (CEST)

Date Signed: _______________

☐

2B. Categorically Excluded Subject to Converts to Exempt

Date Signed: ________________

☐

3. Categorically Excluded Not Subject to (CENST)

Date Signed: ________________

☐

4. Environmental Assessment (EA)

Date Signed: ________________

☐

5. Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Date Signed: ________________

6.

List the release date on the Notice of Removal of Grant Conditions (ENV-NRGC): ____________________

7.

List the date that construction began on the project: ____________________________

ADECA Form ENV-EORC
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Part A: Level of Review Determination (Only one portion of Part A must be completed)

NOTE: Questions highlighted in Gray only apply to projects funded in 2015 or later
1.

a.
b.
c.
d.

For Exempt activities, (which include administration, environmental studies, planning, engineering and design costs,
temporary assistance for imminent threats, etc…) ensure that the Environmental Review Record (ERR) contains EACH of
the following:
Yes
No
A Level of Review Determination Form (ENV-LRD) completed and signed
☐
☐
A Finding of Exemption Form (ENV-FOE) completed and signed
☐
☐
An Other Requirements Checklist Form (ENV-ORC) completed and signed
☐
☐
A copy of the Notice of Removal of Grant Conditions (ENV-NRGC)
☐
☐

2A. For Categorically Excluded Subject to activities, (which include rehabilitation of water and sewer lines, streets,
drainage structures, senior centers, housing, etc…) ensure that the Environmental Review Record (ERR) contains EACH of
the following:
Yes
No
a. A Level of Review Determination Form (ENV-LRD) completed and signed
☐
☐
b. A Categorically Excluded Subject to Form (ENV-CEST) completed and signed
☐
☐
i.
the ENV-CEST signed after all concurrences were received?
☐
☐
c. An Other Requirements Checklist Form (ENV-ORC) completed and signed
☐
☐
d. A copy of the Notice of Intent to Request Release of Funds (NOI/RROF)
☐
☐
i.
Was the Notice published/posted after the ENV-CEST was signed?
☐
☐
ii.
Was the Notice disseminated to the following:
☐
☐
1. Interested Individuals and groups (if applicable)
2. All appropriate Tribal, Local State & Federal Agencies
☐
☐
3. Local Media
☐
☐
iii.
Did the 4-Factor Analysis indicate that a Language Access Plan was required?
☐
☐
iv.
Was a Language Access Plan initiated? (if required)
☐
☐
e. A Request for Release of Funds & Certification Form (ENV-RROFC)
☐
☐
f. A copy of the Notice of Removal of Grant Conditions (ENV-NRGC)
☐
☐

2B. For Categorically Excluded Subject to activities that CONVERT to Exempt, (which can include rehabilitation of water
and sewer lines, streets, drainage structures, senior centers, housing, etc…) ensure that the Environmental Review Record
(ERR) contains EACH of the following:
Yes
No
a. A Level of Review Determination Form (ENV-LRD) completed and signed
☐
☐
b. A Categorically Excluded Subject to Form (ENV-CEST) completed and signed
☐
☐
i.
Was the ENV-CEST signed after all concurrences were received?
☐
☐
c. An Other Requirements Checklist Form (ENV-ORC) completed and signed
☐
☐
d. A copy of the Notice of Removal of Grant Conditions (ENV-NRGC)
☐
☐

3.

a.
b.
c.
d.

For Categorically Excluded Not Subject to activities, (which include economic development (non-construction),
supportive services, utilities, supplies, etc…) ensure that the Environmental Review Record (ERR) contains EACH of the
following:
Yes
No
A Level of Review Determination Form (ENV-LRD) completed and signed
☐
☐
A Categorically Excluded Not Subject to Form (ENV-CENST) completed and signed
☐
☐
An Other Requirements Checklist Form (ENV-ORC) completed and signed
☐
☐
A copy of the Notice of Removal of Grant Conditions (ENV-NRGC)
☐
☐

ADECA Form ENV-EORC
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4.

For Environmental Assessments, (which can include new construction: new water & sewer lines, water tanks, pump
stations, senior centers, etc.…) ensure that the Environmental Review Record (ERR) contains EACH of the following:
Yes
No
a. A Level of Review Determination Form (ENV-LRD) completed and signed
☐
☐
b. An Environmental Assessment Form (ENV-EA) completed and signed
☐
☐
i. Was the Statutory Checklist Section of the Form completed along with documentation?
☐
☐
ii. Were the following sections completed on the form:
☐
☐
1. Existing Conditions & Trends?
2. Environmental Assessment Factors (Chart)?
☐
☐
3. Alternatives/No Action Alternative?
☐
☐
4. Determination?
☐
☐
iii. Was the Environmental Assessment Factors section completed properly allowing for the
☐
☐
reasonable determination of the Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI)?
iv. Was a Finding of No Significant Impact indicated in the Determination section?
☐
☐
1. Was the form signed and dated after all concurrences had been received?
☐
☐
c. An Other Requirements Checklist (ENV-ORC) completed and signed?
☐
☐
d. A copy of the FONSI and NOI to Request Release of Funds (Combined Notice)
☐
☐
i. Was the Combined Notice published/posted after the ENV-EA was signed?
☐
☐
ii. Was the Combined Notice disseminated to the following:
☐
☐
1. Interested Individuals and groups (if applicable)
2. All appropriate Tribal, Local, State & Federal Agencies
☐
☐
3. Local Media
☐
☐
iii. Did the 4-Factor Analysis indicate that a Language Access Plan was required?
☐
☐
iv. Was a Language Access Plan initiated? (if required)
☐
☐
e. A Request for Release of Funds & Certification (ENV-RROFC)
☐
☐
f. A Notice of Removal of Grant Conditions (ENV-NRGC)
☐
☐

5.

For Environmental Impact Statements (EIS), (which is required when a project is determined to have a potentially
significant impact on the human environment) a specialized visit is required.
Yes
No
a. Is there an indication that an Environmental Impact Statement is required? (If “Yes” contact the
☐
☐
ADECA Environmental Officer for further assistance)
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Part B: Other Requirements Checklist Documentation (Applies to all projects)
Comments/Documentation
1.

Floodplain Insurance (24 CFR 58.6(a) & (b)) – The Environmental Review Record (ERR)
should contain ONE of the following types of documentation (please select which
documentation was in the ERR):
☒

2.

3.

Documentation supporting the determination that the project does not require flood
insurance or is excepted from flood insurance.

CDBG, ESG & HOPWA
funded projects are exempt
from Flood Insurance
Requirements per 42 USC
4003(a)(3), 24 CFR
58.6(a)(3) & 55.1(b)(1)

Coastal Barrier Resources (24 CFR 58.6(c)) – The Environmental Review Record (ERR)
should contain ONE of the following types of documentation (please select which
documentation was in the ERR):
☐

A map that establishes the Coastal Barrier Resource System Units location in
relation to the project location.

☐

A map issued by the FWS or FEMA (or from their website) showing that the
proposed project is not located within a designated Coastal Barrier Resource
System Unit. The FEMA map panel number must be cited within the ERR.

☐

Approval of the project from the FWS, including all prior correspondence.

Runway Clear Zones & Clear Zones (24 CFR 58.6(d)) - The Environmental Review
Record (ERR) should contain ONE of the following types of documentation (please select
which documentation was in the ERR):
☐

Documentation that the rule is not applicable to the proposed project (i.e.,
acquisition of an existing building, “minor” rehabilitation, or emergency action).

☐

A map showing the site is not within 15,000 feet of a military airport or within
2,500 feet of a civilian airport.

☐

If within 15,000 feet of a military airport, a map showing the site is not within a
designated APZ (Accident Potential Zone) or a letter from the airport operator
stating so.

☐

If within 2,500 feet of a civilian airport, a map showing the site is not within a
designated RPZ/CZ (Runway Protection Zone/Clear Zone) or a letter from the
airport operator stating so.

☐

If the site is in a designated APZ, documentation of consistency with DOD
(Department of Defense) Land Use Compatibility Guidelines.

☐

If the site is in a designated RPZ/CZ and the project does not involve any facilities
that will be frequently used or occupied by people, and a determination of such and
a written assurance from the airport operator that there are no plans to purchase the
land as part of a RPZ/CZ program.

☐

If the site is in a designated RPZ/CZ and the project involves the acquisition or sale
of an existing property that will be frequently used or occupied by people, a copy
of the notice to prospective buyers signed by the prospective buyer.

ADECA Form ENV-EORC
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Part C: Statutory Checklist – Related Federal Laws & Authorities at 24 CFR 58.5 (Applies to Levels of Review 2A, 2B, & 4)
1. Historic Preservation [36 CFR Part 800] – The Environmental Review Record (ERR) must
Comments/
indicate which ONE of the three following findings has been selected AND the type of
Documentation
documentation that was provided:
☐
No Historic Properties Effected:
☐
Documentation of the Programmatic Agreement (PA) between SHPO and
ADECA confirming the activities are covered by the PA.
☐

Letter from SHPO (or THPO on tribal lands) that concurs with HUD’s or the
Responsible Entity’s determination of “no historic properties affected.”

☐

With documentation on 1) the undertaking and the Area of Potential Effect (APE)
(including photographs, maps, and drawings, as necessary), 2) steps taken to
identify historic properties, 3) the basis for determining that no historic properties
are present or affected, 4) evidence of tribal consultation if required; and 5) copies
or summaries of any views provided by consulting parties and the public.

☐

☐

If the SHPO has not responded to a properly documented request for concurrence
within 30 days of receipt of the request, document the request and lack of
response as part of the record.
No Adverse Effect:
☐
Letter from SHPO (or THPO on tribal lands) that concurs with HUD’S or the
Responsible Entity’s finding of “no adverse effect.”
☐

With documentation on 1) the undertaking and the APE (including photographs,
maps, and drawings, as necessary), 2) steps taken to identify historic properties, 3)
affected historic properties (including characteristics qualifying them for the NR),
4) the undertaking’s effects on historic properties, 5) why the criteria of adverse
effect were not applicable (§800.5), 6) evidence of tribal consultation if required,
and 7) copies or summaries of any views provided by consulting parties and the
public.

☐

☐

If the SHPO has not responded to a properly documented request for concurrence
within 30 days of receipt of the request, document the request and lack of
response as part of the record.
Adverse Effect:
☐
Notification of adverse effect sent to Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.
☐

Letter from SHPO (or THPO on tribal lands) that concurs with a finding of
“adverse effect.”

☐

With documentation on 1) the undertaking and the APE (including photographs,
maps, and drawings, as necessary), 2) steps taken to identify historic properties, 3)
affected historic properties (including characteristics qualifying them for the NR),
4) the undertaking’s effects on historic properties, 5) why the criteria of adverse
effect are applicable (§ 800.5), 6) evidence of tribal consultation if required, and
7) copies or summaries of any views provided by consulting parties and the
public.

☐

A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) or a Programmatic Agreement (PA)
signed by the HUD official or Responsible Entity, SHPO/THPO, the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation if participating, and other signatory and
concurring parties.

☐

If resolution is not reached in an MOA or PA, provide correspondence and comments
between the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and HUD Secretary (for Part
50 projects) or Responsible Entity’s chief elected local official (for Part 58 projects).
ADECA Form ENV-EORC
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2.

3.

☐

Tribal Consultation [Notice CPD-12-006, issued June 15, 2012] – The Environmental Review
Record (ERR) must contain evidence that Tribal Consultation was considered or completed and
must contain ONE of the following types of documentation:
☐

A completed “When to Consult with Tribes” Checklist (found in the appendix of
HUD Notice CPD-12-006)

☐

A letter from Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO) concurring with the
project or a letter documenting that “No Response” was received from THPO.

Floodplain Management [24 CFR Part 55, EO 11988] – The Environmental Review Record
(ERR) should contain evidence whether or not a project is located in a Floodplain or could have
an effect on a Floodplain. Indicate the project’s location and ONE of the types of
documentation provided:

☐

A FEMA map showing the project is not located in a Special Flood Hazard Area.

The project IS located in or DOES impact a Floodplain:

4.

☐

Documentation supporting the determination that an exception at 55.12(c) applies.

☐

A FEMA map showing the project is located in a Special Flood Hazard Area along
with documentation of the 8-Step Process and required notices. If the 5-Step Process is
applicable, provide documentation of the 5-Step Process and indicate the applicable
citation. If the 8-Step Process is inapplicable, indicate the applicable citation and
document the determination. [55.20]

Wetlands Protection [24 CFR Part 55, EO 11990] – The Environmental Review Record
(ERR) must contain evidence whether or not a project is located in a Wetland or could have an
effect on a Wetland. Indicate the project’s location and ONE of the types of documentation
provided:

Comments/
Documentation

The project IS NOT located in and DOES NOT impact a Wetland:
☐

☐

Comments/
Documentation

The project IS NOT located in or DOES NOT impact a Floodplain:
☐

☐

Comments/
Documentation

A map or other relevant documentation (i.e. concurrence with Fish & Wildlife Service,
USDA/NRCS National Soils Survey and/or U.S. Army Corp of Engineers) supporting
the determination that the project does not impact an on- or off-site wetland.

The project IS located in or DOES impact a Wetland:
☐

A completed 8-Step Process, including a map and the early and final public notices.

☐

Documentation supporting the determination that an exception at 55.12(a)(3),
55.12(a)(4), 55.12(c)(3), 55.12(c)(7), or 55.12(c)(10) applies.

☐

Documentation supporting the determination that the project does not involve new
construction (as defined in Executive Order 11990), expansion of a building’s
footprint, or ground disturbance.
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5.

6.

7.

Coastal Zone Management [16 U.S.C. 1451, 307(c) & (d)] – The Environmental Review
Record (ERR) must contain evidence that the project’s location, in relation to the Coastal Zone
Management Area, was considered. Indicate which ONE of the types of documentation was
provided:
☐

A map indicating that the project is not located in the CZMA.

☐

A Federal consistency determination from the state coastal commission, including a
description of any necessary mitigation.

Sole Source Aquifers [40 CFR Part 149] – The Environmental Review Record (ERR) must
contain evidence that the project’s location, in relation to Sole Source Aquifers, was
considered. Indicate which ONE of the types of documentation was provided:
☒

Documentation, including a map, showing that the project site is not on a sole source
aquifer.

☐

A determination that the project consists solely of acquisition, leasing, or rehabilitation
of existing buildings.

☐

Documentation showing that a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) or agreement
with the EPA excludes your project from further review.

☐

Documentation that EPA has reviewed and commented on the proposed action within
an SSA and a description of any mitigation measures, if necessary.

Endangered Species [50 CFR 402] – The Environmental Review Record (ERR) must contain
evidence that ONE of the following determinations has been made the documentation
supporting the decision:
☐

No Effect, including a determination that the project does not involve any activities
that have a potential to affect species or habitats, evidence that there are no federally
listed species in the area, a concurrence letter from U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service or
other analysis supporting a No Effect finding.

☐

May Affect, Unlikely to Adversely Affect, including all correspondence with the Fish
and Wildlife Service or the National Marine Fisheries Service.

☐

Likely to Adversely Affect, including all correspondence with the Fish and Wildlife
Service or the National Marine Fisheries Service.
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8.

Wild and Scenic Rivers [36 CFR 297] – The Environmental Review Record (ERR) must
contain evidence that the project is not located within ¼ mile of a river on the National Wild
and Scenic River System (NWSRS) list. Which ONE of the following types of documentation
is provided as support:
☐

Evidence the proposed action is not within ¼ mile of a river in the NWSRS listed
below:
EACH type of river must be cleared (indicate that each was considered):
☐
☐
☐

☐

9.

Comments/
Documentation

Wild & Scenic Rivers
Study Rivers
Nationwide Rivers Inventory (NRI)

Documentation that contact was made with the Federal (or State) agency that has
administrative responsibility for management of the river and that the proposed action
will not affect river designation or is not inconsistent with the management and land
use plan for the designated river area.

Air Quality [40 CFR Parts 6, 51, 93] – The Environmental Review Record (ERR) must
contain evidence that the project is in compliance with Air Quality standards. Indicate which
ONE of the types of documentation was provided:
☐

A determination that the project does not include new construction or conversion of
land use facilitating the development of public, commercial, or industrial facilities OR
five or more dwelling units.

☐

Documentation that the project’s county or air quality management district is not in
nonattainment or maintenance status for any criteria pollutants.

☐

Evidence that estimated emissions levels for the project do not exceed de minimis
emissions levels for the nonattainment or maintenance level pollutants.

☐

A determination that the project can be brought into compliance with the State
Implementation Plan (SIP) through modification or mitigation, including
documentation on how the project can be brought into compliance.

10. Farmlands Protection [7 CFR Part 658] – The Environmental Review Record (ERR) must
contain evidence that the project does not adversely affect Farmlands. Indicate which ONE of
the types of documentation was provided:
☐

A determination that the project does not include any activities, including new
construction, acquisition of undeveloped land, or conversion that could potentially
convert one land use to another.

☐

Evidence that the exemption applies, including all applicable maps.

☐

Evidence supporting the determination that “Important Farmland,” including prime
farmland, unique farmland, or farmland of statewide or local importance regulated
under the FPPA does not occur on the project site.

☐

Documentation of all correspondence with NRCS, including the completed AD-1006
and a description of the consideration of alternatives and means to avoid impacts to
Important Farmland.

ADECA Form ENV-EORC
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11. Noise Abatement & Control [24 CFR 58.5(i)(2)] – The Environmental Review Record
(ERR) must contain evidence that the project does not adversely affect existing noise
conditions and/or does not involve a noise sensitive activity. Indicate which ONE of the types
of documentation was provided:
☐

Documentation that the proposed action does not involve a noise sensitive subject
matter.

☐

Documentation the proposed action is not within 1000 feet of a major roadway, 3,000
feet of a railroad, or 15 miles of a military or FAA-regulated civil airfield.

☐

If within those distances, documentation showing the noise level is Acceptable (at or
below 65 DNL).

☐

If within those distances, documentation showing that there’s an effective noise
barrier (i.e., that provides sufficient protection).

☐

Documentation showing the noise generated by the noise source(s) is Normally
Unacceptable (66 – 75 DNL) and identifying noise attenuation requirements that will
bring the interior noise level to 45 DNL and/or exterior noise level to 65 DNL.

12. Explosive & Flammable Facilities [24 CFR 51c] – The Environmental Review Record
(ERR) must contain evidence that the proximity to both aboveground storage tanks and
hazardous facilities has been analyzed. For EACH of the categories below, mark which type
of documentation was provided:

Comments/
Documentation

Comments/
Documentation

Indicate which ONE of the following types of documentation was included for aboveground
storage tanks:
☐

A determination that the project does not include development, construction,
rehabilitation that will increase residential densities, or conversion.

☐

Evidence that within one mile of the project site there are no current or planned
stationary aboveground storage containers of more than 100-gallon capacity
containing common liquid industrial fuels or of any capacity containing hazardous
liquids or gases that are not common liquid industrial fuels.

☐

A determination along with all supporting documentation that the separation distance
of such containers from the project is acceptable.

☐

Documentation of the existing or planned barrier that would serve as sufficient
mitigation, including correspondence with a licensed engineer.

Indicate which ONE of the following types of documentation was included for hazardous
facilities:
☐

A determination that the project does not include a hazardous facility.

☐

A determination along with all supporting documentation that the hazardous facility
is located at an acceptable separation distance from residences and any other facility
or area where people may congregate or be present.

☐

Documentation of the existing or planned barrier that would serve as sufficient
mitigation, including correspondence with a licensed engineer.

ADECA Form ENV-EORC
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13. Site Contamination [24 CFR 58.5(i)(2)] – The Environmental Review Record (ERR) must
contain evidence that the project site is not contaminated or has been cleared of
contaminations. Indicate which ONE of the types of documentation was provided:
☐

Evidence the site is not contaminated (for multifamily housing projects this includes
on site and off site contamination and previous uses of the site); a Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment is strongly encouraged for multifamily and nonresidential projects.

☐

Evidence supporting a determination the hazard will not affect health and safety of
the occupants or conflict with the intended use of the site, including any mitigation
measures used.

☐

Documentation the site has been cleaned up according to EPA or state standards for
residential properties, which requires a letter of “No Further Action” (NFA) required
from the appropriate state department/agency, or a RAO (Response Action Outcome)
letter from the LSRP (Licensed Site Remediation Professional).

14. Environmental Justice [EO 12898] – The Environmental Review Record (ERR) must
contain evidence that the project protects the environment and human health fairly regardless
of race, color, national origin or income. Indicate which ONE of the types of documentation
was provided:
☐

Evidence that the site or surrounding neighborhood does not suffer from adverse
environmental conditions and evidence that the proposed action will not create an
adverse and disproportionate environmental impact or aggravate an existing impact.
(Describe how the proposed action will not have a disproportionate adverse impact
on minority or low-income populations.)

☒

Evidence that the project is not in an environmental justice community of concern
(demographics, income, etc.) or evidence that the project does not disproportionately
affect a low-income or minority population.

☐

If there are adverse effects on low-income or minority populations, documentation
that that the affected community residents have been meaningfully informed and
involved in a participatory planning process to address (remove, minimize, or
mitigate) the adverse effect from the project and the resulting changes.

ADECA Form ENV-EORC
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Part D: Environmental Review Record (ERR) [58.38]
Answer the following questions about the ERR:

Yes

No

N/A

Has the Grantee established an ERR? [58.38]
Briefly describe the Grantee’s system for carrying out its environmental
review responsibilities (e.g. staff, consultant)
Does it appear that the Reviewer possesses adequate knowledge and
training on environmental review requirements for ADECA programs?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

4.

Is there a separate ERR for each project?

☐

☐

☒

5.

Does the ERR contain project descriptions, including geographic
boundaries (where applicable) and reference all activities included as part
of the overall project? [§58.38]

☐

☐

☐

Did ADECA receive any objections raising noncompliance issues?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

For the records reviewed, do the Grantee records show that no grant funds
were obligated or spent (other than activities under 24 CFR 58.22(f),
58.34, or 58.35(b)) prior to receipt of the ADECA’s “Notice of Removal of
Grant Conditions”. [§58.22]

☐

☐

☐

For the records reviewed, do the Grantee records show that no physical
development activities (e.g. construction) began prior to receipt of the
ADECA’s “Notice of Removal of Grant Conditions”. [§58.22]

☐

☐

☐

1.
2.
3.

6.

a.
7.

8.

9.

If “Yes”, were the objections addressed by the Grantee after
ADECA forwarded them? [§58.75]

Floodplain/Wetland Management: Where projects were located in
floodplains/wetlands, does the ERR contain EACH of the following:
a. A copy of the 8/5-step process? [§55.20]
b. Copies of the PUBLISHED Notices below:
i. An Early Notice and Public Review of a Proposed
Activity in a 100-year Floodplain
ii. A Final Notice and Public Review of a Proposed Activity
in a 100-year Floodplain

10. If there were projects over a one or more year period, were environmental
reviews conducted on the full scope of multi-year activities?

☐

☐

☒

11. If projects or activities were a continuation of a previously approved
project, was a written decision supporting the continued applicability of the
previous environmental review and clearance included in the ERR? (Reevaluation of a previous Environmental Review)

☐

☐

☐

12. If mitigation measures were required were they included in the ERR as part
of the actions pertaining to the environmental review?

☐

☐

☐

ADECA Form ENV-EORC
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PROCUREMENT POLICY
ADECA fully adopts 24 CFR 200.317-327 in full.

§ 200.317 Procurements by states.
When procuring property and services under a Federal award, a state must follow the same policies and
procedures it uses for procurements from its non-Federal funds. The state will comply with § 200.322
Procurement of recovered materials and ensure that every purchase order or other contract includes
any clauses required by section § 200.326 Contract provisions. All other non-Federal entities, including
subrecipients of a state, will follow §§ 200.318 General procurement standards through 200.326
Contract provisions.
§ 200.318 General procurement standards.
(a) The non-Federal entity must use its own documented procurement procedures which reflect
applicable State, local, and tribal laws and regulations, provided that the procurements conform to
applicable Federal law and the standards identified in this part.
(b) Non-Federal entities must maintain oversight to ensure that contractors perform in accordance
with the terms, conditions, and specifications of their contracts or purchase orders.
(c)
(1) The non-Federal entity must maintain written standards of conduct covering conflicts of interest
and governing the actions of its employees engaged in the selection, award and administration of
contracts. No employee, officer, or agent may participate in the selection, award, or administration
of a contract supported by a Federal award if he or she has a real or apparent conflict of interest.
Such a conflict of interest would arise when the employee, officer, or agent, any member of his or
her immediate family, his or her partner, or an organization which employs or is about to employ
any of the parties indicated herein, has a financial or other interest in or a tangible personal benefit
from a firm considered for a contract. The officers, employees, and agents of the non-Federal entity
may neither solicit nor accept gratuities, favors, or anything of monetary value from contractors or
parties to subcontracts. However, non-Federal entities may set standards for situations in which the
financial interest is not substantial or the gift is an unsolicited item of nominal value. The standards
of conduct must provide for disciplinary actions to be applied for violations of such standards by
officers, employees, or agents of the non-Federal entity.
(2) If the non-Federal entity has a parent, affiliate, or subsidiary organization that is not a state, local
government, or Indian tribe, the non-Federal entity must also maintain written standards of conduct
covering organizational conflicts of interest. Organizational conflicts of interest means that because
of relationships with a parent company, affiliate, or subsidiary organization, the non-Federal entity is
unable or appears to be unable to be impartial in conducting a procurement action involving a
related organization.

(d) The non-Federal entity's procedures must avoid acquisition of unnecessary or duplicative items.
Consideration should be given to consolidating or breaking out procurements to obtain a more
economical purchase. Where appropriate, an analysis will be made of lease versus purchase
alternatives, and any other appropriate analysis to determine the most economical approach.
(e) To foster greater economy and efficiency, and in accordance with efforts to promote cost-effective
use of shared services across the Federal Government, the non-Federal entity is encouraged to enter
into state and local intergovernmental agreements or inter-entity agreements where appropriate for
procurement or use of common or shared goods and services.
(f) The non-Federal entity is encouraged to use Federal excess and surplus property in lieu of
purchasing new equipment and property whenever such use is feasible and reduces project costs.
(g) The non-Federal entity is encouraged to use value engineering clauses in contracts for construction
projects of sufficient size to offer reasonable opportunities for cost reductions. Value engineering is a
systematic and creative analysis of each contract item or task to ensure that its essential function is
provided at the overall lower cost.
(h) The non-Federal entity must award contracts only to responsible contractors possessing the ability
to perform successfully under the terms and conditions of a proposed procurement. Consideration will
be given to such matters as contractor integrity, compliance with public policy, record of past
performance, and financial and technical resources. See also § 200.213 Suspension and debarment.
(i) The non-Federal entity must maintain records sufficient to detail the history of procurement. These
records will include, but are not necessarily limited to the following: rationale for the method of
procurement, selection of contract type, contractor selection or rejection, and the basis for the
contract price.
(j)
(1) The non-Federal entity may use a time and materials type contract only after a determination
that no other contract is suitable and if the contract includes a ceiling price that the contractor
exceeds at its own risk. Time and materials type contract means a contract whose cost to a nonFederal entity is the sum of:
(i) The actual cost of materials; and
(ii) Direct labor hours charged at fixed hourly rates that reflect wages, general and administrative
expenses, and profit.
(2) Since this formula generates an open-ended contract price, a time-and-materials contract
provides no positive profit incentive to the contractor for cost control or labor efficiency. Therefore,
each contract must set a ceiling price that the contractor exceeds at its own risk. Further, the nonFederal entity awarding such a contract must assert a high degree of oversight in order to obtain
reasonable assurance that the contractor is using efficient methods and effective cost controls.

(k) The non-Federal entity alone must be responsible, in accordance with good administrative practice
and sound business judgment, for the settlement of all contractual and administrative issues arising
out of procurements. These issues include, but are not limited to, source evaluation, protests,
disputes, and claims. These standards do not relieve the non-Federal entity of any contractual
responsibilities under its contracts. The Federal awarding agency will not substitute its judgment for
that of the non-Federal entity unless the matter is primarily a Federal concern. Violations of law will
be referred to the local, state, or Federal authority having proper jurisdiction.
[78 FR 78608, Dec. 26, 2013, as amended at 79 FR 75885, Dec. 19, 2014; 80 FR 43309, July 22, 2015]
§ 200.319 Competition.
(a) All procurement transactions must be conducted in a manner providing full and open competition
consistent with the standards of this section. In order to ensure objective contractor performance and
eliminate unfair competitive advantage, contractors that develop or draft specifications,
requirements, statements of work, or invitations for bids or requests for proposals must be excluded
from competing for such procurements. Some of the situations considered to be restrictive of
competition include but are not limited to:
(1) Placing unreasonable requirements on firms in order for them to qualify to do business;
(2) Requiring unnecessary experience and excessive bonding;
(3) Noncompetitive pricing practices between firms or between affiliated companies;
(4) Noncompetitive contracts to consultants that are on retainer contracts;
(5) Organizational conflicts of interest;
(6) Specifying only a “brand name” product instead of allowing “an equal” product to be offered and
describing the performance or other relevant requirements of the procurement; and
(7) Any arbitrary action in the procurement process.
(b) The non-Federal entity must conduct procurements in a manner that prohibits the use of
statutorily or administratively imposed state, local, or tribal geographical preferences in the evaluation
of bids or proposals, except in those cases where applicable Federal statutes expressly mandate or
encourage geographic preference. Nothing in this section preempts state licensing laws. When
contracting for architectural and engineering (A/E) services, geographic location may be a selection
criterion provided its application leaves an appropriate number of qualified firms, given the nature
and size of the project, to compete for the contract.
(c) The non-Federal entity must have written procedures for procurement transactions. These
procedures must ensure that all solicitations:
(1) Incorporate a clear and accurate description of the technical requirements for the material,
product, or service to be procured. Such description must not, in competitive procurements, contain

features which unduly restrict competition. The description may include a statement of the
qualitative nature of the material, product or service to be procured and, when necessary, must set
forth those minimum essential characteristics and standards to which it must conform if it is to
satisfy its intended use. Detailed product specifications should be avoided if at all possible. When it
is impractical or uneconomical to make a clear and accurate description of the technical
requirements, a “brand name or equivalent” description may be used as a means to define the
performance or other salient requirements of procurement. The specific features of the named
brand which must be met by offers must be clearly stated; and
(2) Identify all requirements which the offerors must fulfill and all other factors to be used in
evaluating bids or proposals.
(d) The non-Federal entity must ensure that all prequalified lists of persons, firms, or products which
are used in acquiring goods and services are current and include enough qualified sources to ensure
maximum open and free competition. Also, the non-Federal entity must not preclude potential
bidders from qualifying during the solicitation period.
[78 FR 78608, Dec. 26, 2013, as amended at 79 FR 75885, Dec. 19, 2014]
§ 200.320 Methods of procurement to be followed.
The non-Federal entity must use one of the following methods of procurement.
(a) Procurement by micro-purchases. Procurement by micro-purchase is the acquisition of supplies or
services, the aggregate dollar amount of which does not exceed the micro-purchase threshold (§
200.67 Micro-purchase). To the extent practicable, the non-Federal entity must distribute micropurchases equitably among qualified suppliers. Micro-purchases may be awarded without soliciting
competitive quotations if the non-Federal entity considers the price to be reasonable.
(b) Procurement by small purchase procedures. Small purchase procedures are those relatively simple
and informal procurement methods for securing services, supplies, or other property that do not cost
more than the Simplified Acquisition Threshold. If small purchase procedures are used, price or rate
quotations must be obtained from an adequate number of qualified sources.
(c) Procurement by sealed bids (formal advertising). Bids are publicly solicited and a firm fixed price
contract (lump sum or unit price) is awarded to the responsible bidder whose bid, conforming with all
the material terms and conditions of the invitation for bids, is the lowest in price. The sealed bid
method is the preferred method for procuring construction, if the conditions in paragraph (c)(1) of this
section apply.
(1) In order for sealed bidding to be feasible, the following conditions should be present:
(i) A complete, adequate, and realistic specification or purchase description is available;
(ii) Two or more responsible bidders are willing and able to compete effectively for the business;
and

(iii) The procurement lends itself to a firm fixed price contract and the selection of the successful
bidder can be made principally on the basis of price.
(2) If sealed bids are used, the following requirements apply:
(i) Bids must be solicited from an adequate number of known suppliers, providing them sufficient
response time prior to the date set for opening the bids, for local, and tribal governments, the
invitation for bids must be publicly advertised;
(ii) The invitation for bids, which will include any specifications and pertinent attachments, must
define the items or services in order for the bidder to properly respond;
(iii) All bids will be opened at the time and place prescribed in the invitation for bids, and for local
and tribal governments, the bids must be opened publicly;
(iv) A firm fixed price contract award will be made in writing to the lowest responsive and
responsible bidder. Where specified in bidding documents, factors such as discounts,
transportation cost, and life cycle costs must be considered in determining which bid is lowest.
Payment discounts will only be used to determine the low bid when prior experience indicates
that such discounts are usually taken advantage of; and
(v) Any or all bids may be rejected if there is a sound documented reason.
(d) Procurement by competitive proposals. The technique of competitive proposals is normally
conducted with more than one source submitting an offer, and either a fixed price or costreimbursement type contract is awarded. It is generally used when conditions are not appropriate for
the use of sealed bids. If this method is used, the following requirements apply:
(1) Requests for proposals must be publicized and identify all evaluation factors and their relative
importance. Any response to publicized requests for proposals must be considered to the maximum
extent practical;
(2) Proposals must be solicited from an adequate number of qualified sources;
(3) The non-Federal entity must have a written method for conducting technical evaluations of the
proposals received and for selecting recipients;
(4) Contracts must be awarded to the responsible firm whose proposal is most advantageous to the
program, with price and other factors considered; and
(5) The non-Federal entity may use competitive proposal procedures for qualifications-based
procurement of architectural/engineering (A/E) professional services whereby competitors'
qualifications are evaluated and the most qualified competitor is selected, subject to negotiation of
fair and reasonable compensation. The method, where price is not used as a selection factor, can
only be used in procurement of A/E professional services. It cannot be used to purchase other types
of services though A/E firms are a potential source to perform the proposed effort.

(e) [Reserved]
(f) Procurement by noncompetitive proposals. Procurement by noncompetitive proposals is
procurement through solicitation of a proposal from only one source and may be used only when one
or more of the following circumstances apply:
(1) The item is available only from a single source;
(2) The public exigency or emergency for the requirement will not permit a delay resulting from
competitive solicitation;
(3) The Federal awarding agency or pass-through entity expressly authorizes noncompetitive
proposals in response to a written request from the non-Federal entity; or
(4) After solicitation of a number of sources, competition is determined inadequate.
[78 FR 78608, Dec. 26, 2013, as amended at 79 FR 75885, Dec. 19, 2014; 80 FR 54409, Sept. 10, 2015]
§ 200.321 Contracting with small and minority businesses, women's business enterprises, and labor
surplus area firms.
(a) The non-Federal entity must take all necessary affirmative steps to assure that minority businesses,
women's business enterprises, and labor surplus area firms are used when possible.
(b) Affirmative steps must include:
(1) Placing qualified small and minority businesses and women's business enterprises on solicitation
lists;
(2) Assuring that small and minority businesses, and women's business enterprises are solicited
whenever they are potential sources;
(3) Dividing total requirements, when economically feasible, into smaller tasks or quantities to
permit maximum participation by small and minority businesses, and women's business enterprises;
(4) Establishing delivery schedules, where the requirement permits, which encourage participation
by small and minority businesses, and women's business enterprises;
(5) Using the services and assistance, as appropriate, of such organizations as the Small Business
Administration and the Minority Business Development Agency of the Department of Commerce;
and
(6) Requiring the prime contractor, if subcontracts are to be let, to take the affirmative steps listed
in paragraphs (1) through (5) of this section.

§ 200.322 Procurement of recovered materials.
A non-Federal entity that is a state agency or agency of a political subdivision of a state and its
contractors must comply with section 6002 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. The requirements of Section 6002 include procuring only
items designated in guidelines of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) at 40 CFR part 247 that
contain the highest percentage of recovered materials practicable, consistent with maintaining a
satisfactory level of competition, where the purchase price of the item exceeds $10,000 or the value of
the quantity acquired during the preceding fiscal year exceeded $10,000; procuring solid waste
management services in a manner that maximizes energy and resource recovery; and establishing an
affirmative procurement program for procurement of recovered materials identified in the EPA
guidelines.
[78 FR 78608, Dec. 26, 2013, as amended at 79 FR 75885, Dec. 19, 2014]
§ 200.323 Contract cost and price.
(a) The non-Federal entity must perform a cost or price analysis in connection with every procurement
action in excess of the Simplified Acquisition Threshold including contract modifications. The method
and degree of analysis is dependent on the facts surrounding the particular procurement situation,
but as a starting point, the non-Federal entity must make independent estimates before receiving bids
or proposals.
(b) The non-Federal entity must negotiate profit as a separate element of the price for each contract
in which there is no price competition and in all cases where cost analysis is performed. To establish a
fair and reasonable profit, consideration must be given to the complexity of the work to be
performed, the risk borne by the contractor, the contractor's investment, the amount of
subcontracting, the quality of its record of past performance, and industry profit rates in the
surrounding geographical area for similar work.
(c) Costs or prices based on estimated costs for contracts under the Federal award are allowable only
to the extent that costs incurred or cost estimates included in negotiated prices would be allowable
for the non-Federal entity under Subpart E - Cost Principles of this part. The non-Federal entity may
reference its own cost principles that comply with the Federal cost principles.
(d) The cost plus a percentage of cost and percentage of construction cost methods of contracting
must not be used.
§ 200.324 Federal awarding agency or pass-through entity review.
(a) The non-Federal entity must make available, upon request of the Federal awarding agency or passthrough entity, technical specifications on proposed procurements where the Federal awarding
agency or pass-through entity believes such review is needed to ensure that the item or service
specified is the one being proposed for acquisition. This review generally will take place prior to the
time the specification is incorporated into a solicitation document. However, if the non-Federal entity
desires to have the review accomplished after a solicitation has been developed, the Federal awarding

agency or pass-through entity may still review the specifications, with such review usually limited to
the technical aspects of the proposed purchase.
(b) The non-Federal entity must make available upon request, for the Federal awarding agency or
pass-through entity pre-procurement review, procurement documents, such as requests for proposals
or invitations for bids, or independent cost estimates, when:
(1) The non-Federal entity's procurement procedures or operation fails to comply with the
procurement standards in this part;
(2) The procurement is expected to exceed the Simplified Acquisition Threshold and is to be
awarded without competition or only one bid or offer is received in response to a solicitation;
(3) The procurement, which is expected to exceed the Simplified Acquisition Threshold, specifies a
“brand name” product;
(4) The proposed contract is more than the Simplified Acquisition Threshold and is to be awarded to
other than the apparent low bidder under a sealed bid procurement; or
(5) A proposed contract modification changes the scope of a contract or increases the contract
amount by more than the Simplified Acquisition Threshold.
(c) The non-Federal entity is exempt from the pre-procurement review in paragraph (b) of this section
if the Federal awarding agency or pass-through entity determines that its procurement systems
comply with the standards of this part.
(1) The non-Federal entity may request that its procurement system be reviewed by the Federal
awarding agency or pass-through entity to determine whether its system meets these standards in
order for its system to be certified. Generally, these reviews must occur where there is continuous
high-dollar funding, and third party contracts are awarded on a regular basis;
(2) The non-Federal entity may self-certify its procurement system. Such self-certification must not
limit the Federal awarding agency's right to survey the system. Under a self-certification procedure,
the Federal awarding agency may rely on written assurances from the non-Federal entity that it is
complying with these standards. The non-Federal entity must cite specific policies, procedures,
regulations, or standards as being in compliance with these requirements and have its system
available for review.
§ 200.325 Bonding requirements.
For construction or facility improvement contracts or subcontracts exceeding the Simplified Acquisition
Threshold, the Federal awarding agency or pass-through entity may accept the bonding policy and
requirements of the non-Federal entity provided that the Federal awarding agency or pass-through
entity has made a determination that the Federal interest is adequately protected. If such a
determination has not been made, the minimum requirements must be as follows:

(a) A bid guarantee from each bidder equivalent to five percent of the bid price. The “bid guarantee”
must consist of a firm commitment such as a bid bond, certified check, or other negotiable instrument
accompanying a bid as assurance that the bidder will, upon acceptance of the bid, execute such
contractual documents as may be required within the time specified.
(b) A performance bond on the part of the contractor for 100 percent of the contract price. A
“performance bond” is one executed in connection with a contract to secure fulfillment of all the
contractor's obligations under such contract.
(c) A payment bond on the part of the contractor for 100 percent of the contract price. A “payment
bond” is one executed in connection with a contract to assure payment as required by law of all
persons supplying labor and material in the execution of the work provided for in the contract.
§ 200.326 Contract provisions.
The non-Federal entity's contracts must contain the applicable provisions described in Appendix II to
Part 200 - Contract Provisions for non-Federal Entity Contracts Under Federal Awards.
Performance and Financial Monitoring and Reporting
§ 200.327 Financial reporting.
Unless otherwise approved by OMB, the Federal awarding agency may solicit only the standard, OMBapproved governmentwide data elements for collection of financial information (at time of publication
the Federal Financial Report or such future collections as may be approved by OMB and listed on the
OMB Web site). This information must be collected with the frequency required by the terms and
conditions of the Federal award, but no less frequently than annually nor more frequently than
quarterly except in unusual circumstances, for example where more frequent reporting is necessary for
the effective monitoring of the Federal award or could significantly affect program outcomes, and
preferably in coordination with performance reporting.
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CDBG-CV Program: Economic Development
Quick Guide
INTRODUCTION
This Quick Guide provides resources to help grantees design and administer economic development
programs that help to prevent, prepare for, and respond to the disruption and impacts of the
coronavirus pandemic using CDBG-CV and 2019 and 2020 CDBG entitlement funds. This Quick
Guide provides key questions and considerations to help position your CDBG-CV funded special
economic development and microenterprise assistance programs (24 CFR 570.203, 570.209 and
Appendix A & 570.201(o) for Entitlements or 42 U.S.C. 5305(a)(14) and (17) (or section 105(a)(14)
and (17) of the HCDA) and 42 U.S.C. 5305(a)(22) (or section 105(a)(22) of the HCDA) for States)
for successful compliance, underwriting and community impact.
As grantees develop CDBG-CV economic development programs, it is helpful to review the existing
CDBG regulations referenced above and the CDBG Economic Development Toolkit, as well as
recent HUD guidance from the CDBG-CV Federal Register Notice, FAQs and resources found at
CDBG Resources.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Grantees may use CDBG-CV funds only for activities that prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus. It is likely that most CDBG-CV Economic Development activities will be funded under
special economic development and microenterprise assistance categories.

A. Special Economic Development
The key consideration for special economic development is that CDBG funds may be used to provide
direct assistance to for-profit businesses so long as the activity meets a National Objective and, as
stated in §570.203, satisfies a two-part test:


Eligibility: Financial assistance to private for-profit businesses to (for example) acquire
property; clear structures; build, expand or rehabilitate a building; purchase equipment;
and/or provide operating capital. Forms of assistance include loans, loan guarantees, and
grants; and



Public Benefit: Assistance must be underwritten and provide either (1) jobs or (2) goods and
services to a low- and moderate-income area (see below for details).

B. Microenterprise
HUD defines a “microenterprise” as a commercial enterprise that has five (5) or fewer employees,
one (1) or more of whom is the owner. (Note: The SBA definition of a microenterprise as a business
employing fewer than ten (10) employees is frequently used in declared disasters; however, grantees
must use the HUD definition when determining if microenterprise activities are an eligible use of
CDBG-CV funds.) Eligible microenterprise activities include providing:
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Credit, including but not limited to grants, loans, loan guarantees, Individual Development
Accounts (IDAs), and other forms of financial support for the establishment, stabilization, and
expansion of microenterprises;



Technical assistance, advice, and business services to owners of microenterprises and
persons developing microenterprises;



General support to owners of microenterprises and persons developing microenterprises.
General support may include such activities as peer support programs, counseling, childcare,
or transportation; and



Training, technical assistance, or other support services to increase the capacity of recipients
or subrecipients to carry out microenterprise activities.

Unlike special economic development, CDBG microenterprise activities do not require a public
benefit test. Also, microenterprise activities have more options for meeting a National Objective, as
the limited clientele criteria for LMI benefit can be applied to activities if the business owner is LMI.
See the Microenterprise Assistance Toolkit for more details and remember the defining differences
of how SBA defines microenterprise.

C. Community-Based Development Organizations (CBDOs)
HUD provides CBDOs with flexibilities to undertake CDBG-funded community and economic
development activities as part of a neighborhood revitalization plan within a specific target area. For
more information, see §570.204 and/or Basically CDBG Chapter 2.2.5.

CARES ACT REQUIREMENTS AND FLEXIBILITIES
The FR-6218-N-01: Notice of Program Rules, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements Under the
CARES Act for CDBG-CV Grants, FY 2019 and 2020 CDBG Grants, and for Other Formula
Programs provides the following Waivers and Alternative Requirements that are relevant to
Economic Development:

A. National Objective and Overall Benefit
(III.B.5. (d) National Objectives, page 30)

Overall Benefit to LMI Persons. (III.B.5. (d)(iv) Overall Benefit to LMI Persons, Page 35)
Grantees must invest at least 70% of CDBG-CV grant funds for activities that benefit LMI persons.
Grantees should track expenditure of CDBG-CV funds to meet the 70% LMI benefit separately from
the 2019 and 2020 CDBG entitlement funds, which are tracked on a program year basis. To facilitate
compliance with the 70% “overall benefit” criteria, grantees should give first consideration to LMI
benefit activities such as LMI jobs, limited clientele, or area benefit before urgent need.
1. Low- And Moderate-Income Jobs Created or Retained (LMJ)
The LMJ National Objective can be applied to activities that involve the employment of persons, the
majority of whom are LMI persons. An LMJ activity is one which creates or retains permanent jobs,
at least 51% of which, on a full time equivalent (FTE) basis, are either held by LMI persons or
considered to be available to LMI persons.
The CDBG-CV Notice provides two important flexibilities for documenting LMJ compliance:
a. Location-Based Presumption of LMI Benefit . (III.B.5. (d)(ii) Modification of Location-

Based Presumption of LMI Benefit for Job Creation and Retention National Objective Criteria, Page 32)
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When documenting LMI jobs, CDBG regulations allow grantees to presume a person is LMI
if the census tract where they live or where the assisted business and job is located:
 Has a poverty rate of at least 20%;
 Does not include a central business district unless it has a poverty rate of at least
30%; and
 Has evidence of pervasive poverty and general distress.
The CDBG-CV Notice standardizes the minimum poverty rate at 20% by eliminating the
higher percentage for central business districts.
b. Income Documentation (III.B.5. (d)(iii) LMI Job Creation and Retention Records, Page 33)
The CDBG-CV Notice:
 Allows grantees to consider individuals that apply for/hold jobs to be “households of
one” for purposes of meeting income eligibility requirements, rather than considering
the individual’s total family size and income; and
 Allows grantees to substitute records showing the type of job and the annual
wages/salary of the job, instead of the individual’s income.
2. Urgent Need (III.B.5. (d)(i) Use of Urgent Need National Objective, Page 30)
(§570.208(c) for Entitlements and §570.483(d) for States) – Documentation must identify that the
urgent need is to prevent, prepare for, and/or respond to coronavirus and address the following
criteria:


Criterion 1: Is the activity designed to alleviate existing conditions?
- Documented by activities to prevent, prepare for, or respond to coronavirus.



Criterion 2: Does the condition pose a serious and immediate threat to the health or welfare
of the community that is of recent origin or that recently became urgent?
- Documented by HHS Public Emergency Declaration, Federal Disaster Declaration, or
State/local emergency declaration.



Criterion 3: Is the grantee or UGLG unable to finance the activity on its own, and are other
sources of funds not available to carry out the activity?
- Documented by activities to prevent, prepare for, or respond to coronavirus.

B. Underwriting Criteria for Special Economic Development Activities
(III.B.5. (c)(iv). Mandatory Evaluation of Special Economic Development Activities, Page 29)

Underwriting Criteria for Special Economic Development Activities must be developed and utilized
consistently in the evaluation of projects to ensure:






Activities prevent, prepare for, and/or respond to coronavirus;
Project costs are eligible, reasonable, clearly identified, and committed;
The project is financially feasible;
The return on the owner’s equity investment will not be unreasonably high; and
CDBG funds are disbursed on a pro rata basis with other finances provided to the project
and not being substituted for non-Federal financial support.

C. Public Benefit Standards That Apply to Special Economic Development
Activities (III.B.5. (e)(i) Elimination of Aggregate Public Benefit Test, Page 36 and III.B.5. (e)(ii) Modification of
Individual Public Benefit Standards, Page 37)
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HUD waived the standard for aggregate public benefit (§570.209(b)(1) and (2)) and revised the
individual standard (§570.209(b)(3) and (4)) for CDBG-CV eligible projects.
1. Aggregate Standard
 Aggregate standard is waived.
2. Individual Standard
 Activity must create or retain at least one (1) full-time permanent job per $85,000 of
CDBG-CV funds invested, up from $35,000 per job; or
 Activity must provide goods and services to residents of an area such that the number
of LMI persons residing in the area served by the assisted businesses amounts to at
least one (1) LMI person per $1,700 of CDBG-CV funds invested, up from one (1)
LMI person per $1,000.
 HUD is also providing an alternative individual public benefit standard to allow
grantees to demonstrate that CDBG assistance was provided due to business
disruption related to coronavirus (in which case, no monetary standard applies).

D. Opportunity Zones, Non-Profits, and Financing Mechanisms
(III.B.5. (f)(ii) Opportunity Zones and Related Flexibilities for Economic Development, Page 40)

This Waiver and Alternative Requirement:
1. Clarifies that assistance can be made through any financing mechanism (not just New
Markets Tax Credits).
2. Expands §570.204 to allow nonprofits to pass assistance through financing mechanisms to
other entities for community economic development projects, especially in Opportunity
Zones.

E. Float Funded Activities
(III.B.6(a)(ii) Inapplicability of float-funded activities, Page 45)

Grantees may not use CDBG-CV funds for float-funded activities. Many businesses during a period
of economic distress may be better served with a grant rather than an amortizing loan and/or more
complicated guaranteed loan pools, until the crisis ends and recovery begins.

F. Section 108 Loan Guarantees
(III.B.6(f) Relationship to Section 108 Loan Guarantees, Page 56)

1. CDBG-CV funds may not be factored into a grantee’s Section 108 borrowing authority.
2. Grantees can use CDBG-CV funds to make a direct payment of principal, interest, or any
fees due under a Section 108 note to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
3. Grantees must document that direct payment is related to the disruption and/or losses due
to coronavirus (e.g., the revenue intended to be used to repay the Section 108 loan is
insufficient due to reductions in revenue due to coronavirus).
4. Grantees can supplement assistance to businesses initially provided with Section 108 funds
by using CDBG-CV funds when necessary to prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus (e.g., financing working capital); the documentation that the original assisted
activity satisfies National Objective criteria shall be sufficient to demonstrate that the use of
the guaranteed loan funds and the additional CDBG-CV assistance meet a CDBG national
objective.
See Section 108 Q&A related to coronavirus, Section 108 Q&A for Borrowers Seeking Relief as a
Result of Coronavirus.
4
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G. Eligible Activities Must Have Tie-Back to Coronavirus
(III.B.5. (f) Eligible Activities, Page 38)

Grantees have flexibility to invest CDBG-CV funds to address a range of needs within CDBG special
economic development and microenterprise-eligible uses. However, grantees must provide
evidence of how such CDBG-CV activities help prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
Tie-back does not mean that each assisted business or LMI person must have been negatively
affected by the pandemic. The grantee may choose to design its activity to drive economic recovery
as a response to the coronavirus recession in many sectors of the economy. For example, a grantee
may choose to assist a business that will hire persons who became unemployed during 2020. Or a
grantee may choose to assist start-up businesses or to restart businesses closed since January
2020 to offset business closures due to the economic effects of the coronavirus.

H. Duplication of Benefits (DOB)
(III.B.9. Duplication of Benefits, page 61)

Grantees must develop and maintain adequate procedures to prevent a duplication of benefits that
address each activity or program. Grantee policies and procedures must, at a minimum, require that:
1. Grantees must assess whether CDBG-CV funds will duplicate financial assistance already
received for related unmet need and period of performance.
2. Any person or entity receiving CDBG-CV assistance (including subrecipients and direct
beneficiaries) must agree to repay assistance that is determined to be duplicative (this is
typically addressed through a subrogation clause in the assistance agreement); and
3. Grantees providing CDBG-CV funded economic development assistance should incorporate
their DOB review process into their program design, application intake, and verification
procedures, and underwriting procedures should demonstrate the following:
a. How due diligence is conducted by grantee, subrecipient and/or contractor;
b. How grantee and its subrecipients, contractors and/or partners assess and become
familiar with other assistance sources. This must also include assessment of the
timing of those federal, state, and/or local government sources that may be available
to pay for coronavirus-related needs;
c. Working capital assistance needs to document that the grant or loan performance
period in relation to the amount of assistance being provided is reasonable and
whether a business has access to SBA or other funding during the same term;
d. That monitoring includes a re-verification or calculation of the need at the end of the
grant or loan performance period.
See Duplication of Benefits (DOB) Guidance, CDBG-CV Duplication of Benefits Resources.

PROGRAM DESIGN AND DELIVERY CONSIDERATIONS
W HAT PROBLEM DO YOU SEEK TO SOLVE WITH THE PROPOSED ECONOMIC
AND / OR SMALL BUSINESS ASSISTANCE INTERVENTION ?




DEVELOPMENT

Market Adaptation: Financing and retooling small businesses/microenterprises to provide
working capital for operations and modifications, new market niches arising during the
pandemic (such as filling supply chain gaps with manufacturing in the U.S.) to comply with
CDC distancing guidelines and other support for business and job retention.
Community Interventions to help improve safety for commercial corridors; office and
workspace; and retail, food, and leisure locations.
5
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Workforce Development training and placement assistance for workers in coronavirus relief
and recovery service delivery.
 Safety Improvements to Business Facilities for Customers and Workforce: Provision of
fixtures, equipment, systems, and personal protective equipment services to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
 Stabilizing commercial property to respond to coronavirus-driven economic shifts by
identifying and adapting newly empty or underused office and commercial spaces into mixeduse developments or other purposes.
Factors to Consider:


1. Determine the optimal form of assistance based on identified needs: grants, loans, due on
sale or forgivable loans and/or service contracts.
2. Recognize that in a crisis, a grant or forgivable loan may be more prudent than an amortizing
loan. As the pandemic transitions from crisis to recovery, there may be opportunities for
loans.
3. Determine the underwriting criteria that makes most sense for the type of assistance being
offered. For example, underwriting for small loans may focus on the basic CDBG underwriting
criteria, with an emphasis on determining that the business is in good standing and has a
plan for repayment and that proposed costs to be supported by the loan are reasonable.
4. For loan programs, consider the mechanisms that should be used to assure that the loan
maintains leverage if the business does not perform. For larger loans, this could mean
security instruments and for smaller loans, a basic promissory note.
5. Consider the three (3) year deadline to expend 80% of CDBG-CV grant funds when planning
for the size and complexity of the program and types of activities that the program will
support.

W HAT



IS THE I DENTIFIED

N EED IN C OMMUNITY

AND

M ARKET ?

What data is available to support the needs assessment for proposed program design?
What funding and services already exist? What works well? Where are the gaps to justify
investment of CDBG-CV funds?

W HICH E NTITIES

ARE BEST SUITED TO DO THE WORK ?

 CDBG-CV Grantees – Entitlement or State
 Subrecipients (CBDOs, Nonprofits, Small Business Development Corporations, CDFIs)
 Private For-Profit Service Firms
 Intergovernmental Agencies
In addition to financial assistance, CDBG-CV affords grantees the opportunity to provide businesses
technical services in connection with eligible economic development activities to address:
1. Market adaptation, e.g., outreach efforts to market goods or services through provision of
curbside delivery
2. How to review and underwrite applications for assistance
3. Training of work force and implementation of subsequent health and safety measures

W HAT




ARE THE MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAM ?

Project / program, compliance, and financial management
Marketing, outreach, and application process
Technical services through the grant or loan performance period
6
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Dissemination of information and training
Compliance and monitoring during loan or grant term, loan servicing and closeout
reporting

W HAT OTHER F EDERAL CROSS - CUTTING REGULATIONS APPLY ?







Environmental Review Part 58
Section 3
Labor Standards
Procurement
Uniform Relocation Act
Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity

USEFUL RESOURCES
HUD CDBG CORONAVIRUS-19 Resources on HUD Exchange Landing Page:
Ask-A-Question: Link to AAQ desk for additional information or support
CDBG-CV regulatory Notice: FR-6218-N-01: Notice of Program Rules, Waivers, and
Alternative Requirements Under the CARES Act for CDBG-CV Grants, FY 2019 and 2020
CDBG Grants, and for Other Formula Programs
 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ): COVID-19 FAQs
 Duplication of Benefits (DOB) Guidance: CDBG-CV Duplication of Benefits Resources
 Section 108 Q&A related to Coronavirus: Section 108 Q&A for Borrowers Seeking Relief as
a Result of Coronavirus
HUD CDBG Economic Development Toolkit on HUD Exchange Landing Page:












Economic Development Toolkit Manual
Microenterprise Assistance Toolkit
Economic Development Toolkit Slides
24 CFR Part 570 (HTML) - 570.201(o), 570.203, 570.209
Appendix A to Part 570 Guidelines and Objective for Evaluating Project Costs and Financial
Requirements
CDBG Economic Development Activities Matrix
CDBG Economic Development Flow Chart
Memo: Counting Jobs for Economic Development Activities
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ECONOMIC IMPACT / CHALLENGE
(UNMET NEED)

Direct Assistance to For-Profit
Businesses

24 CFR 570.203(b) or 42 USC
5305(a)(17)




CDBG Matrix Code 18A
Economic Development
Technical Assistance Services to
For-Profit Businesses

Liquidity to cover working
capital expenses
Capital to adapt to new market
conditions and to mitigate risk in
terms of business facilities,
equipment, systems, and
staffing



Technical assistance and/or
case management services to
build capacity to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus

CDBG Matrix Code 18B

CDBG Matrix Code 18C









24 CFR 570.203(c) or 42 USC
5305(a)(17)

Economic Development:
Microenterprise Assistance
24 CFR 570.201(o) or 42 USC
5305(a)(22) & 24 CFR
570.482(c)

DEVELOPMENT TREATMENT /
SOLUTION (ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES)



Expanded financial assistance
and services to help
microenterprises to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus











Working capital
Acquire property
Clear structures
Build, expand or rehabilitate
a building
Purchase equipment or
provide operating capital
Workshops
Assistance in developing
business plans
Marketing
Referrals to lenders or
technical resources
Also use 18B for activity
delivery costs eligible under
24 CFR 570.203(c)
Financial assistance
Technical assistance
General services to owners
and developers of
microenterprises such as
training or daycare costs
The activity must be
designed to exclusively
serve microenterprises
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Private For-Profit
Businesses classified
as Direct Beneficiaries

Private For-Profit
Businesses as Direct
Beneficiaries

Microenterprises

TYPES OF ASSISTANCE





Grants
Amortizing
Loans
Forgivable
Loans



Direct
Assistance via
grantee or
subrecipient




Grants
Amortizing
Loans
Forgivable
Loans



CDBG CLOSE OUT CHECK LIST
(FOR ADECA USE ONLY)

Subgrantee:

Project No:

Project Description:

Contact Person:

I.

Phone No:

Have these documents been received by ADECA’s Engineer: Yes

No

N/A

1. Final Summary Change Order: __________________________

Yes

No

2. Final Inspection for project / date: ________________________

Yes

No

3. As-Built Certification: __________________________________ Yes

No

Comments (not required for Demo, Rehab or Planning grants):

II.

Newspaper Advertisement for Notice of Completion:

Yes

No

N/A

(For all prime contractors): Close-out documents should not be submitted until after the 4week advertisement period and expiration of the 30-day hold from the last advertisement.
Additionally, all funds other than administration retainage should be drawn prior to submittal
of close-out documents. Contracts for less than $50,000 have different rules. For more,
review Policy Letter 16, rev 1. Date of first ad must not be prior to the date of Final
Inspection Certification.
Comments (places and dates):

III.

Final Wage Compliance Report (from all Prime Contractors): Yes
Was Restitution required? If yes, explain:

No
Yes

N/A
No

Comments:

CDBG Close out Checklist
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IV.

Final Disclosure Statement:

Yes

No

Comments:

V.

Section 3 and Minority Contracting Reports: The Form 2516 and Form 60002 are now reported
by Fiscal Year (October – September). Both Forms are due at closeout with cumulative
reporting of CDBG dollars only for ALL activities, including Planning Grants.
1. Is the final Form 2516 (Contracts and Subcontracts) included?

Yes

No

2. Is the final Form 60002 (Section 3 Summary Report) included?

Yes

No

3. Has a copy of both forms been provided to the FH&EO programs assistant with a copy of
the Close-out Input Document?

Yes

No

If not, why? _________________________________________________________
VI.

Close Out Public Hearing:

N/A

1. Newspaper advertisement / Posting:

(explain below if N/A)
Yes

No

If required, give places and dates:

2. Date of hearing: _______________________
(Not to be held prior to the date on the Final Inspection Certification)
3. Minutes of hearing:

Yes

No

4. List of attendees / No of Attendees:

Yes

No

Comments:

VII.

List of Applicants Form for Housing or ED projects:
Is the number created consistent with the application?

Yes

No
Yes

N/A
No

Comments:

CDBG Close out Checklist
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VIII.

Households Assisted Form (housing projects only):

Yes

No

N/A

Comments:

IX.

Hook-up Certification (water and sewer projects only)

N/A

1.

No

Is there a Hook-up Certification signed by chief elected official? Yes

Comments:

2. Is the number of hookups consistent with the application?

Yes

No

1. Cover sheet (pg 1):

Yes

No

2. Direct benefit activities sheet (pg 2):

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comments:

X.

Performance Assessment Report

Comments:

3. Performance Measures Summary sheets (pgs 3-6):

Pg 5 (economic development) - N/A

Comments:

Pg 6 (housing/demo-clearance/acquisition) - N/A

XI.

Project Narrative/Photographs

Yes

No

Is there a detailed narrative of project accomplishments and are there photographs of the
project and/or beneficiaries (note if electronic, please print and include in closeout package):
Comments:

CDBG Close out Checklist
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XII.

CDBG Budget/Final Financial Form
1. Is the Financial Form properly completed?

Yes

No

2. Is final draw submitted with the close out?

Yes

No

If yes and acceptable, note in comments section of the draw: “Acceptable close out
documents have been received.”
Comments:

XIII.

Internal Close Out Forms and Procedures
1. Has the project been monitored?

Yes

No

No

N/A

3. Have input forms for monitoring/close out been completed?

Yes

No

4. Is Implementation Schedule Current?

Yes

No

5. CDBG Budget/Final Financial Report signed by ADECA?

Yes

No

6. Has Close out letter been written?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Block 1

Block 2

2. Have all monitoring findings been resolved?

Yes

Comments:

XIV.

Audit Certification Form
1. Has an Audit Certification been properly completed?
2. Which Block was completed?
Comments:

XV.Other Comments (formal amendment, etc.)
Comments:

Program Supervisor’s Signature
CDBG Close out Checklist

Date:
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RENTAL AND UTILITY ASSISTANCE
Funds provided for rental assistance payable directly to the landlord and utility
assistance payable directly to the utility company to prevent dislocation and eviction of
families due to the loss of income caused by business shutdown or other valid reasons
will require the following from the applicant:
1. Documentation of need and that need is COVID-related.
2. Documented evidence of income from any source earned or received.
Acceptable documentation includes, but is not limited to: W-2 form, tax
statement, paystub, Social Security Administration letter of benefits, bank
statement showing income electronically deposited. A “Self-Declaration of
Income” must also be signed and submitted by applicant.
3. Copy of current lease or utility bill.

Using Annual Formula CDBG, FY 2019 and 2020 CDBG to prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus, and CDBG-CV Funds for Rent or Mortgage and Arrearages Subsistence-Type Payments
March 30, 2021
Subsistence-Type Payments of Rent or Mortgage and Arrearages
Q.

May annual formula CDBG funds be used to make rent or mortgage payments?

A.

In accordance with 24 CFR 570.207(b)(4), CDBG funds may only be used to make subsistence-type
payments such as rent or mortgage directly to a service provider, such as a landlord or lender, on behalf
of an individual or family, and these emergency payments may be made for a period of no more than
three consecutive months. The regulation states that CDBG funds may not be used for income payments
but provides an exception for emergency grant payments. Under the exception, emergency grant
payments are eligible as a public service under the authority of 24 CFR 570.201(e).

Q.

What effect will providing this assistance have on a grantee’s annual formula CDBG program?

A.

Providing rent or mortgage payments for up to three consecutive months is costly. Public services
carried out with annual formula CDBG funds are subject to the 15 percent public services cap. This may
mean that the grantee may not be able to continue to provide other public services at the level it was
doing so previously.

Q.

Is this also the case if CDBG-CV funds and annual formula CDBG 2019 and 2020 funds used to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to coronavirus are used to pay emergency rent/mortgage payments on behalf of
individuals and families?

A.

No. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (Public Law 116-136) (CARES Act)
suspended the 15 percent public services cap for public services carried out with Fiscal Year 2019 and
2020 annual formula CDBG funds and CDBG-CV funds that are used for activities that prevent, prepare
for, and respond to coronavirus.

Q.

Does the requirement that the emergency payments continue for no more than three consecutive months
apply to annual formula CDBG 2019 and 2020 and CDBG-CV funds used to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus?

A.

No. The CDBG-CV Federal Register Notice (FR-6218-N-01, effective August 7, 2020), states that
emergency payments may be made on behalf of individuals and families for a period of no more than six
consecutive months to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.

Q.

May CDBG funds be used to pay arrearages?

A.

Yes. In the annual formula CDBG program, CDBG funds may be used to pay rent or mortgage
arrearages on behalf of individuals and families for up to three consecutive months.
When using FY 2019 and 2020 funds to prevent, prepare for, or respond to coronavirus, or CDBG -CV
funds, the period for emergency payments has been extended from three consecutive to six consecutive
months in the CDBG-CV Federal Register Notice. Moreover, to use the extended period of six
consecutive months for expenditures for FY 2019 and 2020 funds, the use of funds requirement for
prevent, prepare for, or respond to coronavirus and the guidance on the period is applicable.

Q.

Are there any issues or concerns that a grantee should take into consideration if it decides to use CDBG
/CDBG-CV funds to pay rent or mortgage payments on behalf of individuals and families?

A.

Yes. As a major concern, this type of funding can be used to assist individuals/families who without this
assistance may become homeless, a grantee should ensure that if rent/mortgage payments are made to
bring them current that the individual/family also has the financial means to pay subsequent rent or
mortgage payments. If the individual/family does not have the means, they could potentially be homeless
in the immediate future, suggesting the need for a different program design.
A concern for annual formula CDBG funds if this activity is assisted using 2018 or earlier, or using 2019
or 2020 funds that do not prevent, prepare for, or respond to coronavirus, is compliance with the 15
percent public services cap. The 15 percent public services cap is statutory and cannot be waived.
Exceeding the public services cap will result in the grantee being required to repay the amount spent over
the cap with non-federal funds.
Grantees should also be aware that providing rental assistance beyond 100 days will trigger the leadbased paint visual inspection requirements. The last two Q&As in this document provide more detailed
information on how this requirement is triggered.

Q.

May the grantee impose additional requirements on individuals and families seeking CDBG assistance
for rent/mortgage payments?

A.

Yes. Although HUD advises simplicity, the grantee should create and implement policies and procedures
for emergency grant payments. Beyond what is necessary to document the CDBG eligibility of the
activity and national objective, the grantee may also impose requirements for documentation such as
proof of seeking or loss of employment or credit counseling. The grantee should assist applicants in
fulfilling the requirements outlined in its policies and procedures and any additional requirements must
not contradict the CDBG programmatic requirements, including program-related civil rights and equal
opportunity requirements.

Q.

May a grantee use annual formula CDBG or CDBG-CV funds to make rent/mortgage payments to
anyone that requests such assistance?

A.

No. Each CDBG-assisted activity must meet a national objective, and the CARES Act and CDBG-CV
Federal Register Notice did not suspend this requirement. Emergency payments are usually carried out
under the low- and moderate-income national objective, so the grantee must include documentation
covering each individual or family requesting assistance with rent/mortgage payments demonstrating
they are income-eligible. According to 24 CFR 570.506(b), the grantee may document income in several
ways, including collecting a verifiable certification from the assisted person that his or her family income
does not exceed the applicable income limit established in accordance with the regulations.

Q.

What CDBG national objective does the provision of emergency, subsistence-type payments generally
meet?

A.

This activity usually meets the low- and moderate-income limited clientele national objective provision at
24 CFR 570.208(a)(2) An activity which benefits a limited clientele, at least 51 percent of whom are lowor moderate-income persons. This can be accomplished by exclusively serving “presumed benefit”
persons such as elderly, homeless, or severely disabled persons. Another way to qualify a limited
clientele activity is to require information on family size and income so that it is evident that at least 51
percent of the clientele are persons whose family income does not exceed the low- and moderate-income
limit, or for the grantee’s policies to limit the activity exclusively to low- and moderate-income persons.

Q.

When does the emergency payments’ covered period begin?

A.

For each assisted individual or family, the three-month period (for CDBG) or six-month period (for
CDBG-CV and FY19-20 CDBG funds used to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus) begins
on the date the first payment is made to a provider on behalf of an individual or family.

Q.

Does the covered period of either up to three or six consecutive months cover all arrearages or just those
within the timeframe?

A.

The emergency payments period begins when the payment is made, not when the individual’s or family’s
arrearage began. The start of the period of three consecutive months for annual CDBG that is not being
used in response to the coronavirus or of up to six consecutive months for 2019, 2020, and CDBG-CV
funds used in response to the coronavirus is related to when payments are made from the grant, not the
date of arrearages. If an individual or family is one or more months in arrears, a grantee may cover some
or all the amount in arrears within the first month of assistance and continue through the applicable
consecutive period of assistance. For example, for an individual four months in arrears on rent who
applied for emergency payment assistance under CDBG-CV, the covered period may include the four
months they are in arrears within the payment for the first month of assistance then continue for up to
five more months to fulfill the up-to-six-consecutive-month-period allowance. The grantee must base the
assistance on a need (for CARES Act, the need must be related to coronavirus preparation, response, and
recovery) and cover necessary and reasonable costs. If a grantee chooses to implement subsistence
payments covering arrears, the grantee’s policies and procedures for the program should set clear
parameters for the types, amounts, and timing for assistance for each individual or family.

Q.

What if the individual or family needs assistance with amounts they are in arrears to become current,
though they may be able to skip a month within the period, would they still receive assistance for up to
six consecutive months?

A.

Yes. The assistance is based on need and if CDBG funds are needed to cover the arrears within the first
month of assistance and the individual or family may be able to cover the second month then need
assistance for the third month, that is an acceptable method because it is within the period of up to three
or six consecutive months (based on funding source and use). Also, this demonstrates that the assistance
is based on need and covers necessary and reasonable costs. If a grantee chooses to implement
subsistence payments using this method the policies and procedures for the program should outline clear
parameters.

Q.

When does the requirement for a lead-based paint visual inspection come in?

A.

The 100-day emergency grace period begins at the time of payment going forward. Once the assistance
period reaches 100 days, a visual lead-based paint inspection is required. If assistance is being provided
to an individual or family that covers three months of arrears within the first month of assistance, the 100
days begins at the time of payment going forward. As an emergency payments assistance period
approaches the end of the 100-day grace period, the grantee must undertake visual inspection if it wishes
to continue FY2019 or FY2020 CDBG or CDBG-CV assistance.

Q.

Given the coronavirus, is it acceptable to do a remote visual lead-based paint inspection?

A.

For assistance to continue past 100 days, a visual inspection is required. Because of the coronavirus it
may not be possible for an onsite visual inspection to occur. If the situation does not allow for an onsite
visual inspection, the owner(s) or a surrogate may perform a remote visual inspection. Grantees are
encouraged to develop policies and procedures that allow this method and the necessary documentation
required for it.

Resources
The Department has technical assistance providers that may be available to assist grantees in their
implementation of CDBG Funds for activities to prevent or respond to the spread of infectious disease. Please
contact your local CPD Field Office Director to request technical assistance from HUD staff or a TA provider.






CDBG-CV Federal Register Notice: https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CPD/documents/CDBGCV_Notice_Federal_Register_Publication_2002-08.pdf
Submit your questions to: CPDQuestionsAnswered@hud.gov
COVID-19 (“Coronavirus”) Information and Resources: https://www.hud.gov/coronavirus
CPD Program Guidance and Training: https://www.hudexchange.info/program-support/

USING CDBG EMERGENCY PAYMENTS FOR RENTAL
ASSISTANCE IN CORONAVIRUS RESPONSES
The COVID-19 pandemic has led to economic, health, and social hardships—including increased
housing instability and the threat of homelessness—for millions of people. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security (CARES) Act created new one-time programs and waived several regulatory
requirements of other existing programs to help communities prevent, prepare for, and respond to the
pandemic. Many of these programs enable families1 and individuals to remain in their homes and avoid
homelessness during the pandemic. Along with other federal programs, the Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) can support housing stability and homeless
prevention efforts such as the provision of emergency assistance and
services.
While this guide does not
specifically address the
This document explains how to target limited CDBG resources
needs of homeowners at
efficiently and effectively through a coordinated strategy to stabilize
risk of losing their
individuals and families at risk of becoming homeless. This guidance
housing due to the
applies to both annual entitlement allocations of CDBG as well as
economic impact of the
supplemental CARES Act CDBG (CDBG-CV) funds. An understanding
pandemic, many of the
of the broad array of available programs will help grantees to target
concepts found here can
CDBG funds to “fill gaps” in a comprehensive housing stability and
also be applied when
targeted homeless prevention strategy. This document provides
developing a mortgage
general guidance on:
assistance program.
• Strategic planning, coordination, and program design.
• Rental assistance resources.
• CARES Act flexibilities and using CDBG for rental assistance programs.
• Other useful resources.
STRATEGIC PLANNING AND COORDINATION
CDBG is only one among many resources that can fund rental assistance and homelessness prevention
activities. Grantees should consider other ongoing and one-time resources for rental assistance including
the much larger CARES Act appropriations such as the Coronavirus Relief Fund ($150 billion) and the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Disaster Relief Fund ($45 billion), as well as smaller
allocations through existing U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) programs such
as Emergency Solutions Grants (ESG), Housing Opportunities for Persons With AIDS (HOPWA), or
public housing. CDBG grantees choosing to provide rental assistance to address community needs
should work with other public, private, and nonprofit partners across funding sources to create a strategic
and integrated emergency rental assistance program portfolio of federal and non-federal resources. A
goal is to identify the best use of CDBG funds to fill gaps or support activities that are more difficult to
support through other sources.

CDBG and other programs use the term “families” as defined in 24 CFR 5.403. The definition includes a group of
persons residing together, regardless of actual or perceived sexual orientation, gender identity, or marital status.
For reporting purposes in CDBG and other programs, the term household may be used.
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Step 1: Conduct a Rapid Needs Assessment
Identify who is (or is most likely to be) at risk of losing their housing due to COVID-19 and to what
extent.
A rapid needs assessment will help grantees target limited resources. Grantees will need to select data
sources that reflect the recent and rapid health, economic, and social impacts of COVID-19. Given the
disproportionate impact of COVID-19 on people of color and other vulnerable populations, grantees are
advised to select measures that can be disaggregated by race, ethnicity, and other household
characteristics to offer insight into which groups need financial support to maintain their current housing.
Data sources that can be used to rapidly assess current needs include:
•
•
•
•

Unemployment data—available by county, updated monthly.
Applications for food assistance—available by county, updated monthly.
Public health data regarding COVID-19 infections and deaths—available daily.
Rental delinquency data—available from property owner associations, reported monthly.

Another helpful resource is the U.S. Census Bureau’s Household Pulse Survey. Updated weekly, the
survey provides insight into how household experiences have changed during the pandemic and includes
information on employment status, spending patterns, food security, housing, physical and mental health,
access to health care, and educational disruption.
HUD’s COVID-19 Homeless System Response: Estimating
Future Homelessness contains additional guidance.
Key informant interviews can provide information about
developing trends, the needs of different populations, and
barriers to housing stability created or aggravated by the
pandemic as well as potential strategies for overcoming these
barriers. These interviews can also help identify potential
partners who are receiving and allocating CARES Act dollars or
other resources to respond to the needs of at-risk renters.
Consolidated plans and fair housing plans can provide
important baseline information by identifying populations and
geographic areas that are already financially distressed or
impacted by housing discrimination and could be vulnerable to
the economic impact of the pandemic.
Step 2: Inventory Available Resources
Inventory federal, state, local, or private programs
available for rental assistance and homelessness
prevention.

Potential Consultation Partners
• Continuum of Care grantees
• Affordable housing providers
and public housing agencies
• Social service and public
health agencies
• Agencies working with
communities of color and other
protected classes
• Schools and McKinney-Vento
liaisons
• Private landlords or rental
owner associations
• Chambers of Commerce or
other business associations
• Financial institutions and/or
community development
financial institutions
• Utility companies

What other programs are available in your region that can support both direct financial assistance and
other services that promote housing stability? What are the available funding amounts, targeted
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populations, income restrictions, types of assistance, duration of
assistance, administrative requirements, expenditure deadlines, and
other characteristics of each program?
Tables 1–3 in the Overview of Rental Assistance Resources section
provide some of this information.
Step 3: Identify Key Partners and a Coordinating Body
Collaborate with other local jurisdictions and nonprofit
organizations to develop a coordinated strategy to allocate
resources and facilitate the implementation of your rental
assistance program.

Entities with knowledge of other
funding resources may include:

• Continuum of Care grantees
• Continuum of Care
organizations
• Other cities, counties, and
states
• Public Housing Authorities
• Philanthropic institutions
• Social service organizations

Evaluate the capacity of existing and potential partners to determine
whether they have the knowledge, experience, and resources needed to implement the program.
Consider whether they:
•
•
•
•

Have administered similar assistance programs.
Understand the regulatory requirements that will apply to your program.
Have administrative and financial policies and procedures in place to comply with these
requirements.
Are staffed sufficiently to respond to the anticipated demand.

Technical assistance may be needed for those entities with the organizational capacity to administer a
rental assistance program but have limited experience administering CDBG and other federal grants.
Some organizations without the capacity to be a CDBG subrecipient can help with marketing or outreach
to specific populations.
Step 4: Prioritize Needs and Match with Funding Sources
Investigate the use of other resources to fund your rental assistance program to maximize its
impact. Match your priority needs with appropriate resources.
Using the information about other available resources collected in Step 2, identify the role of CDBG funds
in filling gaps remaining by the other rental assistance and homeless prevention programs. Questions to
consider include:
•
•
•
•

•

Are CDBG funds needed to keep families with higher
income (including above-moderate income) in their
homes that other programs cannot fund?
What is the order of assistance for each resource based
on availability? Are there expenditure time limits that push
forward the use of some funding sources?
Will CDBG emergency rental assistance funds be used
to bridge funding for an individual or family?
Should the funds also be targeted to facilitating
discussions between renters and a landlord or safer
childcare so parents can remain employed and pay rent
on their own?
Are the administrative requirements for some programs
more burdensome than others for certain types of rental
assistance?
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CDBG funds can be used for a wide range of services that can complement direct rent assistance
available through other sources. For example, CDBG funds can be used for less expensive interventions
such as housing navigation and housing search services, job referrals, foreclosure prevention counseling,
landlord-tenant assistance, and legal services. CDBG funds can also be used to target a specific
population that may not be served through another funding source.
Up to 20 percent of CDBG funds may be used for planning and administrative activities, including
providing fair housing information. Grantees can expand existing services and/or provide new ones to
address impediments to fair housing related to COVID-19. Examples include fair housing education,
tenant-landlord counseling, complaint services, and consumer hotlines.
Information on the eligible uses of CDBG funds, including CDBG CARES Act flexibilities, and other
resources for matching identified needs to available funding sources can be found in the tables located
in the Overview of Rental Assistance Resources section.
PROGRAM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Design and implement your rental assistance program in collaboration with identified partners.
Design Process
Recommended actions for designing your rental assistance program, including the development of
qualifying planned expenditures, program parameters, and implementation procedures, are identified
below.
Qualify the activity
•
•
•

Determine CDBG eligibility.
Link to the prevention, preparation for, or response to coronavirus.
Identify the national objective.

Design the program
•
•
•
•

Develop roles and responsibilities for funding and implementation partners.
Establish program and financial policies and procedures.
Identify performance measures and methods for collecting beneficiary data.
Select program partner(s) or subrecipient(s).

Implement the program
•
•
•
•

Conduct outreach and market to targeted populations.
Coordinate the application process and provide assistance.
Monitor performance and complete quarterly reporting.
Evaluate impacts.

Selecting a Program Partner
Consider working with a single entity to manage and deploy resources on behalf of multiple funding
partners. For example, by designating a local nonprofit or a jurisdiction that may also be distributing rent
assistance resources as a CDBG subrecipient, you can effectively align CDBG-CV funds with other grant
resources. This will ensure coordination of the implementation process and prevent the duplication of
benefits. An alternative is to identify multiple agencies with a history of working with targeted populations
and/or geographic areas. This model may work better for larger geographic areas and for grantees with
the management capacity to oversee the deployment of rent assistance resources through multiple
organizations.
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Marketing and Outreach
The design of your outreach and marketing is important. Be strategic and focused to ensure equal access
to the program for at-risk and historically underserved populations. Underserved populations may include
ethnic minorities, refugees and recent immigrants, individuals with disabilities, families with children, or
seniors. Consider the capacity of the organization when assigning program roles. Some organizations
may have the capacity to assist with referrals and outreach activities, but not to administer a federal grant
program.
Program Compliance
Consider specific CDBG and CARES Act requirements regardless of how you structure your rental
assistance program. If you contract with another agency to run your program on your behalf, they must
meet CDBG subrecipient requirements (see 2 CFR 200.330 and 24 CFR 570 for additional guidance).
You must also take steps during the strategic planning, program development, and implementation
stages to prevent a duplication of benefits. Finally, document how your program prevents, prepares for,
and responds to the coronavirus. These requirements are described more fully later in this document.
OVERVIEW OF RENTAL ASSISTANCE RESOURCES
Designing an effective rental assistance and homeless prevention response requires first developing an
inventory of the resources available, then matching each program to a need based on factors such as
the timing of the funds, eligible activities, targeted beneficiaries, income restrictions, and regulatory
requirements (see Steps 2 and 4 above). The tables below summarize these characteristics for several
federal programs. For all tables, some limitations may apply. Please reference the applicable program
regulations and waivers for any limitations or conditions on the use of funds for these activities.
Table 1: General Funding Options for Rental Housing Assistance and Supportive Services
Programs
Provides a brief overview of eligible activities—including both direct financial assistance and related
supportive services—across several programs allocated through HUD and other federal agencies.
Table 2: Rental Assistance Resources
Provides additional details including targeted population, income requirements, duration of assistance,
eligible activities, allocation amount, and expenditure deadlines. This table helps match programs with
target populations and the type and duration of assistance needed.
Table 3: Rental Assistance Limitations and Housing Standards
While keeping most programmatic regulations in place, the CARES Act temporarily waives certain
regulatory requirements of many federal programs, streamlining administrative processes. The scope
and extent of these waivers vary by program, program year, and activity. Regulations that are not
specifically suspended or waived remain in full effect. For more detailed information view the program
rules, statutory and regulatory waivers, and alternative requirements applicable to CDBG and CDBGCV funds.
Grantees must amend their Consolidated Plan and/or Action Plan if the use of funds for a rental
assistance program was not specifically included in the plan previously.
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Mediation

Legal services

Financial
counseling

Childcare

Case management

Housing search

Cash assistance

Rental fees or
deposits

Utilities

Rent arrears

Check program regulations and waivers for
specific limitations or conditions on the use of
funds for these activities.

Rent

Table 1: GENERAL FUNDING OPTIONS
FOR RENTAL HOUSING ASSISTANCE
AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
PROGRAMS

•

•

•

•

•

•

Community Planning and Development (CPD) programs
CDBG, CDBG-CV

•

•

CARES Act—Coronavirus Relief Funds
(CRF)

•

•

ESG, CARES Act ESG (ESG-CV)

•

•

HOME Tenant-Based Rental Assistance
(TBRA)

•

HOPWA, CARES Act HOPWA (HOPWA-CV)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Sampling of other funding options
Community Services Block Grant (CSBG)
Low-Income Home Energy Assistance
(LIHEAP-CARES Act)

•

Promoting Safe and Stable Families (PSSF)

•

•

Social Services Block Grant (SSBG)

•

•

Temporary Assistance to Needy Families
(TANF)

•

•
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•

CARES Act
allocation

$5 Billion

Program summary

Flexible funding
to prevent,
prepare for, and
respond to
coronavirus

Population served
(b)

LMI requirements

$150 Billion

$4 Billion

Flexible
programming
to address a
range of critical
community
needs and fill
funding gaps

Flexible
funding to
prevent,
prepare for,
and respond
to
coronavirus

Short-/mediumterm rental
assistance to
prevent, prepare
for, and respond
to coronavirus or
mitigate the
economic
impacts of
coronavirus

Low- and
moderateincome (LMI)
individuals and
families
impacted by
coronavirus

LMI individuals
and families

Local option

At least 51% at
or below 80%
area median
income (AMI) for
each activity;
70% of overall
grant funds

At least 51% at Local option
or below 80%
AMI for each
activity; 70% of
overall grant
funds

HOPWA Permanent
Housing Placement
(PHP)

HOPWA TBRA

HOPWA STRMU,
STRMU-CV, and
STRMU Waiver

HOME TBRA

ESG-CV

CRF

CDBG

Check program
regulations and
waivers for specific
limitations or
conditions on the
use of funds.

CDBG-CV

Table 2: RENTAL
ASSISTANCE
RESOURCES

$65 Million

$65 Million

$65 Million

Flexible
medium-term
rental
assistance to
individual
households to
help pay the
housing costs
of market-rate
units

Needs-based
rental
assistance to
maintain
housing (a)

Rental
assistance to
improve
housing
stability (a)

Housing
placement
services to
help establish
permanent
residence (a)

Individuals and
families
experiencing
homelessness or
at risk of
homelessness

Low-income
households
seeking
housing and
households
that have
housing

Individuals with Individuals
HIV/AIDS and with
their families
HIV/AIDS
and their
families

Individuals with
HIV/AIDS and
their families

At or below 50%
AMI at initial
evaluation for
homelessness
prevention

At or below
80% AMI;
at least 90% at
or below 60%
AMI

At or below
80% AMI

At or below
80% AMI
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At or below
80% AMI

CDBG-CV

CDBG

CRF

ESG-CV

HOME TBRA

HOPWA STRMU,
STRMU-CV, and
STRMU Waiver

HOPWA TBRA

HOPWA Permanent
Housing Placement
(PHP)

Table 2: RENTAL
ASSISTANCE
RESOURCES

Rent payments

•
(c)

•
(c)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Rent arrears

•
(c)

•
(c)

•

•

•

•

Security deposits

•
(c)

•
(c)

•

•

•

•

Utility deposits

•
(d)

•
(d)

•

•

•

•

Utility payments

•
(d)

•
(d)

•

•

•
(e)

Check program
regulations and
waivers for specific
limitations or
conditions on the
use of funds.
General eligible activity

•

•

•

KEY - See full program regulations and applicable waivers and guidance for full conditions and limitations.
Assistance for this purpose can be provided, subject to any pre-award restrictions. See CDBG-CV, ESG-CV, HOME COVID-19, and HOPWA CARES Act notices for details.
Additional guidance is available in the HOPWA Rental Assistance Guidebook.
Family is defined in 24 CFR 5.403 and includes one or more eligible persons living with another person or persons, regardless of actual or perceived sexual orientation, gender
identity, or marital status. For HOPWA programs, family includes individuals who are determined to be important to the eligible person or person's care or well-being, and the
surviving member or members of any family described in this definition who were living in a unit assisted under the HOPWA program with the person with AIDS at the time of his
or her death. For reporting purposes in CDBG and other programs, the term household may be used.
Additional guidance is available in Using Annual Formula CDBG, FY 2019 and 2020 CDBG to Prevent, Prepare for, and Respond to Coronavirus, and CDBG-CV Funds for Rent
or Mortgage and Arrearages Subsistence-Type Payments (March 30, 2021)
Additional guidance is available in Using CDBG-CV Funds for Emergency Payments to a Public Utility Q&A (December 2020)
Utility costs are included in the calculation of overall assistance provided to the household
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Local
option

Physical housing
quality standard
inspection
Fair market rent
analysis
Rent reasonableness
analysis

(c)

Local
option

(c)

Local
option
Local
option

Lead-based paint
requirements

(d)

Utility costs

(c)

Length of assistance

(c)

Local
option

Habitability
standards
apply (e)
Waived

HOME TBRA

ESG-CV
Maximum
100% of
housing costs
Maximum of
12 or 24
months
depending on
applicability of
ESG-CV
Notice
limitations

Max. 100% Max. 100%
of housing
of housing
costs
costs
Maximum of Varies by
24 months
program:
(renewable)
STRMU
21 weeks
w/ STRMU
waiver
52 weeks
STRMU-CV
24 months
(f)

HOPWA PHP

Necessary
and
reasonable
No more
than 6
consecutive
months

HOPWA TBRA

Level of assistance

CRF

Check program
regulations and
waivers for specific
limitations or
conditions on the use
of funds.

CDBG-CV**

RENTAL
ASSISTANCE
LIMITATIONS AND
HOUSING
STANDARDS

HOPWA STRMU, STRMU-CV,
and STRMU Waiver

Table 3:

(a)

(b)

Permanent
Housing

Move-in
and upfront
costs

Apply (e)

(f)

Apply

Apply

(f)

Apply

Local
option

(e)

(e)

Local
option

N/A

(f)

(e)

(e)
Apply

KEY: (**) also applies when FY2019 or FY2020 CDBG funds are used to prevent, prepare for, or respond
to COVID-19.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

HOPWA TBRA: Rent is the higher of 1) 30% of adjusted monthly household income, 2) 10% of gross monthly household
income, or 3) housing costs-portion of welfare rent.
HOPWA PHP: The total of payments associated with the rental security deposit or first/last month’s rent should not exceed the
value of 2 months’ rent.
CDBG program regulations are silent on this topic. Grantees must develop policies and procedures that are consistently
applied, promote safe and decent housing conditions, and ensure that expenditures are based on actual costs that are
necessary and reasonable.
Lead-based paint requirements (24 CFR Part 35) apply when provided rental assistance exceeds 100 consecutive days from
the point assistance is provided. Virtual inspections are permitted by waiver. Additional guidance is provided in CDBG-CV
Funds for Rent or Mortgage and Arrearages Subsistence-Type Payments (March 30, 2021).
See notices issued for specific programs for further guidance on lead-based paint requirements and when a physical inspection
is required.
See CPD memo on the Availability of Waivers and Suspensions of the HOME Program Requirements in Response to
COVID-19 Pandemic for further guidance.
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CARES ACT FLEXIBILITIES AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR CDBG EMERGENCY PAYMENTS
PROGRAMS
In addition to allocating supplemental CDBG-CV grants, the CARES Act provides additional flexibilities
for the use of FY2019 and FY2020 CDBG entitlement funds when used to prevent, prepare for, or
respond to the coronavirus. Specifically, it removes limitations on the use of funds for public services so
long as activities can meet the additional requirements described below. This section highlights CARES
Act flexibilities and requirements relevant to administering a CDBG emergency rental assistance
program.
Emergency Payments for Rent and Utilities as a Public Service Activity
Emergency payments, as well as other services
provided to keep individuals and families housed, are
considered eligible public service activities under
CDBG. CDBG funds can be used to provide
emergency payments for current and unpaid rent and
utilities as a public service activity on behalf of an
individual or family for a period of up to
three consecutive months (24 CFR 570.207(b)
(4)). By waiver, HUD has extended the assistance
term to a period of no more than six consecutive
months when using CDBG-CV funds and FY2019
and FY2020 formula CDBG funds that prevent,
prepare for, or respond to coronavirus.
The emergency payments period begins when the first
payment is made, not when the individual’s or family’s
arrearage began. Intermittent assistance may be
provided during the emergency assistance period. For
example, funds may be used to cover rent or utility
arrears incurred by an individual or family. A family
may be able to pay their rent or utilities for the
following month but need further assistance for
subsequent months. This additional assistance is
permitted as long as it is within a three- or six-month
emergency payments period.
Making an advance payment of rent that is not due
until a future month is not an eligible activity as
grantees are unlikely to have appropriate
documentation in hand demonstrating that the cost is
allowable, necessary, and reasonable at the time of
advance payment.
Payments must be made to the landlord or utility
provider on behalf of an individual or family. Payments
cannot be made directly to an individual or family in
the form of income payments, debit cards, or similar
direct income payments.
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Income Documentation
For the purposes of income qualification,
income must be based on projected income at
the time assistance is provided rather than the
past 12 months. Records documenting the
impact of the coronavirus on an individual
requesting assistance can include, for example:
• Verification that the tenant was unable to
work due to illness or required dependent
care.
• Termination or furlough notice.
• Pay stubs reflecting reduced hours.
• Bank statement reflecting reduced income.
• A late rent notice or eviction notice.

Emergency Rental Assistance Payments
Your rental assistance program can include
emergency payments for expenses incurred
after the declaration of the national health
emergency on January 21, 2020. Eligible rental
assistance payments include:
•
•
•
•

Past due rent and utilities.*
Current and future rent and utilities.*
Security and utility deposits.*
Similar unpaid expenses.

There is no CDBG or CDBG-CV requirement that
an eviction notice be issued to individuals or
families to qualify for these payments.
*Under specific conditions, payments may be
made to a utility owned by the grantee.

Grantees must have policies and procedures in place to determine that the amount of assistance
provided is necessary and reasonable, and must maintain documentation to ensure that all costs incurred
are eligible.
Public Services Spending Cap
Typically, the amount of CDBG funds spent on public services each program year may not exceed 15
percent of the current year award plus 15 percent of the prior year’s program income. This annual
public services spending cap has been waived for both CDBG-CV and FY2019 and FY2020 CDBG
entitlement grants used for activities that prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
Prevent, Prepare for, and Respond to Coronavirus
The purpose of the CARES Act is to help communities address
the social, health, and economic impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic. Grantees must document how the activity prevents,
prepares for, or responds to coronavirus when using CDBGCV or when using FY2019 and FY2020 annual CDBG funds for
which they want to use waiver flexibility. Documentation should
be included at the program level (including the selection of
households and eligibility criteria) and at the client level.
For rental assistance, the requirement that the funds must
prevent, prepare for, or respond to coronavirus must be met for
each assisted family. A family may be eligible for assistance to
“respond to” COVID-19 if the family has experienced income
loss due to coronavirus, resulting in the inability to pay rent.
Alternatively, assistance may be provided to “prevent” or
“prepare for” coronavirus if the assistance is necessary for a
family to maintain its housing and stay safe and healthy,
thereby reducing the risk of exposure to and further spread of
the virus. Consideration should be given to whether other
safeguards such as eviction moratoriums are in effect in the
community.

Individuals and families receiving
rental assistance are required to
repay any payment made on their
behalf to their landlord that is in
excess of their identified need due to
a duplication of benefits.
Grantees are encouraged to ask
about other forms of assistance when
families apply for assistance and to
include a statement acknowledging
the tenant’s understanding of the
duplication of benefits prohibition and
agreeing to repay any assistance that
was duplicated in their rental
assistance application forms.

See Using CDBG and CDBG-CV to Support Pandemic Recovery for additional guidance.
National Objective
•

•
•

Each CDBG activity must meet a CDBG national objective. Most CDBG grantees will qualify an
emergency payment program for rental assistance by demonstrating that at least 51 percent of
beneficiaries are LMI under the limited clientele national objective category. Recipients of
emergency payments must be qualified at the family level.
A minimum of 70 percent of a grantee’s total allocated CDBG-CV funds must be spent on activities
that meet the CDBG national objective of benefitting LMI people.
In some cases, emergency payment activities for rental assistance may qualify as addressing an
urgent need. Grantees must certify that they are unable to finance the activity on their own and
that other funding sources are not available. Additional guidance can be found in Section III of
Notice of Program Rules, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements under the CARES Act.

The Guide to National Objectives and Eligible Activities for CDBG Entitlement Communities provides
additional information on determining national objectives.
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Duplication of Benefits
The Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, as amended, prohibits the duplication of
benefits when providing financial assistance on behalf of an individual or family using federal funds when
other assistance has already been provided or will be provided for the same purpose, regardless of the
funding source. The CARES Act includes a similar provision for CDBG-CV funds.
This is a significant requirement to consider when selecting funding sources and designing and
implementing your program. You must have procedures in place to ensure that program funds are not
distributed for activities financed by another public or private source. See CDBG-CV Duplication of
Benefits Quick Guide and CDBG Coronavirus Response Grantee Resources Related to Preventing
Duplication of Benefits for further details.
Program Timing
Regulations governing the amount and timing of pre-award costs have been modified to allow up to the
entire allocation of your CDBG-CV funds to be used for pre-award costs and to allow pre-award costs to
be reimbursed back to January 21, 2020, if needed. However, note that other federal pre-award
requirements remain, including but not limited to the need to complete an environmental assessment and
release funds prior to disbursing funds, which can impact the timing of the implementation of your rental
assistance activities. Detailed information about the waived pre-award cost regulations are included in
Section III.B.5.(b) of the Notice of Program Rules, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements.
Grantees have up to six years from the date of the grant agreement for the first allocation of CDBG-CV
funds to expend their full CDBG-CV allocation. Eighty percent of CDBG-CV grant funds must be
expended within three years of the initial grant agreement date.
Lead-Based Paint (LBP) Regulations
The Lead Safe Housing Rule (LSHR) requirements apply to CDBG-funded rental assistance payments
for pre-1978 units where children under age six or pregnant women reside. The requirements of subpart
K (visual assessment, paint stabilization, and maintenance) do not apply for emergency rental assistance
limited to 100 days.
The 100-day emergency grace period starts at the time of the first payment. If the emergency assistance
period is expected to exceed 100 days, a visual lead-based paint inspection is required. Further
guidance on the calculation of the 100-day grace period is provided in CDBG-CV Funds for Rent or
Mortgage and Arrearages Subsistence-Type Payments.
Due to coronavirus, it may not be possible to do an onsite visual inspection. In this case, the owner(s) or
a surrogate may perform a remote visual inspection. Grantees are encouraged to develop policies and
procedures that describe how their program will meet these requirements and provide the necessary
documentation. Additional guidance has been issued by the Office of Lead Hazard Control and Healthy
Homes (OLHCHH). Free visual assessment training for grantees is available online.
Regardless of any applicable exemptions, tenants must always be provided the pamphlet “Protect
Your Family from Lead in Your Home” and the required disclosure form.
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Documentation and Reporting
HUD encourages reporting on beneficiaries and performance in the Integrated Disbursement and
Information System (IDIS) quarterly (at the same time as the required SF425 financial submission). Public
services beneficiary data must be reported at least annually for each CDBG and CDBG-CV activity.
Select “yes” next to the “Is this activity to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus?” field when
setting up the activity. Emergency payments accomplishments may be reported under a single IDIS
activity for each eligible activity category (matrix code).
IDIS Activity Matrix Codes and Reporting
Emergency assistance payment activities should be set up using the Subsistence Payments (05Q)
matrix code—a one-time or short-term emergency payment made on behalf of an individual or family
for the purpose of preventing homelessness.
Matrix codes for other supportive rental assistance service activities include:
•
•
•
•

Security Deposits (05T)
Tenant/Landlord Counseling (05K)
Fair Housing Activities (05J)
Housing Information/Referral Services (05X)

For subsistence payments qualified under a limited clientele (LMC) national objective, report the
number of individual family members benefiting in IDIS.
CARES Act-funded activities will require a quarterly report submission and other reporting requirements
as described in Section III.B.8. of Program Rules, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements Under the
CARES Act for CDBG-CV Grants, FY 2019 and 2020 CDBG Grants, and for Other Formula Programs.
Clarifying Guidance on Regulatory Waivers and Alternative Requirements
To ensure compliance with federal regulations, review both the requirements and the waivers issued for
a specific program before finalizing your emergency payments program. Links to general program
resources and the notices issued by HUD are included below.
OTHER USEFUL RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CARES Act—Coronavirus Relief Fund
FR-6218-N-01: Notice and FAQs: Program Rules, Waivers, and Alternative Requirements Under
the CARES Act for CDBG-CV Grants, FY 2019 and 2020 CDBG Grants, and for Other Formula
Programs
COVID-19 Administrative Relief and the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
(CARES) Act
COVID-19 Information and Resources
Homelessness Prevention and Rapid Rehousing Program
Homeless System Response: Homelessness Prevention: Effective and Efficient Prevention
Programs
CPD Flexibilities/Waivers Granted by the CARES Act + Mega Waiver and Guidance
Federal Funding Priority Order for Noncongregate Shelter During COVID-19 (June 23, 2020)
CDBG-CV Funds for Rent or Mortgage and Arrearages Subsistence-Type Payments
Using CDBG-CV Funds for Emergency Payments to a Public Utility Q&A
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QUESTIONS
Specific questions about how the CDBG-CV program can be used to assist individuals and households
should be directed to your CDBG field representative or HUD Exchange Ask A Question.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF SUPPORT AND DISCLAIMER
This material is based upon work supported by funding under an award with the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development. The substance and findings of the work are dedicated to the public.
Neither the U.S. Government, nor any of its employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe
privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade
name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement,
recommendation, or favoring by the U.S. Government or any agency thereof. Opinions expressed in this
document are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official position of, or a position that
is endorsed by, HUD or by any HUD program.
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Eviction Prevention for At Risk Tenants: A Message to HUD Program Grantees
The CARES Act Eviction Moratorium ended on July 24, 2020. States, localities, and nonprofit organizations
that administer HUD grant programs can play a crucial role in promoting housing stability during this
difficult time. HUD strongly encourages its grantees to take action to keep as many families stably housed
as possible. Grantees are advised that tenant-landlord relationships are governed by state and local law
and landlords must comply with applicable laws, including any state or local eviction moratoria that may
remain in effect.
HUD recognizes that many low income residents are also facing new challenges due to COVID-19, such as
job loss, reduced hours and income, loss of childcare, limited access to healthcare, illness, death of loved
ones, increased incidents of domestic violence, rising costs for basic needs, among possible other concerns
resulting from further uncertainty. The process of evicting residents can be costly to landlords, from court
and legal fees to unit turnover costs and an eviction can adversely affect the housing and financial stability
of an individual or household for many years to come.
HUD strongly encourages all grantees and owners of HUD-assisted housing to work with tenants at-risk of
eviction to negotiate rent repayment plans to help them stay housed. To this end, HUD is providing the
following tools to help grantees and project owners to help identify and engage at-risk tenants, as well as
to inform and guide tenants seeking a rent repayment plan:
Tools for Landlords with Tenants Impacted by COVID-19 – This document will help landlords to
engage with at-risk tenants while remaining in compliance with fair housing laws and understand the
key elements of a repayment plan. The document provides links to sample rent repayment
agreements.
Tenant Guidance: Rent Repayment Plans – This document will assist at-risk tenants in understanding
and pursuing rent repayment agreements with their landlords. The document includes links to helpful
resources and a sample script for requesting a repayment agreement from a landlord. Use of this
guidance is optional and grantees and tenants are strongly cautioned to review their state and local
laws as under some laws, a tenant notifying an owner of the inability to pay rent is sufficient for the
owner to initiate eviction proceedings.

For more information about HUD’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic, visit https://www.hud.gov/coronavirus

December 2020
Q and A on Using CDBG-CV funds for emergency payments to a public utility
Q: May CDBG-CV be used to provide assistance to a household by paying a public utility provider on the
household’s behalf?
Emergency payments are an eligible CDBG/CDBG-CV public services activity type and must be made to
the provider (e.g., landlord, lender or utility company) of rent, mortgage, or utility payments on behalf
of an individual or family, and not directly to an individual or family in the form of income payments,
debit cards, or similar direct income payments. Grantees must ensure that proper documentation is
maintained to ensure that all costs incurred are eligible. Grantees must document, in their policies and
procedures, how they will determine the amount of assistance to be provided is necessary and
reasonable and how the activity meets a CDBG national objective. For CDBG-CV, the grantee must also
document how the activity prepares for, prevents, or responds to the coronavirus and does not
duplicate other benefits.
There are some specific requirements a grantee must consider in making an emergency payment to a
public utility on behalf of an individual or family, and these include:
1. The costs a grantee-owned utility incurs in providing services are allowable to the extent they
are consistent with cost principles at 2 CFR Part 200, Subpart E. The costs typically incurred by a
grantee-owned utility include depreciation, payments to external suppliers (e.g., of electricity or
natural gas), operating and maintenance, etc. However, the grantee must ensure that the costs
to be allocated to individuals/families do not include depreciation of assets whose cost was
borne by the Federal Government (including assets acquired or improved with CDBG funds).
2. The cost principles cited above also do not permit a grantee to earn a profit on charges to grant
programs. Therefore, the grantee must ensure that the “per unit” cost of delivering the utility
service to an individual/family is reasonable. If the grantee wishes to base its charge to the grant
on the fee billed to the individual/family, it must ensure that the amount of the utility fee is
reasonable. One test of the reasonableness of the utility fee billed to the individual/family is
whether the operations of the utility are budgeted so as to realize an excess of revenue over
expenses (i.e., a “profit”) for the budget period. If the utility’s operations are budgeted and
accounted for in a separate enterprise fund, as is likely for most grantees, the grantee should
evaluate the fund’s budget and/or financial statements to ascertain whether its operations will
generate a profit. If a profit is not indicated, the billed fee may be used to support the
reasonableness of the charge to the grant for the emergency payment.
3. If the utility is operated so as to earn a profit, the grantee must calculate the per unit cost for
residential customers based on the actual costs of providing the service and an allocation base
that results in an equitable allocation to the grant.
If the grantee operates a public utility that is not budgeted or accounted for in a separate fund, the
grantee is strongly advised to discuss options with its assigned HUD field office.

USING CDBG FOR PUBLIC FACILITIES IN CORONAVIRUS
RESPONSE
The COVID-19 pandemic has led to economic, health, and social hardships for millions of people and a
new awareness of the changes needed to reduce pandemic impacts in the future. The CDBG Coronavirus
(CDBG-CV) response grants, provided as supplemental funding to CDBG grantees under the CARES act,
can fund a wide range of community development activities to help communities prevent, prepare for, and
respond to the direct and indirect effects of the current COVID-19 pandemic and to mitigate future risks.
The CARES Act also waived certain regulatory requirements for CDBG and other Federal programs. Both
CDBG and CDBG-CV funds can be used by grantees to create, expand, or enhance public facilities that
may provide medical care, social services, and emergency housing in response to the current pandemic
while increasing their long-term resiliency and ability to mitigate
future coronavirus outbreaks. It is important to note that, with few
PUBLIC FACILITY projects can
exceptions, the expansion or enhancement of buildings for the
include, for example:
general conduct of government is ineligible.
• Medical facilities,
Existing public facility structures can be modified to prevent the
• Non-congregate shelters,
transmission of the coronavirus and allow for adequate social
• Childcare facilities, and
distancing or remote access. Public infrastructure improvements
• Day-use centers.
can also help alleviate the immediate or long-term social,
economic, and public health impacts of the current COVID-19
PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE
pandemic and prevent the coronavirus's future spread.
projects can include, for
example:
When deciding the best approach to respond to the coronavirus'
extraordinary local impact, grantees will find an array of resources
• Installation of broadband to
to draw upon and a diversity of approaches. Building, acquiring, or
enable remote access, and
improving public facilities is one such approach.
• Redesign of public
sidewalks in front of local
Other Federal, state, and local resources available to acquire or
businesses to encourage
improve public facilities include the CARES Act Coronavirus Relief
social distancing.
Fund; the Coronavirus Recovery Funds in the American Rescue
Plan; the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Disaster Relief Fund; Emergency Solutions Grants (ESG); and public housing, Housing Opportunities for
Persons with AIDS (HOPWA), and United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Rural Housing Service
programs. These other funding sources may not meet every need and may not be available to every
community. This guide discusses how CDBG-CV funds can fill in the gaps left by other funding programs.
It provides examples of how grantees may use CDBG-CV funds to improve public facilities to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to the coronavirus now and in the future. It is intended to help grantees select and
implement CDBG-CV-funded public facility projects.

USING CDBG-CV FUNDS FOR PUBLIC FACILITIES
The term "public facilities" is broadly interpreted under CDBG to include publicly accessible facilities that
are owned by public entities or nonprofit organizations such as libraries, community centers, and places
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where people receive services. Public facilities also include places that provide temporary or specialized
shelter such as emergency shelter, nonprofit or publicly owned nursing homes or residential medical
facilities, or other types of short-term or transitional shelter. The public facilities activity category is generally
intended to address the physical costs of improving the facility rather than provide support for operating
costs or services that may be provided within the facility. Grantees may, however, also fund the operation
of some public facilities as a public service using CDBG-CV or CDBG.
Each CDBG-CV-assisted public facility activity must meet the following three criteria. Additional CDBG-CV
requirements also apply and are described in subsequent sections.
1. Eligible Costs
Acquisition,
rehabilitation,
construction,
and
reconstruction are all eligible public facility costs.
Grantees may, in some cases, also support the
operation of a public facility as a public service activity
separate from or in concert with a capital investment.
For instance, CDBG-CV funds can be used to pay the
operation costs of a non-congregate homeless shelter.
Grantees must evaluate if the activity will meet
duplication of benefit requirements for use of CDBGCV funds.
Grantees must have documented policies and
procedures for preventing duplication of benefits.
Additional information is available below and in CDBG
Coronavirus Response Grantee Resources Related to
Preventing Duplication of Benefits.
2. Tieback to Coronavirus
The proposed project must be designed to prevent, prepare for, or respond to the coronavirus. Grantees
must document this relationship, often referred to as the "tieback," by documenting a logical relationship
between the benefits of the assisted activity and the effects of the coronavirus. This tieback may relate to
the current pandemic and may also relate to mitigating potential future coronavirus pandemic impacts. A
grantee may also undertake activities to address the indirect effects of the virus, such as the economic and
housing market disruptions caused by social distancing measures and stay-at-home orders implemented
to prevent the spread of coronavirus.
3. CDBG National Objective
The project must meet one of the three CDBG national objectives:
•

Benefit low- and moderate-income persons.

•

Meet community development needs having a particular urgency (urgent need).

•

Aid in the prevention or elimination of slums or blight.

Benefit low and moderate (L/M)-Income Persons: Public facilities that serve the public at large can meet
the L/M income benefit national objective on an area basis (LMA). These public facilities must have:
•

A service area that is primarily residential.

•

At least 51 percent of households in the service area that are L/M-income.
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Public facilities that serve a specific L/M-income population may meet L/M-income benefit on a limited
clientele basis (LMC). These public facilities activities must either:
•

Benefit a specific group presumed to be L/M income within CDBG regulations.

•

Be able to document that 51 percent or more of persons they serve are L/M-income.

•

Have, due to their nature and location, clientele who are primarily L/M-income.

Urgent Need1: Public facility and public infrastructure improvements may qualify by meeting the Urgent
Need national objective if they alleviate emergency conditions that pose a serious and immediate threat to
the health or welfare of the community. Grantees must document that they are unable to finance the activity
on their own and that other funding sources are not available.
Slums or Blight: The requirement that CDBG-CV funds be used to prevent, prepare for, and respond to the
coronavirus makes it unlikely that a public facilities activity would also be able to meet the Slums or Blight
requirement that the activity address specific conditions that lead to slums or blight.
Please see the Guide to National Objectives and Eligible Activities for CDBG Entitlement Communities for
additional information on how to select an appropriate national objective.

Regardless of the national objective met, at least 70 percent of a grantee’s
CDBG-CV funds must be spent on activities that meet the CDBG national
objective of benefitting low- and moderate-income people.

PUBLIC FACILITY AND INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS THAT RESPOND
TO CORONAVIRUS
Grantees are encouraged to undertake public facility and infrastructure projects that both address
immediate community needs and mitigate the effects of future coronavirus occurrences. Public rights-ofway and outdoor recreational facility improvements, for example, can be an effective way of addressing the
immediate indirect impacts of the current COVID-19 pandemic while creating long-term spaces designed
to reduce the transmission of future coronaviruses.
The following table provides examples of public facility and infrastructure projects that can be financed with
CDBG-CV funds. In addition to common public-facility-eligible activity categories, the table also identifies
improvements that promote remote access, which includes a range of technology improvements that
promote social distancing and measures to reduce the transmission of the virus in enclosed spaces. Eligible
costs under public facilities include permanent physical changes to facilities rather than temporary changes
or portable equipment.

1

The CDBG-CV notice, 85 Fed Reg 51457, provides waivers that streamline the documentation for
activities that are designed to meet the urgent need national objective.
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CORONAVIRUS
TIEBACK
Medical Facilities and Clinics

X

X

REMOTE ACCESS

SITE IMPROVEMENTS

CONSTRUCTION/
REHAB

CONVERSION

BUILDING ACQUISITION

LAND ACQUISITION

RESPOND

PREPARE

POTENTIAL PUBLIC FACILITY
AND INFRASTRUCTURE
PROJECTS

PREVENT

Table 1: Potential Public Facility and Infrastructure Projects

CDBG-CV ELIGIBLE USE
X

X

X

X

X

X

Creation or modification of buildings to provide medical facilities for testing, treatment, recovery, or isolation; or to
establish separated areas or remote access to appropriately treat people who have been diagnosed or exposed
to the coronavirus. Creation or modification of residential facilities for people recovering from COVID-19.
Emergency Shelters

X

X

X

X

X

X

Creation, expansion, or modification of emergency shelters, auxiliary congregate shelter space, and noncongregate facilities for people experiencing homelessness to provide shelter options that allow for physical
distancing within the shelter system and prevent the current and future spread of the coronavirus.
Non-Congregate Shelter

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Acquisition and modification of underutilized structures such as motels and schools to create shelter for people
experiencing homelessness and for individuals and households unable to practice social distancing due to
overcrowding or shared living spaces. This model could also be used to support the development of related shortterm shelter for medical workers or vulnerable populations who need to be isolated to avoid contracting the virus.
Residential uses that provide permanent housing may be eligible as a CDBG housing activity rather than as a
public facility activity.
Day-Access Centers

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Creation, expansion, or modification of day-access centers to meet social distancing requirements and prevent
the spread of the coronavirus. Such facilities include centers for people experiencing homelessness,
neighborhood centers, senior centers, or other places that serve low- and moderate-income households or
people who are presumed to be low-income.
Social Service Facilities

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Expansion or modification of social service facilities to meet social distancing requirements and to enable remote
access that would make these facilities safe for both clients and employees. Examples include reconfiguration of
reception areas and meeting rooms; conversion of open office spaces; improving heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) to reduce transmission risks; and technology upgrades to provide services remotely.
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CORONAVIRUS
TIEBACK
Childcare Facilities

X

X

X

REMOTE ACCESS

SITE IMPROVEMENTS

CONSTRUCTION/
REHAB

CONVERSION

BUILDING ACQUISITION

LAND ACQUISITION

RESPOND

PREPARE

PREVENT

POTENTIAL PUBLIC FACILITY
AND INFRASTRUCTURE
PROJECTS

CDBG-CV ELIGIBLE USE
X

X

X

X

X

Creation, expansion, or modification of childcare facilities to encourage social distancing and reduce the
transmission of the virus. Activities that address the effects of the current pandemic and mitigate the future spread
of a coronavirus could include HVAC improvements, plumbing upgrades to improve sanitation, and the creation
or improvement of outdoor spaces for childcare programs.
Crisis Call Centers

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Expansion, modification, or upgrade of existing call-in centers in response to the growing number of people in
danger from suicide, substance abuse, domestic violence, and neglect and abuse of children due to social
isolation measures enacted to prevent the spread of the coronavirus. Building renovations designed to improve
interior air quality and ensure social distancing as well as permanently affixed technology upgrades to buildings to
enable remote access are eligible public facility activities. Moveable equipment would not be an eligible public
facility cost.
Internet Access

X

X

X

X

Extension of reliable, high-speed internet access to underserved low- and moderate-income areas to enable or
improve remote access to schools, jobs, and healthcare and thereby reduce the transmission of the virus.
Infrastructure improvements include the installation of permanent high-capacity fiber-optics, fixed wireless, digital
subscriber line (DSL), or cable in publicly assessable areas. Moveable equipment is not an eligible public facility
cost.
Public Rights-of-Way

X

X

X

X

X

X

Creation of outdoor space that allows safe, socially distanced activity in areas where pedestrian volume is likely
to be high and pedestrian space is limited. CDBG-CV funds can be used to close lanes of traffic and repurpose
on-street parking or underused parking by constructing permanent barriers such as railings, fences, or planter
boxes; by constructing permanent canopies or awnings; by establishing appropriately spaced seating; and by
improving lighting.
Outdoor Recreational Facilities

X

X

X

X

Transformation of local streets into "neighborhood greenways" that welcome pedestrians and bicyclists while
limiting vehicles to local traffic, providing additional space for outdoor activity, and encouraging physical
distancing. CDBG-CV funds can be used for the purchase and installation of new gates, for removing
architectural barriers that restrict the accessibility or mobility of elderly or disabled persons, for realigning and
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X

REMOTE ACCESS

SITE IMPROVEMENTS

CONSTRUCTION/
REHAB

CONVERSION

BUILDING ACQUISITION

LAND ACQUISITION

RESPOND

PREPARE

PREVENT

POTENTIAL PUBLIC FACILITY
AND INFRASTRUCTURE
PROJECTS

CORONAVIRUS
CDBG-CV ELIGIBLE USE
TIEBACK
narrowing roadways, for expanding existing trail systems, and for repurposing surplus parking areas to allow
outdoor recreational activity.
Improvements to Buildings for
Accessibility and Remote Access
to Public Meetings

X

X

X

X

X

Physical modifications to improve access to buildings for people with disabilities is an allowed use of CDBG
funds. Improvements such as automatic doors, touchless water fountains, and accessible bathrooms also
reduce coronavirus transmission. Permanent improvements to enable remote video access to public and
community meetings for public participation also increase access for persons with disabilities and mitigates
coronavirus risks.

These example projects may require the acquisition and renovation of land or buildings to repurpose them
as public facilities or the modification of existing public facilities through various technology, structural, or
site upgrades including:
•

Reconfiguration of interior space to reinforce social distancing recommendations.

•

Interior physical barriers such as clear plexiglass in public areas.

•

Ventilation systems (i.e., high-efficiency particulate air [HEPA] filters, air purifiers, dehumidifiers).

•

Temperature, humidity, and air quality sensors to reduce airborne transmission.

•

Stand-alone sinks or handwashing areas.

•

Replacement of fixed windows with operable windows.

•

Accessibility improvements for persons with disabilities that reduce contact.

•

Installation of drive-through or walk-up windows.

•

Technology improvements, such as fiber-optic lines and ethernet cabling to support remote access.

•

Modification of roadways and sidewalks to allow for social distancing.

•

Creation of outdoor areas with shade covers and seating that ensure physical distancing.

•

Exterior physical barriers such as fencing or planters.
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PROJECT SELECTION CONSIDERATIONS
There are several factors for the grantee to consider after it has been determined that a project is an eligible
activity; that it prevents, prepares for, or responds to the impacts of the pandemic; and that it meets a CDBG
national objective. These include:
•

Community Need: Does the project address an identified housing, economic, or community
development need? Is it a priority need? Are there gaps in the availability of and accessibility to
facilities and improvements when compared to a larger area? How does the project compare to
other potential uses of funds? Consider how effective it will be in:
•

Reducing the risk of individuals contracting or further spreading the coronavirus (prevent).

•

Keeping people healthy by reducing their risk of exposure to the virus or avoiding or slowing
the spread of disease (prepare for).

•

Mitigating the social, economic, and public health impacts of the pandemic (respond to).

•

Cost Reasonableness: Is the cost of the project reasonable? Are CDBG-CV funds being used
efficiently and effectively? Can CDBG-CV funds be used to leverage other public and private
resources? Can the resources be expended within the time limitations for CDBG-CV funds?

•

Timing of the Project: The development
of public facilities can be complicated,
often requiring multiple funding sources,
competitive
bidding,
detailed
architectural plans, extensive public
review,
and
lengthy
permitting
processes. Depending upon the scale, it
can take years to complete some
projects. Given these challenges, can the
project be completed in time to address
the intended purpose? How will the
timing enable the grantee to meet the
requirement to expend 80 percent of
CDBG-CV grant funds within three
years?

•

Ongoing Use of the Facility: Once completed, how long will the facility be used for its intended
purpose? If converted for another purpose once it is no longer used for its specific purpose, will the
new use remain in compliance with CDBG regulations? Additional information on the potential
reuse of public facilities financed with CDBG-CV funds is included below in the "Use of the Public
Facility after the Pandemic" section.

•

Duplication of Benefits: The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act,
PL 100-70, as amended, prohibits the duplication of benefits when using federal funds where other
financial assistance has already been provided or will be provided for the same purpose, regardless
of the funding source. As federal disaster assistance, the Stafford Act applies to the use of CDBGCV funds.
This is a significant requirement that should be considered when developing a project budget.
Grantees must have documented policies and procedures for preventing duplication of benefits.
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Additional information is available in CDBG Coronavirus Response Grantee Resources Related to
Preventing Duplication of Benefits.
•

Operational Capacity: Does the grantee or its subrecipient have the organizational capacity and
funding needed to operate the facility once the project is completed? Will additional funds (often an
eligible public service activity) be required?

ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND REHABILITATION ACTIVITIES
Public facilities projects will involve the grantee acquiring or improving real property. Improvements may
include a variety of construction or rehabilitation of existing structures as described in the previous section.
While some grantees have extensive experience implementing public facility projects, the process may be
new to others. Grantees with limited experience should start with simple physical improvement or
acquisition projects rather than complex projects involving substantial rehabilitation and/or new
construction. When another entity such as a subrecipient, another public entity, or even another division
within the grantee's own organization is completing the project, it is critical for the grantee to be in close
coordination from beginning to end. This section outlines the major steps necessary for successful
implementation of a public facilities project. It also describes some of the "cross-cutting" requirements of
federal grants and HUD programs, and lists additional US Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) resources.
Acquisition
CDBG-CV funds are well suited to support the acquisition of existing buildings that can be used as facilities
to address the impacts of the coronavirus. Acquisition of real property requires a significant investment of
time and a good deal of expertise. It is critical that grantees are diligent in managing the high-risk nature of
acquiring real property.

•

Project Scope and Property Identification: Grantees should have a clear sense of the end use of
the property first and identify a suitable site second. A site search should be informed by the stated
need. Clear criteria should be developed for the property.

•

Early Due Diligence: Once a property and its potential use have been identified (and the property
owner has expressed a willingness to sell), grantees should assess the condition of the property,
evaluate the financial feasibility of acquiring and improving the property, document any potentially
displaced residential or commercial tenants, and develop a scope of necessary rehabilitation.

•

Option Agreement and Predevelopment Activity: Grantees are encouraged to execute a nonbinding option agreement which establishes a period of further due diligence, the acquisition
process, environmental review requirements, the prohibition of site-limiting activities, and
limitations on the removal of tenants.

•

Property Acquisition: Grantees must finalize the purchase of the property, relocate displaced
tenants, and complete required building and site improvements or—if it is to be transferred to a
nonprofit service provider or subrecipient—finalize the sale or lease of the property. In the event
the use of the facility changes after the pandemic ends, grantees must re-evaluate the CDBG
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eligibility of the new use as detailed later in this guide. It is important to note that if a grantee directly
acquires property, that property will be identified as CDBG-assisted and must meet a national
objective as long as the grantee owns the property, or the grantee may be required to reimburse
its CDBG program for the fair market value of the property. As properties appreciate over time, this
can become a significant financial risk to the grantee. Subrecipients acquiring property with CDBG
assistance can have a shorter compliance period. Additional information about changes in use of
a property can be found later in the guide.
Construction and Rehabilitation
CDBG-CV funds can also be used for new construction, substantial rehabilitation or conversion, and minor
structural rehabilitation as they relate to public facilities. While several CDBG-CV waivers have been
authorized by the CARES Act, many of the general requirements of the CDBG program remain in place.

•

Project Selection and Scoping: While a broad array of improvements are eligible uses of CDBG
funds and could meet a national objective, grantees must tie any improvements using CDBG-CV
to the prevention of, preparation for, or response to the coronavirus requirements of the CARES
Act. Project scoping—the identification of project goals, deliverables, tasks, costs, and deadlines—
is a critical step given the multiple regulatory requirements associated with the use of CDBG.

•

Planning and Design: Further develop a detailed scope of work and specifications prior to seeking
construction proposals. These services are typically provided by a licensed architect with
experience in the type of project that is planned. This will help grantees ensure they include the
entire scope of work in the environmental review that must be completed prior to moving forward.
The level of substantial rehabilitation or a change of use can trigger a higher level of environmental
review.

•

Procurement: The grantee is typically responsible for procurement of the contractor. When
grantees are working with a subrecipient organization, that organization may be responsible for
contractor procurement. Specific Federal and local procurement must be followed and incorporated
into bidding processes and agreements, and grantees must incorporate all labor standards and
Section 3 requirements. No waivers related to CDBG procurement requirements are available.

•

Construction: Once a contractor is selected and work is underway, it is critical to monitor progress
and meet labor requirements. Grantees will need to consider how to incorporate social distancing
requirements for construction workers, inspections, and other labor requirements.

See the HUD video series on How to Use CDBG for Public Facilities and Improvements for more
information.

OTHER PROGRAM AND FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS
There are many Federal requirements that must be applied when developing a public facility project.
Several of the more significant are noted below to provide general guidance to grantees unfamiliar with the
process.
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•

Environmental Review: The appropriate level of environmental review must be conducted prior to
any site-limiting action or the execution of any binding agreement with a property seller, partner
agency, or contractor. The HUD COVID-19 environmental review memo (issued on August 6, 2020)
provides specific information and examples of the levels of environmental review required for
different types of projects. Grantees are encouraged to work with their HUD field office and
environmental review specialist to ensure they are conducting the correct level of review for their
projects.

•

Acquisition and Relocation: All URA Acquisition and Relocation requirements apply to CDBG-CV
projects. In addition, grantees should consider any additional Federal or state protections that may
be in place to reduce displacement related to the coronavirus. See the Tenant Assistance,
Relocation, and Real Property Acquisition Handbook (1378.0) for specific requirements.

•

Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity: The grantee must assure that all CDBG-funded activities
undertaken as part of the project are conducted in a manner which will not cause discrimination on
the basis of race, color, religion, sex, disability, familial status, or national origin. See Basically
CDBG – Chapter 19: Fair Housing, Accessibility, and Equal Employment for guidance.

•

Labor Requirements: All Davis-Bacon, Section 3, and other labor requirements apply to CDBG-CV
projects. See the Federal Labor Standards Requirements in Housing and Urban Development
Programs Guide (1344.1) for specific requirements.

•

Habitability Standards: Public facilities are considered shelter rather than housing under CDBG
regulations. Any shelter must meet lead-based paint requirements and as well as Section 504
accessibility standards that are required for both residential and commercial projects. For shelter
and transitional housing, there may be other state or local habitability standards required.

The Guide for Review of CDBG-Funded Public Facilities/Improvements (Exhibit 3-25), and other exhibits
included in the CPD Monitoring Handbook, is an excellent resource for grantees developing a public facility
or infrastructure project. Grantees are strongly encouraged to review the relevant sections of the Handbook
to understand required project documentation.

USE OF A PUBLIC FACILITY AFTER THE PANDEMIC
Grantees should consider that the use of a public facility may change after the pandemic is over and the
facility may no longer be needed for its intended use.
The Uniform Administrative Requirements (24 CFR 200.311) state that real property acquired or improved
with Federal funds must continue to be used "for the originally authorized purpose as long as needed for
that purpose, during which time the non-Federal entity must not dispose of or encumber its title or other
interests." Often referred to as the change of use standard, the standard applies when more than $25,000
in CDBG-CV funds are used to acquire or improve real property.
•

If the property was acquired or improved by a grantee, the change of use standard applies from
the date CDBG-CV funds are first spent for the property until five years after closeout of the
grantee's participation in the CDBG entitlement program. (25 CFR 570.505)

•

In the case of property acquired or improved by a subrecipient, the standard applies for a minimum
period of five years after the expiration of the subrecipient agreement. (24 CFR 570.503(b)(7)

Grantees are required to provide adequate public notice and an opportunity for the public to comment on
the proposed change of use and determine if the acquired or improved property continues to meet a national
objective.
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•

If, after consultation with the public, the grantee determines that the change of use is appropriate
and that the new use continues to meet a CDBG national objective, the standard would be met,
and no further action required.

•

If the change of use does not meet a CDBG national objective, the grantee will need to reimburse
the CDBG program if it decides to proceed as proposed. The amount required to be reimbursed to
the CDBG program is based on the fair market value of the property at the time of the change of
use, not the initial expenditure of CDBG-CV funds. That reimbursement is considered to be
program income. Program income generated from CDBG-CV funds is treated as CDBG program
income.

A change in use from the initial use to a later non-coronavirus-related use would not necessarily impact the
determination of whether or not the new use meets a CDBG national objective.
Additional information can be found in Basically CDBG - Chapter 6: Public Facilities, Special Assessments,
and Privately-Owned Utilities.

OTHER USEFUL RESOURCES
Several helpful online resources have been developed by HUD:
•

Quick Guide to CDBG Eligible Activities to Support Coronavirus and Other Infectious Disease
Response

•

Primary Activities That Can Be Used to Prevent, Prepare for, and Respond to Coronavirus in the
CDBG Program

•

Using CDBG and CDBG-CV to Support Pandemic Recovery

•

Federal Funding Priority Order for Non-Congregate Shelter During COVID-19

•

Basically CDBG—Chapter 6

•

How to Use CDBG for Public Facilities and Improvements

•

Guide to National Objectives and Eligible Activities for CDBG Entitlement Communities

•

Guidance on Options and Conditional Contracts for Purchase of Real Property for Environmental
Reviews

QUESTIONS
Specific questions about how the CDBG-CV program can be used to fund public facilities and infrastructure
that prevent, prepare for, or respond to the coronavirus pandemic should be submitted to HUD's CDBGCV Ask A Question helpdesk or directed to your CDBG field representative.
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USING CDBG-CV TO SUPPORT BROADBAND ACCESS
This quick guide will summarize some of the ways CDBG-CV grantees can help narrow the
digital divide through the provision of broadband infrastructure and services to communities in
need due to coronavirus. Broadband access refers to an always-on, high-speed Internet
connection. Broadband connectivity provides access to a wide variety of resources, services,
and products and closes the gap in education, services and employment opportunities that
exists in many low-and-moderate income communities.

BACKGROUND
Significant gaps in Internet connectivity and speed continue to exist for elderly households and
persons with income and education disparities. The increase in work at home options due to the
coronavirus requires enhanced broadband infrastructure, equipment, and access. Many low-and
moderate-income households lack the resources needed to access the equipment and
broadband services needed for remote work. Similarly, lower-income children may not have
access to a computer or a home Internet connection to attend virtual classes during the
pandemic. This lack of connectivity prevents students from conducting research, completing
classwork, or communicating with teachers, other students, and friends. Gaps in both
equipment and broadband access also limit students access to technology-enhanced education
and widens the gap in achievement. Seniors and other medically vulnerable populations who
lack adequate equipment or broadband access are isolated from family, friends, and social
activities during shelter in place orders and other recommendations for social distancing issued
by local public health departments. Finally, many rural areas also lack broadband access due to
a lack of infrastructure, consumer choices or financial subsidies to expand the number of
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in low-and-moderate communities and neighborhoods.

APPLICABILITY
Broadband related activities can be part of a grantee’s overall strategy to prevent, prepare for or
respond to the coronavirus using CDBG-CV resources from the CARES Act. This guide will
provide an overview of the potential uses of CDBG-CV for broadband access under the criteria
for eligible activities and national objectives in the CDBG regulations at 24 CFR 570, as well as
Federal Register Notice FR 6218-N-01, which describes the program rules, statutory and
regulatory waivers, and alternative requirements applicable to CDBG-CV funds and to annual
formula CDBG grants awarded in fiscal years 2019 and 2020.
The CARES Act requires grantees to ensure that there are adequate procedures in place to
prevent any Duplication of Benefits. The Duplication of Benefits requirement applies to all
CDBG-CV funds and 2019 and 2020 State CDBG funds used to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus. Grantees should gather information about all other resources, including
other CARES Act assistance, to help determine potential risks of duplication and to target
CDBG-CV resources where there are existing gaps or areas of unmet need.
States and localities should also consider the Consolidated Plan criteria outlined in Federal
Register Notice FR 5891-F-02: “Modernizing HUD's Consolidated Planning Process To Narrow
the Digital Divide and Increase Resilience to Natural Hazards.” This rule requires States and
local governments to consult with public and private organizations, including broadband internet
service providers, and organizations engaged in narrowing the digital divide (e.g., schools,
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digital literacy organizations), and to encourage the participation of these entities in
implementing relevant components of the plan. The rule also requires each jurisdiction to
describe the broadband needs in housing occupied by low- and moderate-income households
including broadband wiring, service, and competition by broadband ISPs.

ELIGIBILITY OF CDBG-CV ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT BROADBAND
ACCESS
CDBG-CV funds can be used to enhance broadband access in many ways, including but not
limited to, infrastructure development, installation of wired and wireless connections, hardware
and software purchases, construction of computer rooms for after-school programs that also
incorporate appropriate health and safety precautions, training and digital literacy classes, and
economic development assistance to businesses.
CDBG-CV grantees should fully examine the scope of their activities to ensure that they are
both an eligible activity and are able to demonstrate compliance with the appropriate national
objective. Grantees should maintain adequate documentation of their determination for each
assisted activity. In some cases, grantees may also want to consider the costs and benefits of
providing CDBG-CV funds for broadband assistance. The costs of installing broadband
infrastructure will vary within different geographic areas. Jurisdictions with a strong broadband
infrastructure may reduce the cost of a CDBG-CV supported activity. Wireless broadband
assistance involves equipment that could vary greatly by the design and size of the project, and
the cost per unit.

Broadband Infrastructure
CDBG funds may be used to install wiring, fiber optic cables, and permanently affixed
equipment such as receivers for areas to receive broadband access. The acquisition,
construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, or installation of public facilities and improvements,
including infrastructure improvements, are eligible under 24 CFR 570.201(c) and 42 USC
5305(a)(2). The acquisition, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, or installation of
distribution lines and facilities of privately-owned utilities, which includes the placing
underground of new or existing distribution facilities and lines, are eligible under 24 CFR
570.201(l) and 42 USC 5305(a)(4).
When using CDBG-CV funds for broadband infrastructure, grantees should consider operating
and maintenance costs in addition to the costs of installation when deciding which form of
broadband infrastructure to install.

Emergency Payments
CDBG funds may be used to make “emergency payments” for items such as rent and utilities including Internet service - for up to three consecutive months (24 CFR 570.207(b)(4)). By
waiver, HUD has extended the emergency payments to a six-month period (six consecutive
months beginning at the time assistance is first provided) when using CDBG-CV funds and
grant year 2019 and 2020 formula CDBG funds to prevent, prepare for, or respond to
coronavirus.
As detailed in the March 30, 2021 CDBG-CV Q&A on “Arrearages Subsistence-Type
Payments,” the emergency payments period begins when the payment is made, not when the
individual’s or family’s arrearage began. If an individual or family is one or more months in
arrears, a grantee may cover some or all the amount in arrears within the first month of
assistance and continue through the applicable consecutive period of assistance. Emergency
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payments for Internet service must be made directly to the ISP on behalf of the low-andmoderate income household. Payments may be made to a utility owned by the grantee, with
some limitations. Grantees can also view the following Q and A for more information:
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CPD/documents/CDBG-CV-Q-and-A-on-Public-Utilities.pdf.

Housing Activities
HUD defines broadband infrastructure for housing as, “cables, fiber optics, wiring, or other
permanent (integral to the structure) infrastructure—including wireless infrastructure—as long
as the installation results in broadband infrastructure in each dwelling unit meeting the Federal
Communications Commission's (FCC's) definition in effect at the time the pre-construction
estimates are generated.”
Housing activities that improve broadband infrastructure provides access to high-speed Internet
to lower income tenants, whether they choose to or can afford to use the service or not.
Enhancing broadband access also allows non-profit and other public social agencies that
provide free or reduced-cost Internet service to assist eligible tenants more easily. CDBG-CV
funds may be used for the rehabilitation of single and multi-unit housing privately owned
buildings for residential purposes and non-profit owned, non-residential buildings and
improvements not eligible under 24 CFR 570.202(a) and 42 USC 5305(a)(2), provided the
grantee is able to document how such rehabilitation prevents, prepares for, or responds to
coronavirus. The regulation at 24 CFR 570.202(g) requires installation of broadband
infrastructure in a building with more than four rental units if it is substantially rehabilitated as
defined by 24 CFR 5.100. This includes the labor, materials, and other costs of installation that
allows tenants to receive broadband access.
New housing construction that is carried out by a qualified Community Based Development
Organization under 24 CFR 570.204(a) and 42 USC 5305(a)(15) may also include the
installation of wiring, fiber optic cables, and equipment that allows tenants to receive access to
broadband.

Economic Development
CDBG-CV funds may be used to provide grants or loans to for-profit businesses, including
businesses that focus on broadband/Internet access and technology under 24 CFR 570.203(b)
and 42 USC 5305(a)(2). Grantees should note that underwriting standards must be applied to all
special economic development activities. CDBG-CV assisted economic development projects
must also comply with the public benefit standards outlined in FR 6218-N-01. Additional waivers
and flexibilities granted in F.R. Notice 6218-N-01 for CDBG-CV assisted economic development
activities include the elimination of the Aggregate Public Benefit test, and the use of for-profit and
non-profit entities that pass funds through a financing mechanism (e.g. Opportunity Funds or New
Markets Tax Credits). CDBG-CV funds can also support payments on Section 108 notes for
activities that prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.

Public Services
Federal Register Notice FR 6218-N-01 waived the 15% cap for CDBG-CV, and for 2019 and
2020 CDBG Public Service activities that prevent, prepare for, or respond to coronavirus.
Grantees may use CDBG-CV funds for public service activities under 24 CFR 570.201(e) and
42 USC 5305(a)(2), such as digital literacy classes, technical training, after-school programs,
telehealth services and other digital programs and services that expand the knowledge and use
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of Internet products, services, and resources by low-and-moderate income households. The
purchase of equipment or other personal property that is not an integral structural fixture is also
eligible when such items are necessary to carry out a public service. Grantees should follow the
equipment management and disposition requirements at 2 CFR 200.310, 200.313 and 200.316.
Items of equipment with a current per unit fair market value of $5,000 or less may be retained,
sold or otherwise disposed of with no further obligation to HUD.
An example of a CDBG-CV supported public service is the purchase of laptops and hotspots to
be provided for use by children from low-and-moderate income families so that these children
may access virtual classes provided by schools. At the end of the school year, the grantee can
determine the appropriate disposition of equipment under $5000 in value. For example, a
grantee could collect the laptops and hotspots and provide them again for use by children if
social distancing requirements remain in place or recur, and schools are providing virtual
instruction.

Digital Training and Education Support
Digital training and education that is provided as a CDBG-CV assisted public service to prevent,
prepare or respond to coronavirus can help increase digital fluency, proficiency, and confidence.
Digital training can improve the technical skills needed to access information and services on the
Internet and allow low-and moderate-income households to make the most of their digital
equipment and devices. As described in the ConnectHOME playbook, examples of digital literacy
skills training include:
BASIC

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

Using devices

Internet safety

File management

Internet connections

Online services

Office applications

Instant messaging

Social networking

Email communication

Educational support can assist low-and-moderate income students impacted by school closures
due to coronavirus. Providing access to online instructional materials and classes allows
students to attend virtual classes and bridge the “homework gap” that occurs when broadband
access is not available. Educational resources can also help students to prepare for college and
apply for financial aid.

Planning/Administration
Broadband planning, resource mapping, financing strategies, utility plans and other related
planning activities may be supported with CDBG-CV funds under 24 CFR 570.205 and 42 USC
5305(a)(2). To use CDBG-CV funds for this activity, the grantee must be able to document how
these activities address coronavirus.
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DETERMINING A NATIONAL OBJECTIVE FOR CDBG-CV ACTIVITIES
IN SUPPORT OF BROADBAND ACCESS
CDBG-CV funds can only be spent on eligible activities that meet a national objective. As
previously described, there are several potentially eligible broadband activities that can be
assisted, though most activities will fall under public improvements, housing, or public services.
The installation of broadband infrastructure may meet the national objective of benefit to lowand moderate-income persons on an area basis under 24 CFR 570.208(a)(1). To qualify, the
activity’s service area must be a primarily residential area where not less than 51 percent of the
persons residing in the area are low and moderate income. The service area is defined as the
geographic area where the houses to be served by the broadband are located. Infrastructurerelated improvements to private property that increase broadband access (e.g. equipment,
connections, cabling) may meet the “housing activities” national objective under 24 CFR
570.208(3).
The mapping tool component of the “Low-Moderate Income Summary Data for CDBG, NSP,
and CDBG-DR Area-Benefit Activities” website allows grantees to draw service area boundaries
on a digital map. The tool then shows the user the LMA percentage of the service area, based
on Census geography and data. The tool can be found at Low- and Moderate-Income Summary
Data, based on 2011-2015 ACS (arcgis.com).
Providing broadband service directly to households, such as in the Tucson program described
below, may meet the low- and moderate-income limited clientele national objective under 24
CFR 570.208(a)(2). In this case, at least 51 percent of the households benefitting from a service
must be low-moderate income. In the Tucson example, income information was required for
every assisted household. As noted above, increasing connectivity on private property may also
meet the low-and-moderate income housing national objective at 24 CFR 570.208(3).
Some programs may be structured in a way where the service benefits persons who are
presumed to be principally low-and-moderate income persons. As described under 24 CFR
570.208(a)(2)(A), activities that exclusively serve a group of persons in any one or a
combination of the following categories may be presumed to benefit persons, 51 percent of
whom are low- and moderate-income: abused children, battered spouses, elderly persons,
adults meeting the Bureau of the Census' Current Population Reports definition of “severely
disabled,” homeless persons, illiterate adults, persons living with AIDS, and migrant farm
workers.
To support the three components of the urgent need national objective criteria at 24 CFR
570.208(c), grantees may use the same documentation that demonstrates the activity prevents,
prepares for, or responds to coronavirus to demonstrate that CDBG-CV broadband activities
alleviate existing conditions, are unable to be financed their own (DOB documentation also
supports this criteria), and causes a serious and immediate threat to health and safety. The
criteria can be documented via federal, state or local emergency declarations.

Broadband Models
The Emergency Broadband Benefit Program is a new, Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) program that provides a temporary discount on monthly broadband bills for qualifying
low-income households. Eligible households can receive:
-

Up to a $50/month discount on broadband service and associated equipment rentals
Up to a $75/month discount if your household is on qualifying Tribal lands
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-

A one-time discount of up to $100 for a laptop, tablet, or desktop computer (with a copayment of more than $10 but less than $50)

In 2015, HUD launched its Digital Opportunity Demonstration, known as “ConnectHome,” which
provided a platform for collaboration among local governments, public housing agencies,
Internet service providers, philanthropic foundations, nonprofit organizations and other relevant
stakeholders to work together to produce local solutions for narrowing the digital divide in
communities across the nation served by HUD. ConnectHOME uses a “three-legged stool”
approach that combines connectivity strategies to increase Internet service with access to
Internet-ready computers and tablets and digital literacy training that allows low-and moderateincome households to successfully use information and communication technologies.
HUD is also collaborating with EveryoneOn and US Ignite to build local partnerships and gather
commitments that will increase access to the Internet for low-income Americans. These
partnerships will bring broadband, technical assistance, and digital literacy training to students
living in public and assisted housing across America.

INFRASTRUCTURE
The state of West Virginia is using its state CDBG funds to expand broadband to underserved
areas like McDowell County, where over a third of the residents live in poverty and only 66% of
the residents have broadband access according to the U.S. Census. CDBG program funds are
being used to install 20 miles of aerial fiber lines that will improve internet service to over 300
homes and businesses in the county. Since there are no medical facilities in the service area,
the project will also significantly improve access to telehealth services. McDowell County has
more than 51% low-and-moderate income persons, so the activity meets the Low Mod Area
benefit national objective.

PUBLIC SERVICES
In Tucson, AZ an estimated 150,000 residents do not subscribe to broadband. To provide these
households with access to remote learning and telehealth, the city partnered with a private
sector technology company to erect towers on fiber-connected municipal buildings and cityowned property at strategic locations across the city and install converter devices inside eligible
low-and-moderate income households. The work began in January 2021 and by mid-February
2021, 80 percent of the network was complete with 300 households connected. By mid-March
2021 that number is expected to reach 1000. Households must apply and be income eligible.
The service is scheduled to be offered through the end of December 2021.

Useful Resources
Federal Register Notice FR 5890-F-02 – “Narrowing the Digital Divide Through Installation of
Broadband Infrastructure in HUD-Funded New Construction and Substantial Rehabilitation of
Multifamily Rental Housing.”
Broadband Map:
https://broadbandmap.fcc.gov/#/
ConnectHOME Playbook
https://connecthome.hud.gov/playbook
FCC Initiative - Bridging the Digital Divide for All Americans
https://www.fcc.gov/about-fcc/fcc-initiatives/bridging-digital-divide-all-americans
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Council of Economic Advisers Report “Mapping the Digital Divide”
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/wh_digital_divide_issue_brief.pdf
CDBG-CV Federal Register Notice
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CPD/documents/FR-6218-N-01-CDBG-CV-clean-8-7-20header-for-posting.pdf
CDBG-CV Resources
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/cdbg_programs_covid-19
https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/cdbg-cv/

UPCOMING WEBINARS, TOOLS AND GUIDES
Webinars
CDBG-CV Virtual Launch Conference
Economic Development Models
Housing Models
National Objectives
Quick Guides
CDBG-CV Launch Toolkit
Financial Management
Public Facility Improvements with CV
Rental Assistance
CDBG-CV ASK-A-QUESTION
https://www.hudexchange.info/program-support/my-question/
CDBG-CV ON-CALL TA
https://www.hudexchange.info/hudexchange-portal/taRequest/?taportalaction=tarequest%3Amain.requestta
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INVESTIGATION OF FRAUD, ABUSE, AND MITIGATION
ADECA will make every effort to prevent fraud and program abuse, and will work very
closely with representatives of the HUD Office of Inspector General (OIG), the FBI,
Department of Justice, and U.S. Attorney's Office when necessary to monitor and
investigate instances of fraud.
ADECA will not tolerate program fraud or duplication of benefits. In order to limit the
chances for abuse, very specific documentation will be required.
AUDIT REQUIREMENTS
In the event an aggregate of $750,000 or more of Federal funds was expended by the
grantee during any fiscal year, the grantee will be required to submit an audit within nine
months of the fiscal year end in which the funds were spent, or upon completion by the
State Examiners. Should the final audit indicate disallowed costs, the State reserves
the right to issue sanctions which may include the repayment of funds.
RETENTION OF RECORDS
Grantees are required to keep all records for five years from the date an activity closes
or from the date all audit findings have been resolved, whichever is longer.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON, DC 20410-7000

9 April 2020

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM FOR:

All Fiscal Year 2020 and 2019 CDBG and CDBG-CV Grantees and
All CPD Field Office Directors

FROM:

John Gibbs, Acting Assistant Secretary for Community Planning and
Development

SUBJECT:

CARES Act Flexibilities for CDBG Funds Used to Support
Coronavirus Response and plan amendment waiver

The Coronavirns Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) (Public Law 116-136)
makes available $5 billion in supplemental Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funding
for grants to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus (CDBG-CV grants). Additionally, the
CARES Act provides CDBG grantees with flexibilities that make it easier to use CDBG-CV grants
and fiscal years 2019 and 2020 CDBG Grants for coronavirus response and authorizes HUD to
grant wa1vers and alternative requirements.
The Department has announced the allocations of the first $2 billion in CARES Act funding
for CDBG grantees, as well as $1 billion for Emergency Solutions Grants (ESG) and $53.7 million
for Housing Opportunities for Persons With AIDS (HOPWA). You can find the allocations at
www.hud.gov/program offices/comm planning/budget'fy20/.
This memorandum transmits the attached CARES Act Flexibilitiesfor CDBG Funds Used to

Support Coronavirus Response Guide (Guide). The Guide describes the immediate availability of a

5-day public comment period for amendments and new plan submissions, uncaps the percentage of
CDBG funding for public services to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus, as well as
other flexibilities. Please note that these new provisions are not only applicable to the $5 billion in
CDBG :funding from the CARES Act but many of the new provisions are also applicable to
FY2019and FY2020 CDBG funding. This broad applicability provides grantees with flexibility to
help address the challenges facing our nation.
Grantees are advised to amend or prepare their plans as soon as possible and not to wait for
the pending Federal Register notice, which may provide additional waivers and alternative
requirements. Similarly, grantees should not wait for HUD to allocate the remaining nearly $3
billion of the $5 billion provided by the CARES Act for the CDBG program. Upon publication of
the Federal Register notice and subsequent allocations, grantees receiving allocations will then
amend plans accordingly.
Grantees should proceed with all amendments and plans under these new provisions by
adding the CDBG-CV allocation in their plans as an available resource for the year. The CARES
Act permits HUD to waive, or specify alternative requirements for, any provision of any statute or
regulation that the Secretary administers in connection with the CDBG-CV funds, FY2019 and
FY2020 CDBG funds (except for requirements related to fair housing, nondiscrimination, labor
standards, and the environment), upon a finding by the Secretary that any such waivers or
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alternative requirements are necessary to expedite or facilitate the use of such amounts to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
To expedite grantees' use ofCDBG-CV funds, HUD is waiving the requirements at 42
U.S.C. 12705(a)(2) to the extent it requires updates to the housing and homeless needs assessment,
housing market analysis, and strategic plan and 24 CFR 91.220 and 91.320 to the extent the action
plan is limited to a specific program year to permit grantees to prepare substantial amendments to
their most recent annual action plan, including their 2019 annual action plan. Grantees must
identify the proposed use of all funds and how the funds will be used to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus.
The Department is also waiving 24 CFR 91.505 to facilitate the use of the CDBG-CV funds
to the extent necessary to require submission of the substantial amendment to HUD for review in
accordance with 24 CFR 91.500. To receive a CDBG-CV grant, a grantee must also submit a SF424, SF-424D and the certifications at 24 CFR 91.225(a) and (b) or 24 CFR 91.325(a) and (b).
The Guide addresses many of the Field's initial questions. Email inquiries to
CPDQuestionsAnswered@hud.gov will continue to receive individual replies and guidance. HUD
will also be batching questions and responses and periodically making them available as FAQs.
Additional resources will continue to be posted to www.hudexchange.info/programs/cdbg/disease/.

Thank you for the work you and your staff do with our communities in the fight against the
coronavirus.

CARES Act Flexibilities for CDBG Funds Used to Support Coronavirus Response
April 9, 2020
President Trump has signed The Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act (CARES Act). The CARES Act:




Makes available $5 billion in supplemental Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funding for grants to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus (CDBG-CV grants);
Provides flexibilities for CDBG grantees to make it easier to use CDBG-CV grants and fiscal years 2019 and
2020 CDBG grants for coronavirus response and authorizes HUD to grant waivers and alternative requirements;
Requires CDBG-CV grantees to prevent the duplication of benefits, which means grant funds may not be used to
pay costs if another source of financial assistance is available to pay that cost.

HUD will publish a Federal Register notice describing the requirements for CDBG-CV grants. The notice will also include
waivers and alternative requirements for CDBG-CV and fiscal year 2019 and 2020 CDBG grants. A grantee may submit a
CDBG-CV action plan substantial amendment to its most recent accepted CDBG action plan for the first CDBG-CV
allocation before the notice is published. To apply for CDBG-CV grants, grantees may follow existing regulatory
requirements for a substantial amendment to the grantee’s action plan that describes the amount of CDBG-CV funds
available in the first allocation and planned use of funds, in accordance with existing requirements and the flexibilities in
the CARES Act, summarized below. HUD will publish a Q&A document with further information on this process.
Grantees may use CDBG-CV and CDBG funds for a range of activities to prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus. For examples, see the Quick Guide to CDBG Activities for Infectious Disease Response.

Summary of CARES Act Provisions for Coronavirus Response With CDBG-CV and CDBG Grants
For more information, refer to applicable sections of the CARES Act, Housing and Community Development Act of
1974 (for State CDBG Grantees) and CDBG regulations (for Entitlement CDBG grantees).
Description of Program Flexibility

Applicability to CDBG-CV and CDBG Grants

Public Service Activities
Eliminates the 15 percent cap1 on the amount of
grant funds that can be used for public services
activities.

CDBG-CV

CDBG FY 19 and
Following enactment, the cap in section 105(a)(8) of
FY 20 Grants
the HCD Act and 24 CFR 570.201(e) has no effect on
CDBG-CV grants and no effect on FY 2019 and 2020
CDBG Grants
CDBG grant funds used for coronavirus efforts.
before FY 19

Immediately
Available
Immediately
Available
Not
Available

Reimbursement of Costs
Provides that grantees may use CDBG-CV grant
funds to cover or reimburse costs to prevent, prepare
for, and respond to coronavirus incurred by a State or
locality, regardless of the date on which such costs
were incurred, when those costs comply with CDBG
requirements. For other grants, pre-agreement and
pre-award cost authority is available under 24 CFR
570.489(b) (states) and 570.200(h) (entitlements).

1

CDBG-CV

Immediately
Available

CDBG FY 19 and
FY 20 Grants

See current
regulations.

CDBG Grants
before FY 19

See current
regulations.

Section 105(a)(8) of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, provides a different percentage cap for some grantees.

Description of Program Flexibility

Applicability to CDBG-CV and CDBG Grants

Citizen Participation and Public Hearings for Consolidated Plans (including Action Plans)
Provides that grantees may amend citizen
participation plans to establish expedited procedures
to draft, propose, or amend consolidated plans.
Expedited procedures must include notice and
reasonable opportunity to comment of no less than 5
days. The 5-day period can run concurrently for
comments on the action plan amendment and
amended citizen participation plans.

CDBG-CV

Immediately
Available

CDBG FY 19 and
FY 20 Grants

Immediately
Available

CDBG Grants
before FY 19

Not
Available

In-person public hearings are not required. Grantees
may meet public hearing requirements with virtual
public hearings if: 1) national/local health authorities
recommend social distancing and limiting public
gatherings for public health reasons; and 2) virtual
hearings provide reasonable notification and access
for citizens in accordance with the grantee’s
certifications, timely responses from local officials to
all citizen questions and issues, and public access to
all questions and responses.
Deadline to Submit Consolidated Plans (including Annual Action Plans)
Extends the deadline for grantees to submit action
plans and other updates to their consolidated plans
submissions for fiscal years 2019* and 2020 to
August 16, 2021.
Without extension, the deadline for fiscal year 2020
grants would be August 16, 2020, in accordance with
section 116(b) of the HCD Act and 24 CFR 91.15.
*The deadline for fiscal year 2019 passed on August
16, 2019 (plans due then have been submitted).

CDBG-CV

Immediately
Available

CDBG FY 19* and
FY 20 Grants

Immediately
Available.

CDBG Grants
before FY 19

Not
applicable.

Waiver and Alternative Requirement Authority
Authorizes the Secretary to issue statutory and
regulatory waivers/alternative requirements for
CDBG-CV and some CDBG funds when necessary
to expedite or facilitate the use of grant funds to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
Prohibits waivers/alternative requirements related to
fair housing, nondiscrimination, labor standards, and
the environment.

CDBG-CV

Immediately
Available

CDBG FY 19 and
FY 20 Grants

Immediately
Available.

CDBG Grants
before FY 19

HUD has additional regulatory waiver and statutory
suspension authorities that it may use for CDBG
Grants before fiscal year 2019 if necessary.

Submit your questions to: CPDQuestionsAnswered@hud.gov

Not
applicable.
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Q+ÿ)3+BÿN<ÿ+3N6Q5G3RÿIST@UVW.ÿN+3NG*Xÿ6*Bÿ36H+N?ÿB+=+5<YF+*NÿY2<X26F3Zÿ[R+ÿ3N6N+ÿ<HÿJ56Q6F6ÿCG55ÿY2<=GB+ÿNR+ÿDE0ÿFG55G<*ÿN<ÿ3)YY<2NÿNC<ÿY2<X26F3/ÿ[+3NG*XÿH<2
J56Q6F6ÿ6*BÿMN6?ÿM6H+ÿ[<X+NR+2Zÿ[R+ÿY2<X26F3ÿCG55ÿQ+ÿGFY5+F+*N+BÿQ?ÿ6ÿL<65GNG<*ÿ5+BÿQ?ÿNR+ÿJ56Q6F6ÿU+Y62NF+*Nÿ<Hÿ1)Q5GLÿ\+65NRÿ6*BÿNR+ÿ]*G=+23GN?ÿ<HÿJ56Q6F6
6Nÿ^G2FG*XR6FZ
J56Q6F6ÿ2+L+G=+Bÿ6YY2<_GF6N+5?ÿDWZ.ÿQG55G<*ÿ<HÿIJ4KMÿJLNÿH)*BG*XÿN<ÿ2+3Y<*BÿN<ÿ6*BÿFGNGX6N+ÿNR+ÿL<2<*6=G2)3ÿY6*B+FGLZÿJ56Q6F6ÿJLNÿ-0-0VW..ÿB+3GX*6N+Bÿ)YÿN<
D-`0ÿFG55G<*ÿ<HÿNR+ÿI<2<*6=G2)3ÿ4+5G+Hÿa)*BÿN<ÿQ+ÿ)3+BÿN<ÿ3)YY<2NÿNR+ÿB+5G=+2?ÿ<HÿR+65NRÿL62+ÿ6*Bÿ2+56N+Bÿ3+2=GL+3ÿN<ÿLGNGb+*3ÿ<HÿJ56Q6F6Z
c[R+ÿ6X2++F+*NÿQ+NC++*ÿNR+ÿ3N6N+ÿ<HÿJ56Q6F6/ÿNR+ÿJ56Q6F6ÿU+Y62NF+*Nÿ<Hÿ1)Q5GLÿ\+65NRÿ6*Bÿ]J^ÿG3ÿ+_6LN5?ÿNR+ÿN?Y+ÿ<HÿY)Q5GLVY2G=6N+ÿY62N*+23RGYÿNR6NÿG3ÿ*++B+BÿN<
6B+d)6N+5?ÿ2+3Y<*BÿN<ÿNR+ÿIST@UVW.ÿL2G3G3/eÿ36GBÿ;<=+2*<2ÿ>6?ÿ@=+?Zÿcf+ÿCG55ÿ<*5?ÿQ+ÿ6Q5+ÿN<ÿ6Ld)G2+ÿL2GNGL65/ÿ5GH+V36=G*Xÿ2+3<)2L+3ÿQ?ÿC<2gG*XÿN<X+NR+2ZÿhG=G*X
CGNRÿNR+ÿL<2<*6=G2)3ÿG3ÿ<)2ÿi*+Cÿ*<2F65/jÿ6*Bÿ@ÿ6YY2+LG6N+ÿNR+ÿL<FQG*+Bÿ+HH<2N3ÿN<ÿ+*3)2+ÿNR6Nÿ63ÿC+ÿX+NÿQ6LgÿN<ÿ<)2ÿB6G5?ÿ2<)NG*+3/ÿC+ÿL6*ÿB<ÿ3<ÿ36H+5?ÿ63ÿC+55ÿ63
R+5YG*Xÿ<)2ÿ=65)+Bÿ2+3+62LR+23ÿX6G*ÿ*+CÿG*H<2F6NG<*ÿN<ÿL<FQ6NÿNRG3ÿBG3+63+Ze
[+3NG*XÿH<2ÿJ56Q6F6ÿCG55ÿL2+6N+ÿ6ÿL<*3<2NG)Fÿ<Hÿ+*NGNG+3/ÿ5+BÿQ?ÿ]J^/ÿNR6NÿCG55ÿC<2gÿCGNRÿNR+ÿJ56Q6F6ÿU+Y62NF+*Nÿ<Hÿ1)Q5GLÿ\+65NR/ÿN<ÿ+3N6Q5G3Rÿ6*Bÿ3)YY<2Nÿ6
Q2<6B/ÿ2<Q)3Nÿ2+V+*N2?ÿN+3NG*XÿY56NH<2FÿH<L)3+BÿY2GF62G5?ÿ<HÿJ56Q6F6j3ÿY)Q5GLÿG*3NGN)NG<*3ÿ<HÿRGXR+2ÿ+B)L6NG<*ÿ6*BÿNC<V?+62ÿL<55+X+3Zÿ[RG3ÿCG55ÿXG=+ÿ655ÿ)*G=+23GNG+3ÿG*
NR+ÿ3N6N+ÿ6ÿLR6*L+ÿN<ÿ3+Nÿ6ÿQ63+5G*+ÿ63ÿ3N)B+*N3ÿ2+N)2*/ÿ+*6Q5G*XÿG*3NGN)NG<*3ÿN<ÿQ+NN+2ÿGB+*NGH?ÿR<N3Y<N3ÿ6*BÿY<N+*NG65ÿIST@UVW.ÿY2<Q5+F3ÿ<*ÿL6FY)3+3ÿNR2<)XR
3+*NG*+5ÿN+3NG*XÿNR2<)XR<)NÿNR+ÿ-0-0V-0-Wÿ3LR<<5ÿ?+62Z
JBBGNG<*65ÿN62X+N+BÿN+3NG*XÿCG55ÿQ+ÿGFY5+F+*N+BÿG*ÿL+2N6G*ÿ)*B+23+2=+Bÿ2+XG<*3ÿ6*Bÿ5<L6NG<*3ÿG*ÿJ56Q6F6ÿCGNRÿGB+*NGHG+BÿR+65NRÿL62+ÿBG3Y62GNG+3Zÿ12<N<L<53ÿH<2ÿR<C
N+3NG*XÿCG55ÿQ+ÿ6BFG*G3N+2+Bÿ62+ÿG*ÿY2<X2+33ÿCGNRÿ6ÿ*6365ÿ3C6QÿO*<NÿNR+ÿ*63<YR62?*X+65ÿ3C6QPÿ<2ÿ6ÿ365G*+ÿX62X5+ÿN+3Nÿ)*B+2ÿB+=+5<YF+*Nÿ6Nÿ]J^ÿ62+ÿ+?+Bÿ63ÿY<N+*NG65
<YNG<*3Zÿ[+3NG*Xÿ<)NV<HV3N6N+ÿ3N)B+*N3ÿQ+H<2+ÿNR+?ÿ622G=+ÿ<*ÿL6FY)3+3ÿG3ÿ653<ÿ6ÿX<65ÿ<HÿNR+ÿ[+3NG*XÿH<2ÿJ56Q6F6ÿY2<X26FZ
cS)2ÿ6QG5GN?ÿN<ÿN+3Nÿ+=+2?ÿ3N)B+*Nÿ2+N)2*G*XÿN<ÿL6FY)3ÿCG55ÿX<ÿ6ÿ5<*XÿC6?ÿG*ÿR+5YG*Xÿ)3ÿF6G*N6G*ÿ6ÿ36H+ÿ+*=G2<*F+*N/eÿ36GBÿ]J^ÿ12+3GB+*Nÿ46?ÿhZÿf6NN3Zÿcf+ÿ62+
+_LGN+BÿNR6N/ÿNR2<)XRÿNRG3ÿY62N*+23RGYÿCGNRÿ;<=+2*<2ÿ@=+?ÿ6*BÿNR+ÿ3N6N+ÿ<HÿJ56Q6F6/ÿC+ÿCG55ÿR6=+ÿNR+ÿ6QG5GN?ÿN<ÿF6g+ÿN+3NG*Xÿ6=6G56Q5+ÿ6L2<33ÿ<)2ÿM?3N+Fÿ6*BÿN<
Y)Q5GLÿL<55+X+3ÿ6*Bÿ)*G=+23GNG+3ÿNR2<)XR<)NÿNR+ÿ3N6N+ZÿS*ÿQ+R65Hÿ<Hÿ]J^ÿ6*BÿNR+ÿ]JÿM?3N+F/ÿC+ÿNR6*gÿ;<=Zÿ@=+?ÿH<2ÿG*=+3NG*XÿG*ÿNRG3ÿGFY<2N6*NÿY2<X26FÿNR6NÿCG55
Y2<F<N+ÿR+65NRÿ6L2<33ÿNR+ÿ3N6N+Ze
MN6?ÿM6H+ÿ[<X+NR+2ÿG3ÿ6ÿIST@UVW.ÿ*<NGHGL6NG<*ÿ6YYÿL)22+*N5?ÿQ+G*XÿB+=+5<Y+BÿQ?ÿ]J^Zÿ[R+ÿY56NH<2FÿG*L5)B+3ÿ6ÿIST@UVW.ÿ633+33F+*NÿN<<5ÿNR6Nÿ655<C3ÿG*BG=GB)653
N<ÿ5<XÿNR+G2ÿL<2<*6=G2)3ÿ2+56N+BÿR+65NRÿ3N6N)3ÿ6*Bÿ3?FYN<F3ÿNR6NÿG3ÿQ6Lg+BÿQ?ÿ;<<X5+ÿ6*BÿJYY5+ÿN+LR*<5<X?ÿNR6NÿL6*ÿ6*<*?F<)35?ÿ65+2Nÿ3<F+<*+ÿGHÿNR+?ÿ62+ÿ6Nÿ2G3g
H2<FÿQ+G*XÿG*ÿY2<_GFGN?ÿN<ÿ3<F+<*+ÿCR<ÿN+3N+BÿY<3GNG=+ÿH<2ÿIST@UVW.Zÿ[RG3ÿY56NH<2FÿCG55ÿQ+ÿY<N+*NG655?ÿ6=6G56Q5+ÿN<ÿ655ÿY)Q5GLÿG*3NGN)NG<*3ÿ<HÿRGXR+2ÿ+B)L6NG<*ÿG*
NR+ÿ3N6N+/ÿ63ÿC+55ÿ63ÿ655ÿY)Q5GLÿ>VW-ÿ3LR<<53ÿG*ÿNR+ÿ3N6N+Z
c[R+ÿIST@UVW.ÿY6*B+FGLÿG3ÿX<G*XÿN<ÿL<*NG*)+ÿ6Nÿ5+63NÿG*N<ÿNR+ÿH655ÿ6*Bÿ+625?ÿCG*N+2/ÿ6*BÿNR+ÿJ56Q6F6ÿU+Y62NF+*Nÿ<Hÿ1)Q5GLÿ\+65NRÿC6*N3ÿN<ÿ+*3)2+ÿC+ÿ62+ÿB<G*X
+=+2?NRG*XÿC+ÿL6*ÿN<ÿXG=+ÿ<)2ÿ3N6N+ÿNR+ÿQ+3Nÿ<YY<2N)*GN?ÿN<ÿ*6=GX6N+ÿNR+ÿL2G3G3ÿ63ÿ36H+5?ÿ6*Bÿ+HH+LNG=+5?ÿ63ÿY<33GQ5+/eÿ36GBÿML<NNÿ\622G3/ÿ3N6N+ÿR+65NRÿ<HHGL+2ÿ6*BÿL<V
LR6G2ÿ<Hÿ[+3NG*XÿH<2ÿJ56Q6F6Zÿc[RG3ÿH2++ÿN+3NG*Xÿ<YY<2N)*GN?ÿH<2ÿ655ÿY)Q5GLÿL<55+X+ÿ3N)B+*N3ÿCG55ÿ+*6Q5+ÿ<)2ÿ3N6N+ÿ)*G=+23GNG+3ÿN<ÿR6=+ÿNR+G2ÿHG*X+2ÿ<*ÿNR+ÿY)53+ÿ<HÿCR6N
NR+ÿY2+=65+*L+ÿ<HÿNRG3ÿG*H+LNG<*ÿG3ÿ6F<*XÿNR+G2ÿ3N)B+*NÿQ<B?ÿ63ÿNR+?ÿ2+N)2*ÿ6*B/ÿ<=+2ÿNGF+/ÿXG=+3ÿNR+FÿNR+ÿ6QG5GN?ÿN<ÿF<*GN<2ÿ6*?ÿLR6*X+Ze
[R+ÿ+_Y<3)2+ÿ*<NGHGL6NG<*ÿ3F62NYR<*+ÿ6YYÿG3ÿG*ÿB+=+5<YF+*Nÿ6*Bÿ6*NGLGY6N+BÿN<ÿQ+ÿ2+6B?ÿG*ÿNGF+ÿH<2ÿNR+ÿH655ÿ3+F+3N+2Z
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